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The Color of Violence: Introduction
/\ridrc'd '-irnith, lkth Richie, Julia Sudbury, and J,mellc Wf1ill' (witl1 till'
d'>'>i'>LHKc of Incite! Women of Color Against Violence collective rnL'rnh<'r'>)

Many years ago when I was a student in San Diego, I was driving down the freeway with a friend when we encountered a Black
woman wandering along the shoulder. Her story was extremely
disturbing. Despite her uncontrollable weeping, we were able to
surmise that she had been raped and dumped along the side of the
road. After a while, she was able to wave down a police car, thinking that they would help her. However, when the white policeman
picked her up, he did not comfort her, but rather seized upon the
opportunity to rape her once more.
Angela Davis's story illustrates the manner in which women of color experience violence perpetrated both by individuals and by the state. Since the first
domestic violence shelter in the United States opened in 1974, and the first rape
crisis center opened in 1972, the mainstream antiviolence movement has been
critical in breaking the silence around violence against women, and in providing essential services to survivors of sexual/domestic violence. Initially, the anciviolence movement prioritized a response ro male violence based on grassroots
political mobilization. However, as the antiviolence movement has gained greater
prominence, domestic violence and rape crisis centers have also become increasingly professionalized, and as a result are often reluctant to address sexual and
domestic violence within the larger context of institutionalized violence.
In addition, rape crisis centers and shelters increasingly rely on state and federal sources for their funding. Consequently, their approaches toward eradicating violence focus on working with the state rather than working against state
violence. For example, mainstream antiviolence advocates often demand longer
prison sentences for batterers and sex offenders as a frontline approach to stopping
violence against women. However, the criminal justice system has always been
brutally oppressive toward communities of color, including women of color, as the
above story illustrates. Thus, this strategy employed to stop violence has had the
effect of increasing violence against women of color perpetrated by the state.
Unfortunately, the strategy often engaged by communities of color to address
state violence is advocating that women keep silent about sexual and domestic
violence to maintain a united front against racism. Racial justice organizing has
generally focused on racism as it primarily affects men, and has often ignored the
gendered forms of racism that women of color face. An example includes the omission of racism in reproductive health policies (such as sterilization abuse) in the
2001 United Nations World Conference Against Racism. Those forms of racisms
that disproportionately impact women of color become termed simply "women's
issues" rather than simultaneously racial justice issues.
There are many organizations that address violence directed at communities
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(e.g., police brutality, racism, l'U>110111il cxploi1atio11, lolo11ialirn1, a11d so 011).
'I here arc also many organizarions rhar address violence 1/lithin comn111nities kg.,
sexual/domesric violence). But there arc very few organizarions rhar address violence on both fronts simultaneously. The challenge women of color face in combatting personal and srate violence is to develop strategies for ending violence that
do assure safety for survivors of sexual/domestic violence and do not strengthen
our oppressive criminal justice apparatus. Our approaches must always challenge
the violence perpetrated through multinational capitalism and the state.
It was frustration with the failures on the part of racial justice and antiviolence organizations to effectively address violence against women of color that led
women of color to organize "The Color of Violence: Violence Against Women of
Color" conference held at University of California-Santa Cruz on April 28-29,
2000. The primary goals of this conference were to develop analyses and strategies around ending violence that place women of color at the center; to address
violence against women of color in all its forms, including attacks on immigrants'
rights and Indian treaty rights, the proliferation of prisons, militarism, attacks on
the reproductive rights of women of color, medical experimentation on communities of color, homophobia/heterosexism and hate crimes against lesbians of color,
economic neo-colonialism, and institutional racism; and to encourage the antiviolence movement to reinsert political organizing into its response to violence.
Few events have been as profoundly important to the antiviolence movement
in the United States as this conference. It was initially conceptualized as a small
gathering for impassioned women of color activists who were fed up with having
our contributions ignored, taken for granted, and in many instances sabotaged by
an increasingly mainstream social service-oriented agenda.
As news about the event spread, the conference grew both in significance and
in scope. Women of color from across the country urgently called the organizers
asking to be included in the discussion, imploring us to find a larger venue, and
insisting that we consider the establishment of a longer-term strategic response to
their anger and disappointment. This wellspring of interest made it clear to the
cofounders of Incite! that this conference could not simply provide opportunities
for a small groups of women of color to reflect on our experiences; instead, we had
touched, and needed to tend to, a collective raw nerve.
In the years leading up to "The Color of Violence," women of color came to
understand that the once-radical analysis of violence against women had narrowed
so greatly that almost all remnants of a social justice approach had virtually disappeared. The legacy of the lesbians of color, particularly Black lesbians, who built
the movement had disappeared from the collective memory of the mainstream
movement. Instead, women of color in the antiviolence movement were engaging
in "high-risk activism." Women of color tend to occupy roles in the antiviolence
movement that place them on the frontlines of the work, and in situations where
they must negotiate complex and at times adversarial relationships among and
between their organizations of origin, their home communities, other communities, formal institutions of power, and perpetrators and survivors of violence.
Cultural workers and scholars addressing gender violence and the oppression of women of color are also often faced with marginalization in communities

Introduction
of' colm ;111d women\ lo1111111111itil·s, as well as witlii11 rlwir ;H·adc111it ;111d 1111
tural co111munities; thus, their work call lw identified as high-risk, too. 111 Lilt,
it could he mai11tained that wo111e11 of color involved in antivioklllc mohili'la
tion share partiurlarities-rhe morivarion ro negotiate and build solidHity with
or her women of color, rhe ideologies of resisrance rhar conrribure to taking act ion
ro rransform sysrems, and rhe salience of race and class (and rheir intersection)
in confronting gender violcnce-rhat, combined, make ir more likely rhat these
women will find themselves engaged in high-risk roles.
As a result, many women of color had left the anti violence movemenr by the
rime the conference was convened in 2001, feeling forced our because of exhaustion and feelings of betrayal. These women of color had been attempring ro do
radical work in the face of deep contradictions inherent in rhe prevailing white
feminist responses to violence, which refused to accommodate analyses of race
and class. At best, the women of color who continued to do the work felt unappreciated and misunderstood, and many felt under personal and political attack as
they attempted to provide support for women of color who had survived violence
but had no other resources except programs controlled by white women. Even in
programs where women of color were in leadership or working with white women
acting as allies, the prevailing ideological conditions in the antiviolence movement
made it incredibly difficult for women of color with a radical vision of structural
oppression to do radical antiviolence work.
Within this context, "The Color of Violence" became an extraordinarily significant event. In unexpected ways, it offered myriad opportunities to advance
radical analyses of violence developed by women of color while re-igniting a rad ical social justice movement to end violence against women. Two thousand women
of color attended the conference; more than two thousand had to be turned away.
The success of this gathering and commitment of the attendees disrupted rhe
mainstream movement's hold on the energies of women of color. At "The Color
of Violence," power was shifted from those who claim authority over antiviolencc
work, and women of color survivors of violence were empowered to speak the
truth of their experiences.
From this conference, Incite! Women of Color Against Violence formed ro
continue efforts to develop strategies to end violence that addressed community
and state violence simultaneously. The overwhelming response to this conference
suggests that women of color (and their allies) are hungry for a new approach
toward ending violence. Incite! held follow-up conferences in Chicago (2002) and
New Orleans (2005) in which thousands more attended. Many of the articles from
this volume come from presentations at these conferences.
Incite! stresses the importance of transcending the "politics of inclusion"
to actually address the concerns of women of color. As the antiviolence movement has attempted to become more inclusive, attempts at multicultural interventions against domestic violence have unwittingly strengthened white supremacy
within the movement. All too often, inclusivity has come to mean that the sexual
or domestic violence prevention model, developed largely with the interests of
white middle-class women in mind, should simply add a multicultural component. Antiviolence multicultural curricula are often the same as those produced
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liy 111ainstrl'a111 groups with sollll' "nal1111.al" dl'.,ig11s 01 1dl'll'1Jn·s a1111l'xnl 10 till'
pre-l'x isri ng formar, and mmt a 111 iv iolenn· progLt 1m M'l'V icing n >11111111 nit il's of'
color are constructed exactly lik<: those in the 111ai11snea111, with the addition of
"community outreach workers" or bilingual sratL
An alternative approach to "inclusion" is to place women of color at the center
of the analysis of and the organization against domestic violence. That is, what if
we do.not mak.e any assumptions about what a domestic violence program should
look like, but mstead ask: What would it cake to end violence against women of
co~or? What would chis movement look like? What if we do not presume chat
this movement would share any of the features we take for granted in the current
domestic violence movement? As mentioned previously, when we shift the center
to women of color, the importance of addressing state violence becomes evident.
:0is persp~cti~e then .benefits not only women of color, but all peoples, because
tt is.beco.mmg mcreasmgly clear that the criminal justice system is not effectively
endmg v10lence for anyone. In fact, lhe New York Times recently reported that the
effect of strengthened anti-domestic violence legislation is that battered women
kill their abusive partners less frequently; however, batterers do not kill their partners less frequently. Thus, ironically, laws passed to protect battered women are
actually protecting their batterers.
. . When we shift the center of analysis, there is no permanent center of orgamzmg. Rather, by constantly shifting the center to communities that face intersecting forms of oppression, we gain a more comprehensive view of the strategies
need~d to end all forms of violence. The articles in this volume reflect an attempt
t~ shift the. center, to better understand how various forms of intersecting oppress10ns contribute to the creation of a violent world, and to devise the strategies necessary to end violence.
The first se~tion of this book focuses on reconceptualizing violence against
women beyond mterpersonal forms of sexual and domestic violence. As Andrea
Smith has argued elsewhere, if we look at the history of women in color in general
and Native women in particular, it is clear that sexual violence has served as a tool
of pa~riarchy and as a tool of racism and colonialism. Consequently, it is problematic co assume that the state, in the form of the criminal justice system, can
effectively address violence against women. Historically, it has been the primary
perpetrator, particularly against women of color. In "Federal Indian Law and Violent Crime," Sarah Deer demonstrates how federal policy, supposedly designed to
protect Native women from violence, entraps Native women in further violence.
Julia Sudbury's "Lessons from the Black Women's Movement in Britain" considers the deleterious effects of reliance on the criminal justice system as the primary strategy for ending violence against women. While antiviolence activists
often conceptualize the state as a protector, standing between women and violent
males, Sudbury argues that this has not been the case for women who defend
themselves against potentially lethal intimate violence. For women convicted of
de~ending themselves against a violent partner, the criminal justice system becomes
a site of secondary victimization. And for all women prisoners, the state acts as
a pu~itive perpetrator of violence, subjecting women to invasive body searches,
emotional and physical isolation, and physical and verbal abuse. Sudbury calls
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1111 the a11tiviok11ll' 1110Vl'llll'lll to develop a radical solidarity with women found
.,11il1y ol "olfr11di11g" the state, and suggests that _women of color must resist the
1
, 11111i11alizatio11 of' survival strar<:gies by women of color.
Nirmala Ercwlles' "Disability and the New World Order" further develops
1 lic links between globali1,acion, violence against women, and ableism by analyz1111., 1he mar<:rial conditions within which the social category of "disability" is
, 111\Sl it ut<:d, and che ideological effects that these constructions have on the reprodm t ion of race, gender, and class oppressions. In particular, Erevelles elaborates
11 11 1hr relationship between poverty and disability in Third World contexts. She
1dkcts on the underlying assumptions behind structural adjustment programs
(SA l's), delineating how SAPs impact women living in poverty and contribute to
1lil' social construction of disability in Third World contexts.
In "The Color of Choice," Loretta Ross argues that reconceptualizing state
vioknce also impacts how we look at reproductive justice for women of color. She
, hallenges the prochoice framework and articulates a reproductive justice agenda
lor women of color that addresses white supremacy as it intersects with attacks on
1ht: reproductive rights of women of color. Dorothy Roberts's ~ssay, "F~minism,
Race, and Adoption Policy," further investigates how these logICs conrnbute to a
racialized gender violence within adoption politics.
Andrea Smith argues that much of the tension in women of color organizing
is the result of simplistic understanding of white supremacy. In "Heteropatriarchy and the Three Pillars of White Supremacy," she argues that white supremacy
operates through three distinct logics-slavery, genocide, and orientalism-that
impact communities of color differently. Women of color organizing, she asserts,
will be more effective if it is not based on shared victimization, but rather on strategic alliances based on how we are particularly impacted by what she terms the
"three pillars of white supremacy."
Nadine Naber's work addresses the connections between gender violence and
state violence in the form of militarism and colonialism. Naber further investigates primitivist analyses of women of color, focusing on Arab women. She asserts
that the discourse around "female suicide bombers," particularly prevalent after
9/11, is part of an ideological framework that represents Arab women either as
passive victims who need to be saved from Arab men or as barbaric terrorists who,
according to the 2003 Interfaith Summit on Zionism (Washington, DC), "hate
Jewish children more than they love their own." Instead of entering debates within
mainstream feminist discourse about whether or not we should "support" suicide
bombing, Naber argues, we should ask: What are, the con~itions that give rise t?
suicide bombing? This excerpt from Noura Erekat s poem, Three Home Demolitions and One Pending Order," poignantly portrays some such conditions, as well
as the will to survive and resist the violence of Israeli occupation:
The second time they came
I stood in the doorway
Israeli bulldozers need to crush me
If they wanted to trample my home
Again
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But till' soldil'rs did11'1 lal"l' th;ll I w.1.,
Fifteen and fcmak
Long hair just made ir easier to pull 111l' away
They spit on Mama but she wouldn't move
Not her baby's home she screamed
She looked so strong, I swear
I thought her fingers would shoot lightning
It took three soldiers to take her down
Expose her breasts to the watchful sky
Spill her hair from her God-fearing hijab
And push her into the wailing dirt
Having reconceptualized violence against women of color, it becomes important to address the myriad forms violence takes, particularly as it is perpetrated by
the state. The essays in the second section, "Forms of Violence," reveal violences
against women overlooked in traditional activism and scholarship.
Andrea Ritchie's essay, "Law Enforcement Violence against Women of
Color," contests the notion that the criminal justice system can effectively protect women. In her analysis of police brutality, she notes that the mainstream
anti-police brutality movement tends to focus on men as victims, while the mainstream antiviolence movement does not defend women who are victimized by
police-particularly when the vicitimization occurs as police respond to situations involving domestic violence.
In "Crime, Punishment, and Economic Violence," Pat Allard demonstrates
how seemingly gender-neutral anti-drug laws serve to oppress women, particularly
women of color, who are attempting to survive an exploitative economic system.
And in "Pomo Woman, Ex-Prisoner, Speaks Out," Stormy Ogden further explores
gender violence committed by the state in her essay on Native women in prison.
Writing as a former prisoner, she analyzes how the incarceration of Native women
in California can be understood as a continuation of the genocidal policies the
US government has implemented against American Indians. Her essay reveals the
extent to which the mainstream antiviolence movement, through its implicit support of the criminal justice system, helps to promote additional forms of violence
against violence survivors who are prisoners.
Dana Erekat, S. R., and Dena Al-Adeeb address the impact of military violence on West Asian and North African women, particularly since 9/11. Their
voices highlight the history and experience of surviving and resisting colonial violence. Renee Saucedo and Sylvanna Falcon address the gendered forms of violence
that are perpetrated by the INS and Border Patrol. Saucedo looks at the tactics of
sexual terrorism within INS raids, while Falcon's essay explores the rampant gender violence faced by women at the hands of the Border Patrol.
Rosa Linda Fregoso's "The Complexities of 'Feminicide' on the Border" explores
the intersecting logics of capitalism, national boundaries, and misogyny that
have resulted in more than one thousand unsolved murders of women, primarily poor and indigenous. She complicates the explanation provided by critics of
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lhird World dcvclopnll'nl policic., that the 11111rdcrs an· .,i111ply 1hc 011tlo111e· ol
1he i1urnd11nio11 of lllaq11iladoras to Mcxico. 'lhc i111plica1ion is 1hat as 11·:1m11a
1ional corporations inrrod11cc Wcstern valucs and idcas to thl· 'lhird World, they
hrcak down traditional gcndcr role.,. Fregoso argues that thesc interpretations,
while critical of rhe Western development model, reinscribe prilllitivist notions of
women in Mexico.
"'Il1e h1rgorte11 '-ism'," by the Arab Women's Solidarity Association (AWSA),
further explores the colonialist representation of Arab women in Zionist idcologies. 'Ihis essay argues that Zionism-the belief that Israel should be a Jewish-only
state and exclude the Palestinian peoples indigenous to the area-is responsihlcfor policies of genocide against Palestinians that have relied heavily on gender vioknce. They note that mainstream feminist organizations have nonetheless foiled
ro address the colonialist and apartheid policies of Israel when they mighr condemn similar practices in other countries. A consistent antiracist, anticolonial pol.
itic, AWSA argues, must recognize Zionism as an axis of oppression.
Within the context of Hawai'i, Haunani-Kay Trask argues that much of the
colonial violence suffered by indigenous women can be understood as a ''<111iet
violence" in which women of color are killed slowly through oppressive social
structures. In particular, Trask focuses on the damage caused by nuclear resting
in the Pacific, which has wiped out many Pacific Islander communties, wirh no
public outcry. She argues that the strategy for addressing this violence is narional
self-determination that recognizes the United States as a settler colonial country.
rather than reform within the current US system. Neferti Tadiar extends Trask 's
analysis to argue that the US war on terror is not an indication of "declining"
democratic ideals in the United States, but rather a reflection of the United States
as war. She notes that the United States is fundamentally structured under a colonialist ideology that holds that most peoples are not, in fact, human.
In "The War Against Black Women, and the Making of NO!," Aishah Simmons traces the eleven years it rook to make her powerful and revolutionary film on
Black women and sexual assault, and chronicles the fierce resistance and resourceful activism that Black feminists have always drawn from in matters regarding
justice, visibility, and community accountability.
Recently, many antiviolence advocates have reconsidered their reliance on
the criminal justice system as their primary strategy for ending violence. However, as Clarissa Rojas argues in "The Medicalization of Domestic Violence," there
are innumerable ways the antiviolence movement can find itself coopted by the
state. One such way is simply shifting from a criminal justice model to a medical
model for addressing violence, even though the medical model both individualizes and pathologizes women who are victims of violence. Rojas further contends
that while both approaches are problematic, each has been aggressively promoted
to antiviolence activists as the model for ending violence.
Having established an expanded analysis of violence against women of color,
the anthology moves to address the following question: What strategies are necessary to truly end violence against women of color in all its forms? In section three,
"Building Movement," the contibutors offer possible models for organizing from
a more comprehensive and holistic analysis of violence. While there are no simple
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solutions to thl'sl' issul'.~. thl'sl' l'ssays explorl' .\lratl'gil'.\ 1ha1 hoth chalkngl' .~tall'
power and rely on grassroots pol itica I organizing. '1 lll'sl' st ra1egies also assume t har
part of rhe work of ending violence is rhe creation of communities rhar will hold
perpetrators accountable.
Currently, anti-prison advocates often argue for "restorative justice models"
as alternatives to prison for addressing crime. "Restorative justice" is an umbrella
term describing a wide range of programs that attempt to address crime from a
restorative and reconciliatory framework rather than a punitive one. That is, in
contrast to the US criminal justice system, which focuses solely on punishing the
perpetrator and removing him or her from society through incarceration, restorative justice efforts involve all parties (perpetrators, victims, and community members) in determining the appropriate response to a crime. However, as articulated
in the Critical Resistance/Incite! statement on gender and the prison industrial
complex, these models often depend on a romanticized notion of "community"
that seldom exists in practice. In the absence of this ideal community, there is no
guarantee that restorative justice measures will actually hold perpetrators of gender violence accountable. Consequently, many survivors find themselves further
victimized by these strategies, as they are often pressured by community members
to "reconcile" with the offender with little regard to their safety or need for justice
and accountability.
TransJustice contributes a statement that highlights the importance of a gender binary system in maintaining systems of capitalism, violence, and exploitation. Patriarchy, under which men are entitled to oppress women, depends on the
acceptance of the construction of two and only two genders-men and women.
Thus, this statement illustrates that challenging transphobia and the gender binary
system is central to the work of the antiviolence movement.
Emi Koyama presents the bold critique that the domestic violence shelter system itself replicates the dynamics of abuse it seeks to eradicate. She argues that
most shelters police women in a manner similar to the criminal justice system, and
that the system particularly victimizes women who are already criminalized, such
as sex workers and transgendered peoples. Koyama further suggests that an alternative approach, based in harm reduction, would not require survivors to act like
"model citizens" in order to receive assistance, but would recognize, interrogate,
and work with the conditions within which women actually live.
Sista II Sista in Brooklyn and Communities Against Rape and Abuse in Seattle describe models of organizing against violence that rely neither on the criminal
justice system, nor on restorative justice models. Instead, they focus on grassroots
political organizing strategies that attempt not only to circumvent the state, but
also to oppose the violence the state inflicts in the forms of police brutality and
the prison industrial complex. Traci West maintains that one of the sites critical
to target with these grassroots strategies is spiritual/religious communities. She
notes that because the Black church in particular has often implicitly or explicitly
promoted violence against women, it remains an important location for organizing and transformation.
Puneet Kaur Singh further demonstrates that our work against violence today
comes from a legacy of women of color who have created a space before us. The
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Rivn ( :olln1ivc, a group of Black k'.\liia11 li:111i11isl.\, licga11 llll'l'li11g i11
l'J/tj 10 l·o11fro11t viok11n· :1gai11st wollll'll a11d girls. 'lhus, fro111 the very imq11io11
ol illl' a11tiviok11cl' 1110vl'lllL'lll in thl' U11ited Stares, Black WOllll'll, and l\lack ll'shi·
.1 m i 11 pa rt icu la r, haVl' heen hot h central acrors and cha lien gers to the appro:1d1cs
.111d practices of the predorni11anrly white antiviolc11ce n10ve111e11t. l:inally. lo11g1i111e organizer Eli1.aheth Martine/. rdkcrs on her history ofwome11 of color orga11i1.ing and calls on us to be hopeful, rather than despairing, because we have
opportunities ro build a better future for everyone. Her hope is rcfkcted i11 the
poetry of maiana minahal.
.
A critical issue not addressed in this volume is the impact of rhe non-proftti11dustrial complex on the antiviolence movement. This subject is vast enough to
warrant another anthology, which Incite! will be publishing with South End Prl'ss.
l·:ntitled The Revolution Will Not Be Funded: Beyond the Non-Profit Industrial C'omf'ltx, this work challenges antiviolence activists to develop organizing models nol
dependent on the non-profit/NGO model that currently dominates antiviolcncc
organizing (as well as social justice organizing in general) in the United States.
hir the antiviolence movement in particular, the non-profit model has contributnl
10 the transformation of a complex, political, grassroots struggle against violcnn·
i11to a sprawling network of social service providers.
.
All of these essays represent our collective struggle to rethink strategies for
eliminating violence. The question we ask as women of color is not how do we
set up a model antiviolence intervention program, but what will it take to end t hl'
violence against us? This anthology places women of color at the center of analysis and argues that neither white-dominated discourses on gender violence nor
male-dominated discourses on racial violence provide the comprehensive analyses
required to develop effective strategies to end racism and sexism. It is the hope
of Incite! that this work will provide a space to continue dialogue around strategies and analyses that can end violence and oppression against not only women of
color, but against all peoples.
In the end, "The Color of Violence" conference reminded feminists of color
that as we take power, we must remember that our goal as women of color is not to
secure promises of more diverse workplaces, or inclusion in white feminist organizations. Our goal is nothing less than the liberation of our peoples. And if we arc
truly committed to ending violence against women, we must start in the hardest
places in our own communities. These are the places where the mainstream movement has not made an impact. We can't look for the "easy alliances," or be the
"friendly colored girls" that antiviolence programs and male-dominated community-based organizations demand us to be. As women of color activists, we must
not deny the parts of ourselves and our work that is the least acceptable to the
mainstream movement and to our communities. We must not let those who reject
our liberation as a people coopt individuals and our work, and we must remember
that our antiviolence movement will never be "legitimate" in a patriarchal, racist
society.
Indeed, we have made very important progress. But that progress has cost
women of color a lot. Too many deals have been cut that undermine our legitimacy.
We have built too many coalitions with people who don't understand our work,
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we have collaborated lOo 11111d1 with our l'lll'lllic~ .. 111d we have ael'cpted lOo 11111d1
abusL:-so much so that twL:nty years into the a11tiviolc11ce 1110vc111L:lll, the situation for women of color in prisons, at home, and 011 the strL:L'tS is as dire as ever.
Our movement's relevancy and our integrity as women of color are only as solid
as our work against the oppressive, dangerous systems that imprison women. So
we must build a solid base of feminists of color, and engage in independent mass
mobilization around specific campaigns. Our work must be founded in a radical
analysis and we must resist cooptation. Our work is not about populating ethnically specific programs, not just about reparations for the past, not just about
multicultural interventions, and not about reform. Our work is about justice and
freedom.

I
RECONCEPTUALIZING
ANTIVIOLENCE STRATEGIES

1
Rethinking Antiviolence Strategies
Lessons from the Black Women's Movement in Britain
Julia Sudbury

I11 April 1998, women activists from Southall Black Sisters, 1 a Black·~ womt·n\
organization at the forefront of breaking the silence around violence against South
Asian women, picketed the Royal Courts of]ustice in London. Their banners pro' laimed their slogans: "Our Tradition, Struggle not Submission" and "free Zoma
Shah!" Five years earlier, Zoora, a Pakistani woman living in the conservativr
Muslim community of Bradford in the north of England, was convicted of murdn and sentenced to life with a tariff (minimum time served) of twenty years. 1
/.oora's story broke the stereotypes about South Asian women that have hccn
.1 legacy of the colonial era in India. She was not passive, veiled, or submissivr.
Instead, she defended herself against a physically violent, sexually abusive, and
financially exploitative man by poisoning him with arsenic. Zoora's case raised a
.\l rategic dilemma for women of color involved in activism against violence. 'I hr
antiviolence movement has directed many of its demands toward the state, campaigning for specialist women police officers, domestic violence training for polkr
and judges, and harsher sentences for abusive men. These demands share a common vision of the state as protector, standing between women and violent males.
But for women convicted of defending themselves against a violent partner, thr
criminal justice system becomes a site of secondary victimization. And for all
women prisoners, the state acts as a punitive perpetrator of violence, subject in~
women to invasive body searches, emotional and physical isolation, and physical
and verbal abuse. The challenge for women of color activists was to conceptualize the campaign for Zoora's freedom in a way that also created solidarity with
other women found guilty of "offending" the state. Meeting that challenge has
led to different approaches to resisting the criminalization of survival strategies hy
women of color.

Colonial Legacies and Patriarchal Violence
Like many violently abused women, Zoora's story starts many years earlier. In the
early seventies, she came to Bradford, England, from rural Mirpur following an
arranged marriage. She was beaten by her husband, and forced to undergo several
abortions in order to avoid the birth of a girl. She was eventually thrown out by her
husband's family and found herself homeless, unable to speak English and without
any income to support her young children. When pregnant with her third child, she:
was befriended by Mohammed Azam, a married man who helped he~ buy a house
since she was unable to obtain a mortgage in her own name. Although Zoora by
then had her own income from working in a factory, she became financially dependent due to this arrangement and Azam quickly used this to his advantage, fore-
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ing hn to havl' Sl'X and lwco111i11g violl'lll when ,111· rd11.,nl to olil'y him. i\za111 was
also involvl'd in trafficking drugs from Pakistan and whl'n shl' traveled homl' 011 a
visit, he demanded that she carry heroin. Whrn hl' rl'l'l'iwd a prison sentence for
trafficking, he pimped her to former prisoners on their release. In her words: "I was
used as a mattress by all the men in the community."4 Zoora turned to community
elders for help, but Azam's brother was a prominent leader in the Bradford Council
of Mosques and she was told that nothing could be done. On Azam's release from
prison, Zoora became anxious because he had persuaded her daughter to enter "a
business relationship" with him. Zoora had obtained arsenic in Pakistan believing that in small doses it would make Azam sexually impotent. Instead, she gave
him a large dose and he died the same day at the hospital. In her original trial in
1993, Zoora denied killing Azam and did not reveal her experiences of abuse and
exploitation:
She denied it because it was too shameful to admit the kind of
abuse she was going through and she was part of the criminal underworld, this man is a convicted drug dealer involved in crime,
his brother is a leader of the Bradford Council of Mosques, he's a
community leader, he's got all the protection he would want. She
didn't feel she could speak up and not risk her life and her children,
so she didn't say it. 5
In 1998, with support from Southall Black Sisters, Zoora appealed her conviction on the grounds that she was suffering anxiety and severe depression at the
time of Azam's death. The court found her testimony about the extensive sexual
and physical violence that she had survived "not capable of belief,'' and upheld
the original perception of Zoora as a dangerous and malicious woman who had
willfully planned Azam's death. In 2000, after considering testimony provided
by activists, including her daughters Naseem and Fozia Shah, then Home Secretary Jack Straw cut Zoora's tariff from twenty to twelve years, with a parole date
of 2004. 6 At the time of writing, Zoora continues to serve time at an open, low
security prison in Yorkshire. Her case for release on license was due to be reviewed
in 2006. 7
The failure of the campaign to free Zoora Shah must be understood against
the backdrop of another case that changed the way women who kill their abusive partners are dealt with in English courts. Kiranjit Ahluwalia was born into a
privileged Sikh family in rural India. She moved to England in 1979, and settled
in suburban London. In 1989, Kiranjit was sentenced to life for the murder of
her physically, verbally, and sexually abusive husband. Because Kiranjit had set
him on fire and she had appeared detached to authorities immediately afrer the
event, the prosecution attempted to depict her as a calculating and sadistic murderess. In her appeal, however, Southall Black Sisters amassed extensive evidence
arguing that the traditional legal construct of "provocation" should be expanded
to include the cumulative effects of a history of violence, and maintained that
Kiranjit's behavior was influenced by battered women's syndrome. This campaign
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rl'vl'akd Kiranjit's shaml' about bring a battl'rl'd woman, hn unwillingnc~s to srck
help dul' to hl'r sl·nse of izzat (honor), as well as her dl'spl'ration and isolation as
an Indian woman, and it helped reconstruct Kiranjit's image. Although rill' case
for provocation was rejected, Kiranjit won her case on the grounds of l.1 iIll in i~lll'd
responsibility, based on psychiatric reports that indicated she was suffering I ron1"'
8
depression. She was released on time served in September 1992.
Kiranjit's case was publicized through an immensely successful media campaign by Southall Black Sisters working in coalition with Justice for Women, a
predominantly white feminist group. Justice for Women grew out of a campai~n
pressing for the release of Sara Thornton, a white woman serving a life sentence for
killing her abusive husband. The two high-profile cases marked a turning point in
antiviolence activism:
There was a time, from 1990 onwards, that there was a momentum that grew around women that killed violent partners. Does it
make sense for those women to be incarcerated for those kind of
crimes when they were effectively going through a double punishment, having gone through domestic violence already, separated
from their children? That didn't serve the public interest. We were
asking for things like clemency as well as working on the legal cases
to overturn their convictions. And it created a momentum in the
country [for] a major debate on domestic violence. There were debates in the House of Commons, media talking about it constantly,
the general ordinary public was talking about it in a way that they
hadn't talked about domestic violence before. So it really did put
domestic violence on the national agenda. 9

"

Southall Black Sisters converted media interest in Kiranjit's case to support
their appeal for leniency. While early stories in the local Crawley press described
Kiranjit as a dangerous killer, the national media soon picked up on the image of
a submissive woman facing constant oppression within a traditional South Asian
community. The South Asian tradition of izzat, sometimes used as a defense
for men accused of killing their female family members, was invoked to explain
Kiranjit's failure to seek help outside the family before events escalated. Finally,
she was viewed sympathetically because of her role as an exemplary mother, for
her sacrificial decision to stay in an abusive situation in the interests of her two
children, and her quiet and nonconfrontational demeanor.
In the end, public opinion swung in Kiranjit's favor not only because of a
general rise in awareness about domestic violence and its brutal effects, but also
because the case reinforced dominant tropes about South Asian immigrants. In
the context of British colonial legacies, the South Asian community, comprised of
predominantly rural Pakistanis, Bangladeshis, and Indians-who migrated after
the Second World War-and their British-born children, is viewed as a. site of
outdated traditions, religious fundamentalisms, and political fanaticisms. Racist immigration legislation, such as the 1981 Commonwealth Immigrants Act,
was justified in part by an appeal to defend "English values" of common sense,
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decency, and democracy from, in Margarcl 'lh.llt hn\ 1n1m, heing "swamped" by
people ofdiffrrent cultures. Presenting So111h Asian cultures as alien and unfathomable is one way of erasing the colonial legacy of' violence, exploitation, and cultural intermixing.
The dominant idea that South Asian cultures, symbolized by the veil and
the arranged marriage, are particularly oppressive to women is one way they are
marked as "other," and therefore outside of the realm of citizenship. The implication, then, is that South Asian women need to be protected by British law from
brutal South Asian patriarchy. This myth that South Asian women need saving
from "death by culture" is one prevailing belief that justified British colonial rule.
In India, for example, the British Raj banned sati, the Hindu practice of widows
immolating themselves on their husbands' funeral pyres. Outlawing sati subsequently led to the revival of this formerly marginal practice and its reinvention
as a symbol of national integrity. 10 As the British assumed the role of "the white
knight," the immense colonial violence against women, the rape of women by British colonial troops, and forced labor in tea plantations was therefore invisibilized.
It is this narrative of colonial paternalism that generated support for Kiranjit in the
media and subsequently led to her release.
The differential racialization of African Caribbean and South Asian communities in Britain also fed into the presentation of Kiranjit as "not belonging"
in prison. The depiction of African Caribbean neighborhoods as sites of civil disorder, violence, and criminality has led to disproportionate rates of police surveillance and incarceration. South Asian communities, on the other hand, have
been depicted as rigidly policed by internal religious and traditional rules. While
African Caribbean women have been portrayed as matriarchal heads of households-thus "out of control" and in need of external policing-Asian women's
subjection to patriarchal males has largely exempted them from official surveillance and control. South Asian women are, in fact, underrepresented in prison
statistics, making up only 0.8% of women in prison compared to 3.5% in the
general population. 11 Kiranjit was therefore racially marked as "out of place," in
contrast to African Caribbean women whose disproportionate incarceration has
been left unquestioned.

Ii i., 1101 1111n·.1.,011ahle 10 wondt'I' whed1er dww wo111<·11 rqiresl'lll
1ht· va11g11ard 01';1 new sot'ial phe110111cno11; wo11u·11 who arc 1101011
gl'I' willing 10 St'l' dlt'msclvcs dist'arded or ill-1rea1nl wid10111 hi11i11g hack ... the tip ol'a pos1-ll:minis1 in:bcrg in which wo111t·11 who
have learned IO assert themselves in everyday life have also hcgun 10
take 1he law into their own hands. 11

1<1

Violent Women: Creation of a Moral Panic
Kiranjit's case and the subsequent release of Sara Thornton were seen by feminists
and legal scholars as turning points in the treatment of women who kill their batterers in Britain. Yet six years later, Zoora received little of the empathy offered to
Kiranjit. The difference between the two cases can partly be seen as the result of
a masculinist backlash after the earlier successful appeals. During Kiranjit's case,
a number of editorials appeared in conservative newspapers suggesting that the
floodgates might have been opened, and disgruntled women might be allowed to
kill their husbands with impunity.12 Furthermore, stories about violent women
and girls were increasingly represented in the media by the early 1990s. 13 Women's
liberation, it was argued, had shifted social and psychological constraints that had
previously prevented women's aggression, and led to a violent female crime wave:
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Many psychologists believe that the disturbing rise in violence hy
girls is an inevitable legacy of the women's movement. Women arc
seizing upon equality in crime too. 11
Academic fodder was inadvertently provided by feminist scholars in Bri1ain
and the United States who produced a rash of books on violent women. 'Jhese
scholars were seeking to challenge the paternalistic notion promoted in mains1ream criminology that women are inherently non-aggressive. 16 Yet their work
was open to cooptation by a conservative law-and-order agenda fueling a moral
panic about a dramatic rise in violent crimes by women. As Stuart Hall's work on
1he invention of the "Black mugger" in the 1970s has shown, moral panics about
crime are self-fulfilling. Once a certain type of "offense" is defined as a problem,
1here is greater media coverage and state intervention, thus leading to increases in
"offenses" tried and sentenced in the courts. This increase in sentencing in turn
produces dramatic growth in "crime rates" which further fuels the moral panic
and leads to public calls for harsher sentencing and increased policing. 17 In the
l 'J90s, the panic over violent women followed a similar pattern. Once the notion
of women as perpetrators of violence was seen to sell newspapers and push up TY
ratings, there was a spate of articles about "girl gangs," "female muggers," and
"violent women." "Experts," including psychologists, judges, and criminologists,
were called on to explain why women and girls had become "more violent" and
10 make the connections between women's liberation, girl power, and women's
nime. This focus, combined with a general backlash against feminism, led to
hardened attitudes toward women by the police and judiciary who saw women's
violence as evidence that women's liberation had gone too far. 18
Anne Worrall argues that when women are not being disciplined by male family members, the state steps in, in the guise of social workers, psychiatrists, and the
judiciary, to supervise and punish women who "offend" gendered norms. 19 But the
debate about violent women is not only gendered. Articles about "girl gangs" and
women involved in fights inevitably focused on either African Caribbean or white
working=class girls from impoverished public housing estates. Behavior which devia1ed from gendered norms of passivity and self-sacrifice was therefore "explained"
th rough racialized and class-based ideologies which depicted Black people and
impoverished and unemployed women and men as aggressive, irrational, and alienated. Thus, paternalistic notions of femininity were mediated through prisms of race
.1 nd class, creating the ideological space for the punishment and incarceration of
lllack and working-class women.
Karlene Faith points out that the backlash against feminism in the 1990s
lnl to popular representations of women who appropriate power and force-tra-
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ditionally seen a~ n1asndi11l' d1aractl'rbtics as pathologically 111anipula1ivl' and
cvil.·' 0 Against chis backdrop of' shifting perceptions of' grndt:r, vioknct:, and culpability, Zoora Shah's life history was utilizt:d to differentiate her from Kiranjit
Ahluwalia. Where Kiranjit was seen as an abused and self-sacrificing wife and
mother who was pushed to do something entirely out of character, Zoora fie the
image of the new "criminal" woman:
Poisoning is something chat people find hard co cake. So her image
is very different from Kiranjit's. She's someone who's a bad character, and who is seen as very manipulative, the poisoning is seen as
quite cold-blooded. 21
The cultural defense chat was used successfully in Kiranjit's case was ruled out in
Zoora's:
And they said chat she has no honor co preserve, she's a prostitute
basically. That was the implication. So basically what it means is
that we can accept that Asian women feel shame and honor and
that's the reason why Kiranjit couldn't leave her husband. Bue what
does she mean she felt shame, she doesn't fit the stereotype. That's
why she lost the appeal. 22
While Kiranjit was a middle-class woman whose social circles did not take her
into impoverished and criminalized communities, Zoora was tied into prostitution, drug dealing, and violence in Bradford's working-class Muslim community.
Public reactions may also have been influenced by a rise of what has been termed
"Islamophobia," or fear and hostility coward the Muslim presence in Britain and
in the global arena. 23
While much has been made of the "new" anti-Muslim racism posc-9/11,
Islamophobia has historical precedents dating back as far as the Crusades, and
was a feature of British life prior to the September 11 attacks. In particular, it
was whipped up during the Second Gulf War when mosques in Birmingham and
London were attacked. The sight of Muslim youth demonstrating in protest of
Salman Rushdie's Satanic Verses was also read by white commentators as an indication that Islam was undermining the "British way of life." So while Kiranjit's
life leant itself to white fantasies of colonial paternalism, Zoora was dearly defined
as part of a racialized religious threat to "law and order." Rather than rescue her,
this threat was met with brutal repression by the criminal justice system. Kiranjit's
freedom could be given on terms that did not seriously disrupt the racialized, gendered, and class ideologies of neocolonial Britain. Zoora's case, however, demands
a rethinking of the criminalization of the racially marginalized, sexually abused,
and financially exploited.

Taking off the Blinkers
While activist women of color working against domestic violence have made some
impressive gains regarding recognition of the problem of violence in Black Brit-
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1-.1 1 1011111n111itil'.,, ~on1t· activists arc co11ccrnl'd that thl' li111it~ of' pragn1atic poli111., h.1w btTn rl':1thl'd. !'resenting women who kill their hattcrl'rs as diffrrl'lll fro111
11tlin wollll'n prisonl'rs -"victims" not "pt:rpt:trators," and thcrt.:forc "not µ,uilty"
111 .1 1 rimc---won support for the argument that Kiranjit should not be incarn·r·
.uni. Hut this argument is not effective if the accused woman, like Z~>ora, dm·s
11111 fit cltanly into the "innocent" category-meaning she is innocent of any other
"•llrnses" besides the act of self-defense against the abuser. As Hannana SidditJUi of
•,., 11 d 1all Black Sisters reAects, "Zoora does not sit comfortably with the image of' a
,, ,,ive Asian woman ... She is not 'squeaky dean,' but that is the reality of many
1 1
;\,i. 111 women's lives."z 4 The majority of women who come into conflict with the law
.Ill' not "squeaky dean," yet they too have a history of violence and abuse that in
-.111m· way contributed to their incarceration.
For many poor women and women of color, sexual, emotional, and physical
.diusc early in life can lie at the root of an addiction that leads to a drug-related.
liarge. In addition, male violence and coercion is often implicated in the lives of
1
w 1 1rncn incarcerated for a range of criminalized acts, from drug importation to
1rrnt itution. If feminist activists do not embrace a politics of prison abolicion1
1-i11, their demands for exceptional treatment for a handful of cases do not speak
1, 1 1 he majority of women prisoners who are also survivors of violence. In many
, , 1,l's, resources that are racialized or class-based determine whether a woman will
dc:tl with violence in "law-abiding" ways (for example, get a prescription for antidepressants or other legal pharmaceuticals, call the police, take out a restraining
, 1rdcr, find a new home) or ways which come into conflict with the criminal justice
,\'qem (for example, use illegal substances, be coerced into prostitution or drug
,i,·:tling, use physical violence). Without a general campaign to release all women
prisoners, speaking for this "innocent" minority limits the politics of antiviolence,
, ut ting it off from its revolutionary potential.
The antiviolence movement has in many ways been complicit in the "law and
order" agenda chat has emerged as a response to globalization in Britain.' Canada,
1he United States, and elsewhere. White feminist activists generally thmk of the
I 'J70s as a triumphant period in which second wave feminism brought the per,0nal into the political arena, raising awareness about domestic violence, incest,
.ind rape. Yet the 1970s also marked immense shifts in global capital that were
l'nabled by developments in new technology. As corporations began to relocate
their production operations to the Global South, unemployment hit urban communities of color in the Global North, and steady union jobs were replaced by
irregular, "feminized," minimum-wage jobs. Governments responded to the creation of increasingly unstable urban "ghettos" by deploying punitive victim-blaming rhetoric chat justified a shift from welfare and social services to policing and
incarceration. 25 This was facilitated by the growth of a transnational prison indus26
try, first in the United States and then in Britain, Canada, and Australia. Corporations such as Wackenhut and Corrections Corporation of America developed
sophisticated lobbying techniques to promote the use of incarceration as a '~pana
cea" for social problems. Racialized practices of punishment became central to the
political economy and social order of Western nations.
Young men of color, in particular, were criminalized and channeled into
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prison, where thl'y disappl'arl'd off thl' unl·111ploy111ent stat1st1cs and became a
chea!J an~ disciplined soure<: of labor. Women of color, and in particular Black
and 1mm1grant women, were labeled as "dole scroungers" (welfare bums) and subjected to surveillance and punitive health and welfare cutbacks that, in turn, freed
up funds for prison construction. This shift was most marked in the US, where
s~ates like California, New York, and Texas embarked on a prison-building explos10n throughout the 1980s and 1990s. 27 But Black Canadian, Caribbean, and
indigenous communities were increasingly channeled into prisons in Canada too.
In Britain, African Caribbean boys and young men were demonized as troublemakers ~nd "muggers" and put in "sin bins" (special educational units) or prison.
Unlike the white-led feminist movement, which at this time viewed coalitions
wi~h ~!~ck men ~s antifeminist, the Black Women's Movement, which emerged in
Bn~am m the. m.1d-1?70.s, was par.ticularly concerned with the educational segre~auon and cnn_im~lizat1on of Afncan Caribbean boys and young men. 2 8 Groups
like the Orgamzat10n of Women of African and Asian Descent (OWAAD) and
Brixton Black Women's Group led several campaigns against busing, "sin bins,"
and overzealous policing. The Black Women's Movement was also active in making visible and challenging domestic violence and rape in African Caribbean and
South Asian communities. Some women pointed out the dilemma facing Black
women who looked to the police for protection against male violence when "law
enforcement" was a source of brutality toward both Black men and women. 29
Unfortunately, this contradiction was not analyzed at a collective level. Instead,
Black women in antiviolence work gradually became a part of the Women's Aid
~ederatio.n, a national coalition of women's refuges that advocates more police
mtervent10n and harsher sentencing for male perpetrators of violence.
. ~y t.he ~arly 1990s, there was no effective Black feminist activism against
cnr.nma~1zat1on and incarceration. Instead, most Black women had adopted the
log1C of mcarceration in dealing with perpetrators of male violence. This acquiescence to mainstream "law and order" rhetoric was mirrored in the antiracist moveme~t's ~emand for harsher punishment and increased police protection against
racist v10lence. Both demands were co-opted by New Labour's "tough on crime,
tough on the causes of crime" platform after its election in 1996. Radical antiracist and Black feminist voices were therefore united in demanding that the state
increase its use of force to "protect" women and communities of color, rather than
in challengi.ng the racially repressive role of the police, judiciary, and prisons.
'I_he shift of focus from resisting to reforming the criminal justice system
explams why there has been little response from Black British women activists to
the significant increases in women's incarceration. Between 1992 and 2002, the
~umber ~f women in prison increased from 1,577 to 4,299, representing a 173%
mcrease m ten years, compared to a 50% increase in men's imprisonment. This
has led to the conversion of seven male prisons to incorporate women prisoners
an~ the con.structi?n of two new female prisons. And the numbers keep swelling.
Pnson Serv1Ce projections estimate that by 2009, there will be 5,600 imprisoned
0
wome~.~ In ~ommon with the United States and Canada, racial disparities in
the Bnt1sh pnson population are startling. 26% of women prisoners are women
of color, compared to 5% of the general population. 24% are African Caribbean
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, "111p.11nl 10 I .)'Y.1 of thl' gl'nnal population. 11
l\l tivists who Sl'l'k longl'r tt·rn1s of incarceration fi>r racist and sexist violl'ncc
"' l.!111n rn«>gni1.e that additional resources for policing, surveillancl', and prisons
llll'l'it.dily lead 10 increased repression of Black and working-class co111 n11111 it ics.
""" l' till' l'arly )l)l)()s, African Caribbean women have been incarcerated in l'Wr1'."'·''n 1111mlll'rs for poverry and drug-related offenses. Yet the criminali1.ation of
I'""' w11n1l·n of color, and the associated violence of separation from young chil.!1l'11, has not been addressed by either the mainstream antiviolence movement or
111· 111ost Black women's organizations. And while there are a few organizations,
""'Ii .1s 11 ibiscus and Women in Prison, campaigning for women prisoners' rights
ll'1tli an abolitionist platform, they are isolated from other Black women activists
.111d 1 he anti racist movement in general.

I t ''>'>Ons from a British Prison
/ oora's case presents women of color activists in Britain, the United States, Can-.
.1d.1, and elsewhere with a number of challenges. Firstly, the criminalization of
/ 1111ra as a woman who experienced multiple forms of exploitation and abusl'
l'"ints ro the failure of the "law and order" approach to violence against womt·n
.. 1 wlor. Women of color who experience male violence are more likely to hl'
, 1i1n i nalized for the survival strategies that they develop than to be protected by
1Ill' niminal justice system. Advocating for a strengthening of state agencies-""' Ii as the police and judiciary-without transforming the racial/class ideologies
111Hkrpinning incarceration inevitably leads to increased surveillance and policing
111 poor communities and people of color. This, in turn, fuels prison expansion.
I 11< reasingly, private corporations are contracted to staff and manage prisons, and
, 11H t' they are built, private lobby groups, politicians, and prison unions demand a
1l'gular flow of incarcerable bodies from the courts. In growing numbers, the bod1c' of women of color, punished for poverty and drug-related crimes, form the raw
111;11<:rial for the prison-industrial complex. If we redefine violence to include the
lirnrality of isolation; deprivation of family ties; psychological, verbal, and physil .1 I harassment; and racial abuse associated with imprisonment, then the women
of color antiviolence movement must rethink its belief in incarceration as a solu1ion to the multiple forms of violence facing women.
Secondly, the differences between Kiranjit's successful campaign, and Zoora's
rnntinued abuse at the hands of the state, highlight complex issues facing antiracist
.1crivists. While the details of Kiranjit's personal history and her location within
neocolonial discourse on South Asian women facilitated widespread support for
her release, that support often did not challenge the racist, classist nature of the
criminal justice system. Kiranjit was identified as exceptional and misplaced within
a prison population, represented in the popular imagination as a dangerous underclass of racialized women. If campaigns to release battered women who kill their
abusers are not located within a broader abolitionist discourse, they may accentuate
artificial differences between "battered women" and "female offenders.". This distinction obscures the histories of violence and abuse experienced by most women
prisoners, reinforcing the legitimacy of incarcerating the silent prison majority.
In fact, Kiranjit's case is similar to other campaigns to release individual pris-
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onns. ( :a111paigns for thl' release of111l'n and wo111en who havl' been falsely accused,
or who arc political prisoners, implicitly suggl'st that the "correctly accused" or
"non-political prisoners" exist. But, as Assata Shakur points out, all prisoners in
capitalist societies are victims of a criminal justice system that is based on the
oppression and exploitation of men and women of color.32 Therefore, campaigns
need to be located in, and informed by, a broader political analysis of, and opposition to, the prison-industrial complex.
In the United States, the successful case for clemency for Kemba Smith, who
was released in 2000, can be seen as similar to Kiranjit's as exemplary of the
impact of the war on drugs on women of color. Kemba was an African American
college student and mother who was forced into involvement in drug dealing by
an abusive boyfriend and sentenced to 24.5 years. 33 The brutality of the judicial
system's treatment of Kemba as a battered woman is indeed shocking. However,
like Kiranjit, Kemba was presented by such mainstream media sources as Glamour magazine as being "out of place" in prison because of her "innocence," and her
exemplary life as a college student and mother. This analysis bypasses the central
point: women don't belong in cages regardless of how they have tried to survive.
Until we really embrace this abolitionist position, freedom for Kemba will not
translate into freedom for all African American women, including those who are
poor and lack formal education. 34
A third lesson from Zoora's case is the danger of replacing the struggle for
social justice with the demand for criminal justice reforms. In Britain, feminists
involved in the cases of Kiranjit, Sara Thornton, and Emma Humphreys successfully demanded an increased awareness within the judiciary of the differences
between violent men who kill their partners, and women who kill their abusive
partners. Demands by prison reform groups have led to the establishment of a
Women's Policy Group in the Prison Service with the mission of "transforming
the care of women." 35 Criticisms by antiracist activists of racist abuse and discrimination in prisons have also led to the formation of RESPOND, a racial equality strategy for the prison service, and the establishment of a Prison Service Race
Relations Group. Yet throughout this period when antiracist and feminist reforms
were made, the number of women of color in prison has continued to spiral.
The British antiracist and Black women's movements of the 1970s and 1980s
incorporated a strong analysis of state violence and repression. However, in the
1990s, as Black British communities have made a greater impact on mainstream
political agendas, there has been a convergence between progressive movements
and the state. Women of color activists have increasingly become invested in the
illusion of an "antiracist/antisexist state," deploying the forces of law and order
in defense of women and men of color. While the New Labour government has
responded to feminist and anti-racist activism by incorporating some of the movements' demands into legislation, this has been at the price of a radical analysis of
the role of state violence in the lives of women of color. As such, the state-corporate
investment in mass incarceration has gone largely unchallenged by Black women's
organizations.
These developments are mirrored in Canada, where penal reformers, such as
the Canadian Association of Elizabeth Fry Societies (CAEFS), successfully dem-
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1111·.1i.11nl 10 the (:orrn·tional Servin· of(:anada that the nl'cds of wo111cn pri.\on
11:- wl'l'l' 1u11 hl'ing nll"t in a prison system designed around 111alc i111prison111l·n1.
·\111·1 sl'vnal years of co11sulia1ion and nl'gotiation, four nl'w rl'gional "women' .. 111 1·rnl" prisons and a "healing lodge" for aboriginal women wcrl' built, dl'signnl
11111111d 1he li.:111alc prison population and staffed, at least in the early stages, hy
i•111losionals experienced in working with women in refuges, social servicl's, and
i•1 l\1111s. l kspite good intentions, womcn-ccntere? prisons rcvicti.mi;r.e rl_w B[;~ck,
111.lii•,l·nous, and poor women they house, most of whom arc survivors of mult1plt·
1111111.\ of violence, leading to extensive self-harm and suicide attempts. Continuing
.11111\l'S indicate that even within the new women-centered framework, the tradi111111.il penal culture of racism and sexism has quickly re-emerged.ir. Most signiti' .1111 ly. the investment of energy into women prisoners has not led to any decrease
111 1lie number of women in Canadian prisons and jails.
Reform-based demands risk absorption into the existing racial-class dynam1, \ of state systems of repression and control. Furthermore, progressive activists
111ve1lvcd in such demands are in danger of becoming incorporated into the very
., \!cm that they initially opposed, as they are invited to sit on consultation and
1
111q1lc111entation committees of "antiracist" or "woman-centered" prisons.
hnally, Zoora's case requires us to develop an analysis of differential racisms
.11fn 1ing communities of color, and of the interactions between immigration and
v11 ilcnce against women. The low numbers of South Asian women in the British_
111.\()n system have led to little awareness within Black women's organizations of
1
1Ii .. impact of criminalization on South Asian women. However, as Islamophol1i.1 i11creases and traditionally paternalistic attitudes toward South Asians harden,
r-.t11slim young people in particular are becoming vulnerable to criminalization.
I 11 addition, Pakistan's role within the heroin trade means that some women risk
l1111g terms in prison for working as "mules." Therefore, activists must be aware
111.\hifting patterns of racialization, and how they are shaped by public events. In
( :rnada, for example, the conservative press whipped up a moral panic about the
, .1pt ure of several boatloads of undocumented Chinese refugees, which has le~ to
.1 hardening of attitudes toward Chinese immigrants. Police in several Canadian
, i 1ies now have units targeting Chinese gangs and smugglers.
In the United States, activism around criminalization and racial disparity in
p()licing and sentencing has tended to focus on African Americans and Latinos.
Native Americans are generally excluded, despite the fact that they also experience
disproportionate policing, arrest, and imprisonment. 37 Moreover Asian American
youth-especially Vietnamese and Laotians-who are increasingly being targeted
l(ir gang involvement, are made invisible by the black/white binary. Greater analysis of the intersection of immigration, colonization, and criminalization is neces\a ry, and women of color activists should play a key role in building coalitions
between groups traditionally targeted by the criminal justice system and newly
criminalized and immigrant groups.
Like corporate agendas under global capital, practices of "law and order"
do not develop within rigid national borders. The media, politicians, and penal
administrators in Europe and North America form a transnational network of
newspaper and magazine conglomerates, television and radio empires, and politi-
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cal and professional relarionsh ips. 'I his net work d issl·mi natcs ideologies and srraregies of control and punishment such as "rhrel' strikl's," private prisons, mandatory
minimums, and "women-centered" penal regimes. 'I he experiences of women of
color affected by state violence and incarceration are fundamentally shaped by
these transnational connections. However, as activists, we seldom build transnational coalitions or seek to learn from the experiences and activism of women of
color across the border, or across the Arlantic. In order to build an effective antiviolence movement, women of color in the United States, Canada, Britain, and
elsewhere need to analyze critically the successes and failures of activists in multiple locations. When we develop the habit of thinking outside of national borders,
we open ourselves to new challenges and critiques. These radical critiques bring
us closer to building a movement that simultaneously resists male violence, state
repression, and the mass incarceration of poor communities of color.

2
Disability in the New World Order
Nirmala Erevelles

When examining the relationship between the World Bank and issues related to dis.1hility in neocolonial contexts, it is essential to explore policy development and insti111tional power from a historical perspective, and to always interrogate whose interl'Sts
.1rl' being served. If we examine these issues ahistorically, we elide social, political,
.111d economic complexities that (re)constitute oppressive social relations, even as
nation-states "liberalize" their economies in efforts to become viable participants in
1ransnational capitalism. In particular, this exploration foregrounds the geopolitical
power imbalances that exist between nation-states, and the roles that international
organizations like the United Nations, the World Bank, and the International Monetary Fund (IMF)-the power brokers in the New World Order-have in continuing (neo)colonialism under the auspices of globalization, which represents a violent
outcome for the world's poorest citizens.
In this chapter, I speak from the critical vantage point of two theoretical per'pectives: Third World feminism(s) and disability studies. By deploying the rerm_
·1hird World feminism(s), I am referring to the political constituency of women of
African, Caribbean, Asian, and Latin American descent, as well as Native peoples
of the United States who constiture an oppositional alliance against the sexisr,
racist, imperialist, neocolonial structures that shape our lives (Mohanty, 1991).
When defining Disability Studies, I refer particularly to the social, political, and
economic conditions within the category of "disability" which is constituted as
"deviant" difference, and the ideological effects that such constructions of" disability" have on the reproduction of racial, gendered, and class oppression (Russell, 1998; Charlton, 1998; Erevelles, 2002). At the same time, my discussion will
address the actual conditions and experiences of Third world people's lives when
mediated via the oppressive and often violent social relations of race, class, caste,
gender, and disability.
The dialectical relationship between poverty and disability has been recognized for some time (Shirley, 1983, Russell, 1998; Elwan, 1999). Living with a
disability adds to the risks of living in poverty, while at the same time, conditions of poverty increase the possibility of becoming disabled (Elwan, 1999). In
this essay, I will elaborate on this relationship between poverty and disability in
Third World contexts-with a special focus on India-in the wake of sweeping
economic reforms implemented by state governments in deference to structural
adjustment policies (SAPs) which have been recommended by the World Bank
and the IMF. After briefly describing SAPs in their historical context, I focus specifically on how these policies impact women living in poverty, and how they
contribute to the social construction of disability in Third World contexts. Then
I explore the effects of SAPs on Third World disabled people, especially in contexts where there has been a decrease in social spending because of the economic
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rl'for111s 1~1andatl'd hy _the World Bank and il1l" IM!-'. hnally, I rnncludl' this l'ssay
~y reAectmg ?n the cp1stc111ological assumptions that SAI>s arc hased on-assump-

tions root~d _111 transnational capitalism's emphasis on productivity and efficiency
defined w1th111 the narrow parameters of accumulation of profit for multinational
corporations. In ~articular, I will discuss these epistemological assumptions in light
of a measure designed to calculate the cost-effectiveness of health services called
disability a~juste~ life years (DALYs). Foregrounding the ideological assumptions
that undergird this measure, I expose the political commitments of such seemingly
benevole~t g~stures that support the continued marginalization, exploitation, and
dehuma111zat10n of, and therefore violence against, Third World people, especially
Third World disabled people.

Historical Perspectives: Colonial Discontinuities
Colonial history has played a critical part in the economic crises experienced in the
Third World. Co_lonialism supported the old International Division ofLabor (IDL),
where raw matenals and labor were appropriated from the colonies and transported
to the colonial metropolises for manufacturing and production, before being
returned to the colonies and sold as consumer goods for large profits, once again
appropriated by the metropolises. Clearly, as a result of the old IDL, the colonies
were impoverished because they occupied the lowest rungs of this division of labor.
The old IDL was disrupted when the former colonies began clamoring for independence and waged nationalist struggles against their colonial rulers. It was around
the same time that Europe and Japan were ending and recovering from World War
II. In 1944, the Bretton Woods Conference was convened by the United States
and Europe to support the construction of three international economic institutions-t_he World Bank, the IMF, and the GATT (General Agreement on Trade
and Tanffs)-t~at would help stabilize the world economy. These organizations
were charged with the tasks of determining exchange rates for international curren?; suppo:ting th~ reconstruction of war-devastated Europe and Japan; and supportmg free mternanonal trade across national boundaries. Once again, political
and economic power remained under the control of the former colonial powers
and the United States, which now emerged as the leading economic power in the
world. Moreover, because colonization had already forced the former colonies to
participa~e, albeit t~r?ug? co_ercion in the global economy, their economic stability
and contmued pamc1pat1on m the new global order was essential. It was for these
reasons that the _'W'o:ld ~an~, along with the US and Britain, became the principal
donors ~n~ lendmg 111st1tut1ons for the former colonies struggling to build a viable
economIC mfrastructure afrer more than a century of economic exploitation.
Still locked in economic dependence on the former colonial powers, Third
World economies spiraled into dangerous economic crises in the 1970s when the
Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) raised the price of oil.
Most of these Third World economies were dependent on oil exports for their industrial and economic development. As a result, many of these nation-states defaulted
on their loan payments. At this point, the IMF and World Bank intervened with
SAPs that were, on paper, intended to promote efficiency and sustained economic
growth to enable these economies to meet their debt obligations. This stabilization
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11.1 ... d\o .\l'l'll ,1, a nitil·al Jlll'lOIHlition ti1r 'Jhird World natiom to qualify lor lo.1m

1111·1kd in illl' l11t11rl' ((:hang, 1'>'>7).
( :ll'arly without any hargaining powl'r, 'lhinl World nations Wl'rl' fiircnl hark
111111 ,jn1ilar u1lonialist l'Umomic relations with thl'ir forml'r colonial powers hy
.11ll1ning to SAPs that dl'mandcd radical transformations in thl' nation-statl''s l'l"O·
1111111i1 !iii:. As a result, they continue to provide raw materials to donor 111arkl't~. and
11·111.1i11 thl' primary consumers of goods manufactured in rhc donor narions. 'flll'st·
11111·1p1a I rl'lations were justi fled through the SA Ps requirements on de Hat ion, dl'val·
11.111on, decontrol, and privatization (Elson, 1992). These requirements rcsultl'd in
ilw lollowing economic reforms in Third World nation-states: trade liberalization
wlii1 h rl'quircd a more focused export policy on "cash crops" and other raw matl'ri.d, .ind import substitution for all other goods that were not manufactured in thl'
11.11 ion-state's economy; increased dependence on international financial rcsou1-n·s;
, 111' to public spending which included reduction in public sector employ111l'nt,
l1111itations on food and agricultural subsidies, denationalization of public sector
1·111nprises, and decreased expenditures in the areas of health, education, and social
w .. ILirl' (Feldman 1992).
In addition to these austerity measures, borrowing countries were encouraged
11, Iiromote private investment, support trade and tariff reforms that benefited t hl'
.! .. nor nations, and construct export processing zones (EPZs) for multinational
, "n1panies to produce tax-free goods using cheap labor from the host country-1·111ploying mostly Third World women. In this way, the former colonial powl'rs
.111d 1he United States supported what can be called the new IDL (Mies, 1985): a
, .. nt inuation of the same power inequalities in rhe current (neo)colonialist Nl'w
\V, 1rlJ Order of transnational capitalism.

I ngendering Economic Reform: Implications for Disability
1liird World feminists have documented how the effects of (neo)colonial insri1111 ions and policies have transformed indigenous patriarchies and consolidated
li,·gl'monic middle-class cultures in metropolitan and colonized areas in support
.. I oppressive patriarchal structures, albeit in new forms (Mies, 1985; Mohanry.
1'>91; McClintock,1995). This has been especially true in the context of the SAPs,
where women and children have become the most vulnerable populations. Criti, s of the World Bank and the IMF have pointed out that SAPs were instituted
10 prioritize the efficient management of debt, rather than to transform the abject
rnnditions of poverty in contexts where women and children represent the disproportionate percentage of the world's poor (Feldman, 1992; Elson 1992; Chang
1'>97). Programs instituted by the World Bank and the IMF also supposedly
sought to include women as active participants in wage labor markets to enable
their emancipation from patriarchal oppression.
However, most of the labor activities offered to Third World women are for
low- wage work, because these women are considered "cheap" and "pliable" labor
in both factory production and the service industry (Beneria and Feldman, 1992).
As a result, this new gendered labor shifr has forced men out of jobs, and, as a
result, poor Third World women are forced to balance wage labor along with
subsistence and domestic production. Because of the sharp fall in the purchasing
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power ofrheir incomes, 'lhird World wonwn, 111any ofwho111 arc single heads of'
households, are faced with the sole responsihilicy of' meeting household reproduction costs. In the desperation for employment, poor women are forced to take jobs
in the informal and other low-wage sectors while, at the same time, their unpaid
labor escalates because they must stretch limited funds to cover the subsistence
of their households. Additionally, their health is also affected because of reduced
food consumption, stress, and domestic violence-experiences that affect fertility,
infant mortality, and disabling conditions in both their children and themselves.
It is this economic context that sets the stage for the social construction of disability. According to Elwan (1999), UNICEF's list of major causes of disability
among children in Third World countries includes inadequate nutrition of mothers
and children, vitamin deficiencies, abnormal prenatal or perinatal events, infectious
diseases, accidents, and various other factors including environmental pollution and
lack of adequate sanitation-all of which occur as a result of poverty conditions.
Notwithstanding the World Bank's claims that the SAPs would eventually lead to a
reduction in poverty, according to UNICEF, there has been a drop of 10% to 25%
in average incomes, a 25% reduction in spending per capita on health, and a 50%
reduction in spending per capita on education in the poorest countries in the world.
Though officials argue that they advise sound macroeconomic policies and strategies
that favor investment in basic human capital-primary health care and universal
primary education-the implementation of the SAP's belie this claim. Abbasi points
out that even though World Bank lending for health services has increased over the
years, low-income countries are unable to meet and maintain health service costs
and at the same time pay their debts, and have therefore begun to levy a small fee also
called a "user charge" to all clients using public health services. In already destitute
communities, these user charges have resulted in a decline in access to health services
with disastrous consequences to these populations. As a result, according to Andrew
Creese, a health economist at the World Health Organization (WHO), increases in
maternal mortality and the incidence of communicable diseases such as diphtheria
and tuberculosis have been attributed to such policies (Abbasi, 1999).
India offers a good case study of these practices. Forced to implement the
structural adjustment programs (SAPs) in the early 1990s to meet the deficit in
its balance of payments, the Indian state was encouraged to liberalize its economy, which required that it perform three main functions: protect and sustain the
functioning of markets; use all policy instruments available to entice foreign capital investment; and undertake certain minimal expenditures so as to ameliorate
the excesses perpetrated by the market (Patnaik, 1994). The implementation of
the SAPs has only exacerbated the relationship between poverty and disability in
India. Thus, for example, nearly fifteen thousand children in India under the age
of five go blind because of a vitamin A deficiency caused by malnutrition (Pandey
and Advani, 1996). Additionally, limited access to clean water supplies as well as
overcrowding in inadequate and unsanitary living conditions are responsible for
the spread of intestinal, infectious, and vector-carrying diseases that also contribute to the onset of disability.
Even health policies actively supported by the international organizations
barely address the crux of the problem. For example, the Indian state's investment
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in "l lcaltl1 li>r All hy 2000," based on the Alma Ata I kdaration of l >7H, li>stnnl
nnly cwo major programs-oral rehydration therapy and immunization-· instead
of providing general healrh care for everyone. While such programs produced
J.',ood statistics chat claimed a lower rate of infant mortality, malnutrition. and
morbidity races increased (Werner, 1995). And in the current context, as SA l>s
have mandated the increased privatization of health care and user financed health_
services, the transfer of resources from its poor clients to the wealthy investors of
health care is the main outcome.
Additionally, even the rehabilitation projects, such as community based rehabilitation (CBR) programs (which are actively supported by the World Bank and
other international organizations, such as ActionAid) also have served to accentuate inequalities along the axes of gender, class, caste, and disability. The dominant
representation of the philosophy of CBR has been to integrate disabled people into
rhe social mainstream (Thomas, 1992; Pandey and Advani, 1996). In a context
where the resources allocated to rehabilitation programs are low and where there
is a shortage of trained personnel to provide these services, CBR has become one
of the most cost-efficient means to save on mounting staff costs, waste of labor,
and the low efficiency of services (Thomas, 1992). Thus, in an attempt to ensure
maximum cost-efficiency, policy makers assume that the primary support for these
programs will come from the community, where parents and workers, su.perviscd
by health volunteers (a village rehabilitation worker, or VRW, and a mulnpurpose
rehabilitation worker, or MRW) will provide more specialized services to disabled
members of the community.
However, the very concept of inclusion becomes exploitative in such contexts.
Like the health programs supported by SAPs, CBR only serves to transfer the
costs of services to the community. Thus, for example, even one of its advocates,
Maya Thomas, director of the disability division ActionAid International-I~dia
has admitted that "the trend of progressive impoverishment of rural dwellmgs
and the growing abandonment of extended family systems leave little economi.c
and manpower resources in families that continue to look after the needs of the~r
disabled members." (Thomas, 1992). Further, in patriarchal contexts, the provision of rehabilitation services by the family predominantly implies the woman,
and so this becomes another burden in the life of the rural housewife caught up
in her struggle for day-to-day economic survival. At the same time, most of the
rehabilitation aides, who are low down in the occupational hierarchy and who
receive pitiably low wages, are once again predominantly poor women from the
community. Therefore, what has happened is that these state-initiated policies that
have been celebrated for their cost-effectiveness are actually geared to "[mobilize]
people's resources for government programs," (Kalyanpur, 1996) w~ere the ad~i
tional costs of these services continue to be absorbed by both the paid and unpaid
labor of women.

"In Whose Interests?": Thinking Beyond Survival
Perhaps the most controversial concept that the World Bank has contri~ut~~ to
chis discussion of disability in a global context is the concept of the DisabilityAdjusted Life Year (DALY). According to the World Bank, the DALY is
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a unit used for measuring both tl1e global burden of disease and the
dfectiveness of health interwntions, as indicated by reductions in
the disease burden. It is calculated as the present value of the future
years of disability-free life that are lost as the result of the premature deaths or cases of disability occurring in a particular year.
Puc more simply, using the DALY, the World Bank now prioritizes health interventions by calculating their relative cost-effectiveness. In other words, cost-effectiveness is measured by the number of DALYs saved through each intervention where
the cost of each intervention is weighed against the person's potential "productivity" (i.e., contribution to economic growth) (Werner, 1995). Thus each disease,
ailment, or disability is classified according to how many years of "productive"
(disability free) life the individual loses as a result, and is weighed against age
and work potential. Hence, children and the elderly have lower value than young
adults, and presumably disabled persons who are unable to work are awarded
zero value and therefore have little or no entitlement to health services at public
expense.
From a disability rights perspective, such calculations can only be regarded as
simply preposterous. In fact, scholars in the area of disability studies have already
critiqued how ableist society has constructed disabled people as defective citizens
incapable of contributing anything to society (Ferguson, 1987; Thomson, 1997;
Russell, 1998; Charlton, 1998; Kittay, 2000). For example, Marra Russell has
vividly exposed the brutal connection between capitalism and social Darwinism
that is implicit in these arguments that construct disabled people as "defective"
and unproductive in the economy (Russell, 1998). However, productivity is not a
transhistorical category; instead, it is very much dependent on historical context,
where the present demands of (global) capitalism depend on the ease with which
the multinational companies can extract the maximum profits from its workers,
and nation-states can extract low- wage and unpaid labor from its citizens (Ebert
1996). In such contexts, an individual's productivity is not measured by his/her
skill to produce goods and services that would satisfy social and human needs;
rather, her/his productivity is based solely on the capitalists' exploitative demands
for increasing profits.
This logic under which capitalism operates has particularly deleterious effects
on disabled individuals. Since most disabled individuals have physiological complications that prevent the easy and efficient extraction of surplus value from
their labor power, their labor power is accorded little value within the competitive market place, and they are therefore constructed as unemployable. It is here
then, that the DALY constitutes disabled people as a liability in state spending
rather than a valued investment. Herein, lies the violence of this representation.
By locating disabled people as unworthy of receiving necessary health resources
so that they can actively participate in both the social and economic life of their
communities, this characterization actively consigns them to institutional care or
active neglect. Moreover, such policies provide further impetus for contemporary
eugenic practices that are justified by conflating the value of human life with economic efficiency.
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be relied on t~ provide the impetus for such radical changes. I a~ t_herefore
. for critical alliances to be forged between a Third World femm1s~ movement
~:~ the disability rights movement that will foreground the i~ter~e~uons ~ r~c~;
class, gender, and disability in our struggle against economIC ~~~ enc~il b n J11~
movement that is conscious of our differences and our commona_ m:s w1 e ..
to mount a critical and concerted opposition_ against ~he economIC v10lence that ts
an intrinsic part of our unique and diverse life expenences.
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Federal Indian Law and Violent Crime
Native Women and Children at the Mercy of the State
Sarah Deer

As you return to your homes, and as you talk with your people, please
tell them that the time of dying is at its end. Tell your children that
the time of shame and fear is over. Tell your young men and women
to replace their anger with hope and love for their people. Together,
we must wipe the tears of seven generations. Together, we must allow our broken hearts to mend.-Kevin Gover, assistant secretary for
Indian Affairs in the Department ofthe Interior, September 8, 2000

(O]ne public speech by a single mid-level government officialespecially one who is a member of the oppressed minority-is unlikely to have much lasting impact without actual changes in government policies and citizen attitudes in the United States.-Weston
2001, 1050

Our women are open game. So many are violated, and they tell us
no one will do anything.-Deborah Blossom, Western Shoshone, Tosawihii
clan, acting director ofthe Great Basin Womens Coalition against Violence

On the 175th anniversary of the establishment of the Bureau of Indian Affairs
(BIA), Assistant Secretary Kevin Gover (Pawnee) issued a monumental apology
to. Native peo~le on behalf of the bureau. In the apology, Gover acknowledged the
failures oflndian policy and the atrocities committed by United States government
officials agains~ ~ative peoples (Gover, 2000). Many felt that the apology showed
profound humility and accountability. However, in the aftermath of Gover's statement, Nati~e perso_ns_ co_nti~ue .to suffer the highest rates of poverty, unemployment, and v10lent vict1m1zat1on 111 the United States.
More recently, several US senators have proposed yet another apology-this
one ~o take the for11_1 of a national apology, authored by Congress and signed by the
president of t~e United States (Senate Joint Resolution 15, 2006). While the importance of public acknowledgments and apology cannot be underestimated (Brad~ord, 200~), such action~ b~ the United States government do not go far enough
m addressmg the systemic v10lence experienced by women and children in Indian
countr~ today. For example, the resolution "apologizes on behalf of the people of
the U111ted States to all Native Peoples for the many instances of violence, maltreatment, and neglect inflicted on Native Peoples by citizens of the United States"
(Senate Joint Resolution 15, 2006). But drafters and proponents of a national apology would do well to study and understand the complicated history of criminal jus-
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1111· i11 l11dia11 lOlllllry, and die i111pall 011 vic1i111., who Lill dnough die wide gap.,
, 11'.llnl liy a sysll'lll originally dl'sigm·d to dl'slroy lllll lwal.
i\dd1nsing fiVl' hundrl'd yl'ars of violencl', 111alt1l·atnw111, and nl'gk-n rnptirn
1111111· d1an apology; indeed, major changes and adjustml'nts to thl' ntrrl'nl strlll ·
11111· of frdnal laws, policies, and regulations impacring tribal narions arl' nl'l'dl'd.
I 111 l"Xa111pll', decision-making authority and conrrol oVl'r violent ni1m: should lw
11·,tornl ro indigenous narions to provide full accountability and jusrice to t hl' vk11111,. ·I he status quo leaves the most vulnerable citizens of Indian nations without
11·1 011rse fi.ir repeated abuses at the hands of government officials.
·I he federal government has systemically stripped power from tribal nations
, 1v1·r the course of the last several hundred years. As a result, Native people rl'sid' 11g in Indian country are largely dependent on federal agencies, such as th~ I ndi_an
I lcalth Service, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and the Department ot JustlCl"
(1111luding the Federal Bureau oflnvestigation) to provide for basic human needs
·.111 has health care, education, and protection from crime. Numerous reports haw
l1111nd these agencies 'to be underfunded, understaffed, and unable to meet rill'
1111 rl'asing needs of a growing indigenous population. In 2003, the United Starl's
1 11111 mission on Civil Rights issued a scathing report entitled "A Quiet Crisis: Fl·d1·1.d hmding and Unmet Needs in Indian Country" which highlighted the insuf~
I11 il'ncy of federal funding to meet even the most basic needs of Native peoples.
'I his article will focus on the unique impact of federal Indian law on Nativl'
, 1imc victims. Through an analysis of historical events, contemporary statisrics,
.111d t~deral laws, this article will demonstrate why the adjudication and response
111 victimization of Native women and children must be restored to tribal nations.
While the federal system is currently tasked with primary control and power in
, .l,l'S where Native women and children are victimized in Indian country, trul'
111.'1 ice and healing will only be possible when the victims can seek accountabiliry
wi1 bin their own judicial systems.

federal Indian Law and Crime Victims
I11 order to understand why indigenous people have become so dependent upon
lnlc.:ral agencies, it is necessary to review the federal laws and policies that have
,1 ripped tribal governments of their power to provide for the safety and well-being
1l indigenous people. For the purposes of this article, I will limit the discussion to
t hl' most significant federal actions that have an impact on the response to violent
victimization of Native women and children.
First and foremost, it is critical to point out that tribal nations had full jurisdiction (legal authority) over all crimes and disputes prior to intrusion by European
.111d American legal systems. Historical evidence indicates that most indigenous
nations had extremely powerful and effective justice systems that provided strong
dl'terrence to crimes against women and children. Crimes such as rape, domestic
violence, and child abuse were extremely rare, but when they did occur, tribal sysll'tllS of jurisprudence provided a powerful system of social checks and balances
1hat held offenders accountable for their behavior (Poupart, 2003; Allen, 1986).
l lnlike the Anglo-American legal system, wherein victims of violent crime have
Ii isrorically had no voice in the criminal justice process (Beloof, 1999), most indig-
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l''.JOus ll'gal sy~ll'l.lls Wl'l'l' vin i111-n-rlll'rl'd. ·I hl' I rilial govnn111t•111.' sl riVl'd to provide a sense of spiritual and emotional recovl'ry from violent crime, as well as any
~on:pensation or restitution. While no system is perfect, it has been suggested that
md1?e~ous philosophies of justice generally provide more protection and healing
to v1Ct1ms than does the Anglo-American system (Lee, 1996; Valencia-Weber and
Zuni, 1995).
Over the past 125 years, policies of the United States government have weakened these indigenous justice systems and replaced them with the adversarial
An~lo-American model (Porter, 1997). The results have been devastating: today,
Nauve women are the most victimized population in the United States (Greenfeld
and Smith, 199:): The rates of domestic violence and sexual assault within indigenous commurnues far exceed those of any other racial or ethnic group (Rennison, 2001; Tjaden and Thoennes, 2000), and it is estimated that over one-third
of American Indian and Alaskan Native women will be victimized by sexual violence in their lifetime (Tjaden and Thoennes, 2000). The laws and policies of the
United States play a significant role in the high rate of victimization, because they
have inhibited the ability of tribal communities to respond to and address crime
in a culturally appropriate way (Bigfoot, 2000). Andrea Smith has provided a
thorough analysis of the relationship between colonization and sexual violence
by linking rape to other forms of forced assimilation, such as missions and boarding schoo~s. In addition to understanding the historica_l context, understanding
the complicated calculus of contemporary criminal jurisdiction in Indian country
~elps to illuminate the legal structures that continue to make Native women particularly vulnerable to violence (Smith, 1999).

The Major Crimes Act
In 1885, Congress passed the Major Crimes Act (MCA), which marked the first
significant federal intrusion on tribal justice systems. The inspiration for the MCA
~rose from the US Supreme Court case in Ex Parte Crow Dog, which originated
1~ a La~ota mu.rder ca~e. In reviewing federal law, which amazingly still recogrnz~d tr~bal nations as mdependent sovereigns despite the long-standing effort to
extmgmsh them, the US Supreme Court ruled that only Lakota justice systems
had authority to adjudicate murder committed by one Lakota against another.
The ~on-Indian population was outraged and demanded that Congress intervene m order. to allow the Native defendant to be prosecuted in an Anglo legal
system (Harnng, 1994). In response to this public outcry, Congress passed the
MCA-an attempt to address intratribal crime by imposing the federal prosecutorial framework.
The MCA allows federal prosecution of Native defendants in cases of serious
felony cases. From its inception, the MCA has included the crime of rape in its list
of offenses that trigger federal prosecution. Child sexual abuse was added in 1986
(~choHawk, 20_0.l). When victims of serious violence in Indian country report
cnme to authormes, they are often referred to federal investigators and prosecu~ors, ~ho .may have high caseloads including bank robberies, drug smuggling, and
1mm1grauon matters.
An important and underdiscussed facet of the MCA is that the federal law
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Public Law 280
:\pproximately seventy years after Congress passed the MCA, jurisdiction over
,
inal matters was transferred to some state governments through a federal law
11111
1, 110 wn as Public Law 280, or PL 280 (Melton and Gardner, 2000). PL 280 was.
,,
of a larger federal effort to ultimately "terminate" a~d end recognition of
1 111
11; 1I nations-an official government policy which has smce been abandoned.
111
I , ,1 1hose tribal nations located within the boundaries of states affected by PL 280,
, irninal activity and violence fall under the authority of the state. Howe:er, m~ny
1
1 1ht: states have not responded with effective law enforcement, leavmg tribal
11
, ., 1munities at the mercy of criminals who prey on the vulnerable.
11
[ ,ike the MCA, PL 280 did not specifically divest tribal governments of c~n
' urrl'nt jurisdiction over crime (Song and Jimene.z, 1~98): However, the practical_
qiact of PL 280 has included a weakening o~ rr.1bal JUSU~e sys~ems and a lack ~>f
111
rnponse to criminal behavior, leaving many v1cnms of cnme without recourse 111
,., her the state or the tribal system. As Goldberg and Champagne note:
1
The legislative history of Public Law 280 is laden with references to
the problem of "lawlessness" on reservations. Traditional tribal justice systems were described as weakened and i~effec~u~l, .an~ f~d
eral mechanisms were considered too limited m theu 1unsdict1on
and too costly to expand. Reservations were described as places
of rampant crime and disorder. Public Law 280 was supposed to
provide the solution to this problem of "lawlessnes~" by empowering state civil and criminal courts to do what the rnbal and federal
systems supposedly could not. Ironically and tragically, however,
Public Law 280 has itself become the source of lawlessness on reservations (Goldberg and Champagne 1996).

The Indian Civil Rights Act
·1he Indian Civil Rights Act of 1968 (ICRA) was passed in an era generally known
f(,r its progressive and liberating legislation. Unfortunately, the I~RA was lar?ely
, misnomer; the act was actually an imposition of Anglo-Amencan concepnons
1
,,r civil rights upon the ancient wisdom and ways of ~r!bal j~stice syst~ms. Instead
,,r concentrating on the racial discrimination and polmcal d1senfranch1se~ent sufkrt:d by Native people, Congress instead focused on alleged abuses by t~tbal court
,ysrems (Pevar, 2002). ICRA was a congressional response to fears that tnbal courts
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were unburdened by US constitutional limitations, and required tribal governments
to honor the language contained in the US Bill of Rights (with a few exceptions).
In addition, ICRA imposed significant limitations on the ability of tribal courts to
incarcerate and fine criminal defendants. From 1968 to 1986, tribal courts could
not impose a sentence of greater than six months in jail and/or a fine of more than
five hundred dollars. In 1986, as part of a "crackdown" on drug trafficking, ICRA
was amended to allow tribal courts to sentence a criminal defendant to up to one
year in jail and/or a five-thousand dollar fine. (Pevar, 2002).
Even though tribal governments did not traditionally rely on incarceration
as a response to violence, many understood ICRA to limit a tribal court's ability
to respond to serious violence. Since Anglo-American systems respond to violent
crimes with long periods of imprisonment, ICRA has served to further the myth
that tribal governments have no power to respond to felony-level crimes. Assimilated tribal justice systems will often resist prosecuting extremely violent crimes,
having internalized the Anglo-American belief that incarceration or monetary
sanctions are the only possible response to violence.
ICRA does not impact a tribal government's ability to impose alternate or traditional sentences, such as banishment, community service, probation, counseling, or public apology. Nonetheless, the limitation on the ability to incarcerate has
had a disparate impact on victims of rape and other violent crimes. Native women
and children who are victimized often discover that their tribal nation does not
have strong contemporary laws or prosecutorial policies on felony-level criminal
behavior. If the federal or state systems choose not to prosecute, the victim is left
at the mercy of the perpetrator.

I 1•dl'ral Agencies and Criminal Behavior
llw c11tirl' 11;1111rl' of f(:dcral Indian law, in its gradual wcakcning and dnaluing
111 t1ih.d j11sticc systcms, has placcd tribal citi1,ens at a high risk for vic1i111izatio11
.111d viokncc. However, the federal systems that have replaced the tribal systl'ms
l1.11T prrpl'tuated the problem by failing to provide accountability on a numlwr
111 levels. hrst, allegations exist that the federal system fails to adequatdy inVl'st i ·
I'.·"" .111d prosecute crime when it does occur (McColl, 2004; Yost, 20ln; Million,
'Ollll). Native people are an extremely vulnerable population. Moreover, tlll'y arc
11l1l·11 invisible and forgotten in public discourse regarding social and community
'"II<".\ (l'oupart, 2002).
Sccond, federal agencies entrusted to provide safety and support to Nat ivc
1,..opk in the United States continue to hire persons with a history of violcncc.
.... x ofknses, and child endangerment (Hinkle, 2003; Kelley, 2002). These actions
, , 1111 i nue to put Native peoples at risk, with no accountability in sight. Abuse com111 it red by federal employees is a continuation of the colonization process, with no
.11kq11ate forum for accountability or healing. Here are a few examples of criminal
, c 111d11ct committed by people entrusted to the most personal and sensitive aspccts
111 Native people's lives:
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Oliphant v. Suquamish
Perhaps the most dangerous and damaging contemporary intrusion on tribal justice systems occurred in 1978 with the US Supreme Court decision Oliphant v.
Suquamish Indian Tribe. This decision has created a vacuum of justice for crime
victims who have the misfortune of being attacked by a non-Indian. Ever since the
decision in Oliphant, tribal nations do not have the power or authority to prosecute crimes committed by non-Indians. This decision has created a crisis situation
in some tribal communities, because non-Indian sexual predators, drug manufacturers, pimps, and other violent persons have become attracted to Indian country
as a location where crimes can be committed without recourse (Fletcher, 2004).
Indian country has become attractive to pedophiles and sexual predators, because
of the vulnerability of the citizens and the jurisdictional gaps.
The combination of the MCA, PL 280, ICRA, and Oliphant, along with
numerous other federal laws and policies, has created one of the most complicated
jurisdictional frameworks in American law (Frickey, 1996). Criminal behavior can
go unchecked in a system where law enforcement, prosecutors, and policy makers
cannot discern the appropriate response. Moreover, tribal legal systems have been
weakened and/or assimilated such that they may be ineffective at addressing violence against women and children.

•

•

•

•

In 1990, a Senate Special Committee on Investigations issued
a report detailing widespread sexual abuse committed against
Native children by non-Indian BIA teachers (Senate Report
101-60, 1990).
In 1991, Thomas W. Michaelis, an obstetrician-gynecologist,
was convicted for attempting to sexually assault four teenage
girls. He was then hired by an Indian Health Service hospital
in Arizona, where he worked for eight years before being fired
in 2001 (Associated Press, March 5, 2002).
In 1996, Phillip G. Daugherty was hired as a nurse by the
Oklahoma City Indian Health Service, despite his 1982 conviction for a sex crime in the Marine Corps. After being accused of fondling a female patient in 1998, Daugherty's criminal record was discovered and he was removed from federal
service in 1999 (Daugherty v. Thompson, 2003).
In 1997, an Oklahoma state court convicted Dr. Richard Clay
Hudson, who worked at the Creek Nation Community Hospital, of rape and sodomy of one of his patients. Dr. Hudson
had previously worked for the United States Air Force, where
he was also accused of assaulting patients (Shawnee News-Star,
October 9, 1997).
In 1998, a former family practice physician at the Navajo Area
Indian Health Service Agency pleaded guilty to seven counts
of shipping child pornography (Albuquerque journal, May 15,
1998).
In 2000, a jury found a Bureau of Indian Affairs employee
guilty of aggravated sexual abuse (Billings Gazette, July 30,
2000).
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In late 2003, a sixteen-year-ol<l girl died of alcohol poisoning
at a Chemawa boarding School (a fe<leral institution) after apparently being abandoned in a holding cell (Associated Press,
December 26, 2003). The US Attorney's Office has declined
to pursue criminal charges in the case. (Lawrence-Turner,
2004).

The demoralizing impact of these numerous accounts cannot be overstated.
Native people, already vulnerable to criminal victimization, may choose to go
without necessary health care rather than risk being victimized by a federal
employee. Many tribal justice systems, having been weakened by federal policies, often do not have the capacity to respond to these incidents (and have no
criminal authority over non-Indians). Furthermore, there is no indication that
federal officials who perpetrate crimes against indigenous people (or those who
fail to conduct appropriate background checks) will be held accountable for their
behaviors. Existing federal laws fail to provide justice to victims of these federal
perpetrators.
The 1991 Indian Child Protection and Family Violence Prevention Act was
passed, partly in response to a Senate Oversight Committee's 1989 finding that
the BIA failed to detect and report child molestation at schools. However, federal
funds have never been appropriated to support the mandates in the act (Cross,
2003), and it is not clear that the federal laws have resulted in increased safety
for Native children. A recent audit by the Department of the interior's Office of
the Inspector General revealed that the "current process does not prevent unsuitable individuals from having contact with Indian children at BIA schools" (Dept.
of Interior, 2004). Hinkle (2003) reports that child sexual abuse continues to be
widespread at BIA schools and dormitories.
Some victims of violence perpetrated by federal employees have attempted to
sue the US government under the Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA). In the past ten
years, several federal lawsuits have been filed on behalf of Native people, alleging
negligence by the federal government in hiring and supervision. However, some
federal courts have barred suits by victims against the federal government when the
primary charge is assault and/or battery, citing a narrow provision of the FTCA. As
Jack W Massey recently noted, "the courts have willfully blinded themselves to the
harm their obeisance causes victims and the law... [a]nd people are shut out from
being made whole by a perverse system" (Massey, 2004). Massey argues that the
FTCA must be amended in order to allow the victims of federal employees to seek
justice in the federal justice system.
The federal criminal and civil justice systems have not been a panacea for the
resolution of criminal behavior in indigenous communities. US governmental policies toward indigenous crime victims focus on psychopathology and dysfunction
rather than healing and empowerment (Waller et al. 1998). Most defendants in
federal prosecutions for sex crimes, for example, are Native, and this has resulted
in a high number of Native persons imprisoned for sex crimes in federal prisons, which do not provide intervention, treatment, or counseling for sex offend-
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ns (Bwchcr, 2000). Native victims of violent crimes arc so111cti111cs l'aught in a
dilemma of reporting a fellow tribal member to a system that imposcs harsh, nonrehabilitative punishments, or having no response to the crime at all (( :oughrnour, 1994).
For Native survivors of sexual assault, relying on the federal or state systems
10 respond can be painfully ironic. As Brave Heart and DeBruyn n~,tc, "For American Indians the United States is the perpetrator of our holocaust (Brave Heart
and DeBruyn, 1998) If the tribal legal system is not able to provide safety and
accountability to victims, some may choose to forego justice altogether. Ed10l lawk writes that "many Indians distrust the legal and social authorities that
rnuld be most helpful to them because of past experiences of unjust treatment"
( EchoHawk, 2001).

Accountability and Restoration ofTribal Authority

.

.

( :riminal victimization and trauma have a profound impact on the future of
indigenous nations. Without an adequate system for resolution and h:aling, psyl hological trauma and victimization create a cyclical sense of despair and desperation-indeed, a very continuation of the colonization pr~cess. As Burst~>w
explains, addressing the root causes and sources of trauma reqmres an exploration
of these significant historical and political acts:
I would particularly call attention to the significance of understanding the impact of various institutions that have traumatized
or might traumatize clients and the importance of helping clients
protect themselves and resist.
It is a common but serious mistake to downplay the traumatic
impact of the various institutions of the state, either limiting the focus to a discreet traumatic event, extending the analysis only to the
traumatic impact of family denial or minimization, or otherwise
acting as if the state has no role. It is crucial that the traumatizing
of the state and its institutions be explored and, indeed, insofar as
possible, coexplored (Burstow, 2003).
It is clear that the current matrix of criminal authority does not provide Native
women and children with the protection and response that they deserve, given the
extremely high rates of violence they currently experience. However, simply identifying colonization, historical trauma, and jurisdiction proble~s as r~a~ons ~or
high rates of violence and victimization does not go far enough m prov1dmg victims with a sense of justice in the contemporary setting. The next question to be
asked is how the scheme can be rectified.
First, accountability is needed from both the federal and state systems for
their responsibility to Native victims of crime. The Senate Committee on Indian
Affairs should hold hearings on the high rate of sexual and domestic violence
experienced by Native women and children, as well as the cont~nuation of abuse
and sexual violence perpetrated by persons employed by the Umted States. A federal Executive Committee for Indian Country Law Enforcement Improvements
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(1997) has already determined that "basic law enforcement protection and services are severely inadequate for most of Indian country." Additional hearings, if
centered upon the voices and experiences of Native women, will provide clear victim-centered guidance for modification, amendment, or repeal of existing federal
laws. Moreover, independent oversight of federal agencies charged with serving
Native people is needed. Perhaps the best way to ensure safety for Native people
and establish the accountability of federal agencies is to establish an oversight
committee made up of Native leaders, victim advocates, and survivors of abuse by
federal employees to review the hiring decisions and policies made by federal agencies. Such a policy would also be consistent with Executive Order 13175 (2000),
which requires all federal agencies to engage in active consultation with tribal
governments.
Second, state governments charged with investigating and prosecuting crimes
in Indian country under PL 280 or other federal laws should be held accountable for their responsibilities and duties to tribal nations. Congress could consider requiring state governments to provide an accounting of cases investigated
and prosecuted in Indian country-perhaps as a prerequisite for receiving federal
crime control funding.
Third, and perhaps most important, tribal governments must have the power
to respond to crimes against women and children restored to full capacity. In
addition, tribal justice systems need additional resources and training in order to
develop the infrastructure to respond to violent crime. Former US attorney general Janet Reno recognized this when she testified in front of the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs in 1998: "One of the most meaningful steps the Department
of Justice can take to combat crime in Indian country is to help Indian tribes to
strengthen their own justice systems." The Tribal Justice Act, passed in 1993, was
supposed to provide over $50 million per year (from 1994 to 2000) for the development and strengthening of tribal justice systems. When the act expired in 2000,
only $5 million had been appopriated (US Commission on Civil Rights, 2003).
Along with a lack of promised resources, jurisdictional disputes, geographic isolation, and federal limitations keep tribal justice systems in a stranglehold. It is difficult to provide a comprehensive system of protection and deterrence without these
fundamental components.
Porter writes that sovereignty can be defined by three elements: belief, ability,
and recognition (Porter, 2002). Responding to crimes such as child abuse, rape,
and domestic violence is linked to the ability to protect one's citizens, as well as
the ability to support and honor women and children. As O'Brien notes, "Without a commitment to tribal sovereignty, social justice for Indians is nonexistent"
(O'Brien, 1991). Tribal governments have invaluable cultural values and beliefs
which will contribute to a comprehensive response to violent crime-if only provided with the necessary resources.
Restoring full authority over crimes of violence against women and children
to tribal governments will not be a "quick fix" and will not happen overnight. The
internalized oppression, historical trauma and grief, and forced assimilation have
created dysfunction in many tribal justice systems. However, victims can ultimately find true justice within their local, indigenous systems of justice. Commu-
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11111· lil'.ili11g l·;111 Ill' a crncial aspell of l'l'l<>Vl'l'ing fro111 sexual viole1H e. Al I ivil il'.\
'<l'I• Ii .1s l'lTl'll1011ies, rn L1111a1ion of' llin iden1i1y. and rei111egra1ion into lill· co111
1111111i1y are so111e possihili1ics (Mdhidl". 200.~). hir 1hese reasons, and 011 gen
, 1.tl \Ill ial justice principles, non-Native amivioknce advocates should honor and
rnpn t the fight for tribal sovcreigmy, and offer support in jurisdiction struggles.
( '.arey Vicemi writes, "We must insist that repose, finality, and closure ead1
.111· l.1drn with moral consequence given the manifost injustice of the predomi11.1111 .\mil'ty's attitude toward Native America" (Vicenti, 2001). In the case ofvio·
11·111 victimization, the United States must acknowledge, and tribal nations must
11·1 l.1i111, their rightful roles as protector and responder. A sincere and comprdlt'n"1v1· .1pology will provide the reforms and resources necessary to put indigenous
11.11 inns at the center of response to violent victimization.
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Feminism, Race, and Adoption Policy
Dorothy Roberts

Most of the children awaiting adoption in the nation's public child welfare agencies are African American. This racial disparity reflects a general inequity in the
US child welfare system. Although they represent less than one-fifth of the nation's
children, Black children make up more than 35%-more than a third-of the
1
foster care population. The color of child welfare is most apparent in big cities
where there are sizeable Black and foster care populations. In Chicago, for example,
almost all of the children in foster care are Black. 2 The racial imbalance in New
York City's foster care population is equally mind-boggling: out of 23,000 children
in foster care or officially authorized independent homes in 2004, 99% were Black
3
or Latino/a. Black children in New York were ten times as likely as white children
to be in state protective custody. Spend a day at any urban dependency court and
you will see a starkly segregated operation. If you came with no preconceptions
about the purpose of the child welfare system, you would have to conclude that it is
an institution designed to monitor, regulate, and punish poor Black families.
Most commentary regarding race and adoption concerns transracial adoption-the politics and ethics of white adults adopting Black children. Too little
attention has been paid to why so many Black children are available for adoption in
the first place. State agencies treat child maltreatment in Black homes in an especially aggressive fashion. They are far more likely to place Black children who come
to their attention in foster care instead of offering their families less traumatic assistance. According to federal statistics, Black children in the child welfare system are
placed in foster care at twice the rate of white children. 4 A national study of child
protective services by the US Department of Health and Human Services reported
that "[m]inority children, and in particular African American children, are more
likely to be in foster care placement than receive in-home services, even when they
have the same problems and characteristics as white children. "5
Most white children who enter the system are permitted to stay with their
families, avoiding the emotional damage and physical risks of foster care placement, while most Black children are taken away from theirs. Foster care is the
main "service" state agencies provide to Black children brought to their attention.
Once removed from their homes, Black children remain in foster care longer, are
moved more often, receive fewer services, and are less likely to be either returned
home or adopted than any other children. 6 Thus, the overrepresentation of Black

I presented an earlier version of this essay as a lecture in the Voices of Public Intellectuals series at Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study, Cambridge, MA on February 11, 2002. I elaborate my arguments
about race and the child welfare system in Shattered Bonds: The Color of Child Welfare (New York: Basic
Books/Civitas 2000).
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, Ii ildrcn in t hl' ;1dopt ion n1a rkct .~tl'lll.~ b rgl'ly from t hl' chi Id wd L1 IT 'Y't rn1 \ i11 Ir
11111 t real llll'llt of Black fo111ilil's.
'llw new politics of child wdfarl' thrl'atl'ns to innl'asc the racial i111lialanl<' in
ill<' population ofchildrl'n awaiting adoption. In thl' last dl'cadl', l(:dcral and .\Lll«
1111lil il's havl' shifrl'd away from prl'Sl'rving fomilil's, and toward "freeing" chi I
d1l'n in fiister care for adoption by terminating parental rights. h1r l'xa111plc, tltr
Adoption and Safe Families Act (ASFA), passed by Congress in l<J<J7, i111pll'111l'llts
.1 p1di:rl'ncc fi>r adoption through a set of mandates and incentive.~ to .~tatl' child
wl'IL1rl' departments. lhe new law establishes swifter timl'tables for tl'm1ina1i11g
ill<' rights of biological parents with children in foster care and offL"rs financial
1111 <"ntives to states to move more children from foster care into adoptivl' hontl's. It
.d,o wL"akens the chances of family preservation by encouraging agencies to 111akr
, 111H urrent efforts to place foster children with adoptive parents while trying to
1n1nitl' them with their families. Thus, federal child welfare policy placl's fostc·r
, liildrl'n on a "fast track" to adoption as a strategy for curing the ilL~ of the child
1\TILire system, especially reducing the enormous foster care population.
By throwing many families deeper into poverty, welfare reform heightl'ns t hl'
11,k that some children will be removed from struggling families and placl'd in
lmtcr care. The rejection of public aid to poor families in favor of private solutions
111 poverty-low-wage work, marriage, and child support-mirrors the appL"al to
.1doption to "fix" the public foster care system. The overlap of ASFA and thl' f>n·,11nal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 marked
1lil' Ii rst time in US history that "states have a federal mandate to protect child rl'n
I 10111 abuse and neglect but no corresponding mandate to provide basic econo111 it'
"11pport to poor families." 7
In addition, tougher treatment of juvenile offenders, imposed most harshly on
i\lrican American youth, is increasing the numbers incarcerated in juvenile detcn11011 facilities and adult prisons. These political trends are converging to addrl'ss
t lil' deprivation of poor Black children by placing them in one form of state rns1ody or another-the "innocent" ones to be moved into more nurturing, adopt ivl' homes; the "guilty" to be locked up in detention centers and prisons. Child
welfare policy conforms to the current political climate, which embraces punitiw
1l·sponses to the seemingly intractable plight of America's isolated and impovcri,lil'd inner cities.
Feminists should be alarmed and activated by the racial disparity in the chi Id
welfare system. Feminists should be concerned about the role of race in determining which families are subject to state interventions and, consequently, which childrl'l1 become available for adoption. Feminists should also direct our response to thl'
disparity. Concern about the overrepresentation of Black children in foster care has
grncrated very different solutions. Today's popular answer is to expedite termination
of these children's ties to their mothers and to move them more swiftly into adoptiw
lio111es. Quite a different approach would be to devote more resources to supporting
1lit:ir families to reunite them more quickly with their parents or to avoid removing
1hl'm from their homes-and the need for adoption-in the first place. Feminism's
rl'interpretation of private problems as political issues, its ambition to emancipatl'
.111d improve the lives of all women, and its method of taking women's voices seri-
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ously-especially the voices of the 111ost disadvantaged wo111en-can shed critical
light on these thorny questions of child welfare.

Feminism and Systemic Inequities
Feminist theory has highlighted the political dimension of intimate relationships
and sought to restructure them in more just and equitable ways. So we should start
out by recognizing that how we interpret child maltreatment is a political issue.
Which harms to children are detected, identified as abuse or neglect, and punished
are determined by inequities based on race, class, and gender, for the US child welfare system is, and always has been, designed to deal with the problems of poor
families. This system conceals the larger systemic reasons for poor families' hardships by attributing them to parental deficits and pathologies that require therapeutic remedies rather than social change-while harms caused to children by
uncaring, substance-abusing, mentally unstable, absentee parents in middle-class
and affluent families usually go unheeded. Those privileged children might spend
years in psychotherapy, but they won't spend a day in foster care.
Newspaper headlines about grievous child beatings, usually involving a tragic
death, lead many people to believe that most of the children in the system are victims of serious physical abuse. But most cases of child maltreatment stem from
parental neglect. Nationwide, there are twice as many neglected children as children who are physically abused. 8 When child protection agencies find that children have been neglected it usually has to do with being poor. Most neglect cases
involve poor parents whose behavior is a consequence of economic desperation as
much as lack of caring for their children.
Poverty itself creates dangers for children-poor nutrition, serious health
problems, hazardous housing, inadequate heat and utilities, neighborhood crime.
Children are often removed from poor parents when parental carelessness increases
the likelihood that these hazards will result in actual harm. 9 Indigent parents do
not have the resources wealthier parents have to avoid the harmful effects of their
negligence, nor can they afford to pay professionals to cover up their mistakes.
Affluent parents with a drug habit, for example, can check themselves into a fancy
drug treatment center and hire a nanny to care for their children. No one suggests
that their children should be taken away from them and placed for adoption.
Parental conduct or home conditions that appear innocent when the parents
are middle class are often considered to be neglectful when the parents are poor.
Several studies have found that mandatory reporters are more likelv to label poor
children "abused" than children from more affluent homes with similar injuries.
An investigation of suspected cases of child abuse referred by Boston hospitals,
for example, discovered that removal of the child from the family was associated
with Medicaid eligibility, not the severity of abuse. 10 A recent study of missed cases
of abusive head trauma found that doctors failed to diagnose the abuse twice as
often when the child was white. 11 Another study of Philadelphia hospital records
reported that African American and Latino toddlers hospitalized for fractures
between 1994 and 2000 were over five times more likely to be evaluated for child
abuse, and over three times more likely to be reported to child protective services,
than Caucasian children with comparable injuries. 12
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Because Black children are disproportionatdy poor, we would expl"ll a llll"rl>.~ponding racial disparity in the child wdfare caseload. "!he Illinois I kpartllll'nt
.. r ( :hildren and Family Services prepares a multicolored map that shows the dis1rihution of abuse and neglect cases in Chicago. Neighborhoods with the highest
«>nccntration of cases form an L-shaped pattern colored in red. 'I here is anotl1cr
map of Chicago with the same color coding that shows levels of poverty across chc
lit y. The poorest neighborhoods in the city form an identical red L-shapcd pac1rrn. A third map shows the distribution of ethnic groups in Chicago. 'Ihc redllllored section marking the city's segregated Black neighborhoods is virtually a
perfect match.u In Chicago, there is a geographical overlap of child maltreatment
, ascs, poverty, and Black families.
There is a persistent and striking gap in the economic status of Blacks :11HI
14
whites that shows up in unemployment, poverty, and income. The strength o~ chc
economy in the late 1990s didn't erase the racial gap in child poverty or improvl"
the situation of Black children at the very bottom. 15 Despite recent declines, the
l JS child poverty rate is still exceptionally high by international standards, extrc111c
poverty is actually growing, and Black children still lag far behind. State disrup1 ion of Black families reflects this gulf between the material welfare of Black and
white children in America.
But racial differences in child poverty rates don't tell the entire story. Race
, lso influences child welfare decision-making through strong and deeply embed1
ded stereotypes about Black family dysfunction. Some case workers and judges
view Black parents as less reformable than white parents, and less willing and
.1hle to respond to the treatments child protection agencies prescribe. A popular
111ythology promoted over centuries portrays Black women as unfit to bear and
raise children. 16 The sexually licentious Jezebel, the family-demolishing matriarch,
1 he devious welfare queen, the depraved pregnant crack addict, accompanied by
her equally monstrous crack baby-all paint a picture of a dangerous motherhood
1 hat must be regulated and punished. An unmarried Black woman represents the
ultimate irresponsible mother-a woman who raises her children without the
"upervision of a man.
This is precisely how officials explained to Florida researchers Donna Bishop
, 11d Charles Frazier why they sent Black delinquents to juvenile detention while
1
referring white delinquents to informal alternatives for the same offenses.17 Many
juvenile justice authorities think that Black children come from female-headed
households ill-equipped to handle a troubled child. Because they perceive Black
,ingle mothers as incapable of providing adequate supervision of their children,
1 hey believe they are justified in placing these children under state control. "Inadequate family correlates with race and ethnicity. It makes sense to put delinquenr
kids from these circumstances in residential facilities," a juvenile court judge told
Bishop and Frazier. "Detention decisions are decided on the basis of whether the
home can control and supervise a child," explained a prosecutor. "So minorities
don't go home because, unfortunately, their families are less able to control the
kids." Another prosecutor's racial (and patriarchal) views were more blunt: "ln
Black families who the dad is, is unknown, while in white families-even when
divorced-dad is married or something else. The choices are limited because the
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Black family is a mulrigcncrarional non-farhcrcd family. You can't send rhc kid off
ro live wirh dad."
The racial disparity in the child welfare system also reflecrs a political choice
to address the startling rates of Black child poverty by punishing parents instead
of tackling poverty's societal roots. It is no accident that child welfare philosophy
became increasingly punitive as Black children made up a greater and greater share
of the caseloads. In the past several decades, the number of children receiving child
welfare services has declined dramatically, while the foster care population has skyrocketed.18 As the child welfare system began to serve fewer white children and
more Black children, state and federal governments spent more money on our-ofhome care and less on in-home services. This mirrors perfectly the metamorphosis
of welfare once the welfare rights movement succeeded in making Aid to Families
with Dependent Children (AFDC) available to Black families in the 1960s. As
welfare became increasingly associated with Black mothers, it became increasingly
burdened with behavior modification rules and work requirements until the federal entitlement was abolished altogether in 1997. Both systems responded to their
growing Black clientele by reducing their services to families while intensifying
their punitive functions.
The child welfare system not only reflects an inequitable social order; it also
helps to maintain it. It assumes a nuclear family norm that gives women the
responsibiliry of caregiving, while denying them adequate government support
and vilifying those who do not depend on husbands. 19 Mothers who are unable to
rely on a male breadwinner or their own income to raise their children must pay
a high price for state support. Feminist scholars have described how this model
produces a welfare state that provides stingy benefits to poor mothers that are stigmatized and encumbered by behavioral regulations. 20 Less explored by feminist
scholars is the role of the public child welfare system in caregiving by poor mothers. Like welfare, the child welfare system is a significant means of public support
of poor children, especially poor Black children. The child welfare system also
exacts an onerous price: it requires poor mothers to relinquish custody of their
children in exchange for state support needed to care for them. 21 Involvement in
the child welfare system entails intensive supervision by child protection agencies,
which often includes losing legal custody of children to the state. This state intrusion is typically viewed as necessary to protect maltreated children from parental
harm. But, as discussed above, the need for this intervention is usually linked to
poverty and racial injustice. It is this systemic inequality, in the welfare of children and in the state's approach to caregiving, that produces the excessive supply
of adoptable children in foster care.
The overrepresentation of Black children in this population represents massive state supervision and dissolution of families. This interference with families
helps to maintain the disadvantaged status of Black people in the United States.
The child welfare system not only inflicts general harms disproportionately on
Black families, it inflicts a particular harm-a racial harm-on Black people as
a group.
Excessive state interference in Black family life damages Black people's sense
of personal and community identity. Family and community disintegration weak-
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rns Blacks' collcctiw ability to owrco111e institutio11ali1.nl disni111i11atio11 .1111! wmk
toward grl'atl'r political and l'Conomic strl'ngth. Family intl'grity is ll'ltcial 10 gro11p
welfarl' bl'causl' ofrhc role parl'nts and other rdativcs play in transmitting snrvival
skills, values, and sclf:esrecm ro the ncxr gencrarion. Familil'S arl' a principal fl1r111
or "oppositional enclaves" rhat are essenrial ro democracy, ro USC _lanl' Mansbridge\
term. 22 Placing large numbers of children in srare cusrody-cven if soml' an· ult i
111arcly transferred to adoptive homes-interferes wirh rhe group's abiliry to f(1rn1
healthy connections among its members and to participare fully in the dl'monatic
process. The system's racial disparity also reinforces rhe quintcssl'ntial radst Sil'"
rrnrype: rhar Black people are incapable of governing rhcmselves and ncl'd state'
'"Pl'rvision.
'fhe impacr of stare disruption and supervision of families is inrensificd whrn
it is concentrated in inner-ciry neighborhoods. In 1997, one in ten childrl'n in
, L'lltral Harlem had been taken from their parents and placed in fosrer earl·:' 1
In Chicago, almost all child protection cases are clusrered in two zip code ;m·as,
which are almost exclusively African American. The spatial concentrarion of child
welfare supervision creates an environment in which stare cusrody of childrl'n is
.1 realistic expectation, if not the norm. Everyone in the neighborhood has either
experienced state intrusion in their family or knows someone who has. 24 Parl'nts
.1 re cir her being monitored by caseworkers or live with the fear that they may soon
hL· investigated. Children have been traumatized by removal from their homl's
.1ml placement in foster care or know that their parents are subject to the srarc's
higher authority.
I don't think we have even srarted to imagine, much less measure, the ex rent
, ,f.community damage caused by the child welfare system. Social scientists arc just
beginning to investigate the harm caused to Black communities by locking up thL·
l.1rge portions of young Black men and women in the nation's prisons. 25 They have
recently focused attention, for example, on the corrosive impact high Black incar' nation rates have on Black communities' civic life. Excessive state supervision of
Lt mi lies inflicts a similar collateral damage on Black communities.
Taking Women's Voices Seriously
Radical, engaged feminism takes the child welfare system's political impact scri011sly. It also takes women's voices seriously. Yet in the public debate about the ills
or foster care and the cure, the voices that are noticeably absent are the mothers
involved with child protective services. Newspaper stories mistakenly call all of rhc
ldf million children in foster care "orphans of rhe living"-even though most srill
have ries to families who care for them. As he promoted his "Contract with Amerj, a," the precursor to welfare reform, former Republican speaker of the house Newt
( ;ingrich proposed opening orphanages to house the children of women who could
110 longer count on government aid. As 1he Nation columnist Katha Pollitt pointed
11111, calling children in foster care "orphans" teaches the public to view their parc11ts "as being, in effect, dead." 26
In a more equitable sys rem, there would be fewer children in need of adopt iw homes and policies promoting their adoption would be commendable. But
t lie current campaign to increase adoptions makes devaluation of foster children's
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families an<l the rejection of family preservation efforts its central components.
Adoption is no longer presented as a remedy for a minority of unsalvageable families but as a viable option-indeed, the preferred option-for all children in foster care. Black mothers' bonds with their children in particular are portrayed as
a barrier ~o adoption, and extinguishing them is seen as the critical first step in
the adopnon process. Congressional and media discussion of ASFA linked family
pr~servat~on policies to white middle-class couples' difficulties in adopting Black
children m foster care. For example, a 1998 US News and World Report article
t~tled ''Ado?tio~ Gridlock" began with the story of a white North Carolina physioan and his wife who resorted to adopting two Romanian orphans after several
American agencies rejected their offer to adopt a Black child. 27 This article and
oth~r~ implie~ that the emphasis on reuniting Black children with their biological
families unfairly prevented white couples from adopting American children. Terminating parental rights faster and abolishing race-matching policies were linked
~s a st~ategy for i~creasing adoptions of Black children by white families. Supportmg this strate~y 1s the myth that the foster care problem can be solved by moving
more Black children from their families into white adoptive homes.
We are left with the impression that the parents involved in the foster care
system have all abandoned their children. But I have heard from mothers across
the country who defy this image. Far from abandoning their children, they devote
every waking moment to winning them back. Many poor Black mothers fight desperately against a wealthy and powerful bureaucracy without resources and without ~cl.equate legal representation to regain custody of their children. If they give
up, It 1s often because they are worn down by pointless and burdensome requirements and the constant assaults on their dignity.
Take for example, Jornell, the founder of Mothers Organizing Systems for
Equal Services in Chicago, whose one-month-old baby was held at the hospital
when she brought him there for stomach problems and was still in foster care four
years later. Jornell was suspected of overmedicating her baby because she was a
recovered addict who lived in public housing. Jome!! not only devoted her energies to being reunited with her son, but she also began organizing other mothers
in Chicago who felt that state authorities had unjustly separated them from their
children. "I live for this now. I have no other life, I have no other purpose," Jornell
told me at one of the group's meetings. "My life is an ongoing battle to hold on to
23
my child." Or Devon, who had cared for her four nieces and nephews since they
were toddlers, until they were abruptly placed in a distant foster home because
her apartment didn't meet the room requirements for licensed care. "Until my last
dying breath, I'll continue to fight for my children," Devon told me. ''All I can do
is fight to let the kids know I didn't give up on them." 29
Or the desperate voice mail message I received at my office from Michelle:
I got your number from a friend. She said that you're a professor and
can help me. I'm not sure really if you can help me or not. I've had
a lot of people say they can and it has not helped. Please give me a
call-if it's at night, if it's in the morning. I need to speak to you.
My children are my life and it's been a year that they have been in
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il1 1• systrnt. And now il1<'y'rl' trying to tak<' my lialiy who\ onl)' five
wn·b old. Ami they don't really have a reason why l'X<"lll they h.1vc
my othn two. I le has 1wthi11!!, to do with why I lost thl'lll. I le wa.,11't
l'Vl'n hcrl'. I really m·nl soml'hody who can help me. l'lctSt' call mi·.
We cannot dismiss thesl' mothers' perspectives on the child welfare sys1,·n1.
l{.11 hn these voices 111 ust play a sign ifl cant pa rt in fom in ist analysis of tlw syste111 i<
,.. ;1sons for the racial disparity in foster care and in our proposals to nadil'ate it.

Bdttered Women and Adoption Policy

I locs my argument about a feminist analysis of child welfare policy rn~1tradic.1 .tl1c·
k111inist analysis of intimate abuse against women? Harvard law professor !'.!rt.a
iil't h Bartholet argues that the demand by the battered women's movement I hat
t h1· state "punish male perpetrators and liberat[e] their female victims" supports .a
,i 1nilarly coercive approach to child abuse and neglect. An initial problem ~ith th1~
.1nalogy is that there is a significant difference between the _typical case o'. ball<'~·y
.ind the typical case of child maltreatment. As I have descnbed, most childrrn 111
fmter care were removed from their homes because of neglect related to poverty. It
" 111isleading to compare a wife batterer to a mother who leaves her chil<lren unat
tl"nded or fails to feed them properly. Feminists don't advocate imprisoning husli.111ds who fail to support their wives. I do not mean to discount the very seriou~
h. 1rm that children can suffer as a result of parental neglect. But parental neglel'I
t l1at comes to the attention of child protective services is usually harder to extrical<'
I rom poverty and other unequal social conditions than men's battery of their inti111ate partners.
..
..
.
.
More importantly, some feminist scholars have crmqued the polmcal 1n~1~l1<a
t ions of both intimate violence and coercive state intervention. This kind ot temi11 is t analysis situates private violence within a broader context of inequitable socia I
,t rnctures-including male domination but also barriers created by poverty, racism, and anti-immigrant policies-that trap many women in violent homes. Feminists of color especially have tied domestic violence to a continuum of social
violence that, in the words of scholar-activist Angela Davis, "extends from the
.
bed :~oms at h ome. "IO
W<'
,weatshops through the prisons, to shelters, and 1~to
· ..
know that the state can inflict injuries on our bodies, families, and commun1t1t·s
.11 least as damaging as the fists of any man. We are cautious about participatill!!,
in a regime that is eager to incarcerate huge numbers of minority men, but won't
.11locate similar resources to programs and services that would make women less
vulnerable to violence. 31
A new wave of feminist researchers who have examined state interventions,
, 11 ch as mandatory arrest and no-drop policies, are now questioning the emphasis
, Hl criminal remedies for domestic violence. These aggressive measures have not
only led to the arrest of a disproportionate number of low-income and minority men, but they have failed to protect low-income and minority women. One
"udy shows that mandatory arrest in Milwaukee, while decreasing violence by
1·mployed, married, and white men, actually increased repeat violence by unemployed, unmarried, and African American men. 32 The author concluded that the
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policy prcvcntcd cl.1011sands of acts ofviolencc against whitc women at the price of
many more acts of violence against African American women.
Given the history of police brutality against Blacks, many Black women are
reluctant to turn to law enforcement to protect them. 33 Some scholars point out
that the criminal justice approach can intensify state control of women.3 4 Mandatory arrest policie~ increase the arrest of women for domestic violence, usually
bec~use th~y a~ted i~ self-defense. Battered women have been forced to testify
agamst their will. A Judge held a battered woman in contempt of court because
she violated a restraining order by contacting the abuser. 35 NYU professor Linda
Mills warns, "Feminists should reflect on the abusive character of the state power
they have unleashed upon the women they seek to protecr."36
I~ makes ~o sense ~o split "'.omen into two camps for purposes of evaluating
coercive state mtervent10n-guilty women whose children are victims of maternal abuse versus innocent women who are victims of male abuse. The very same
women who risk losing their children to child protective services are the ones who
are hurt most by a unidimensional criminal approach to domestic violence. The
most clearcu~ example of this overlap is the practice of some child welfare departments of takmg custody of battered women's children on grounds that the mothers. ab~sed them by allowing them to witness violence or by allowing them to
resi~e m a home where violence takes place. 37 The child welfare system blames and
pumshes. battered mothers for exposing their children to violence, just as it blames
and pumshes mothers for other family problems that may be beyond their control. State intervention in battered women's lives often replicates the terror they
suffered at the hands of their intimate partner and may make it harder for them
to take steps to counter it.
More fundamentally, it is the public's mistrust of poor women, especially
women of color, and its unwillingness to put money directly in their hands that
underlie the emphasis on coercive state intervention to address both violence
againsr, women a?d child maltreatment. A social welfare system that improved
womens economic status would enable them to discard violent partners and to
take better ~are of their children. Feminists shouldn't be fighting for increased
s~ate separation of mothers and children as part of a campaign against domestic
v10lenc~. We should be fighting for affordable housing and generous supports for
strugglmg mothers as a more effective and just strategy to reduce both battery of
women and neglect of children.
It is not my impression, however, that there is a vociferous women's movement rallying on behalf of poor Black mothers whose children are in state custod~. If there is a contradiction at work, it isn't in women's opposition to violence
agamst women but in their silence regarding violence against children. I see a
g.reater contradiction in feminists' silence surrounding the massive state disruption of women's bonds with their children. Grappling with the racism in the child
welfare syste?1 is difficult for many women, because it raises in a very personal way
~he power differences among women. Perhaps the most important development
m contemporary feminist thought is its recognition that women are different in
terms of race, ethnic background, class, religion, and sexual orientation; the critique of gender essentialism in mainstream feminist theory has inspired an ongo-
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ing n't'o11structio11 thal includl's 1his divcrsi1y of wo111cn\ l'Xpnicnn·.,, l\111 Ltl ing
t hl' awful history and rcalit y of racism that helps to crcatl' diffrrl'lllTS in pown and
privilege is much harder. 'I his is cspecially true_ in .the rcalm oft:hild Wl'lf;~rl' wh.ne
,1 privilegcd group of women stands to benefit from devastating stall' lilt n1.s1on
in thc lives of the least privileged women. Let's face it: the continuing s1.1pply of
adoptable children for middle-class women depends on the persistcncc of dqilor
.1ble social conditions and requires severing the ties between the most vulnnahlc
mothers and children. 18
The scene that best illustrates this point in my mind is the playground in the
( :ambridge Common that I passed every day during a fellowship at Harvard l Jni
vcrsity a number of years ago. 39 The diverse group of adults and children playing in
1 he park appeared at first to represent an idyllic multicultural mix that one r;m:ly
finds outside a university community. But on closer inspection I discovercd a disturbing pattern. It seemed as if all the minority children had white mothers-- in
many cases, the result of transracial adoptions. Many of the white children, on
the other hand, were tended by minority women-not their mothers, but nan·
nies hired by their white mothers. Despite the impression of racial harmo1.1y t ~ll'
scene conveyed, it really showed the clear demarcation between the status of wl11tc
and minority women and their claims to children. Women have been complirit
in silencing the voices of poor mothers with children in foster care-voiccs that
are inconvenient to plans to create a new family, voices that complicate a.simple
picture of a benevolent government saving innocent children, voices that force 11s
to deal with our own participation in an unjust system and that demand that Wl'
work to change it.

Conclusion
Some well-meaning feminists may think that the best way to help the thousands
of Black children in foster care is to terminate their mothers' rights and place thcm
in better adoptive homes. They do not see themselves as racists who are bem 011
destroying Black families; they may even endorse stronger programs to provide
social supports for America's struggling families. But they believe child prott't't ive services must intervene immediately to save Black children from their currem
crisis. Bartholet, for example, recognizes that child welfare policy has a racially
imbalanced effect, but sees family preservation as more damaging to Black children. "Keeping them in their families and their kinship and racial groups whcn
they won't get decent care in situations may alleviate guilt," Bartholet argues, "bu1
it isn't going to help groups who are at the bottom of the socioeconomic ladder to
40
t Ii mb that ladder. It is simply going to victimize a new generation."
Instead, Bartholet calls for intensified state intervention into poor Black families to protect children from parental harm as well as efforts to move these children from their communities to more privileged adoptive homes. This approach
appears to whites only to pity Black mothers involved in the child welfare system
hue not to respect their autonomy, their claims of discrimination, or their bonds
with their children. It demands an especially pernicious type of white benevolence toward Black people-a benevolence that depends on loss of Black family
i11 tegrity in favor of white supervision of their children. It sets up adoption as the
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The Color of Choice
White Supremacy and Reproductive Justice
Loretta J. Ross

1

ITJhe regulation of reproduction and the exploitation of women's
bodies and labor is both a tool and a result of systems of oppression
based on race, class, gender, sexuality, ability, age and immigration
status. 2
II j., impossible to understand the resistance of women of color to the reproducrivt
I" ii it its of both the Right and the Left without first comprehending how the sys11·111 of white supremacy constructs different destinies for each ethnic population
•11 t lil' United States through targeted, yet diffuse, policies of population conrrol.
I· vrn a cursory examination of the reproductive politics dominating today's headl111c.., --such as debates on abortion and welfare-reveals that some women a rt
.-111 ouraged to have more children while others are discouraged. Why are sorm·
wllllll'n glorified as mothers while others have their motherhood rights contested?
Why are there obstacles for women who seek abortions while our society negb:r.s
1111>thcrs and children already here? As we move toward "designer babies" made
I>rnsible by advances in assisted reproductive technologies, does anyone tru Iy
l1l'lil've that all women will have an equal right to benefit from these "new rcprodwt ive choices," that children of all races will be promoted, or that vulnerablt
w< >men will not be exploited?
Women of color reproductive justice activists oppose all political rationales,
'""ial theories, and genetic justifications for reproductive oppression against
'"111111unities of color, whether through blatant policies of sterilization abuse or
t Ii rough the coercive use of dangerous contraceptives. Instead, women of color
,I\ t ivists demand "reproductive justice," which requires the protection of women's
human rights to achieve the physical, mental, spiritual, political, economic and
'ocial well-being of women and girls. 3 Reproductive justice goes far beyond the
dl'mand to eliminate racial disparities in reproductive health services, and beyond
t l!l' right-to-privacy-based claims to legal abortion made by the pro-choice movcmrnt and dictated and limited by the US Supreme Court. A reproductive justice
.111alysis addresses the fact that progressive issues are divided, isolating advocacy
l(ir abortion from other social justice issues relevant to the lives of every woman.
In the words of SisterSong president Toni Bond, "We have to reconnect women's
health and bodies with the rest of their lives."4 In short, reproductive justice can
hl' described as reproductive rights embedded in a human rights and social just ice framework used to counter all forms of population control that deny women's
human rights.
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White Supremacy and Population Control on the Right, and Left
Popu~ation control is necessary to maintain the normal operation
of US commercial interests around the world. Without our trying
to help these countries with their economic and social development, the world would rebel against the strong US commercial
presence. 5

Altho~gh the Un'.ted States does not currently have an explicit population
control polICy, population control ideologies march from the margins to the mainstream of reprod~ctive polit~cs and inform policies promoted by the Right and the
Left. Fears ~f bemg numencally and politically overwhelmed by people of color
~leach meanmg .fr.om any alternative interpretations of the constellation of popula~1?n ~ontrol pol1C1es th~t restrict immigration by people of color, encourage steril1~a~10n and contracepuve abuse of people of color, and incarcerate upwards of 2
million people, the vast majority of whom are people of color.
:111e expanded definition of white supremacy as I use it in this essay is an interloc~mg s!~tem of racisio°'. patriarchy, homophobia, ultranationalism, xenophobia,
anu-Ser.nmsm, and rel1g10us fundamentalism that creates a complex matrix of
?ppress1?ns .fa~ed ~y people of color in the United States. As a tenacious ideology
m ~r~ctlce, 1.t Is evidenced on both the Right and the Left-in the Far Right, the
Rel1g10us Right, paleoconservatives, neoconservatives, neoliberals, and liberals.
Abby F~rber, a r~searc~er on ~he intersection of race, gender, and white supremacy, wntes that definmg white supremacy as extremist in its racism often has
the result.of absolving ~he r:iainstream population of its racism, portraying white
supremacists as the racist frmge in contrast to some non-racist majority."6
. :Vhite ~upremacy not only defines the character of debates on reproductive
polmcs but It also explains and predicts the borders of the debate. In other words,
:"hat Am~ricans th.ink as a society about women of color and population control
Is determmed and mformed by their relationship to white supremacy as an ideology, ~nd these beliefs affect the country's reproductive politics. Both conservatives
and liberals en~o.rce a reproductive hierarchy of privatization and punishment that
targets the femlity, motherhood, and liberty of women of color.
. Populatio~ control ~olicies are externally imposed by governments, corporat10ns, or pnvate. agencies to control-by increasing or limiting-population
growt~ and behav10r, usually by controlling women's reproduction and fertility.
All national population policies, even those developed for purportedly benign rea~ons,. put. women'~ e_mpowerment at risk. Forms of population control include
1~m1grat1on. restnct10ns, selective population movement or dispersal, incarcerat10n, and vanous forms of discrimination, as well as more blatant manifestations
such as cases in which pregnant illegal immigrants and incarcerated women ar~
forced to .have abortions. According to a 1996 study by Human Rights Watch,
abuses of mcarcerated women not only include denial of adequate health care, but
pressure to seek an abortion, particularly if the woman is impregnated by a prison
guard. 7
Meanwhile, impediments are placed in the way of women who voluntarily
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, home to tcr111inatl' thl'ir prl'gna11ril's. 'lhl' only logiL that cxpLiim tl1is ;1pparc-nt
11111 ral inconsistl'ncy is onl' that l'xa111i11es precisely who is subjelted to whkh treat
will and who is atfrcred hy which reproductive policy at which time in history.
11
\\' 11 inl'n of color have little trouble distinguishing between those who are cnL011r,1gnl to have more children and those who are not, and 1~11d~rsta11ding whid1
"'" ial, political. and economic forces influence these dctert11111at1011s.
Population control policies are by no means exclusively a twentietl.1-Cl'llt~try
l'lwnomenon. During the Roman Empire, the state was concerned wtth_ a la.ll111g birthrate among married upper-class couples. As has been the. case ~or due
, l.isses throughout history, procreation was seen as a duty to soCl~ty.. bnp~ror
1\ gusrus consequently enacted laws containing positive and neganv: mcent t~es
11
reproduction, promoting at least three children per couple and dtscourag111g
111
, It iId lessness. 8 Augustus probably knew that the falling birthrate was not '.' resu It
111 abstention among Roman men and women, but rather of contraceptive and
.iliorrifacient use by Roman women to control their fertility. Through legisl_ation,
ltl· asserted the state's interest in compelling citizens to have more children for the
l'."od of society.9 Because no ancient Roman texts offer the perspectiv~s of w.om~n
.,
this issue, it is difficult to ascertain what women thought of this terntonal
11
·"·'l·rtion of male privilege over their private lives. However, the Roman birthrate
, ontinued to decline despite the emperor's orders, suggesting that Roman wo111l·~1
l'rnbably did what most women have done throughout the ages: make the dett,ions that make sense for them and refuse to allow men to control their fertility.
A, historian Rickie Solinger points out, "The history of reproductive politics will
.ii ways be in part a record of women controlling their reproductive capacity, no
h 1 "10
h .
111 atter what the law says, and by those acts res apmg t e aw.
Despite the Roman failure to impose the state's will on individual ~uman
behavior, many governments today have refus~d to recog111z~ the
qiroductive
1
virtual impossibility of regulating human reproductive behav10r r_hrough national
1opulation policies. China and Romania have institut~d popula~10n co~trol mea1
,11 res with catastrophic results. Even governments seekmg to achieve theu popula1 ion objectives through more benign policies, such as offering financial. incentives
f( r women to have children, can only report negligible results. Despite govern1
ment and moralistic pronouncements, women perceive their reproductive ded~ions as private, like their periods and other health concerns. Even when the
law, the church, or their partners oppose their decisions, they tend to make the
decision about whether or not to use birth control or abortion, or to parent, for
t hcmselves.
This lived reality has not stopped lawmakers from trying to assert control over
women's reproduction. Who gets targeted for positive, pronatalist polici~s e~cou~
aging childbirth versus negative, antinatalist policies that discourage ch1ldbuth is
determined by powerful elites, informed by prejudices based on race, class, sexual
identity, and immigration status. Policies that restrict abortion access, disco.rt sex
and sexuality education, impose parental notification requirements for mmors,
allow husbands to veto options for abortion, and limit use of emergency and regular contraception all conspire to limit access to fertility control to w~it~ ~om~n,
l'Specially young white women. Meanwhile, women of color face mnm1dat111~
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obstacles to making reproductive choices, including forced contraception, sterilization abuse, and, in the case of poor women and women of color on social assistance, welfare family caps. These population control policies have both domestic
and international dimensions, which are rarely linked in the minds of those who
believe chat the struggle is principally about abortion.
Internationally, the fertility rate of women of color is the primary preoccupation of those determined to impose population controls on developing countries.
According to the United Nations, in 2000, more than one hundred countries worldwide had large "youth bulges"-people aged fifteen to twenty-nine accounted for
more than 40% of all adults. All of these extremely youthful countries are in the
developing world, where fertility rates are highest, and most are in sub-Saharan
Africa and the Middle East. Many of the young people who make up these "youth
bulges" face dismal prospects because of deliberate underdevelopment. Over the
past decade, youth unemployment rates have risen to more than double the overall global unemployment rate. In the absence of a secure livelihood, many experts
believe chat discontented youth may resort to violence or turn to insurgent organizations as sources of social mobility and self-esteem. Recent studies show that
countries with large youth bulges were roughly two and a half times more likely to
experience an outbreak of civil conflict than countries below chis benchmark. 11
To respond to these alarming trends, many on the Right and the Left want to
restrict the growth of developing world populations, and in this context, "family
planning" becomes a tool to fight terrorism and civil unrest. Some on the Left want
to increase access to family planning, economic development, and education as a
way to curb population growth, even if achieved through the coercive use of contraceptives and sterilization. Some on the Right prefer military interventions and
economic domination to achieve population control.
The Bush administration's family planning and HIV/AIDS policies are also
having the impact of serving as tools of population control in the Global South.
The US government's "ABC program" (A is for abstinence, B is for being faithful, and C for condom use) is purportedly designed to reduce the spread of HIV/
AIDS. Critics of the policy point out that the ABC approach offers no option for
girls or women coerced into sex, for married women who are trying to get pregnant yet have unfaithful husbands, or for victims of rape and incest who have no
control over when and under what conditions they will be forced to engage in
sexual activity. As a result, instead of decreasing the spread of HIV/AIDS, some
suspect the ABC policy of actually increasing the ravages of the disease. In combination with the US government's failure to provide funding for and access to vital
medications for individuals infected with HIV, the effects are deadly.
Meanwhile, right-wing policies that appear to be pronatalist-such as the
Global Gag Rule which prohibits clinics in developing countries that receive
USAID funds from discussing abortion-are, in fact, achieving the opposite result.
Catering to its radical antiabortion base, the Bush administration has withdrawn
funds from programs for family planning for women around the world, withholding $136 million in funding for the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA)
since 2002. This money could have prevented at least 1.5 million induced abortions, 9,400 maternal deaths, and 154,000 infant and child deaths. 12 In Septem-
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h.1v1· lil'lOllll' ni111i11ab. ( )f lUlllSl', tlw author., .stall' tlrat thl'.'<' lhildrc11 would
I1.1w hl'l'n horn to poor wo111l'11 of' color.' I hl'y also disi 11gl'lllll Hr.sly a 11d iIll orrn tly
.1 .. ·.nt that "wolnl'n who havl' abortions arl' thosl' most at risk to givl' birth to
• l1ddrl'n who would L"ngagl' in cri111i11al activity,".'' and cond11dl' that thl' drop in
'1 lllll' ratl'.s approximately L'ightl'l'n yl'ars afrl'r thl' Rot v. Warl1· dl'cision was a co11"'''1ll<'llLT of IL"gal abortion. lkspitl' thl' LJUickly revL"akd Haws in their rl'sl'arclr,
·.1111H· prochoice advocates continue to tout their findings as justification for kl'l'p"'I'. .1hortion legal, adopting a position similar co Mr. l.knnecc's:~ '
l ndeed, the prochoice movement's failure to understand the intersect ion
111'1 Wl'l'll race, class, and gender led leaders of the movement to try their own "South1·111 Strategy" in the 1980s. Central to chis strategy was an appeal co conservatiw
1·11tn.s who did not share concerns about women's rights, but who were hostile to
rl1!' li.:dcral government and its public encroachment on individual choice and pri'"'' y. Some voters with conservative sympathies were pruned from the antiabortion
111ovL"ment for a while, uneasily joining the ranks of the prochoice movement in an
.11l111ittedly unstable alliance based on "states' rights" segregationist tendencies:'"
Not surprisingly, on questions of abortion policy-whether the government should
"I H'lld tax money on abortions for poor women or whether teenagers should haw
111 obtain parental consent for abortions-the alliance fell apart. And this appeal
111 1011servative, libertarian Southern voters drove an even deeper wedge in the pro' ltoice movement, divorcing it from its original base of progressive white woml'n
.1111 I a Iienating women of color.
Meanwhile, the Right pursued its population control policies targeting com1111111 ities of color both overtly and indirectly. Family planning initiatives in thl'
I kl'p South in the 1950s encouraged women of color (predominantly African
1\ 111crican women) to use contraceptives and sterilizations to reduce the growth of
1111r populations, while obstacles were simultaneously placed in the paths of whitl'
w• 1111en seeking access to these same services. A Louisiana judge, Leander Perez, was
')lloted as saying, "The best way to hate a nigger is to hate him before he is born.'' 1"
I his astonishingly frank outburst represented the sentiments of many racists dur111g chis period, although the more temperate ones disavowed gutter epithets.
For example, conservative politicians like Strom Thurmond supported family
planning in the 1960s when it was used as a racialized form of population control,
.1 imed at limiting Black voter strength in African American communities.27 When
it was presented as a race-directed strategy to reduce their Black populations, North
( :arolina and South Carolina became the first states to include family planning
in their state budgets in the 1950s. One center in Louisiana reported that in its
first year of operation, 96% of its clients were Black. The proportion of white clil'IHS never rose above 15%. 28 Generally speaking, family planning associated with
women of color was most frequently supported; but support quickly evaporated
when it was associated with white women.
Increased federal spending on contraception coincided with the urban unrest
and rise of a militant Civil Rights movement in the late 1960s. In 1969, Presidl'nt Nixon asked Congress to establish a five-year plan for providing family plan29
11 ing services to "all those who want them but cannot afford them."
However, the
rationale behind the proposed policy was to prevent population increases among
1
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would 111akl' govl'rnancl' of thl' world in gl'nl'ral, and innl'r citil's in
part.1cular, ?1.fficult. Reflecti_ng conc_mis srrikingly similar to rhose driving US population poltctes overse~s, Nixon po111ted to statistics that showed a "bulge" in the
number ofBlackAmencans between the ages of five and nine. This group of youngsters who would soon enter their teens-"an age group with problems that can
ere.ate social turbulence"-was 25% larger than ten years before. 30 This scarcely dis~utsed race- and class-based appeal for population control persuaded many Republicans to support family planning.
To~ay the_l'.S government's less obvious-but no less effective-approach of
promot111g policies overseas that contribute to high maternal mortality rates and
devastation as a result of HIV/AIDS was also recently revealed to have a counterpart on the domestic front. Images of chaos and death as Hurricane Katrina's
~oodwaters engulfed Black neighborhoods shocked many Americans. But accord111g to Jean Hardisty, a researcher on white supremacy in America, these pictures
of poor New Orleans residents, many of them Black women and their children
revealed some essential truths:
'
Much of the white public will never understand that those images
were more t~a~ the,, result of neglected enforcement of civil rights
laws, _or the failure of the poor to rise above race and class. They
were images of structural racism. In one of the poorest cities in the
country (with 28% of New Orleanians living in poverty-over two
times the national poverty rate), the poor were white as well as African American. But, the vast majority (84%) of the poor were Black.
:inis is not _an accident. It is the result of white supremacy that is so
1mbedded m US society that it has become part of the social structure. Structural racism is not only a failure to serve people equally
across race, culture and ethnic origin within private and government
e~tities (as well as "third sector" institutions, such as the print, radio and TV media and Hollywood). It is also the predictable consequence of!egislation at the federal, state, and local level.3 1
This ra~ial illiteracy on the part of white people is part of the hegemonic
?ower o~ wh1te~ess. Thro~gh a historical mythology, white supremacy has a vested
111terest 111 deny111g what is most obvious: the privileged position of whiteness. For
most people who_ are described as white, since race is believed to be "something"
tha~ shape_s the !tv~s of people of color, they often fail to recognize the ways in
:Vh1~h ~heir ?wn lives and our public policies are shaped by race. Structural or
111stttuttonaltzed racism is not merely a matter of individual attitudes but the
result of centuries of subordination and objectification that reinforce p~pulation
control policies.
. Politicians have continuously used policies of population control to conquer
this !~nd, produce an enslaved workforce, enshrine racial inequities, and preserve
trad1ttonal powe~ relati~~s. F~r just as long, women of color have challenged racebased reproductive poltttes, 111duding the forced removal of our children· the
racialization and destruction of the welfare system; the callousness of the foster
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, a rl' ~ystl'lll that lm·a ks up our fa 111 i l il's; and the ll~(· ol t hl' st all' to ~-ri 111 i ~1a l ill". <>.Ill"
prl'gnancil's and our children. 'lhl'Sl' ll<:co111e a11 i111erlock~·d. Sl't of public poltlll"S
which I )orothy RolKrts calls 'reproductivl' punish111ent. Shl' ohservl's tl~a~ tl1l·
'\ystl'm's racial dispariry also rl'infc>rcl's nl'gative stl'reotypes about. .. pt'(>plc s 111ca·
12
pacity to govnn clll'mselves and need for state supervision."
•
Rl'productive politics are about who decides "whether, w~l'll, and which
woman can reproduce legitimately and also the struggles over whtch women have
33
1 he right to be mothers of the children they bear."
Entire communities. can be
111onitored and regulated by controlling how, when, and how many ~hddrl'n ."
woman can have and keep. This is particularly true for women on Nauve Amen' an reservations, incarcerated women, immigrant women, and poor women across
thl' board, whose reproductive behavior is policed by an adroit series of,pop~la~
racist myths, fierce state regulation, and eugenicist control. The use of the choice
framework in the arena of abortion, as Rhonda Copelan points outs, underwrites
"1 he conservative idea that the personal is separate from the political, and that the
larger social structure has no impact on [or responsibility for] private, individual
choice." 34
For the past thirty years, women of color have urged the mainstream movl'llll'nt to seriously and consistently support government funding for abortions for
poor women. The 1977 Hyde Amendment prohibited the use of taxpayer funds
to pay for abortions for women whose health care is dependent on the federal
government, and it affects women on Medicaid, women in the military and cl1l'
l'eace Corps, and indigenous women who primarily rely on the Indian Health.
Service for their medical care. Yet despite its obvious targeting of poor women of
rnlor, prochoice groups have not made repealing the Hyde Amendment a priority because polling data has indicated that the majority of Americans do not wane
.
.
.
taxpayer money used to pay for abortions.
When the Freedom of Choice Act was proposed by prochotce groups 111 1993, IC
rl'tained the provisions of the Hyde Amendment. According to Andrea Smith, one
NARAL Pro-Choice America (formerly known as the National Abortion Rights
Action League) petition in favor of the act stated that, "the Freedom of Choice Act
( FOCA) will secure the original vision of Roe v. Wade, giving all women reproduc35
1ive freedom and securing that right for future generations [emphasis added]. As
Smith wryly points out, apparently poor women and indigenous women did not
qualify as "women" in the eyes of the writers of this petition.
In a 1973 editorial, the National Council of Negro Women pointed out the
link between civil rights activism and reproductive oppression that mitigated the
concept of choice for oppressed communities:
The key words are "if she chooses." Bitter experience has taught the
Black woman that the administration of justice in this country is
not colorblind. Black women on welfare have been forced to accept
sterilization in exchange for a continuation of relief benefits and
others have been sterilized without their knowledge or consent. A
young pregnant woman recently arrested for civil rights activities
in North Carolina was convicted and cold that her punishment
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would he to haw a fiircnl abortion. We must be ever vigilant that
what appears on the surface to be a step forward, does not in fact
become yet another fetter or method of enslavement. 56
Yet currently the hard-core Right has begun to demand the political disenfranchisement of people receiving public assistance. For example, in 2005 a
law was proposed in Georgia that would have required voters to have driver's
licenses or other forms of state identification to vote; right-wing proponents complained that the bill didn't go far enough, and that the vote should be taken away
from welfare recipients. 37 And while linking political enfranchisement to population control is blatantly coercive and antidemocratic, it has not been unusual in
United States. In 1960, when the city of New Orleans was ordered to desegregate
its schools, local officials responded by criminalizing the second pregnancies of
women on public assistance; after they were threatened with imprisonment and
welfare fraud, many of these African American women and children disappeared
from the welfare rolls. 38 The Right is often blatant in its determination to restrict
the fertility of women of color, and thus control our communities. They endlessly
proffer an array of schemes and justifications for intruding on the personal decisions of women of color and for witholding the social supports necessary to make
healthy reproductive decisions.
On the other hand, in its singular focus on maintaining the legal right to
abortion, the prochoice movement often ignores the intersectional matrix of race,
gender, sovereignty, class and immigration status that complicates debates on
reproductive politics in the United States for women of color. The movement is not
the personal property of middle-class white women, but without a frank acknowledgement of white supremacist practices in the past and the present, women of
color will not be convinced that mainstream prochoice activists and organizations
are committed to empowering women of color to make decisions about our fertility, or to reorienting the movement to include the experiences of all women.

Mobilizing for Reproductive Justice
Prior to the 1980s, women of color reproductive health activists organized primarily against sterilization abuse and teen pregnancy, yet many were involved in
early activities to legalize abortion because of the disparate impact illegal abortion
had in African American, Puerto Rican, and Mexican communities. Most women
of color refrained from joining mainstream pro-choice organizations, preferring
instead to organize autonomous women of color organizations that were more
directly responsive to the needs of their communities. The rapid growth of women
of color reproductive health organizations in the 1980s and 1990s helped build
the organizational strength (in relative terms) to generate an analysis and a new
movement in the twenty-first century.
This was a period of explosive autonomous organizing. 39 Women of color
searched for a conceptual framework that would convey our twinned values-the
right to have and not to have a child-as well as the myriad ways our rights to be
mothers and parent our children are constantly threatened. We believed these values and concerns separated us from the liberal pro-choice movement in the United
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of Color Reproductive Health Collective was formed in 1997 by autonomous
women of color organizations.
SisterSong maintains that reproductive justice-the complete physical, mental, spiritual, political, economic, and social well-being of women and girls-will
be achieved when women and girls have the economic, social, and political power
and resources to make healthy decisions about our bodies, sexuality, and reproduction for ourselves, our families, and our communities in all areas of our lives. For
this to become a reality, we need to make change on the individual, community,
institutional, and societal levels to end all forms of oppression, including forces that
deprive us of self-determination and control over our bodies, and limit our reproductive choices to achieve undivided justice. 40
An instructive example of how the reproductive justice framework employed
by SisterSong has influenced the mainstream movement is the organizing story
behind the March for Women's Lives in Washington, D.C., on April 25, 2004. The
march, which mobilized 1.15 million participants, was the largest demonstration in
US history. Originally organized to protest antiwoman policies (such as the badly
named Partial Birth Abortion Ban Act) and to call attention to the delicate prochoice majority on the Supreme Court, it also exposed fissures in the pro-choice
movement that have not been fully analyzed.
Mobilizing for the march uncovered cleavages on the Left. The event's original title, the "March for Freedom of Choice," reflected a traditional focus on a privacy-based abortion rights framework established by the Supreme Court. At the
same time, the dominant issue on the American Left was the illegal war against
Iraq, not abortion politics. Tens of millions of people had marched around the
globe to protest Bush's invasion in February 2003. As the initial organizing for the
march progressed in 2003, it became clear that targeted supporters would not turn
out in sufficient numbers if the march focused solely on the right to legal abortion
and the need to protect the Supreme Court. Abortion isolated from other social
justice issues would not work.
Ultimately, in order to broaden the appeal of the march and mobilize the
entire spectrum of social justice activists in the United States, organizers sought a
strategic framework that could connect various sectors of US social justice movements. They approached SisterSong in the fall of 2003, asking for endorsement
of and participation in the march. SisterSong pushed back, expressing problems
with the march title and the then all-white decision-makers on the steering committee. SisterSong demanded that women of color organizations be added to the
highest decision-making body, and counteroffered with its own "reproductive
justice" framework. (The original March organizers were the Feminist Majority
Foundation, the National Organization for Women, Planned Parenthood Federation of America, and NARAL Pro-Choice America. Eventually, the National
Latina Institute for Reproductive Health, the Black Women's Health Imperative
and the American Civil Liberties Union were added to the march steering committee.) Reproductive justice was a viable way to mobilize broader support for
the march. It also had the potential to revitalize an admittedly disheartened prochoice movement. The central question was: were pro-choice leaders ready and
willing to finally respect the leadership and vision of women of color?
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Heteropatriarchy and the Three
Pillars of White Supremacy
Rethinking Women of Color Organizing
Andrea Smith
Scenario #1
A group of women of color come together to organize. An argument ensues about whether or not Arab women should be included.
Some argue that Arab women are "white" since they have been
classified as such in the US census. Another argument erupts over
whether or not Latinas qualify as "women of color," since some
may be classified as "white" in their Latin American countries of
origin and/or "pass" as white in the United States.

·I his fra ml'work has proven 10hl'Ii111 i1nl li1r womrn ofrolor and people of rolm
"lf'.· 111 i·i.ing. First, ir tends to presume char our <.:0111111unitiL:s haw hLTll ir11pat1cd
l•r white suprcma<.:y in the same way. Consequently, we often ;~ssulllL" I ha1 all ol
111 11 <0111111unirics will share similar strategies for liberarion. In fact, howl'VL"r, our
;11.1t\"gics ofrcn run inro conflict. For example, one strarcgy that 111a'.1y peopk in
I l"i horn <.:ommunities of color adopt, in order to advance c<.:ono1111cally oul ol
iinpovcrished communities, is to join the military. We then_ bernme rnn~plici1 i11
''I 'I 'rl'ssi ng and colonizing communities from other cou~tnes. Mea n~h 1ll',. pcol 'k from other countries often adopt the strategy of mov1~g. to ~he Un.ired S1a1cs
1,, •1dvance economically, without considering their compl1C1ty m settling on thc
l.11Hls of indigenous peoples that are being colonized by the Uni.red States.
.
( :onsequently, it may be more helpful to adopr an alternative framework for
w• 1111cn of color and people of color organizing. I call one such framework ,' hc
··I hrl'c Pillars of White Supremacy." This framework does not assume that ra<.:1s111
.111 d white supremacy is enacted in a singular fashion; rather, ~hite su~~emacy is
, 1111srituted by separate and distinct, but still interrelated, logICs. Envision three
I'' liars, one labeled Slavery/Capitalism, another labeled Genoci~e/Capitali:~m. a1_1d
1 Ii« last one labeled Orientalism/War, as well as arrows connecting each of the pill.11 s together.

Scenario #2
In a discussion on racism, some people argue that Native peoples
suffer from less racism than other people of color because they generally do not reside in segregated neighborhoods within the United
States. In addition, some argue that since tribes now have gaming,
Native peoples are no longer "oppressed."
Scenario #3
A multiracial campaign develops involving diverse communities
of color in which some participants charge that we must stop the
black/white binary, and end Black hegemony over people of color
politics to develop a more "multicultural" framework. However,
this campaign continues to rely on strategies and cultural motifs
developed by the Black Civil Rights struggle in the United States.
These incidents, which happen quite frequently in "women of color" or "people
of color" political organizing struggles, are often explained as a consequence of
"oppression olympics." That is to say, one problem we have is that we are too busy
fighting over who is more oppressed. In this essay, I want to argue that these incidents are not so much the result of "oppression olympics" but are more about how
:'e have inadequately framed "women of color" or "people of color" politics. That
is, the premise behind much "women of color" organizing is that women from
communities victimized by white supremacy should unite together around their
shared oppression. This framework might be represented by a diagram of five overlapping circles, each marked Native women, Black women, Arab/Muslim women,
Latinas, and Asian American women, overlapping like a Venn diagram.

'il.ivery/Capitalism
.
t l11l' pillar of white supremacy is the logic of slavery. As Sora H~n, Jared Sexton,
.iiHI Angela P. Harris note, this logic renders Black people as mherently slavc.11ik·-as nothing more than property. 1 That is, in this logic of white suprema<.:y,
llLt<.:kness becomes equated with slaveability. The forms of slavery may changcwhcrher it is through the formal system of slavery, sharecroppin?, or thro_ugh thc
, mrent prison-industrial complex-but the logic itself ha~ re~amed cons1~tenr.
'This logic is the anchor of capitalism. That is, the capitalist s:stem ulttmatdy
, om modifies all workers-one's own person becomes a commodity that one must
"·II in the labor market while the profits of one's work are taken by someone elsL·.
I(, keep this capitalist system in place-which ultimately commodi~es m~st p~·o
pk-the logic of slavery applies a racial hierarchy to this system. This raoal h1cr.i r<.:hy tells people that as long as you are not Black, you have the opportunity to
,·scape the commodification of capitalism. This helps people who are not Black to
.iLupt their lot in life, because they can feel that at least they are not at the very
liortom of the racial hierarchy-at least they are not property; at least they are not
slaveable.
The logic of slavery can be seen clearly in the curren~ ~rison indus.trial complex (PIC). While the PIC generally incarcera_tes comm~mue_s of color, it .s~ems to
he structured primarily on an anti-Black racism. That is, pnor to the Civil War,
most people in prison where white. However, after the thirteenth amendment
wsa passed-which banned slavery, except for those in prison-Black people previously enslaved through the slavery system were reenslaved through the prison
,ystem. Black people who had been the property of slave owners became state
property, through the conflict leasing system. Thus, we can actually look at the
criminalization of Blackness as a logical extension of Blackness as property.
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Genocide/Colonialism

~ s~cond pillar of white supremacy is the logic of genocide. 'I his logic holds that
'.nd1genous peoples m~st _disappear. In fact, they must always be disappearing,
m. orde~ to allow ~on-indigenous peoples rightful claim over this land. Through
this logic of genocide, non-Native peoples then become the rightful inheritors of
all that was indigenous-land, resources, indigenous spirituality, or culture. As
Kate Shanley notes, Native peoples are a permanent "present absence" in the US
colonial imagination, an "absence" that reinforces, at every turn, the conviction
that Native peoples are indeed vanishing and that the conquest of Native lands is
justifie~. Ella Sho~t and ~obert Stam describe this absence as "an ambivalently
repressive mechamsm [whICh] dispels the anxiety in the face of the Indian, whose
ver~ presenc~ is a reminder of the initially precarious grounding of the American
nat10?-st~te Itsel~ ... In a temporal paradox, living Indians were induced to 'play
dead, as It were, m order to perform a narrative of manifest destiny in which their
role, ultimately, was to disappear." 2
Rayna Green further elaborates that the current Indian "wannabe" phenomenon is based on a logic of genocide: non-Native peoples imagine themselves as the
rightful inheritors of all that previously belonged to "vanished" Indians, thus entitling them ~o ownership of this land. "The living performance of 'playing Indian'
by non-Indian peoples depends upon the physical and psychological removal, even
the death, of real Indians. In that sense, the performance, purportedly often done
out of a stated and implicit love for Indians, is really the obverse of another wellknown cultural phenomenon, 'Indian hating,' as most often expressed in another,
deadly performance genre called 'genocide.'" 3 After all, why would non-Native
peoples need to play Indian- which often includes acts of spiritual appropriation
an? land ~heft-if they thought Indians were still alive and perfectly capable of
bemg Indian themselves? The pillar of genocide serves as the anchor for colonialism-it is wh~t allows n?n-Native peoples to feel they can rightfully own indigenous peoples land. It 1s okay to take land from indigenous peoples, because
indigenous peoples have disappeared.

Oriental ism/War
A third pillar of white supremacy is the logic of Orientalism. Orientalism was
d_e~~ed _by Edward Said as the process of the West defining itself as a superior
C1vil1zat10n by constructing itself in opposition to an "exotic" but inferior "Orient." (Here I am_ usi~g the term "Orientalism" more broadly than to solely signify
what has be~n h1stoncally named as the Orient or Asia.) The logic of Orientalism
marks certam peoples or nations as inferior and as posing a constant threat to the
well-being of empire. These peoples are still seen as "civilizations"-they are not
pro~erty or "disappeared"-however, they will always be imaged as permanent
fo_re1?n threats.to empire. This logic is evident in the anti-immigration movements
w1thm the Umted States that target immigrants of color. It does not matter how
long immigrants of color reside in the United States, they generally become targeted as foreign threats, particularly during war time. Consequently, orientalism
serves as the anchor for war, because it allows the United States to justify being in
a constant state of war to protect itself from its enemies.
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I 111 n.1111pk» the l111ited States frels entitled to use { hirntalist logir to jmtify
'·"' i.tl J'I nf iii 11g of A rah A mnil'a 11s so that it c111 he st ro11g enough to fight t ~ll· "war
11111111111." ( hie11talis111 also allows the United Srares todefr11d the logics of slawry
411.I I'.''""' idc, as t lwse practices en a hie rhe Un ired Srares ro sray "srrn11g e11011gh"
111 fir.lit t la·.,c ro11stanr wars. What becomes dear then is whar Sora I Ian sr:1testl11 l l1111nl States is not at war; the United States is war.'' For the sysrem ot whitl'
•111•11·111.1< y to stay in place, the United States must always be at war.
lk1 .111se we are siruared within different logics of white supremacy, we may
1111\1111.ln.,tand a racial dynamic if we simplistically try to explain one logic ofwhire
;i11•11·111.1<y wirh another logic. For instance, think about the first scenario that
11111"" 1liis essay: if we simply dismiss Latino/as or Arab peoples as "white," we fail
111 1111.ln.stand how a racial logic of Orientalism is in operation. That is, Latino/as
.111.I 1\r;1hs are often situated in a racial hierarchy that privileges them over Black
I" "I'''" I lowever, while Orientalist logic may bestow them some racial privilege,
illl'\' .trl' still cast as inferior yet threatening "civilizations" in the United States.
I lt1·11 privilege is not a signal that they will be assimilated, but that they will be
111.11 l-nl as perpetual foreign threats to the US world order.
1 >rq,mizing

Implications
l I 11dn the old but still potent and dominant model, people of color organizing was
J,,1,l'd 011 the notion of organizing around shared victimhood. In this model, how' 1T1, we see that we are victims of white supremacy, but complicit in it as well. Our
.. 111 viva I strategies and resistance to white supremacy are set by the system of white
""J'I rn1acy itself. What keeps us trapped within our particular pillars of whirc
"llJ'l'l'macy is that we are seduced with the prospect of being able to participate
111 the other pillars. For example, all non-Native peoples are promised the ability
,, , join in the colonial project of settling indigenous lands. All non-Black peoples
.11 ,. promised that if they comply, they will not be at the bottom of the racial hier.111 hy. And Black, Native, Latino, and Asian peoples are promised that they will
"'onomically and politically advance if they join US wars to spread "democracy."
I l111s, people of color organizing must be premised on making strategic alliances
with each other, based on where we are situated within the larger political econ11111 y. Thus, for example, Native peoples who are organizing against the colonial
.llld genocidal practices committed by the US government will be more effective
i 11 their struggle if they also organize against US militarism, particularly the military recruitment of indigenous peoples to support US imperial wars. If we try to
end US colonial practices at home, but support US empire by joining the military,
we are strengthening the state's ability to carry out genocidal policies against people of color here and all over the world.
This way, our alliances would not be solely based on shared victimization,
hut where we are complict in the victimization of others. These approaches might
help us to develop resistance strategies that do not inadvertently keep the system
in place for all of us, and keep all of us accountable. In all of these cases, we would
check our aspirations against the aspirations of other communities to ensure that
our model ofliberation does not become the model of oppression for others.
These practices require us to be more viligant in how we may have internal-
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i1.ed some of these logics in our own organizing practice. For instance, much racial
justice organizing within the United States has tested on a civil rights framework
that fights for equality under the law. An assumption behind this organizing is
that the United States is a democracy with some flaws, but is otherwise admirable.
Despite the fact that it rendered slaves three-fifths of a person, the US Constitution is presented as the model document from which to build a flourishing democracy. However, as Luana Ross notes, it has never been against US law to commit
genocid~ against indigenous peoples-in fact, genocide is the law of the country.
The Umted States could not exist without it. In the United States, democracy is
actually the alibi for genocide-it is the practice that covers up United States colonial control over indigenous lands.
Our organizing can also reflect anti-Black racism. Recently, with the outgrowth of "multiculturalism" there have been calls to "go beyond the black/white
binary" and include other communities of color in our analysis, as presented in the
third scenario. There are a number of flaws with this analysis. First, it replaces an
~nal~sis of white supremacy with a politics of multicultural representation; if we
JUSt include more people, then our practice will be less racist. Not true. This model
does not address the nuanced structure of white supremacy, such as through these
distinct logics of slavery, genocide, and Orientalism. Second, it obscures the centrality of the slavery logic in the system of white supremacy, which is based on a
black/white binary. The black/white binary is not the only binary which characterizes white supremacy, but it is still a central one that we cannot "go beyond" in our
racial justice organizing efforts.
If we do not look at how the logic of slaveability inflects our society and our
thinking, it will be evident in our work as well. For example, other communities
of color often appropriate the cultural work and organizing strategies of African
~merican civil rights or Black Power movements without corresponding assumptions that we should also be in solidarity with Black communities. We assume that
this work is the common "property" of all oppressed groups, and we can appopriate
it without being accountable.
.
Angela P. ~a~ris and Juan Perea debate the usefulness of the black/white binary
m the book, Crztzca! Race Theory. Perea complains that the black/white binary fails
to include the experiences of other people of color. However, he fails to identify
alternative racializing logics to the black/white paradigm.5 Meanwhile, Angela P.
Harris argues that "the story of 'race' itself is that of the construction of Blackness
and whiteness. In this story, Indians, Asian Americans, and Latinos/as do exist. But
their roles are subsidiary to the fundamental binary national drama. As a political
claim, Black exceptionalism exposes the deep mistrust and tensions among American ethnic groups racialized as nonwhite."6
.
Let's examine these statements in conversation with each other. Simply saymg we need to move beyond the black/white binary (or perhaps, the "black/nonblack" binary) in US racism obfuscates the racializing logic of slavery, and prevents
us from seeing that this binary constitutes Blackness as the bottom of a color hierarchy. However, this is not the only binary that fundamentally constitutes white
supremacy. There is also an indigenous/settler binary, where Native genocide is central to the logic of white supremacy and other non-indigenous people of color also
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forlll "a subsidiary" wk. Wl' also fall' another_l hil'n1alis1 logil th;'.I .f111Hlanwntally
, onslitutes Asians, Arabs, and l.atino/as as foreign thrl'ats, rl'qu1nng tlw l Jn1tnl
\iates to be at permanent war with these peoples. In this construltion, l\lalk and

.
..
Native peoples play subsidiary roles.
Clearly the black/white binary is central to racial an_d pc.il111cal thought and
l'ractice in the United States, and any understanding ~>f ';h1te suprem;ll'y. 'H'.1.\1
.. ·t · nto consideration. However, if we look at only th 1s lnnary, we may m 1s1 l .HI
I .I,(
I 11
1
. ' I
he dynamics of white supremacy in different contexts. For examp. e, cr111c1 ran·
1
i licorist Cheryl Harris's analysis of whiteness as property reveals th1~ weakn~·ss. I11
· ·t · l R ce Theory Harris contends that whites have a property 1nteresr Ill t ltl'
( .r1 ica
a
'
.
" . d" 1 Bl ·I .
!'reservation of whiteness, and seek to depnve those who are. t~1nte
1y ;K < 01
1mlian blood from these same white property interests. Harns simply assu1m:s .t ~1at
··
f Af 1"can Amer1·cans and American Indians are the same, bil111g
1I1c posmons o
r
.
.
consider US policies of forced assimilation and forced wh1ten~ss on American
10
Imlians. These policies have become so entrenched that when Nauve peoples 111akl'
they have been accused of being white. When Andrew Jackson
. · 1 1·
.
l'o I1t1ca c aims,
iemoved the Cherokee along the Trail of Tears, he argued that those who d1~l not
want removal were really white.7 In contemporary times, when I was a non:v101l'111
wirness for the Chippewa spearfishers in the late 1980s, one of ~he more frt'lJlll'nt
,!ms whites hurled when the Chippewa attempted to exercise theH t~eaty-protectl'd
ight to fish was that they had white parents, or they were really white.
. .
1
Status differences between Blacks and Natives are informed b~ the ~lith::ent
i·L"onomic positions African Americans and American In~ians have 111 ~S .s<'.uct Y·
;\ frican Americans have been traditionally valued for theH labor, ~,ence '\,'s Ill die
i ntcrest of the dominant society to have as many people marked Black, as pos,jhle, thereby maintaining a cheap labor pool; by contrast, American In?ians hav.l'
been valued for the land base they occupy, so it is in the interest of dommanr so.Cl1.1 y to have as few people marked "Indian" as possi~le, facilita~ing acce.ss to NattVc
Lmds. "Whiteness" operates differently under a logic of genocide than 1t does from
logic of slavery.
.
Another failure of US-based people of color in .organizin? is ,~hat we of~t·~1
Lill back on a "US-centricism," believing that what 1s happemng ove~ the~e is
less important than what is happening here. ~e fail to ~ee how the l!mted Stare~
maintains the system of oppression here preosely by tymg our allegiances to rl1(

.1

imerests of US empire "over there."

Heteropatriarchy and White Supremacy
1leteropatriarchy is the building block of US empire. In fact, it is the building
block of the nation-state form of governance. Christian Right authors. n:ake t~cst·
links in their analysis of imperialism and empire. For example, Chnsuan R1?hr
Ktivisr and founder of Prison Fellowship Charles Colson makes the connection
between homosexuality and the nation-state in his analysis o~ the war on terror,
l'xplaining that one of the causes of terrorism is same-sex marnage:

Marriage is the traditional building block of human society, intended both to unite couples and bring children into the world . ·. There
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is a natural moral orJer for the family ... 1he family, led by a married mother and father, is the best available structure for both childrearing and cultural health. Marriage is not a private institution
designed solely for the individual gratification of its participants. If
we fail to enact a Federal Marriage Amendment, we can expect not
just more family breakdown, but also more criminals behind bars
and more chaos in our streets. 8

l'llilll of its struggll'-a modl'I of goVl'rnann· in whid1 thl' ditl'~ gowrn tlw rr't
through viokncl' and domination, as wdl as l'Xcludl' thosl' who arl' not 11w111h.n.,
111 "the nation." 'I Im.~. national liberation policies becollll' ll'ss vulnnahll' to IH'tll~
, 1Hiptl'd by the Right when we base chem on a model ofliberation that fundatlll'll
1.illy challenges right-wing conceptions of the nation. We nel'd a modl'I hasl·d 011
, 11111111unity relationships and on mutual respect.

Conclusion
Colson is linking the well-being of US empire to the well-being of the heteropatriarchal family. He continues:
When radical Islamists see American women abusing Muslim men,
as they did in the Abu Ghraib prison, and when they see news coverage of same-sex couples being "married" in US towns, we make
this kind of freedom abhorrent-the kind they see as a blot on
Allah's creation. We must preserve traditional marriage in order to
protect the United States from chose who would use our depravity
to destroy us. 9
As Ann Burlein argues in Lift High the Cross, it may be a mistake to argue that
the goal of Christian Right politics is to create a theocracy in the United States.
Rather, Christian Right politics work through the private family (which is coded as
white, patriarchal, and middle class) to create a "Christian America." She notes that
the investment in the private family makes it difficult for people to invest in more
public forms of social connection. In addition, investment in the suburban private family serves to mask the public disinvestment in urban areas that makes the
suburban lifestyle possible. The social decay in urban areas that results from this
disinvestment is then construed as the result of deviance from the Christian family ideal rather than as the result of political and economic forces. As former head
of the Christian Coalition, Ralph Reed, states: '"The only true solution to crime
is to restore the family," 10 and "Family break-up causes poverty." 11 Concludes Burlein, "'The family' is no mere metaphor but a crucial technology by which modern
power is produced and exercised." 12
As I have argued elsewhere, in order to colonize peoples whose societies are not
based on social hierarchy, colonizers must first naturalize hierarchy through instituting patriarchy. 13 In turn, patriarchy rests on a gender binary system in which
only two genders exist, one dominating the other. Consequently, Charles Colson
is correct when he says that the colonial world order depends on heteronormativity. Just as the patriarchs rule the family, the elites of the nation-state rule their
citizens. Any liberation struggle that does not challenge heteronormativity cannot
substantially challenge colonialism or white supremacy. Rather, as Cathy Cohen
contends, such struggles will maintain colonialism based on a politics of secondary marginalization where the most elite class of these groups will further their
aspirations on the backs of those most marginalized within the community. 14
Through this process of secondary marginalization, the national or racial justice struggle takes on either implicitly or explicitly a nation-state model as the end

Women of color-centered organizing points to the centrality of gendn politil·s
within antiracist, anticolonial struggles. Unfortunately, in our efforts to orga11 i1.e against white, Christian America, racial justice struggles ofte~ .arric~ilatl'
.111 equally heteropatriarchal racial nationalism. This model of orgamz111g ctt lwr
hopes to assimilate into white America, or to replicate it within an equally.hierar' hical and oppressive racial nationalism in which the elites of the co~mun1~.Y rule
1·vnyone else. Such struggles often call on the importance of preservmg the B.lack
1, 1mily" or the "Native family" as the bulwark of this nationalist project, the fan~
ily being conceived of in capitalist and heteropatriarchal term.s. The responsl' is
11ften increased homophobia, with lesbian and gay commumty mem.~ers con:,
,, rued as "threats" to the family. But, perhaps we should challenge the concl'pt
,.r the family itself. Perhaps, instead, we can reconstitute alternative wa~s of.livi~1g
tllgether in which "families" are not seen as islands on their own. ~ertamly, 111d1~1·11ous communities were not ordered on the basis of a nuclear family structure-is
t he result of colonialism, not the antidote to it.
In proposing chis model, I am speaking from my part.icular position in inJi.g~
•
ous
struggles. Other peoples might flesh out these logics more full! from d.d1 11
krent vantage points. Others might also argue that there are other logics of whltl'
, premacy are missing. Still others might complicate how.they relate ~o each other.
11
l\ut I see this as a starting point for women of color orgamzers that will allow us to
rcenvision a politics of solidarity that goes beyond multiculturalism, and develop
ore complicated strategies that can really transform the political and economic
111
qatus quo.
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Between the lirst i1111/1/rl11 and March 200'), 11101t· than f(im thottsand Pale.,ti11
1.111' <ivilian were killed ;.111d thirty thousand mon: wt:n: injured. Palestinians haw
.ti" 1 lieell lm'ked ttp in ght:ttos controllt:d by tht: lsradi army, who use US-sttppli<·d
'1\ p.t< he" lid irnpters, ta 11 ks, and otlit:r supplies. F-16s mow down pt:opk, housl"S,
, 1l1vc groves, and fidds cvt:ry day. Babies die at birth at civilian checkpoints as Israelis
11·1•,11larly shoot and kill ambulance drivers and target paramedics saving tht: injured.
I11 l'akstinc, many of the elites have left; many are suicidal; those who have stayed
lwhind arc throwing themselves out in the streets to die. Israelis arc using fighter
,,.1,, hdicopters, and tanks to attack refugee camps-including Balata, Jabali ya, and
I lhcisha-and to occupy Ramallah, so the list goes on and on.
L~raeli massacres cannot be viewed as accidents of history. They are systt.:111.11i1.ed and an integral policy of the military. Israel was created by a proct:ss of
w.11, by pillaging the very fabric that held the indigenous Palestinian population
1ogethcr: P<J.lestinian land, Palestinian national identity, and Palestinian intcrprt:1.11 ions of respectability. For example, mothers and daughters have been violatt:d
111 front of their fathers, brothers, and husbands. When we examine the dominant
1, r:1d i historical narrative, it is difficult to ignore the massacres that facilitated the
I'' oct:ss of "nation building" and the use of fear to encourage Palestinian displact:111<·1n from historical Palestine.
Moshe Dayan, the former prime minister and ex-Israeli general, admitted that
1·v<·ry Israeli town in every Israeli neighborhood was built on the remains of a Paln1 inian village with an Arab name, Arab people, and an Arab history associatt:d
with it. For example, Beir Shiva was Bier Al Saba'a; Tel Aviv was Tel Abib; and Acco
w.1s Acea. Currently we are witnessing the transformation of El Khalil to Hebron.
Yi11.hak Rabin, the Nobel Peace Prize Laureate and revered martyr for peace, mas',,ILTt:d civilians in villages surrounding Jerusalem when he led the Israeli army into
1hl· city during the 1967 wars. And Ariel Sharon, whom the Israeli public elected
111 order to "send a message to" Palestinians, engaged in many massacres, including
I\ ibya in 1953, Sabra and Shatilla in 1982, and Jenin in 2002.
Israeli massacres are often accompanied by sexual assault, particularly of preg11a nt women, as a symbolic way of uprooting the child from the mother, or the
l1:1btinian from the land. Today, another strategy to disrupt childbearing is the
1ircvention of pregnant women in labor from crossing borders for medical care. In
.'.005, a report submitted to the UN General Assembly from UN agencies operating
i11 Palestine exposed the detrimental effects oflsraeli checkpoints and the apartheid
wall on Palestinian women's health, such as the denial of obstetric care to 61 Palest i11 ian women who were forced against their will to give birth at one oflsrael 's ille1;a I checkpoints. The report stated that from the beginning of the second intifada to
March 2004, a number of unsafe deliveries in which both mothers and infants have
d it:d have occurred at checkpoints. 55 Palestinian women have been forced to give
hi rth at checkpoints, and thirty-three newborns were stillborn at checkpoints, owing
10 delays or denial of permission to reach medical facilities.
Palestinians are made aware of the message behind Israeli massacres because
1 lic Israeli army advertises it on bullhorns to trigger panic and fear. In a series of
.1ir raids, the calls would often sound like, "If you surrender yourselves and leave
\'our homes, you will not be hurt. If you don't, remember what happened in Deir
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Yassin." In Dc:ir Yassin, approximatdy 4(i0 l'alt:stinians, most ofrhem women and
children, were executed en masse. Some of them were tortured, some of them were
beaten to death, and some of them who survived recounted the mutilation and the
torture of their own family members while they were held back to watch.
As we look at the prospects for the future, we cannot forget the women and
children executed en masse in 1982 at the Sabra and Shatilla refugee camps in Lebanon-some of them killed using glass bottles instead of bullets so the pain could
be felt for hours. Meanwhile, most of us in the United States are subsidizing this at
the rate of $6 billion of our tax dollars per year. We also cannot separate all of this
from histories of European colonialism and expansion and US colonization of the
Americas; indeed, US democracy was founded on the theft from and genocide of
African Americans, Native Americans, Mexicans, and Puerto Ricans.
Contrary to US media propaganda, there is a real and massive disparity in
the balance of power between Israel and the Palestinians. Israel is a settler colonial
state and as it stands today, in order for this colonial project to succeed, Palestinian people cannot exist within the dominant Israeli national consciousness. For
Israel to consolidate its regional military and economic power, it must continue
to assert itself as indigenous within the region. And in order to pull off this feat,
Israel has recreated its entire history, which, in turn, entails the displacement of
the Palestinian population. According to the vision behind this project, at best,
the "Palestinian people" are destined to become a relic, incorporated within a new
Israeli construct as a minority-despite the fact that Israeli cultural consciousness
is a recreation of everything that is indigenous to the land of Palestine.
The ongoing colonization of Palestine has entailed a process of cultural appropriation in which Palestinian dance, food, clothing, and arts have been refashioned through European cultural forms, redefined as "Israeli" and denied for the
Palestinians to enjoy in their homeland. Today, 70% of the Palestinian population
has been forced into exile. Despite United Nations Resolution 194, which defines
the right to return as an inalienable human right, the Israeli government continues to deny and violate the right of return, each time it confiscates land, each
time it displaces a Palestinian family, each time it demolishes a home, each time
it harasses civilians at checkpoints, each time it holds up workers on the way to
work, and each time it imposes closure upon the occupied territories. For those of
you who wonder about the peace process initiated by the Oslo agreement in 1993,
more land has been confiscated since 1993 than between 1967 and 1993.
Many Palestinians remain landless, but the Palestinian struggle to demand the
right to exist as a unified people with the opportunity to return home persists. There
are similarities between the Palestinian context and Vieques, Puerto Rico, Makua
Valley in Hawai'i, and indigenous struggles all over the world, where the destruction of land and the uprooting of people has erased spiritual and sacred indigenous
spaces and blocked access to food and other elements of sustainability; but many of
us have not yet made these connections. Palestine is often isolated as an anomaly
that stands outside of history. As a significant partner of US imperialism on a global
scale, Israel has been an executor of discrimination and racism internationally. It has
provided military expertise and hardware to other abusive undemocratic regimes,
and Israeli intelligence training has been central to the development of oppressive
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bodies as symbols for justifying war; the Bush administration's theft of resources
from poor communities of color into the US military budget; the use of people
of color as canon fodder for Bush's war; and the rape and sexual harassment of
women of color in the US military. As Israel continues its slaughter of Palestinians
and the rest of the world sits back and watches, let us assert that Palestinians exist.
Let us continue this struggle. All Palestinians are granted the right to return to
their original homes or towns of origin. Let us mount our resistance! Let us make
history! Almost 2 million dead in Iraq, and we continue to fight! Over five hundred years of uprooting Native America, and we continue to fight! Over half of the
Palestinian population expelled and we continue to demand Palestinians' right to
exist! Let us demand that the United States and Israel end their colonization of
Arab land! If we continue to rise up-Zionism, colonialism, racism, sexism, classism, and homophobia will cease to exist! This is the only just solution.

II
FORMS OF VIOLENCE

The Color of Violence
Haunani-Kay Trask

At one time, the land upon where the University of California-Santa Cruz sits was
home-as was all land in California-to an untold number of Native tribes who
had occupied the area for more than twenty thousand years.
Who were these indigenous peoples? Of the Native nations we do know
of, there were Tolowa, Yurok, Chilula, Karok, Shasta, Wiyot, Whilkut, Yana,
Waintu, Maidu, Washo, Konkow, Patwin, Wappo, Pomo, Paiute, Ohlone, and
many, many others in an area from the Northern California border down to the
Golden Gate Bridge in the west and Yosemite National Park in the east, an area
of 250 miles by 200 miles. 1
Few of these tribes remain today. From the eighteenth century onwards, California Indians were rounded up in Jesuit and Franciscan missions which were, in
historian David Stannard's words, "furnaces of death." Mission Indians died as
a result of European-introduced diseases, malnutrition, brutal enslavement, fatal
forms of punishment, and sexual abuses. 2
An official policy of genocide was enunciated by California governor Peter
Burnett in his 1851 message to the California legislature, in which he argued that
the ongoing wars against Native peoples "must continue to be waged between the
races until the Indian becomes extinct.'' 3
The situation in South America was no different. During the course of four
centuries-from the 1490s to the 1890s-Europeans and white Americans
engaged in what Stannard calls, "the worst human holocaust the world has ever
witnessed." At contact, there was an estimated population on two American continents of some seventy-five million Native people; five million remained at the end
of the nineteenth century .4 Colonization was the historical process, and genocide
was the official policy.
The United Nations definition of genocide is:
any act committed with the intent to destroy, in whole or in part,
national, ethnic, racial or religious groups, including killing members of the group; causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group; inflicting conditions of life calculated to bring
about physical destruction of the group in whole or in part; imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group; and forcibly transferring children of one group to another group." 5
Therefore, the European conquest of the Americas can be defined as genocide.
Colonialism is the historical process of conquest and exploitation. And the United
States of America is a country created out of genocide and colonialism.
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Today, the United Stares is rhc most powerful country in rhc world, a violent
country created out of the bloody extermination of Native peoples, the enslavement of forcibly transported peoples, and the continuing oppression of darkskinned peoples.
The color of violence, then, is the color of white over Black, white over brown,
white over red, white over yellow. It is the violence of north over south, of continents over archipelagoes, of settlers over natives and slaves. Shaping this color
scheme are the labyrinths of class and gender, of geography and industry, of
metropolises and peripheries, of sexual definitions and confinements.
There is not just one binary opposition, but many oppositions. Within colonialism, such as now practiced in my own country of Hawai'i, violence against
women of color, especially our Native women, is both the economic and cultural
violence of tourism, and of militarism. It is the violence of our imprisonments: reservations, incarcerations, diasporas. It is the violence of military bases, of the largest porting of nuclear submarines in the world, of the inundation of our exquisite
islands by eager settlers and tourists from the American and Asian continents.
These settlers have no interest in, or concern about, our Native people. Settlers of all colors come to Hawai'i for refuge, for relaxation. They do not know,
nor do they care, that our Native government was overthrown by white sugar
planters in 1893 with the willing aid of the American troops; that our islands
were annexed in 1898 against the expressed wishes of our Native people; that our
political status as Hawaiian citizens was made impossible by forced annexation to
the United States. Many non-Natives have said that we should be grateful for the
alleged opportunity of American citizenship even if this has meant termination as
an independent country. 6
How do we, as a terminated people, understand the color of violence? We look at
all the non-Native settlers and tourists around us and know we are subjugated in our
own land, suffering landlessness and poverty, consigned by the American government to the periphery of our own country, to its prisons and shanties, to its welfare
rolls, hospital wards, and graveyards.
We exist in a violent and violated world, a world characterized by "peaceful
violence," as Frantz Fanon so astutely observed. 7 This is the peaceful violence of
historical dispossession, of racial, cultural, and economic subjugation and stigmatization. Our psychological suffering and our physical impairments are a direct result
of this peaceful violence, of the ordered realities of confinement, degradation, ill
health, and early death.
Allow me to shock you with a profile of our health statistics. Below one year of
age, the Hawaiian death rate is more than double the overall US average. Between
one and four years of age, it is triple the US figure, and so on through early adulthood. And in every age category up to age thirty, the Hawaiian death rate is never
less than double, and is often triple, the non-Hawaiian mortality rate in our islands.
With just under 20% of the state's population, Hawaiians account for nearly 75% of
the state's deaths for persons less than eighteen years of age. And while the mortality
rate for non-Hawaiians decreased significantly between 1980 and 1990, for both full
and part-Hawaiians, it actually increased. 8
This state of ill health is, of course, Fanon's "peaceful violence" that kills with-
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11111 ;I sound, wit bout a passi n{!, not ice. I ndl'l'd, most oft hl' opprl'ssion and violl'lll r
l'rnpll' of color l'xpcril'ncc is hidden from view. In our case, morl' I law;~iians live
IH"low thl' poverty level rhan any other ethnic group in Hawai'i. More of our pl·o-.
l'lt- arl' in prison, arc homeless, are undereducated. Is this a violent situation? ( H
, 111 1rsl'. Is rhis a result of American colonization? Of course.
( :olonialism began with conquest and is today maintained by a serrlcr admin1,11ation created our of rhe doctrine of cultural hierarchy, a hierarchy in which
h1ropcan Americans and whiteness dominate non-European Americans and.
d. 1rkness. As a result, we live in a country where race prejudice, in the words of
1., 111 on, obeys a flawless logic. For, after all, if inferior peoples must be ex re rm ill.lll'<l, their cultures and habits of life, their languages and customs, their cco1111i11ics, indeed, every difference about them must be assaulted, confined, and
11hlircrated. There must be a dominant culture and therefore a dominant people,
.1 dominant religion, a dominant language, a dominant legal system, a dominat~r
.. ducational system, and so on, and so on. In other words, there must be dom111.111cc and subordination.
In a colonial country such as the United States, white hegemony delineart·s
It
is
hierarchy. Thus, white people are the dominant group, Christianity is the
1
dominant religion, capitalism is the dominant economy, militarism is the domi11;111r form of diplomacy and the force underlying international relations. Violence
" thus normal, and race prejudice, like race violence, is as American as apple pie.
In a racist society, there is no need to justify white racist behavior. The natu1.dness of segregation and hierarchy is the naturalness of heari~g English on. the
,t rl'ct, or seeing a McDonald's on every other corner, or assummg the American
dollar and United Airlines will enable a vacation in Hawai'i, my native country. Indeed, the natural, everyday presence of "the way things are" explains the
,t rength and resilience of racism. Racism envelops us, intoxicating our thoughts,
permeating our brains and skins, determining the shape of our growth and the
11 >ngevity of our lives.

.
It is normal that hierarchy by color exists, that mistreatment by color exists,
that income by color exists, that life expectancy by color exists, that opportunity by
l olor exists, and all the other observable hierarchies documented by scholars over
the years exist. The sheer normalcy of white dominance underpins the racist assert ion that white people and culture are superior, for if they were not, how else can
9
we explain their overwhelming dominance in the United States.
Dominance is the cause and engine of racism. Power over peoples and land
.ind economies. Power to take and consume. Power to define and confine. Power
to maintain power.
There is no escape from origins; colonial countries are racist countries. The
l Jnited States of America exists because centuries of extermination campaigns
wcre waged to rid the continent of millions and millions of Native peoples. Some
l'stimate that 100 million were killed.
And after taking the continent, the United States took Hawai'i and Guam and
Puerto Rico and the Philippines. Born in conquest, the United States continues in
conquest.
Let me tell you about my own country. Like most Native peoples, Hawaiians
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lived in our 11wther\ keeping until the fateful coming of the h11olc--Western foreigners-in 1778. 'lhcn our world collapsed from the violence of contact: disease,
mass death, and land dispossession; evangelical Christianity; plantation capitalism; cultural destruction including language-banning; and finally, American military invasion in 1893, and forced annexation in 1898. During the course of little
more than a century, the haole onslaught had taken from us 95% of our Hawaiian
people, 99% of our lands and waters, and the entirety of our political sovereignty.
As the twentieth century dawned, we were bur a remnant of the great and ancient
people we had once been. 10
During the long suppression of our territorial period (1900-1959), Hawaiians
lived under martial law for seven years. We suffered increased land confiscations
for military bases, and fearfully watched as the vicious process of Americanization
created racist political, educational, and economic institutions. By the time of my
birth in 1949, being Hawaiian was a racial and cultural disadvantage rather than a
national definition. The federal American government had officially classified our
people by blood quantum in 1921: those of us of 50% Hawaiian blood quantum
were Native; those of us of less than 50% were not Native. "Fifty %ers," as they
have come to be known today, have some small claims to live on what amounts to
reservation land; "less than fifties" do not have such rights. In this way, our nation
is divided by race, a concept and reality foreign to our way of chinking. Thus was I
born into captivity, a Native person in a racist, anti-Native world.
And so it is for people of color on this continent. We are non-white in a
white universe. We are different, and therefore inferior, categorically. And we are
marked by captivity: economic, political, and cultural captivity.
Indeed, "captivity" is the condition of all the peoples of the Pacific region.
Covering half the earth's surface, the Pacific is home to thirty-two countries and
many nations. We are the largest nuclearized region in the world. And we know one
thing for certain: until the Pacific is decolonized, it cannot be demilitarized.11
Let me frighten you with some statistics.
On O'ahu, the capital of our state and the most densely populated island, the
military controls 25% of the land area. Statewide, the combined American armed
forces have 21 installations, 26 housing complexes, 8 training areas, and 19 miscellaneous bases and operating sites. Beyond O'ahu, Hawai'i is the linchpin of the American military strategy in the Asia-Pacific region. Ir is home to the largest portage of
nuclear-fueled ships and submarines in the world. These ships are received, cleaned,
and refashioned at Pearl Harbor, where workers are called "sponges" because they
absorb so much radiation during cleaning.
Regionally, in military terminology, Hawai'i is "the forward basing point" for
the American military in the Pacific. The Seventh Fleet, which patrols the world
from the Pacific to the African coast, is stationed at Pearl Harbor. Planes and ships
which test nuclear weapons in the Pacific leave from Pearl Harbor or other military installations in Hawai'i.12
This kind of "peaceful violence" results in land confiscations, contamination
of our plants and animals and our peoples, and the transformation of our archipelago into a poisonous war zone. Additionally, many of the lands taken by the
military are legally reserved lands for Hawaiians.
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Is it possible to rid the United Stares of racism? In light of che history of
Native people in this country, I would say no. ln light of the history of Black
people, I would say no. In light of the current fight in the United States regarding
affirmative action, I would say no. Racism has never ended in the United States.
And it never will end.
Only the dismantling of the United States as we know it could begin the
process of ending racism. Look to history. After the genocidal campaigns against
American Indians came the confinements of reservations, and the slow attrition
by early death, by starvation, by infant mortality, by FBI infiltration and murder.
After the freeing of slaves came lynching campaigns, segregation, ghettoization, discrimination, and now police wars and vicious imprisonments. After
belated and half-hearted federal attempts at ameliorative programs in the sixties
and seventies, Black people in this country still die younger, make less money, and
suffer poor housing, inferior community services, low educational attainments,
tremendous police brutality, and, of course, the everyday injuries of race. What
better evidence do we need to illustrate that America is a white country for white
people. As Malcolm X repeatedly said, America is irretrievably racist.
Given this, what can be done, what should be done? Fanon believed that revolutionary action was the only answer in Algeria, and in Africa as a continent. Malcolm X said that separation of Black people from white people was the only answer
in the United States. I believe that my own people need separation in Hawai'i. A
separate land base, economy, educational system, language base, and on and on.
Sovereignty is what we call this in Hawai'i. And what the Maori call it in
Aotearoa, otherwise known by the West as New Zealand, and what African people call it. And what Indians call it here on the continent. Sovereignty on our land
base, with our rules, in our language, for our people.
Who could dare deny that sovereignty is preferable to the white racism we
now suffer? After all, we are separated and segregated under white rules now. Why
not acknowledge the falsity of alleged American democracy, equality, and liberty?
Why fight to get into white society when it so imprisons us now? Why not create
our own base of power rather than be ghettoized according to white power?
How much more honest and historically accurate to acknowledge that racism
prevents us as people of color from living together with white people as equals.
Under the current violent hierarchy, there is only daily pain and fear. Fear because
violence breeds hatred which, in turn, breeds more violence. Not the revolutionary violence that cleanses victims, as Fanon so honestly argued, but the violence
of racism.
Can America afford violence, revolutionary or otherwise? For it is everywhere
now. The violence of a police state protecting itself, and its white citizens. The violence of a political system dependent on mass exploitation. Looking into the heart
of whiteness, I do not see a willingness to change, only a ferocious determination
to keep the Black masses at bay.
So be it. If we must be kept at bay, then let it be in our own place, on our own
land, with our own people. And let white people-their police, tourists, and segregated schools-stay away. Let us return to the political status of many nations.
Not one sovereignty, but many sovereignties. Not one path, but many paths.

Yo11 111ay ;1sk, h11t how ca11 wc do this? I low c111 Wl' Ill" sl'paratc? I.ct llll'
.1mwcr that lirst: Wl' arl' sl'parate now, sl'paratl' and hoscik and 11nl'q11al. Wl' Ml'
f'.lll't toit.l'd hy a hierarchy whl'rl' people of color, and panicularly indi!!,l'llOm peo1iil', oln1py the bottom strata and where white people occupy che cop:
.
.
Secondly, it is not separatism that white people oppose but clll' d1ssolut1011 ol
tlil'ir intimate and raw power over our lives. To have our own nations is what thc
wliitl' powers oppose simply because they don't want to give up their do111i11;~nc~·
"'"'r us and our resources, especially our labor and lands. Separate so11('rl'lf!Jll1t's 1.1
II'/,,// white people oppose, not separatism per se.
As Native peoples all over the world know-as the Irish and the Kurds and
1lie Palestinians and the Maori know-it is a never-ending struggle to be both
·.q ia rate and sovereign. Because of millennia of resistance, the Irish people remain:
.111d the Kurdish people remain, and the Palestinian people remain, and the Maort
prnple remain. Resistance and the legacy of resistance to incorporation, to disinl1nicance, to disappearance is what has kept these nations alive.
Women's leadership has been formative in this resistance. Let me just men1 ion some of our indigenous women leaders in the Pacific Basin: Lijon Ekniland
ol the Marshall Islands who has represented her people all over the world in rest ilying to the effects of nuclear testing and radioactivity; Tamara Bopp du Po_n_t,
111l'mber of the Polynesian Liberation Front of Tahiti and an outspoken c_rittc
"' French nuclear testing in the Pacific; Isabella Sumang, fierce defender of thl'
world's first nuclear-free constitution in Belau and a constant critic of American
111ilitary imperialism in the Pacific; my sister, Mililani Trask, who created ~mr
largest sovereignty initiative, Ka Lahui Hawai'i, including ou~ ~ative Co~sr_1tu1ion and master plan; Jacqui Katona, of the Gundgehmi Abongmal Assoc1at1on,
who has opposed Australian uranium mining in the Marrar peoples' lands; Josephine Kauona Sirivi, of Bougainville, who founded and bec~me_the first pres1dc'.11
"r the Bougainvillean Women for Peace and Freedom and 1s snll a combatant Ill
1he war for Bougainvillean independence from Papua New Guinea.
These women leaders, and many more unknown, continue to carry the bur17
den of indigenous resistance against imperialism.
So I leave you with a message of remembrance and resistance: we are not one
people, and it is racist to believe that we are one people. I join with Toni ~Or
rison, one of the finest writers of our age, in asserting that I am not Amencan.
Nor, I might add, do I want to be American. Those who believe as I do, especially
those who did not become part of the United States voluntarily, will surely nod
in agreement.
.
.
For in the ugly and violent history of the United States, mdeed, of the Amencas, you will find that many peoples and many nations occupy these lands, not
under the Christian God or the United States Constitution, but in the diverse
humanity of peoples, in the many-colored family of nations.
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Four Generations in Resistance
Dana Erekat
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·111d , l.ii111 ;t.' your own. You arl' marril'd and drl'alll of a .~pacl' of love, tie,,. and
··111111•,tl1 tlrat would l'mbrau: your eight childn:n, futurl' grandchildren, and in1.11," Y1111 hegin building a drl'am, saving every drop with your palms, your parl·
"' 1 n lr.111st ing l'VL"ry waking hour to achieve your goal. Except a coupll' of years
111111 1lrc work, hl' falls ill, unable to move or speak, a living ckath. You arl' lcf1 wi1h
1lc k.rtnl aspirations, but you refuse misery. You continue raising your children,
11lit..11i11g 1hcm, feeding them, attending to your husband. You arc the anchor
11! 1lw lroml'. You stand in the space between barriers of occupation and ocn1pa·
111111 impin:d fundamentalism. Working in farming and cleaning, in pursuit of
1 1l1 ... 11n you demur to put on the shelf, it takes you twenty painstaking yL"ars to
•l.11 k 1hrl'l' stories of family into a built home. The physical structure is now 1icd
111111 vo11r sense of self, every drop of sweat you have collected rests in betWl'l'll the
l.11·1·1, of cement. The family has now grown to thirty. You live in pursuit of stabil11 '" .111d your home is your source of strength. You are proud.
f\ ml then one night, in the middle of the night, you hear banging on thc
1111111. Eighteen-year-old soldiers, sons of colonizers, telling you to pack up and
l..1vl· within two hours. But why? Orders for your home to be demolished. 'lhl'y
f'.11'<' you some excuse about the illegality of a permit or a fighter passing through
1·1111 r home, or some lame excuse, you care less to hear. You cannot even hear. 'I his
'" 1wcnty years of your blood down the drain. How can you possibly pack twcnt y
1'"""' in a suitcase? Wait, you don't even own a suitcase, movement was never an
''Ill ion. Your right of return will not pass. You insist on staying but you arc told,
.1111 I you know it true, that they will kill you in this home, and no one in the world
'" J',oing to hear your cry. You shed tears and sweat onto the ground as you watch,
wi1h your twenty-nine family members as your home is levelled. You shed tl'ars
.111d sweat onto the ground.
You take refuge in an abandoned storefront. You make a kitchen in the sror,1ge area, your grandchildren around you looking at you for a smile of reassurance.
Your twenty-five-year-old daughter-in-law with her three fatherless children, for
vour son was martyred six months prior to the killing of your home. You relive thl'
day the young men came to give you the news of his entry into heaven. You rum
10 his wife. You lost your husband to illness, she lost hers to the land. The tribe
,11rrounds the two of you, waiting for the moment of ululation expected of you.
You wonder how she feels.

You are now your daughter-in-law.
Your clan is waiting for the sound of twirling tongue to bounce off your fingers,
onto the ceiling, and echo into the skies announcing your husband, a bird Aying beyond a horizon you once dreamt of reaching. Your tears mingle with your
vibrating lips, sending a shiver of confused pain hiding itself amidst the noise of
the room. You are the wife of a martyr, expected to honor a death for land. You
arc left alone with the mere memory of his perfect olive-skin face, with full lips
and eyes; you can still feel his touch in them. You awaken on the seventh day
wondering why he has not returned home for lunch. You awaken on the eighth
day surprised to not have found him in bed. You awaken a year later in a storefront-turned-home to the sound of shelling so near to your ears, worried why he is
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out so late in the night. You refuse to accept his never com in!!, hack and ask your
frightened six-year-old daughter if she has seen him. Her father's eyes stare back
at you with astonishment.
You look to the skies for prayer. God cries for you, sending tears through
cracks in the ceiling, dripping onto the sheets, artifacts from beds under rubble.
The shelling stops in time for your six-year-old daughter to go to school, but her
body refuses to awake from exhaustion, her face still twitching from nightmares.
But you have to wake her up. As a Palestinian you know education is a vital
weapon for the fight in the struggle, this is why the Israelis dose the school every
other day and enter the school every other day. Your daughter runs home in fear
but you keep sending her back knowing that education is the only way. Knowing
that interference with education is a colonizer's tactic of preventing the growth of
society, you don't need a diploma to understand that: it is your lived reality. But
you sympathize with your daughter, and imagine what it is like to be her. In your
head you walk with her to the school yard, you merge into her body.

You are now your daughter.
Outside the school wall, Israeli soldiers watch you, carrying machine guns taller
than your four-foot body. You look to the ground to protect your soul from the
hate in their glances. In the school yard your classmates talk about the attack of
the prior night. You shrug your shoulders-death has become more normalized
than play. In the hallway, you lean against the window and begin counting the
number of broken stone blocks of demolished homes on the street. The bell rings
when you reach 235.
The next period you have an exam, but you cannot remember the lesson. All
you remember is the shelling thunder over your storefront-turned-home sending
drops of rain onto your sleeping face. The teacher passes the exams. You begin
twirling the pencil, wondering whether your baba's alive or dead, for your mamma's question about him is still disturbing you. Does she really think he is alive?
Maybe that is why the shelling happened, maybe the Israelis found him running
and wanted to kill him. But no! I saw his dead body with the sweater grandma had
knitted for him, except it had a hole where the flower once laid and it was purple
instead of blue. So maybe it wasn't really him! You awaken to the ringing of the
bell, staring at the blank exam.
You run home in tears to your mother's open arms unable to comprehend
your failure, but she understands. You admire her strength.
It is seven o'clock at night and your momma and your aunt are worried about
your eighteen-year-old cousin who has not returned home from the university yet.
It is just past seven thirty when your cousin enters through the door. You watch
her with admiration, a bit of a crush perhaps. She begins telling her story and your
imagination makes you believe you are her.

You are your cousin.
You left the house at four thirty in the morning to make it to university by nine.
Although the distance is only about a forty minute drive, you had to take into
account the checkpoints. On the bus, you lay your head on the seat, staring at
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The War to Be Human I Becoming
Human in a Time of War
Neferti Tadiar

In 1990, a Filipina writer, Joi Barrios, wrote a poem entitled, ''Ang Pagiging Babae
Ay Pa~~muhay sa Panahon ng Digma-To Be a Woman Is to Live in a Time
of War.,, (Or, more closely translated, "Becoming Woman is a Living in a Time
of War. ) The poem refers to a time in the Philippines, from the 1970s until the
turn of the millennium, when the trafficking of Filipina women and the sale of
other nation~! r~source~-our people, our land, and our organic wealth-were
c.onducted :vit~ imp~mty un~er the sponsorship and management of a repressive, authontanan regime and us successors. This time of war, which has lasted for
more than thirty years, has seen the imprisonment, torture, and killing of thousands ~f pers~~s opposed.t~ the regimes that instituted it, regimes backed by the
financial, p~lmcal, and military prowess of the United States, the World Bank and
the Internat10nal Monetary Fund (IMF). Barrios writes,
"No moment I ls without danger. I In one's own home, I To speak,

t~ d~f~ I Is to court pain. I In the street, to walk at night I is to in-

vite lllJury. I In my society, I to protest against oppression I is to lay
oneself open to even greater violence." And she continues, "How
long I have studied I the depth and length I of war. I In the end I
have come to understand I that to be a woman I is a never-ending
struggle I to live and to be free."
What does it mean, now, to live in a time of war? I want to talk today about

t~e present war against terrorism launched by the US government and its industrial patrons, and about what-for the vast peoples of this world who continue
to be th.e un~po.ken objects of this war-can be viewed as the challenge of being
~uman m this time. To its ardent supporters, the purported war against terrorism
is no less than a war to be human. As the United States and the UK continue to
bomb Afghanistan in an ever-increasing escalation of the violence of the attacks
on t~e World Trade Center on September 11, it would seem there is no way to
remam human. And !et, the war against terrorism promises to be precisely that: a
way to s~cure humamty for those who would support the universal patriotic cause
of Amenca. As. the U~ president and those around him say, "If you are not with
us, you are agamst us.
What is the purported objective of this war? That is to say, what is this
This was a pu~lic address given at the symposium organized by Incite! Women of Color Against Violence, enmled R~ce, Gender, and the War," on November 6, 2001, at the University of California-Sama
Cruz. Translated into Portuguese for Revista Estudos Feministas, 9, no. 2 (December 2001): 360-366.

1111· 11 1y 1nrorism d1a1 diis war aims IO dd(:;'.1? "II'. my 111ind. 1~·rrorirn1 i~ lhl'
111 k .ind dq1loynwn1 of ll'l'l'OI' fort hl' purposl's of ga111111g and Sl'l'llnng powl'r ovl'r
dll' livinK. It dol'.~n't 111alll'r if this ruk and deployment is carril'd .o_u.t in thl' na_mc
111 ",1 n1i-tl'rrori~m." At 1his moment, with daily announcl'menrs of l1tc-rhrl'atl·n1nK
1111·i1.1n-s issuing from all sidl's, and warnings about vague bur nevert~dess im111~
llt'lll nplosive, biorerrorisr, and nuclear attacks, terror reigns. And as tt docs, an~1lt'; 111risr measures, which provide ever-greater powers to the state that can and will
111· 11 .,l·d against the people, are passed: measures such as the practical suspension
, ii liaheas corpus for foreigners-that is, the state's assumption of the license to
1k1.ii11 without lawful charges-and the expanded application of search warrants;
du· license to tap and monitor private communication lines and obtain personal
li1'1ory and information records; and so on and so forth.
.
.
.
More and more measures are proposed, not because domestic and mternat1onal
1111elligence and security forces can not yet exercise these powers they propose, bur
I1n au.~e they already have and they want to be guara~teed impunity. Sine~ 9/ I~,
1. llt7 foreigners, largely Middle Eastern and South Asian men, have .been_ mdefi1111dy detained in prisons all over the country contr~cted by the. Imm1grat10n .and
N.11 uralization Service (INS). Only 185 of these detamees are bemg held on mmor
11111nigration charges and-except for the story of one man who died in a New Jersey
1•1il, a fow reports of the physical and psychological abuse inflicted on some and the
., 1.,tl'matic denial oflegal representation and communication for nearly all-almost
11111 hi ng of the rest of the detainees and how they are being treated is reported. They,
, >I l ourse, have joined the rest of the permanent numbers of people of c~lor already
111 lonfi.nement. In this way, domestic security meets international securuy, and the
111 ison- industrial complex allies with the military-industrial complex.
In the meantime, the CIA is recovering their "right" to conduct and contract
pnlirical assassinations of US "enemies" in the world at larg~. The _DS milita~~ is
,rnJing advisors and arms to repressive regimes elsewhere, mcludmg the Ph1l~p
pi11es, in support of redefined "counterterrorist" campaigns that attempt t~ ex~m1.,11 ish indigenous peoples' struggles for the right to life and self-determmat1~n,
,ocial resistance movements against oppression, anti-state movements for social
1ustice, and poor people's claims to subsistence, safe shelter, and other resourc~s
lor a better life. And finally, George Bush issues an executive order that seals m
,ecrecy past, and presumably future, presidential papers even after the twelveyl'ar wait currently required by law. We will, it is planned, never learn what Bush,
l :heney, and the rest of them are doing now.
But all of this happens almost silently, because the reign of terror has taken
hold. We are taxed through fear, a fear generated precisely by those who have
everything to gain from it-the wielders, makers, and r~gulato~s ?f the weapons
of terror and the instruments of defense. In the meantime, millions of Afghan
women, children, and men are on the brink of starvation and a freezing winter
without adequate shelter, mercilessly shut off from humanitarian assistance and
political asylum, while their families and friends continue to ~e bombed ~o death,
with explosives, peanut butter crackers, and pamphlets from a1rplanes flymg overhead. With the deaths of two US postal workers from Anthrax poisoning, a state
official announced, "The lesson we're learning is that you can bomb the wrong
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place in Alghanistan and not take much heat l(ir it. But don't nH'ss up at the post
office." '!hat heat-the daily emotional, physical, and psychological toll exacted
from people in this country-is used to create the organs of homeland security,
the ideological might and right of the US military and police forces, and the
unimpeachable moral high ground on which they stand. Supreme power-that is
the yield of this war on terror.
What are the wages of this war? The money allocated to perform this war
includes: whatever amount of the $40 billion has been spent on relief for those
affected by 9/11 (very little of which, if any, was spent on the relief of the working
classes in hurting industries, and much more directed toward the relief of stockholders); billions of dollars on new weaponry including missiles; a $200 billion account
granted to Lockheed Martin to design and build nearly three thousand Joint Strike
Fighter warplanes for the Air Force, Navy, Marines and the British Royal Navy;
and billions of dollars allocated to pharmaceutical companies in the hypothetical
defense against all kinds of bioterrorism. And we have not even touched the rich,
opportunistic bloodline that makes kin of George W Bush and Osama bin Laden,
the United States and Saudi Arabia, and gives us an entirely different and staggering picture of world events, tracing the transnational tracks left by pipelines and
shipment routes of barrels of oil. Other countries are cashing in as well. The payoff
to Egypt for joining the US-led coalition before the Gulf War was $60 billion forgiven debts, debts that the forgivers had helped to set up. There are other currencies
of payoff: arms, military and intelligence technology "assistance," economic deals,
political latitude, and so forth.
So you see, power and wealth go hand in hand. And the war against terrorism will see that this continues. The state of emergency that now reigns is not a
"crisis," in the sense of the breakdown of a prevailing order, but rather an extension and intensification of a logic of that order in the very historical moment that
this order has been called into question by all the social struggles for change all
over the world. These social struggles are the historical condition of possibility for
the real concern and doubt about the world as it currently exists, a concern and
doubt that, in the aftermath of the attacks, surfaced in the form of one constantly
repeated word: Why? War has become the practical answer to that question. War
today is the act by which the suspects are tried and judged. Their defeat will be the
proving definition of"terrorism" (in defeat, suspects become fixed as the definitive
enemy, the figures of terrorism), conveniently distanced from the state that carries
out this exorcist production of the absent evidence of its moral basis. War is the trial
that vindicates the US nation-state and its unilateral right to rule the earth. Rather
than propaganda in the service of war, then, the present war has been placed in
the service of propaganda. By this I mean war is the means for propagating a longstanding international and domestic order that the struggles of peoples everywhere
trying to live and be free have placed in crisis. And as we have seen, in this age of
information, such propaganda-the media production of spectacle after spectacle
of affluence and power-itself produces instant profit. But immediate profits lag far
behind in comparison to the long-term gains to be had, when a global police force
will be established as the main security force for the new political and economic
alliances consolidated through war.
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t?ey may be use<l, as the women of Afghanistan and Iraq have been used, as token
signs, mere symbolic means, in the contest of virile powers and patriarchal states.
I~ it any won~er that they should be totally excluded from the plans an<l negotiat10ns now takmg place over the determination of their future?
Let me just end by saying that there is a real crisis at the heart of the per~ane?t _state of em~rgency monstrously looming before us. Far from being passive victims, the soC!al costs of this war are also the causes of a real global crisis.
That real global crisis lies in the demands everywhere being made for better lives,
for o?en presents and open futures, for clean air, sovereign lands, food, shelter,
~reauve work and education, claims to difference and freedom; not "freedom"
issued from murderous hands, and not "difference" we are forced to inhabit-but
rather, difference to the world as we make it. There are many examples of the ways
that,_ coll~c.tively'. people's struggles have caused great trouble for the US superstate
and Its ~il1tary~mdustrial, petro-chemical, and pharmaceutical capitalist patrons,
challengmg their power and legitimacy. That challenge is evident in the rulings
o~ the_ World_ Court, _and in resolutions of the UN Security Council against US
v10lat1ons of mternat10nal law, as was in the case of Nicaragua, as well as the UN
General Assembly's 1987 resolution against terrorism, both of which the United
States vetoed or voted against, just as it walked out of the UN World Conference
on Racism and reneged on the Kyoto Protocol.
A~d t~ere are. the struggles to guarantee medical care for the sick poor in
coun~nes h~e India, South Africa, and Brazil, which are producing cheaper
?~nenc versions of patented and costly AIDS drugs, as well as other vital med1C_mes currently under the monopoly of multinational pharmaceutical compames-:the same corporations that, incidentally, constitute the biggest industrial
lobby m the US Congress. These are struggles on the part of life, not death. Life
has no country, has no flag, has no proper name. It has no measure to which it
can forev~r or for everyone be held. That is life's great power, and yet, in the face
~f t~e ~ulmg p~tency of death, also its fragility. For the potency of death's subject
he~ m its capacity to perma_nent_ly place the dead with a mark of its choosing, to
dnv~ the stake of a flag, ~ sign, m a body as if that flag were the sole meaning of
the life that took leave of It. Just as we should bolster our dissent against this war,
we should_ h~ld fast to our unremitting refusal to be used as fuel or signs for it, or
as benefic1anes of its gains.
In this deathly t~n_ie of war, becoming human is the struggle of life practices,
t?e struggle for the hvmg. We need to strengthen those practices and our capacities to create, not destroy. To do that, rather than the kind of memorials and eulogies th~t se~l,_ in t~e in~ent to heal, the gaping wounds before us, we need living
memones, hvmg h1stones, as openings into other futures.

The Forgotten "-ism"
An Arab American Women's Perspective
on Zionism, Racism, and Sexism
Nadine Naber, Eman Oesouky, and Lina Baroudi

Preface
h1 r months had passed since the beginning of the Al-Aqsa Intifada (the sec_ond
11
l'.ilcstinian uprising) when board members of the San Francisco _chapter ~>f rl.1e
/\ ah Women's Solidarity Association gathered for an event-plannmg meet111g 111
1
... 1y 2001. The strain of the previous months was apparent amongst us. As Arab
11
women activists, we had been calling for Palestinians' right to self-determination,
.111d resisting the censorship of Arab voices on multiple fronts: in the ?1edia, iu
blic lectures, in our classrooms, in our workplaces, and among our fnends and
1111
, olleagues. Each of us had been harassed, intimidated, and sabotaged by support1-r.' of Zionism who have been committed to silencing our resistance.' We realized
h;tt while on many occasions, each of us felt unsupported in our daily claims
1
tor Arab rights and human dignity, we were not alone. The policing and silcn~111g of Arab and Arab American women activists was an all too common exp_en1·11ce, shared by Arab and Arab American women activists throughout the United
'>1 ates, particularly those who are critical oflsraeli state violence, racism, an<l sex,,111, and the US state's unconditional support of Israel.
We agreed that very few analyses providing perspectives on Zionism and
, cism by Arab women living in the US existed, and we came together to break
11
1 he silence. Building on the history of Arab women activists in the United States,
, ch as members of the Union of Palestinian Women's Associations in North
11
America, who have been exposing links between Zionism, racism, and sexism _for
decades we agreed that we must continue naming our oppressors. Otherwise,
we would remain isolated and invisible among contemporary peoples' struggles
f(lr social justice locally and globally. We decided to write a paper to ~istribute
to activists and academics worldwide as to how Zionist racism and sexism affect
our lives in the United States. We agreed that it would be a collective, grassroots
effort, a weaving together of our collective ideas and experiences. In continuity
with women of color efforts to produce collective thinking, research, and analysis, we formed a team of researchers and an advisory committee, including Dena
Al Adeeb, Lillian Boctor, Renda Dabit, Noura Erakat, Serna Dudum, Nada Elia,
I leba Nimr, and Fadwa Rashid. Researchers conducted interviews among thirry_
Arab American women activists across the United States on their experiences of
"racism and discrimination." These women are from various national, religious,
social, professional, and generational backgrounds. Their history of activism
Ii nks them together with US feminist and other progressive political movements.
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We also inrcrvicwcd ten diverse 11011-Arab Bay Arca activists 011 the issuL' of/.ionist racism in various spheres of US sociery, including rhe media, educarion, religious institutions, labor, and progressive politics. Additional research took place
in libraries, universities, and within activists' homes.
After organizing the collected experiences and literature, analyzing the data,
searching for patterns and making observations, we began the writing process.
In addition to endless pages of transcribed interview material, we had dozens of
articles and nearly a hundred books on Zionism written from every perspectiveincluding leaders of the Zionist movement, right wing Israelis, Israeli feminists,
radical Israeli historians, revolutionary Palestinian nationalists, and Arab American intellectuals. We had two writing teams and an editorial team. We completed
the paper in two months after every member of the committee read the paper and
contributed their revisions.
This paper has two parts. In part one, we provide an historical background to
the Zionist project in the Arab world and the United States. In part two, we explore
the ways that Zionism contributes to the interconnected structures of racism and
sexism and to the positioning ofArab and Arab American women as the "most invisible of the invisibles" within progressive US politics. 2 Our argument is not that all
Arab women have always been excluded from all progressive politics in the United
States as a consequence of Zionist racism and sexism. It is that most progressive
political spaces in the United States (that claim to be critical of colonialism, racism,
and sexism) allow Zionism (a colonialist, racist, and sexist project) and the consequent exclusion of Arab voices, to go unquestioned. While we acknowledge Arab
and Arab American women's histories of participation within progressive US politics
(including Arab women who are critical of Zionism), the purpose of this paper is to
illustrate that Zionism is alive and well, even in some of the most self-proclaimed
radical or progressive political spaces in the United States. It also illustrates that
Zionism, an inherently racist ideology, also reinforces anti-Arab racism and sexism
in the United States. Thus, an understanding of Zionism is central to understanding racism directed against Arab and Arab American women. In conclusion, we will
address Arab and Arab American women activists' contributions to transnational,
radical women of color politics.3

Introduction
This paper was originally written for the United Nations World Conference against
Racism in Durban, South Africa, in August 2001. Our research sheds light on
how efforts to quell critiques of Zionism and Israel contribute to the silencing and
racialized exclusion of the voices of Arab and Arab American women activists who
are critical of Israel. Ironically, we distributed this paper as the US government was
complaining about proposed language in the conference declaration equating Zionism with racism. Even though the word "Zionism" was removed from the official
conference documents, a few days into the conference, the United States and Israel
pulled their official delegations out in protest of anti-Zionist activists who refused
to be intimidated. In the aftermath of the attacks against the World Trade Center
and the Pentagon on September 11, 2001, the Bush administration has utilized the
repressive climate to help justify its increased support oflsrael as necessary towards
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till' light against "tl'rrori~n1." 'lhc colonizat.iot~ of ~~·ghanistat'..'.''.'d Iraq _a11d"t~1.~
thrcat-s against Syria and Iran at the time of thts_wrtttn.g arl' La.111Ld.m11 w11h L.llL
ltd inpur from, and collaboration with, Israeli oftici;'.]s. I he.United ~rares h;~s mo~I-.
,·led its propaganda war after Israel's campaign of ideological w:irt.<1rc against t ~c
I' ilcsrinian people through a program of hyper-militarized patnotis'.11. ~orco~c~:
.i:.minant Israeli state discourses have celebrated soldiers who provide. s~cun~y
t I1n nigh a policy that brutally murders Palestinians, w~ile t~e ~us~ admintstration
, ckhrates New York City policemen who receive their trammg '.n Israel."Mean·1, the Bush administration has provided Israel with the rhetonc of the war on
IV 1II c,
f h p 1 . .
1 I
terrorism" to support its intensified ethnic cleansing o t e a est1111an peop e. srad
,·l's growing apartheid wall is but one exai:nple of h~w ~he US and I.srael have use
t ltc "war on terror" to legitimize the ongomg colomzat1on o~ Pal~stme.
.
women
activists
and
thelf
allies
have
witnessed
/11
Arab
. ·
I · 1
I n t h e a f terma th Of 9 ,
the ford Foundation back down on its promise to fun~ the orgamzat10n_ not~.
Women of Color against Violence because Incite! published a statement m s.oh.l .1 ri ty with Palestinians. We have also seen veheme~t citywide threa~s agams~
hl' thirty-year-old advocacy organization San Francisco Wo~en Agamst Rap
1
(Sl;WAR), including threats to defund the organiza~io~ (th~ oty ac~ually p~lled
their funding), after they integrated a critique of Z10111sm mto thelf analysis of
1.1cism and sexism.
k
h
We define Zionism as a settler-colonial political movem.ent that see s to ~t ically cleanse historical Palestine of the indige~ous p~pulat.10n and populate It. a~
11
.i lcwish-only state. While other Zionist narratives exist, this pa~er .refers speofi
, ally to the dominant form of Zionism that shapes the world Z10n'.st moveme~t
ind governs official Zionist policy. Among the claims that underlie hege.monJC
/.ionism is that Jews have the right to possess al~ ?f the land b~tween. the Nile~~~
he Euphrates rivers, thus threatening the stability of the entire reg1~n-bey .
1
the borders of Palestine. (We have already seen the de~ad~s-l~ng Israeli occupation
of Southern Lebanon, Syria's Golan Heights, Egypt s S111a1 Desert, and current
plans to annex the Jordan valley.)
. .
.
h
This Zionist narrative is given credibility through the biblical notion that~e
lcwish people are entitled to the land because it was given to them by God. 1 e
/,ionist movement has not only supported the creation. of the state ~f Israe ~n
Palestinian land, but has supported the creation of a Jewish-only state m that his. 11 d'
1 nd Wi'thi'n this paradigm Zionism constructs Jews as a race (or
1onca y 1verse a ·
'
.
·h
J
distinct ethnic group) and the state oflsrael as a Jew1sh-~nly state, wit non- ews
considered a "demographic threat." This exclusionary logic has produced the conditions for torture, home demolitions, restriction of movement, unemp~oyment,
poverty apartheid, and ethnic cleansing in Palestine. Any state that offioally a~d
legally ~rivileges members of one "race" or "ethnicity" over another, ~n~ esta lishes national identity on the basis of race or ethnicity, is inherently racist. Thered
fore, Israel is a racist state that is founded upon a rads: id~ol~gy t5hat protects an
1
)reserves the rights of Jews only. That racist id~~lo~y is Z10~ sm.. .
.
.
I
A dominant trend in US progressive polmcs is to avoid bu1ld111g sohdanty
with Arab activists and our allies who are critical of Zionism o~ Is~ael, out of
fear of being targeted by Zionist organizations (which could entail nsks such as
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losing funding or being targeted by smear campaigns). By naming Zionism the
"forgotten '-ism,"' we call on progressive activists to be more consistent in their
alliances with struggles against imperialism, colonialism, and racism. Our work
d~mands that social justice and human rights activists critique all cases of ethmc su.premacy and settler-colonial aggression, be they in South Africa, Central
America, Indonesia, the United States, or Palestine.

Historical Background: Zionism and Colonialism
Zionism was born .through the writings of Theodore Herzl in Germany in the
late 1880s. ~s outlm~~ by Herzl, Zionism was to be a secular political project
that defined the Jews as a people, a nation, and a race, rather than as a religious
group. In the context of the fervent European anti-Jewish discrimination of the
tim~, Herzl a;,gued for the need to create an independent Jewish state for "the
Jewish people who, he argued, could never possibly assimilate in the countries
6
they inhabited. Although multiple locations were suggested, the Zionist movement proposed Palestine as the site for a Jewish state, in a strategic move that
:vould allow them. to .use the religious history of Palestine to justify their polit7
ical goal of colomzat10n. At every point of its genesis, the Zionist movement
wa~ informed and reinforced by nineteenth-century European colonialism and its
white supremacist ideology.
.
Britain r~cognized the potential of the Zionist project in Palestine to further
i~s own colomal economic and political goals. During the first part of the twentieth century, Britain assisted the Zionists in exporting 610,000 Jews from various parts of the world to Palestine to make way for the eventual establishment of
Israel on indigenous Palestinian land. In 1917, the Balfour Declaration of Britain
legitimized the establishment of"a national homeland for Jews in Palestine."B The
geno~ide ~fW~rld War II created a new impetus for immigration; in 1947, further
mass .i~migrat10n projects ensued. After they were refused entry to countries such
as Bntam and the United States, Jews from all over the world were sent to settle
a Ian~ where they had no prior territorial affiliation-Palestine. It is important
to pomt out that, although Judaism as a religion did originate in Palestine, not
~II Jews today are the descendents of the original Semitic people. Indeed, Judaism was a successful proselytizing religion in Europe until the fifteenth century
and n:any of today's Jews are ethnically European. In 1948, the Zionists occupied
P~lestme by .force through massacre and war, destroying more than four hundred
villages, tak~ng over ~e.arly three-fourths of Palestine and uprooting more than
750,0?~ native Palestm1ans from their homes. In 1967, Israel continued uprooting
Palestm1ans and took over the remainder of Palestine.
.
Palestin~ is a uni~ue colonial situation because its colonizer, Israel, is a Jewish-only nat10n-state imposed on Arab Palestinian land. 9 Israel was not constructed to colonize the natives, per se, but to remove them entirely from their
Ian.cl and to construct Israeli Jews as the authentic people of the land. Several histon.cal state doc~me.nt~ illustrate the centrality of ethnic cleansing to the Zionist
P~OJect. In He.rzl s d1anes, for example, he writes, "We shall try to spirit the penniless ~opulation across the border by procuring employment for it in the transit
countnes, while denying it any employment in our own country ... expropriation
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· out l1·1screct Iy an( I nrn1111spn·t
.
Iy. "111
.111d the removal of · the poor 11111st he earned
Ili1111gh rhe contemporary Zionist consensus argues rhar Israel is not a colonial
,I.Ill', I kn.I, in fact, argued to the contrary: "To go further than any colonialist
Ii,,, gone in Africa ... where involuntary expropriation of land will tcmporar111' .dirnate civilized opinion. By the time the reshaping of world opinion in Olli'
l.1vor has been completed, we shall be firmly established in our country, no longer
""" ing the influx of foreigners, and receiving our visitors with aristocratic he11cv11l1·11t l'." 11 ln short, Zionism was constructed as a colonial project to ethnically
, 1... 111se the indigenous population and assert European Jewish hegemony.
Britain furthered its own early twentieth century colonial political goals in
ii II' Mid die East through Zionism and the establishment oflsrael. By the seco1_1d
Ii.ill of the twentieth century, however, primary financial and military support for
1I1<· /.ionise project was transferred from the hands of Britain to the hands of r he
I/'-, government. Since the 1967 completion of the Zionist takeover of Palestine,
1111 1ountry has received more US foreign aid than Israel.
Britain and the United States have provided Israel with the military machin' 1I'. strategy and funding necessary to illegally move over four million Jews to Pal-_
""'inc, uprooting Palestinians from their native homeland. 12 Since the inception of
ilw /.ionise state, thousands of Palestinians have been killed and five million Palcs1111i.111s have been displaced from their homes. 13 In pursuit of their own geopolitical
r.11.ils of dominance in the region, Britain and the United States have collaborarcd
111 dispossessing Palestinians. While the Zionist narrative of history argues that
1111' 1reation of the state of Israel was necessary to the cause of fighting anti-Jcw1·.Ii oppression, 14 the forces of Western imperialism allied with the Zionist projccr
111 1,r;1d as a means to maintain Israel's position as a Western ally within the Arab
11· 1.,ion. 1' Israel has become a conduit of globalization, militarization, and imperi-.
.d1,111. 11' The United States has supported Israel as a Western ally in the center of
1lit' Arab region as part of its commitment to maintaining its geopolitical power,
1111 luding access to oil, in this region. The Zionist movement is currently dependent
1111 unconditional US government support, whether Democrat or Republican.
hir years, Israel has shared its military expertise with other abusive, undemo' 1.11 ic regimes across the globe, and Israeli intelligence training has been centra 1
11, the development of oppressive regimes throughout much of the Global South,
1111 luding apartheid South Africa, Uganda, Argentina, El Salvador, Guatemala,
t hik, and Indonesia.17 Israel has aligned itself politically with other racist, colo111.d projects such as Apartheid South Africa, and has, through organizations such
.1, the Anti-Defamation League (ADL), waged campaigns to silence antiracist and
.1111 irnlonialist social justice movements.
Several scholars and activists, such as Nada Elia, Elham Bayour, Penny John•,1111, Rema Hammami, and Eileen Kuttab, have argued that violence against Paint i11 ian women permeates the Zionist project. Living under Israeli colonization,
l'.1k.~tinian women have experienced the denial of basic human resources, includ1111'. education, health, and employment; violence, including sexual assault and viol1·11ll' against pregnant women at checkpoints; gendered forms of torture against
w11111cn prisoners; intensified forms of masculinity among Palestinian men within
l.1111 ilies as a response to the emasculation of Palestinian men by the Israeli state;
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and illten~·i tied material and psyehol1~.~~-:,;- -~,:e~s---.. . -- --,-. ...
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1nror" and i nnl'asl'd govl'rn nwnt rqHl'ssion, col il'gl' ca 111puscs haVl' inn'l·a.,i 111-\IY
IH'I ollll' sitl'S for t hl' proli!Crat ion of such tactics. 'I his syste111at ic al tl'llljll 10 si k·nl r
.111d l'xdudl· Arahs and Arab Arm:ricans from the political procl'ss is one example of'
wli.11 I Iden Samhan rdl:rs ro as politiml mcisrn. While Zionism is a politically orga11i1.nl racial project that directly and systematically targets Arabs and Arab Anwri' .1m-''• and their allies, through a network of organizations with shared objectiVl'S,
1lic terrain of Zionism extends much broader than the practices of particular organi1.11 ions. In the US context, Zionism has become hegemonic, or common sense--"a
w.1y of comprehending, explaining, and acting in the world" 27 that goes complctdy
1111qucstioned and unchallenged.

/ionism, Racism, and Sexism
with racist colonial invasions throughout the world, including I he
I\ 111cricas, Africa, and Asia, Zionism justifies colonization by promoting the rac1\t myth that the natives are a backward, violent people who are not civilized, and
1lia1 native women are extremely oppressed by "native culture" and require West1·111 liberation. The dual goals underpinning this racist mythology are to construe!
.1 l10mogenous colonial society, not in national origin, but in its exclusion of the
111digenous people, while manufacturing the cultural and historical facets ncces-..1ry to project an organic rooting to the land. As the United States has become the
l-.r;1cli state's number one ally, 28 racist, sexist Zionist narratives about Arab women
.111d men have shaped anti-Arab racism in the US. Such contemporary propaganda
-.liapes Zionist narratives that produce the distinction between ''Arab terrorists"
.111d "peaceful Israeli victims" in order to justify the colonization of Palestine.
l liese Zionist discourses portray Palestinian women as both agents of violence and
1nror and victims of misogynist, excessively patriarchal, violent Arab men.
Like Zionist ideology, the Bush administration deployed myths about Arab
.1ml Muslim women such as these in justifying the US wars on Afghanistan and
I ralj, justifying war and murder through the rhetoric of "saving the women."
/ionist myths that distinguish between "backwards Arabs" and "modern, civili1.ed Israelis," "oppressed Arab women" and "liberated Israeli women," "homo11hobic Arab society" and "queer-friendly Israeli societies" serve to legitimate the
idl'a that Palestine is in need of Westernization/colonization. They also reinforce
'olonialist, racist approaches to feminism and queer politics that assume that allyi 11g with Arab women and queers entails supporting the invasion of their homel.111ds. The proliferation of Zionist ideology impacts persons from every racial and
1·t hnic community in the United States, particularly those who are perceived to
he potential allies to the Palestinian struggle for national liberation and self-deter111ination.29 Yet, as long as progressive movements continue to omit a social justice
q a nee on this issue, Zionism will remain the "Forgotten '-ism,"' an unquestioned,
1111challenged rationalization for colonialism, imperialism, racism, and sexism.
{ )ur research indicated that Arab and Arab American women who are active in
1 he US feminist movement tend to agree that Zionism is a forgotten -ism that
1 ontributes to anti-Arab racism in the United States and the colonialist racist
view that Arab and Arab-American women are the most oppressed women in the
world, who need to be saved and/or spoken for by their Western or white feminist
< :onsistent
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/.ionism has por1L1yl'd 1ht· Palestinian t11lt11rt· as liackw;mls and
thr l'ak·stinian woman as nonh11111a11----as if l'alcstinian women
haw no problem hrin!',ill!', up kids that die!

"sisrers." 'I hose who speak up about Palestinian righrs agrcl·d that they arc often
exclu~ed'. sil~nc~d, c~nsored, and/or erased from progressive polirics by rhc systematic, mst1tut1onalized attempts to exclude and delegitimize critiques of Israel.

Part Two: The Demonization of Arab American Women
We situate our analysis of Arab American women's engagements with Zionism in
the context of the ways that US-led imperialism in Arab homelands, including
support of Israel, takes on local form within the everyday lives of Arab American
women and men. We argue that the "racial formation" of Arab American women
emerges in the context of an ongoing relationship between US racism and the
Zionist project in the United States. 30 We use the term "racial formation" to refer to
the process by w~ich US imperial and colonial interests in the Arab world shape the
processes by whICh the US state and media mark ''Arabs" as different and inferior
to Americans. Representing Arabs as uncivilized and backwards and Arab women
as the most oppressed women in the world justifies war, murder, and domination.
~io~ism c~nt~ibutes to the racial formation of Arab Americans because it promotes
similar racist ideas about Arab women and men, and promotes the exclusion and
censorship of Arab American political critique.
The demonization of Arab women within Western academic and cultural traditions has deep historical roots, 31 and is often blamed on Islam. Kahf writes that,
ever. since the"eighte~n~h century, ~estern discourse on Islam has been shaped by
the idea that Islam is mnately and immutably oppressive to women, that the veil
and segregation epitomized that oppression, and that these customs were the fundamental reasons for the general and comprehensive backwardness oflslamic societies."32 In different historical moments within European and US colonization of
the Arab world, this image has been refashioned and has taken on different forms.
Cont~mporary US state and media discourses conflate the categories Arab and
Muslim even though not all Arabs are Muslim and not all Muslims are Arab.
. Our resea~ch participants' narratives illustrate that three key images have contnbuted to racist portrayals of Arab and Muslim women in the United States. They
are the images of the "inadequate Palestinian mother," 33 the "super-oppressed Arab
woman," and the "nameless veiled woman." Salam, a young Palestinian American
woman, summarizes her engagements with this problem as follows: "All of the
images that I see of myself everywhere tell me that Arab women are subhuman
lower on the evolutionary scale compared to other women in the world ... [t]hi~
imagery serves to justify Israel's continued violence against Arab people."3 4
The Inadequate Palestinian Mother

Tala, an Arab American scholar and activist, she explains:
Negative images of Arab women are linked to Zionism, even
though Zionism has done it to the whole Arab community. The
media has portrayed Palestinian women as either victims of sexist
Arab men or murderous mothers who bring up terrorists, as if their
pride and joy is to have their kid killed. The mere thought that the
image is actually credible to people ... it just shows how powerfully

I h j, i111 agc of the "inadequate Palestinian morher" is <~nc .cxan~~le <_>f how women
I1n nnic rargets of the Zionist project. To justify colo111zat1on, Zion 1sr .1m>paga nda
,,. , escnts Arab women as either violent agents of terror (who are bra111w<1shet! by
11
\ 1.ih men or Islam) or victims of Arab men and Arab culture. Representations
1
, 11 women are essential to the racialization of Arabs as backwards, violent, and
11111

ivilized.
The Super-Oppressed Arab Woman

..

· 1he most powerful image that nearly all of our research pamopants have
lll'l'll referred to is that of the "super-oppressed" Arab woman. For example, Iman
,,. cmbers that when she introduced herself as an Arab to a college peer, her peer
111
winarked, "And your father let you go to college?" Sawsan, a senior Arab American
, ollege student adds:
Within feminist circles, as soon as people find out that I am Arab,
they bring up the issue of Arab women and how badly they are
treated. It is very frustrating to me, since I have been maltreated by
American and European coworkers! I find myself in a place where
I have to defend Arab women and the Arab world and the entire
Middle East all the time.
In the words of Zein, who refers to herself as a feminist activist:
Racist stereotypes about us force me to deny what I am not-i.e., a
terrorist or a victim-before I can even begin to assert what I aman Arab American. So I find myself constantly defending myself
and constantly explaining myself to make people understand that
what they think about us isn't true.
Nehad, a graduate student and activist, says,
I was studying in a cafe in Berkeley. A woman sitting next to me
asked me what I was reading. I said, "a book about Arab immigration to the US." She said, ''Are you from that part of the world?" I
said, "Yes." She said, "You sure are lucky to be here. They treat women really bad over there, don't they?" I said, "The US has its positive
sides, but it also has its negative sides for Arabs who live here.'' S~e
said, "Like what?" I said, "Like as we speak the US government is
funding Israel to murder and maim our children by the thousands.''
She said, "That's not the US fault and you know what I think? I
think you should go back home if you don't like it here."
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Confronted with thc imagc of thc "supcr-opprcsscd Arab womall," our
research participants explained that they tended to be marginalized, and needed
to justify their existences as Arab and Arab American women. Hala, a Muslim
woman activist, depicts how people see her through the image of "the nameless veiled woman." She says that "even within progressive feminist groups, I am
accused of not being feminist enough because I wear a veil."
While we were conducting interviews on college campuses, one student told us
about a student who approached the Muslim students' table on campus. Her first
question to them was about the veil. She said, "I thought that the reason women
wear the veil is to cover up the bruises they have on their face from when their husbands beat them."

The Nameless Veiled Woman
Within mainstream US media, the "nameless veiled woman" is either crying
and screaming, or passively accepting her oppression. These images mark Arab
and Muslim women as either "out of control" or "having no control"-there is
no space in between for them to assert their identities or power as agents of social
change. Yet as our research participants explain, the demonization of Arab women
does not only obstruct the ways that they are perceived, but it obstructs Arab
American women's activism by adding to their agenda the additional task of challenging myths and breaking stereotypes.
Within contemporary US popular culture, the images of the "inadequate
Palestinian mother," "the super-oppressed Arab woman," and the "nameless
veiled woman" entail a consolidation of Zionist and US racist discourses on Arab
women. They also contribute to dominant US and Israeli narratives that Israel is
the civilized anomaly amidst a sea of violent Arabs with their pathological sexism
and their culturally-sanctioned misogyny.

The Consolidation of Zionism and Racism: Censoring
Arab American Women's Critiques
In addition to demonizing Arab American women and men, our research also
illustrates that the consolidation of Zionism and racism also contributes to the
censorship of Arab American women activists' critiques. These patterns can be
summarized in the words of our research participants:
I) "Our issues are ignored and excluded wherever we go, even among
human rights activists, feminists, people of color, and progressives."Nadia, Lebanese American
2) "We are viewed as anti-Semitic and that's what silences our voices of
resistance against Israeli occupation. Every time we speak about Zionism as a political project, we are silenced. We are trying to fight Israeli
state power and our words are twisted around as if we were making
statements about Jewish people."-Suha, Palestinian American
3) "We are even isolated from other people of color when it comes to
our issues because the Zionists got to them first."-Emily, Jordanian
American

'llll' /.iollist moVl'lllC'lll and ih allil's within till' llllitl·cl State's nratc· roll
111\ioll al1011t thl' lsral'li occupation of Pak-stinl'. 'lhis stratq~y l"l'llcll'rs thl' issnr
<'lllirl'ly incompn:hl'nsible and subvl'rtS social justicl' critilJUes ol'lsrad by prod11l·111g ll'.~ponsl's among progressive activists such as, "'I hl' Pa ll'st i nl'/ ls rad coll fl ict is
Jli'I too confusing," or "It's so complicated, I'm just not going to get involved."
I )Ill' of the ways by which the Zionist project propagating confusion is by gl'nl·r;11111g myths that cloud any attempt to understand Arab people and their strugglcs.
1la·sl' myths manifest in nearly every sphere of US society and includl' the ideas
111.11: "All Arabs are Muslim" and "All Muslims are Arab;" the categories Arab and
kw are mutually exclusive (in other words, Arab Jews do not exist); Arabs and
!<-ws have been fighting one another for centuries; and it's a religious war. 'I hesl·
111y1 hs are consistently repeated in the US news media, TV shows, and Hollywood
Ii ltns.
Attributing the colonization of Palestine to an abstract religious conflict
1h.11 is completely separated from politics and material realities is central to
/ionise mythology. The argument that "it is a religious war" obscures racism,
di,crimination, and colonization, renders the entire "Middle East" an incomprelil'nsible, homogenous mass, and leads to the exclusion of the issue of justice for
I'.1 lcstinians and Arabs from political debates. In particular, it erases the mod,.rn history of Israel as a colonial settler state formed in the context of European
, olonization/expansion.
All of our research participants agree that a lack of credible information about
Arab peoples and their struggles contributes to Arab American women's invisibility within progressive and feminist circles in the United States. This lack of credilill' information leads to ongoing experiences where our research participants find
1 licmselves misrepresented, misperceived, and misunderstood. Amira is a profos'"r and a writer. She explains:
I wish I had forty-eight hours a day to deal with the ignorance.
As a direct consequence of Zionism, it's become my responsibility,
my duty, to make Palestine visible. Now, instead of advancing my
scholarly future, I am explaining about Palestine.
Bisan, an NGO activist recalls:
I was working in a human rights organization on the issue of Palestine when at a meeting, even when my colleague was trying to
support me, she said, "Bisan should attend the UN conference on
racism. It be would be important for Bisan to go because of her
work on Pakistan.
Bisan's experience exemplifies the ways that nearly all of our research participants
a re forced to contend with or position themselves in response to a lack of information, ignorance, and confusion regarding both the issues and the geographic
regions of the Arab world.
Suha provides additional examples of the systematic process through which
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Arab American women activists arc rcnJncd invisible and

voicdl'.~s:

As a _Participant i_n many national and international meetings addressmg human nghts, the Arab woman's perspective is consistently left o~t. We're either excluded entirely, or minimized by being
blended mto other categories. In the United Nations meetings I atte~~' t~e c~~egory '_'Arab" is often mixed into the category ''Asian"
or 'African. There 1s hardly anything out there for us that allows us
to specifically deal with Arab issues, and this leads to a lack in Arab
women's representation at these meetings. Arab women are rarely
represented in decision-making on national and international levels,
especially in the area of human rights advocacy. So the remedies that
are created in these settings are not relevant to the needs of Arab
c_ommunities. And if you're not at the table, how can you create solutions relevant to your community? That's the problem with invisibility. It's much deeper than just not being at the table. It's about how
not being included impacts our communities in policy making.
. '?1e Zionist proj,~ct also_ strategically c~nfuses the issue by portraying the Palesuman struggle as exceptionally too political," and therefore too sensitive, too
loaded, and untouchable in the world of daily social justice critique debate and
movement-building. In the words of Farah:
'
'
Hanan Ashrawi once noted that when she identifies herself as a
Palestinian, it is as though she is automatically perceived by others
to be making a political statement, rather than conveying a simple
fact about herself. Perhaps the single most pervasive and insidious
effe~t of Zionis~ on my daily life is that it automatically places
me m a contentious relationship with those around me as soon as
~ voluntarily link myself to my Palestinian origins. The Zionist
mfluence on the US media, educational system, political institut~ons, and national psyche has made it nearly impossible for me to
view my Arab-ness and my Palestinian-ness apart from the macro
political debates that inform the Arab-Zionist conflict as it is seen
through Western eyes. As a result, I find myself on the defensive,
h~vi~g to explain myself, before I am able to properly situate myself
w1thm the surroundings into which I have been thrust.
Farah's experience speaks to the debilitating effects of Zionist propaganda, which
often _marks the Arab_ Ai_nerican wo_man as "contentious," and never fully allowed
to claim her space w1thm progressive movements for social justice and political
change.

The Anti-Semitic Charge: A Silencing Strategy

Equating ~i~ni~m to J~dais~ plays a large part in antagonizing Arab American
women act1v1sts potential allies. One example of this deliberate conflation is that
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ilw ( )xfiml En!-\lish I >ictionary dcfinl's anti-Sl'mitism as <'.Pllllsiti1~11. to_ the -'late·
111 lsral'I. Whill' anti-Sl'mitism is l"l'al and continul's to exist, the /,io111st 11.IOVC'
111cill has producl'.d a dl'fault sympathy for Jewish pl'.ople in_ the _Unitl'd State's.
11 •1.,.1rdlcss of the conHict in whid1 they arl'. cmbroilcJ, l'.Spl'.cia_lly. 111 till' casl' of
l'.ik.~tinl'., whl'.rc the Jewish state is the victimizer anJ not the vtct1111. As a result,
kwish colonial aims in occupied Palestine are rarely judged by_tl_1c s:1mc m_l'asurcs
,1, other colonialist aims on a global scale. Not only does the Z10111st project use
1lic experience of the Holocaust to legitimate the creation of an exclusionary state
,11 1he expense of the displaced indigenous Arab population, 15 it also attempts .to
forcdose the possibility of other peoples-whether in Rwanda, form~r Yugosla'."ta,
I '11 rkcy, Afghanistan, or Palestine-from calling attentio_n to genoctdal practtc~s.
which in many ways mirror the atrocities that took place ~n ~orld ~ar ll, even i_f
11111 on the same scale. The constant effort on the part of Z1omsts to isolate the suff!'ring of the Jewish people as the only "aut?entic" s~ffering and to r~nder i_napp.ro-_
priate any rightful recognition of non-Jewish genocide serves to pamt a ptc.ture of
l'.dcstinian terror, intransigence, irrational extremism, and a penchant for v10lencc
1111 the one hand, and Jewish suffering, besiegement, generosity, self-defense, and
vii timization on the other. Within this asymmetric and historically inaccurate
1110dcl, support for Palestinians is often thought to be aggressive, unsympathetic,
.111d anti-Semitic. Laila, a law student and activist, explains:
It's difficult in the classroom, in a dinne time conversation, or even
in a well thought-out presentation, to critique Israel and its colonialist existence given that it is perceived to be a haven for persecuted Jewish people surrounded by a sea of vicious misogynistic,
anti-democratic Muslim Arab states. Before I open my mouth, I
feel that I have to refashion Americans' historical and political unconditional sympathetic sensibilities for Jews so that I can properly
make my case-a case which stands quite apart from the Holocau~t
since Israel's creation was principally a colonial project in predominantly Arab-Islamic land for the benefit of white Europeans.
Naila, a university professor and activist further adds:
In my university, there are blinders that equate anti-Zionism with
anti-Semitism. People assume that because I'm Palestinian, I am
anti-Semitic and racist. Why not accuse me of anti-Zionism? The
failure to distinguish a political stance from a racist stance makes
it very easy to say someone is a racist or an anti-Semite if t~ey talk
about justice for Palestinians. If I'm going to try and get a Job and
I am criticizing the Israeli state and Zionism, the hiring committee
thinks, "We're not going to hire someone who's racist." This is part
of the Zionist discourse that presents Arabs and Palestinians as always anti-Semitic. How can we, as Semites, be anti-Semitic? ~e're
trying to get rid of an outside occupier. Blacks were not agamst
whites as a people, they wanted freedom. But when Palestinians
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wanr to fighr for thl'ir frl'l'dom, thl'y havl' 10 fight d1l' chargl' of'
racism.· 1"
Naila:s experience illustrates that even before she can express herself, the Arab
American woman is positioned by Zionist myths as a racist and an anti-Semite
solely based on her identity as an Arab.
Compounding the previous three dynamics that contribute to Arab American. ~omen_'s ~nvisibility is the Zionist project's deliberate attempt to sabotage
coalmon-bu1ldmg between Arab Americans and other communities of color. As
D~na puts it'. "My audience is always ... afraid of allying with me because they
thmk they will be perceived as unsympathetic to what happened to the Jews at the
hands of the Nazis."

~is strategy is part of a broader Zionist strategy in the United States that
strategICally uses the discourse of "civil rights" to promote Zionism among US
~eople ?f color. (Blacks and_Lati?o/as in particular), while promoting extremely
nght-wmg, white supremacist viewpoints in relationship to the Arab world in
~eneral and Palestine ~n particular. For example, the websites of Zionist organizat10ns such as AIPAC simultaneously promote alliances with Latinos and Blacks in
s~pport ~f.c~vil rights in the United States, while promoting solidarity with rightw1~g pol~t'.c1a~s such as Bush and Vice President Dick Cheney when it comes to
theu pol'.c'.es 1.n Pale~tine. This strategy not only impacts relationships between
commurnties, It also impacts every community's access to resources in that indi~iduals, organizations, or communities of color who oppose Zionism risk defundmg or slander. Soraya explains:
Since Zionists have a long history in progressive circles in the US
even though their stance on Palestine contradicts their stance on
other political issues, they play a role in the funding of non-governm~mal organizations. Many activists fear publicly supporting
Palestme because a precedent has already been set that you will
lose your funding or you will not be funded at all if you support
Palestinian liberation.
The following story succinctly captures a common challenge that most of our
research participants address. Here, Sara's experience illustrates how the Zionist
narrative shif~s th~ di~cour~es of oppression, so that Arab voices are systematically
excluded, while Z10rnst v01ces that uphold and reinforce colonialism and racism
remain unchallenged even in the most radical feminist circles. Sara, a university
professor and activist, says:
In this country, progressive circles are Zionist circles. That's why
I'm ex~remely alienated. Feminist circles are completely alienating.
You might be able to say Palestinians are victims, but you can't say
they're victims of Jews. There's just no room. When I say Jews, I'm
aware that I'm saying it. Israel claims to be the Jewish state, the
Home for all Jews. You can't name Jews as your oppressor, but it's
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llll' jcwish stall". So it\ a 1hi11 li11l".
.
I conrrilHlll'd a11 l"ssay 10 a book that is thl' ~ollow-up l<_> thl'
groundbreaking anrhology by radical wom~·n of color: publrshl'd
over twenty years ago. One of the two coeditors establrshl'.d a~1 l'·
mail list for the contributors. 1his was not "middle-class white km-.
·1111sm.
· · " "Ih'is was supposed to be an anthology of radical women hof
color. On the list, one of the other Arab contributors brought up t e
Palestinian issue, and the atmosphere on the list suddenly tur.ned
extremely ugly as a Jewish contributor accu~e~ the Arab conmbutor of being racist and anti-Semitic. The host1l1ty escalat~d, as every
pro-Palestinian voice was met with a barrage of accusauons by the
Jewish contributors (who identified themselv:s ~s such), a~cusa
tions ranging from our being blind to the cont'.num~ oppression of
Jews, and to having zero tolerance for any Jewish v01ces. .
Despite extremely articulate argum~nts by th: Ar~b contnbutors,
the supposed "radical women of color on the hs.t fa.iled to. comprehend that the Palestinian denunciation of the Z10mst policy of o~
cupation did not stem from anti-Semitism. The anti-Arab rhetonc
was virulent, vile, and kept coming, unprovoked. I contacted the
editor, urging her to put an end to it, but she repe.atedly tol~ me
she couldn't see how this discussion had turned raost. I explamed
to her that it was obvious that there was zero-degree tolerance of
Arab voices, but the editor refused to address the mat~er. As the
entire book project was threatened by this issue, the edit.or finally
shut down the e-mail list, making it impossible for conmbutors to
post messages.
. .
.
The dynamics of silencing were fascmanng: every t'.me a proArab message was posted, we were reminded that the list was not
a political forum but was a place to communicate about the. book
project. Yet every time an anti-Arab mes~age was posted, It was
followed by a half dozen messages supporting whatever ugly accusations had been made. In one message, the pro-Arab contributors
were accused of being so racist that they were said to be in league
· h t h e KKK. This is what finally made the contributors
who
Wit
h
. . . .had
been silent until then realize that the woman w o was crmc1z111g
us was really out of touch.
The Arab voices were silenced again and again and we were not
given a chance to respond and our complaint was not addressed by
the editor. The book is now coming out without a mention of how
politics played out among the contributors, and a panel is planned
at a major conference later this year which does not f~ature any ~f
the silenced voices, and where it is unlikely that the editor, who snll
refuses to address the issue, is going to bring it up. That was my
experience among " ra d'1ca1women of color·"37
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Conclusion: Censored, but not Silenced
In exploring the ways that our research participants resist Zionism, racism, and
sexism, we found that, while varied, three common themes shape their resistance,
First, they agree on expanding the scope of "oppression" by demanding the integr~tion of a cri~ique of Zionism within progressive critiques of racism, class exploitat10n, and sexism. Second, they prioritize making Arab American women's voices
audible within multiracial movements for social justice, particularly in terms of
highlighting the ways that US-led imperialism in the lands the United States is
invading impacts the experiences of peoples from those lands living in the United
States. Third, they insist on linking Arab and Arab American struggles to the
struggles against all forms of oppression based on race, sex, gender, and sexuality.
Within their families and their communities, Arab American women activists have engaged in the struggle for self-determination as heads of households,
workers, writers, activists, teachers, and community organizers. We have developed feminist critiques for challenging sexism within our communities, nations,
and the neocolonial societies that seek to oppress us based on masculinist, racialized ten~s; as well as understanding the impact of multiple forms of oppression
on our lives. Some of our research participants, for example, actively participate
in the struggle against neighborhood gentrification in their communities, while
simultaneously making the link to gender oppression and the uprooting and displacement of Palestinians. Others are active in strengthening alliances between
Arab and Arab American communities and our anti-Zionist Jewish allies. Others
link Israel's criminalization of Palestinians to the struggle against the criminalization of people of color and the poor in the United States, and the consequent
growth of the prison-industrial complex. Others participate in multiracial coalitions around issues of increased militarization in the United States and internationally. As evident in the stories of our research participants, we are consistently
highlighting the issue of indigenous peoples' rights, whether in Palestine, Mexico,
the Philippines, Hawai'i, or the United States, engaging in coalition building with
various indigenous people struggles throughout the world.
As politicized, progressive Arab American feminist activists and organizers,
we view multiracial coalitions as essential foundations in the struggle for social
change, yet we cannot fully participate within movements that are inconsistent
in their _critiq~e~ of .colonialism and racism. By insisting on consistency among
progressive activists m general and our women of color allies in particular, we are
asserting our voices in transnational women of color movements and racial justice
struggles. We refuse to be silenced by the powerful attempts on the part of the US
administration and supporters of Zionism to quell our critiques and erase our narr~tive~, and call on all our allies to join us in this movement. We are affirming the
h1stones of those who have paved the way before us in the struggle for self-determinatio~. And we invite our allies to learn our histories as we learn theirs, together
demandmg an end to all forms of oppression.

Reflections in a Time of War
A Letter to My Sisters
Dena Al-Adeeb

\ 111 ing in my Cairo apartment, I look at the sun setting over the bluest part l'.f the

N ilc. It reminds me of the passing of time, of hopes, dreams, loss, and solitude

, • ,t
1

like reflections. The past lingers, spilling over the waters I now call home and

I remember it all.
"Deported" from Iraq in 1980, my family and I esca~e~ to Kuwait. Our new
,diode served as a shelter until the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait m 1990. I was able to
.. urn to Iraq three times during that period: 1988, 1989, and 1990. In respm,1se
1 1
,, he Iraqi invasion of Kuwait and the Gulf War, we were forced to relocate t~> San
1 1
I· 1, 11 icisco, California, where we waited for the situation to settle down. As I sit and
dlcct this evening, I remember our arrival-and our unanticipated .r:iandatory
1
., , y-in the Bay Area, with its own set of violent and rumulruous r~almes. I .went
11
11.td< to Iraq in 1999 and 2004. Each time, the return bec?me~ a distant mir~ge.
11 w deportations, assassinations, round-ups, mass extermmauon_s'. secret pol.tee,
poison gas, Iraq-Iran War, Gulf War, bombings, sanctions, upnsmgs, quel.lmg,
.lodly sanctions, more bombings, Second Gulf War, and now, a full-scale mva"ion and neocolonial occupation, are changing Iraq forever.

'ihades of Colonization
today has many different colors, shades, and hues. It was more t~an
h
ree
years
since
Iraq was invaded by American, English, Polish, Italian, Spanish,
1
I );inish, Bulgarian, Mexican, Ukrainian, Thai, Estonian, Salvadoran'.Slovak, Latl'ian, Kazakh, Hungarian, and Dutch armies. Of course the red, white, an~ blue
lia 11 ner stands atop the heap of the war profiteers, since it has grabbed th~ biggest
di are of the pie, followed by the UK and other Western European countnes reapi11 g the benefit of this neocolonial project.
.
.
.
Unfortunately, some Third World counrnes with forces m Ir~q have been
Iorced into accepting forms of financial assistance (like structural adjustr:ient programs) by the World Bank and International Monetary Fund (IM.F!, leavmg them
with little bargaining power to resist quotidian demands. Cond1t10ns have been
i111 posed on them, including participation in "Operation En?uring ~reedom" and
he "War on Terrorism." While occupying Iraq, these countnes are simultaneously
1
, racked and undermined by this "assistance," other Western powerhouses (in~lus
11
ing the United States) and the same multinational and transnational corporations
hat have invaded Iraq, including Halliburton, Bechtel, Boeing, Lockheed Mar1
t in, Northrop Grumman, General Dynamics, Raytheon, MCI WorldC.om, ~lour
< '.orporation, Perini Corporation, United Technologies, General Electnc, Soence
1
Applications International Corporation., CSC/DynCorp, among others.

1 :olonization
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'!he invasion/occupation of' Iraq has hl'l'n drivl'n by l(>1n·s with vestl'd intcre~ts in ove.rseeing and controlling the largest oil reserves, and till' second-largest
01l-produc1ng country in the world. This invasion/occupation is also about dominating and securing the region's energy resources, which make up the main source
of reserves, production, and distribution internationally. But ultimately, it is about
a neocolonial and modern imperial project orchestrated by the United States to set
the sta~e for the New World Order. This New World Order is about establishing
the Umted States as the hegemonic world leader to dominate the global economy
through a hypercapitalist system by military force. Iraq became the theatrical
stage, testing ground, and setting of an example to anyone who might stand in its
way. The invasion/occupation of Iraq is only the beginning of a series of interventi~ns by the United States in one of the most geostrategic regions in the world,
with the examples of Iran, Syria, Lebanon, and Afghanistan. These US interventions are a part of its larger "Middle East Project."
~is "Middle East Project" is a long-term vision and strategy towards reconstructmg and controlling this geo-politically strategic region. Since the "Middle
East'.' i~ situated at the crossroads of three continents-Asia, Africa, and Europeand It mtersects the passageways from the Indian Ocean, (Persian/Arabian) Gulf,
~editer:anean Sea, and the Atlantic Ocean, dominating its rich energy resources
Is essential to controlling the world economy. Thus, this need to secure, manage,
and organize oil production and distribution internationally is linked to control
over the political, economic, ideological, and geostrategic future of the region. This
also ~ecures the United States' role by keeping its fiercest competitors-China,
Russia, and Europe-in check politically, economically, and militarily. This occupation .safeguards Israel's role as a colonial settler state and facilitates its presence,
e~pa~s1on, and domination into Palestinian territories. This is also an attempt to
el1mm~te the Palestinian liberation struggle, which is the main struggle that has
uneqmvocal support and presence inside and outside of Palestine, and links the
region, from to Lebanon to Syria to Iran.
Lastly, under the guise of the "War on Terrorism," the United States, Israel,
and the "coalition of the willing" are also setting out to eliminate any ideological
threats to their dominance. In their pursuit of paving the road for a hypercapitalist "democracy," the US empire, like many empires prior to it, must establish
the flourishing ideological opposition in the region as a threat to "freedom and
the American way of life." As a result, this region must be constructed as fertile
ground for producing, organizing, and transmitting some of the most "extremist"
ideologies to the rest of the world: "Political Islam," that is,"Islamic Terrorism."

Wrapped in Red, Black, and Green
A red, black, and green dragonfly lands on my windowsill, spurring me to recall
the days when I, together with many Arab and WANA (West African/North African)2 sisters, brothers, and allies, in solidarity wrapped myself in these colors. We
~arch~d down Market Street toward the UN Plaza in San Francisco, chanting for
l~b:ratlon, self-determination, justice, and an end to the wars against Iraqi, Palest~man, and Afghani peoples, and others under attack. It was an incredibly intense
time. As Arab women activists we struggled at different levels and on multiple

ts w insert a vision of' jmtill' and liberation that included linki.ng ll~ ~llll~t·ri
11111
.ili,ni, /,ion ism, and racism. 1 We critiqued US imperialism and its lll'S LO /,10111s111,
.111d the racist policies of both that manifest not only in Palest in~, but .tlir~n1gh·
d globally We also demanded that our potenual allies 111 the
1111t t lie rcg10n an
.
.
.
.
\ lnited States be consistent in their politics and practices. This proved once aga111
he dangerous terrain, and we were systematically m~rginaliz.ed a.n.d site.need. At
111
i h(' s:ime time, we were able to build strong foundat10nal sol1dar~t1es with some
w• , en of color institutions, organization, coalitions, activists, artists, and others
111
w I1<, have proved to be supportive allies in struggle.
.
.
Right now, I take a moment and check in with my body. It is this.struggle l
, , rry in my back, and it is from this struggle that I atte:npt to co~struct1vely sha~e
1
y experiences as an Iraqi-born, Iranian-deported, d1as~or~s-hved, and Amer~
111
' .in-naturalized woman who spent fourteen years of her life m the Bay Ar~a. It is
t1
this struggle that I share my experiences organizin~ within pr?gress1ve ~nd
11111
1.id ical spaces attempting to shed light upon Arab womens struggles m the U111t.ed
'>Lites and abroad, against the US-backed dictatorships they are forced to live

t

11 nder, and against US empire and Zionism.
. . .
For example I wonder what happened to the antiwar, so.cial, a.nd racial 1ust1ce
vements? Where has our momentum gone? Our thrust kicked m after Septem1110
ber J l, 2001, and continued to peak until the Second Gulf War in 2003-at th~t
e, it seemed nothing could stop our fervor, commitment, and strength. Now It
11111
.,,.l·ms we've been steadily declining.
.
I recall lengthy hours, exhausted in meeti.n?s, conferences, and gathermgs
~ inly in the Bay Area, at the height of orga111zmg after Septei:iber ~l, 2001. I
,·member feeling a sense of marginalization and angst arou~d. d1scuss1ons on the
1
war on Iraq because the frameworks, language, and o;,~~111zmg efforts fo,~used
ti rst on the "war at home," and then on the "war abroad. The war ~t home c_on'isred of the impact the war has/had on people and women of color m ~~e ~111ted
Siates and how our organizing efforts should address these communmes needs
, J interest. There was a general tendency to equalize the war on people of color,
111
immigrants, and Third World peoples as victims of the same systems of oppres,ion: colonialism, racism, sexism, and classism. No one can deny that people of
, , ,!or in the United States, especially women of color, are a.nd have b~en t?e targ~ts
.ind victims of colonialism, slavery, poverty, police brutality, th.e pnson-mdustnal
, omplex, domestic violence, sterilization, and other forms of v10l~nce. Woi:ien of
, olor bear the brunt of the cutbacks that are being made in sooal spend1~g on
health care, welfare, housing, education, and child care as the war bu~get climbs.
Ihese are real issues, and for women of color the possibility of living JUSt and free
lives in the United States is made more remote every day.
However, when we frame the way systems of oppression in the U~ited Sta~es
perate as a "war" and then equate this to the war on Iraqis, Afgha111s, P~lestm
11
ia ns, and other Third World peoples, this prevents us from understand1.n? t~e
intensity and complexity of these military invasions, as well as our comphot! m
hese violations. Instead, we choose to fall back on a focus on our own oppressions
1
in the United States, and "take care of our backyard." ~o~ ~ome S~ople of cola~:
his position offers security and frees us from our respons1b1hty as First Worlders
1

111 1
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and from examining the attendant privileges we've accrued due to our nationality
and our class positions.
Instead, we need to examine our classist, racist, and sexist views towards
women from the Third World, especially "Arab" and "Muslim" women (a reduc·
tionist term used to name women from countries ranging from Morocco to Indones~a). We also nee_d to a~ce~t and understand that we are charged with speaking
agamst all oppress10ns w1thm the context of US empire. As women of color, we
must hold ourselves accountable and understand our implicit roles in this colonization project.
For example, people of color comprise the majority of the US armed forces
and carry the burden of fighting this war. "During the Gulf War, over 50 percent
of frontline troops were people of color."4 Undeniably, people of color in the military are victims of the system of oppression; as such, they are on the frontlines of
the battlefields. But they are still the bodies which are advancing the colonization
oflraq. I've had different discussions with women of color about this, and the conversations repeatedly arrived at the voicing of a personal dilemma. Some women
said'. "My brothe~/sister/cousin in the military is paying the price as much as any
Iraqi, and they did not choose to go to war." But there is a difference here that
cannot be elided. Indeed, empire-building projects have historically employed and
us~~ other c~lonized peoples to fight their wars for them. For example, during
Brmsh ~olomal ex?~nsion and ~he colo?ial wars in Africa and Asia (including
West Asia), the Bnush used Indian soldiers. When not engaging in combat, the
Indian Army was used to police and suppress uprisings. Despite the coercive conditions of participation, the participant army should not be absolved from selfr~flection and accountability for its role in furthering and engaging in colonial
v10lence. Therefore, since communities of color, and especially youth of color, are
targeted for recruitment into the military, we have the power to challenge the military-industrial complex. We are the ones charged with ending this war. The myths
of military opportunities, the poverty draft, Junior ROTC-all need to be contested. For example, we can start challenging the military by educating youth of
color about the dangerous and horrific, oppressive, racist, sexist, and homophobic
facts about joining and serving in the military. We can also urge our sisters and
brothers in the military to end this war by becoming conscientious objectors; this
was one of the strategies that worked during the Vietnam War.
The United States' history of colonialism, land theft, slavery, violence, and
racialization of people of color has imposed such violent victimization on us that
we _don't always _st~p to assess how we become complicit and active in furthering
raCist and colomalist attacks against our own and each other's communities. This
histor~ is also ~r~med by repeated attempts to separate us from each other through
strategies of d1v1de and conquer. Unfortunately, these strategies continue to be
played out in the antiwar, racial, and social justice movements' frameworks, as
well as in the construction and struggle of people of color in the United Statesfor exan_iple, the _o?pression of people of color in the United States is privileged or
framed m opposmon to the oppression of people of color throughout the world.
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I .!11 not want to attack or dismiss the re;dity. work, dforts, and organizing that
'". "ngage in, hut hold a mirror to our positions in an attempt to hold ourselves
, ,
11111 tahk. I lopefully, this will force us to engage in more radical work that
11
will have a ripple effect on all of our communities, and prompt us to always situ.111· om activism in an internationalist framework. This would radically reorient
111 11 dli>rts, strategies, and visions. An internationalist framework deepens and
"" 1·ngt hens our analysis, strategies, tactics, and organizing. In a time when the
I 111 itnl States' imperialist ascent increasingly wants those in the United States to
I11· kept separate and unaware of the havoc it wreaks throughout the Third W~r~d,
11 j, increasingly important to build movements that are deeply aware of realmes
11111 ,ide the United States and are committed to centering those realities in their
., .,. 111 izing work. Building transnational relations that are aware and consci~us of
11
iii" lJnited Stat~s' status as an imperialist nation can work to defy the US 1mpe11.ilist borders that keep its privilege, and instead connect communities of color
.1 11 d movements throughout the world. This move will nurture our accountability
111 all nations and peoples and all of our communities throughout the world, espe' 1.il Iy those under severe attack.
Of course, concerns about limited resources, such as capacity, time, and build1111 ~ rank, may emerge from such reorientation. Also, questions about ho:V to struc111 n· and create solid movements with an internationalist framework will emerge.
1licse are legitimate and important questions and realities, and we ~ust ta~e the
111m· to deal with them in practice, because unless we incorporate an mternat1onal1'1 framework at the beginning of our organizing and theorizing efforts, we are not
I 11 IIy engaging with the struggle for justice and peace, and w~ are n_ot bei_ng con~is1.. 111 in our politics. We need to learn from our brothers and sisters m vanous Third
World movements: how have they managed to create and sustain social movements
.1 llll instigate change with fewer resources, and less time, capacity, and structure?.
1 glance outside my window, and notice the sun setting in the west. In this
,·,say, I have been attempting to reorient myself away from US-~ente~ed wo~k, and
, , rve a space for myself that represents my diasporic or transnat10n_a~1st ~ealit~ and
1
, 1rientation. I've explored an internationalist framework for orgamzmg m solidarity with Arab and WANA peoples that challenges assumptions made by progres,ives in the United States, and potentially offers an opportunity for us to do urgent
.1 nd radical work together.
I also want to continue working with my sisters in the United States, and come
1ogether to find better ways to understand, listen, and organize, and I t_hink :he
biggest challenge we face is to truly hear each other. From my new home m Ca!fo,
I want to join hands with my sisters in the United States, and encourage them to
open their hearts and minds to their Arab and WANA si~ters living in :he United
States, and to be receptive to learning lessons from outside of the Umted States.
We all have expertise and resources to share with each other that will allo_w ~s to
build strong, foundational, long-lasting solidarity movements, and orgamzat1ons
which speak to, and are inclusive of, all our oppressions. This includes tackling the
rnnnectedness of imperialism, Zionism, racism, classism, sexism, and homophobia in our work and implementing it in our movements and organizations.

Don't Liberate Me
S. R.---an Iraqi living in the United States

June 30, 2005
"Do you absolutely have to go everywhere looking like that?" asked a friend when
the war on Iraq started two years ago. She was asking about what had almost
become my uniform: a hijab on my hair, a kuffiya 1 on my shoulders, a white Tshirt stained with theatre blood, and a peace sign drawn on my forehead with an
eyeliner pencil. "Of course I do," I responded. "I wouldn't bother if my homeland
and my very identity weren't under attack."
While I have grown less adamant about publicizing my people's cause as a
walking billboard, I occasionally find myself reflecting on how the accident of my
birth and the politics of my identity have been impacted by recent world events.
For example, when the war on Iraq began in March 2003, I felt I was suddenly
in the limelight. Few seemed to be paying attention when hundreds of thousands
of people fell on both sides of the Iraq-Iran War in the 1980s. Few were concerned about the additional hundreds of thousands who fell prey to the sanctions
in the 1990s. But now, all of a sudden, many people across the world, chanting
a myriad of reasons, rushed to my aid. On one hand, the American and British
governments wanted to liberate me from my dictator. On the other hand, people
led gigantic demonstrations to liberate me from foreign invasion. Liberators on
my right, antiwar activists on my left, fighting each other to make me happy and
serve my best interests. How flattering! I joined my Afghani sisters in occupying
the world's public eye. My tyrant became as pressing an issue as Afghani women's
burqas were.
However, all liberators forgot something profoundly important: that my
yearning for freedom is my own instinct. I do not need to be rescued by anyone,
whether their underlying motive is driven by oil or feminism. As such, I have only
one unequivocal demand of all "liberators": Leave me alone. The only solidarity I
am interested in seeing is the kind that throws a wrench in the war machine which
occupies my homeland. That is the most I expect of an American or British citizen. Otherwise, please spare me lectures on how oppressive you think my hijab
is, or how I should follow your lead in fighting patriarchy, or how I should work
for achieving democracy in my country. And for your own horizons' sake, do read
the history oflraqi women's contributions to civilization. You may end up finding
yourself inspired to follow our example.

"National Security" and the
Violation of Women:
Militarized Border Rape at the US-Mexico Border
Sylvanna Falcon

11 w l IS-Mexico border represents an uneasy "union" of the First and Third Worlds.
1111" 10 disparaging levels of nation-state power, it is a contentious region that has
i,..,. 11 militarized to violently reinforce the territory of the United States. In this
11· .,io11, daily attacks occur against border crossers in the form of brutal beatings
1
, d assaults-including rape and harassment-by the state and by racist vigilan111
1..... I )ue to the hypermasculine nature of war and militarism, the use of rape as a
1.11 1ic against women is well documented.
l n this article, I explore documented rape cases involving Immigration and
1
N.11 uralization Service (INS) officials or Border Patrol agents at the US-Mexico
I" 1rdcr by accessing data from nongovernmental organizations, government com111111ccs, and US newspapers. 2 Each of the women in the case studies took some
·'' 1ion against the INS; 3 with some of them using an advocate to move their c~ses
1.. rward through an investigation. (Data indicate that some men report bemg
1.q1cd at the border, but the vast majotity of rapes involve women victims/survi4
1< 1rs, at this border and throughout the world.) In this article, I argue that rape is
1otitinely and systematically used by the state in militarization efforts at the USMcxico border, and provoked by certain factors and dynamics in the region, such
·'' the influence of military culture on Border Patrol agents.
US-Mexico border militarization rests on two key elements: the introduc1ion and integration of military units in the border region (the war on drugs and
11ational security concerns provide primary justification for involving military
1111its); and the modification of the Border Patrol to resemble the military via
its equipment, structure, and tactics. At one time, domestic duties were not part
of the US military's mandate. But this regulation changed with the approval of
numerous Department of Defense (DOD) authorization acts which facilitated the
integration of military units in the border region and loosened restrictions placed
on the military for domestic duties.
The 1982 DOD Authorization Act nullified a one-hundred year statute prohibiting cooperation between the army and civilian law enforcement, and c~ang
i ng the role of the military in domestic affairs. This act encouraged an alliance
between civilian law enforcement and the military, and subsequent DOD Authorization Acts advanced and expanded this cooperation. Ideological and institutional shifts have also had a role in border militarization. Transferring the INS
from the Department of Labor to the jurisdiction of the Department of Justice
in 1940. 5 altered the classification of immigration as an issue of labor to one of
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national security. And more recently, hy moving the I NS to the I kpartlllL'llt of
Homeland Security (the INS has been renamed "US Citizenship and Immigration Services"), the link between immigration and national security issues has
intensified.
Sociologist Timothy Dunn draws on low-intensity conflict (LIC) military
doctrine to contextualize the militarization of the US-Mexico border. UC doctrine advocates for "unconventional, multifaceted, and relatively subtle forms of
militarization" and emphasizes "controlling targeted civilian populations." The
US military-security establishment drafted this doctrine to target Third World
uprisings and revolutions, particularly in Central America. UC doctrine is characterized by the following:
an emphasis on the internal defense of a nation; an emphasis on
controlling targeted civilian populations rather than territory; and
the assumption by the military of police-like and other unconventional, typically nonmilitary roles, along with the adoption by the
police of military characteristics. 6
Dunn's study demonstrates that these aspects of LIC doctrine have been actualized in the border region, indicating that a form of "war" exists there. And in every
war, in every military conflict, rapes occur because sexual assault is in the arsenal
of military strategies; it is a weapon of war, used to dominate women and psychologically debilitate people viewed as the "enemy."
In the context of mass war rape in the former Yugoslavia, Susan Brownmiller
likens female bodies to territory.7 "Rape of a doubly dehumanized object-as
woman, as enemy-carries its own terrible logic. In one act of aggression, the collective spirit of women and of the nation is broken, leaving a reminder long after
the troops depart." Beverly Allen extends this analogy to the imperialist practice
of colonization. 8
Acts ofsexual violence which target undocumented (primarily Mexican) women
at the US-Mexico border are certainly informed by a legacy of colonialism, which
dates back to the forced imposition of a border in 1848.9 More than 150 years later,
migrant women's bodies continue to denote an "alien" or "threatening" presence
subject to colonial domination by US officials. Many women who cross the border
report that being rape was the "price" of not being apprehended, deported, or of having their confiscated documents returned. This price is unique to border regions in
general; while militarized rapes are part of a continuum of violence against women,
I call these violations militarized border rapes because of the "power" associated with
the border itself. In this setting, even legal documentation can provide a false sense
of security, because militarization efforts have socially constructed an "enemy" and
Mexican women and other migrants fit that particular profile.
My goal in this article is to make visible a form of military rape which has
not been previously considered in the range of military rapes by feminist scholars.
Militarized border rape is overlooked because many of the world's border regions
are not considered war zones. For example, the US-Mexico border conflict is not
typically thought of as a "war," because opposing military forces (or insurgents)
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w kill each olhC"L 1\111 a war is underway at the lJS-~,frxiL·'.1 ho~·<.ler,
diLllcd hy rnoperating 111ili1ary and civilian units, and the adoption of a 11~il11a
11
rnti< idrntity in border patrolling dforts. rurthl'rn~orL', th.l' Stal.Kl'(~~ thl' lJS gov' 111111 cill 011 immigration suggests that the United States views 11self 1n some trn.m
1 w.ir with undocumented migrants. Calls to "shut down" the border, or to.huild
11
, clltire wall along the two-thousand mile border, are frequ 7ntly ret~orred 111 .the
111
iww~ and supported by members of Congress as a way to protect. the U11.1ted
'...1.ilc.,."' And when engaged in any form of war, women are always d1sproport1011-

, ·
trying
111 1101
t,

0

.11t·lv affected.
.
· 1:eminist scholar Cynthia Enloe explores three conditions under whteh rape
I1.i, lieen militarized. Observes Enloe, '"recreational ra~e' i~ th_e. all~ged outct~me
, ii not supplying male soldiers with 'adequately access1b~e m1litanzed pro~rnu111111. "national security rape' as an instrument for bolstenng a nervous state, and
11
· •• ., ~. atic mass rape' as an instrument of open warfare." She also contends t~at
, ,·nain conditions which allow militarized rapes are in place on the US-Mexico

1 1 111

luirder:
A regime is preoccupied with national security; a ~a)ority of civilians believe chat security is best understood as a military problem;
national security policy making is left to a largely masculinized
policy elite; and the police and military security apparatuses are
male-dominated. 12
In my view, a variation of national security ~ape and sy_stemati~ rape charac1, .1i ze the reality in this border region. First, nat10nal securny entails the control
1 labor, migration, and women. In the 19~0s, the ~S g~v~rnment expanded the
11
,lcfinition of national security to include domestic polmcal concerns and per, l'ived threats to culture, social stability, environmental degradation, and po~ula11,m growth.''13 During this time, immigrants and refugees ~ecame top national
.. n urity issues.14 And in the aftermath of 9/11, the US-Mexico border .w~s coml'ktdy shut down for several days due to national securi~y reasons, _re1~7m~ the
.. ·i'fication of the US-Mexico border as an area of national secunty. With a
, I.1ss
I
·h
d
111 asculinized elite emphasizing the normalcy and role of mi itarism wit . re~ar s
10 "national security," broader definitions of security have become margmalized.
hir example, the provision of basic necessities-such as shelter, health c~re, and
lood-is not seen as a "security issue" by the US government, tho~gh 1ntern~
t ion al human rights standards and laws do characterize the meetmg of basic
human needs in this way.
.
The cases of militarized border rape discussed here can be categonzed as a
Imm of "national security rape" for two reasons: first, the absence oflegal_ docu111ents positions undocumented women as "illegal" and as hav~ng_ committed_ a
.·me Thus law-abiding citizens need "protection" from these cnmmals; the ex1s' II
.
'
d h
. .
ience of undocumented women causes national insecurity, an t ey are so c~1m1nalized that their bodily integrity does not matter to che state. Second, national
,L·curity rape privileges certain interests; in other words, A,~iz~na ranchers wh~
iiick up arms to "protect" their property, or recently formed Mmutemen patrols
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alo'.1¥ thl' US-Ml'xico hordcr (spccificdly in /\rizona and ( :alifornia) arl' Sl'l'n ;I.~
leg~ttmare because they arc protecting their property, land, and familil's. 'lht'ir
acu.ons are su~p~rted by the state because they are literally raking the issul' of
nat10nal secunty mto their own hands. 16
Occurrences of rape are systematic if they fall into a pattern, suggesting that
they ~ave not ~een left to ch~nce, according to Enloe. "They have been the subject
~f pnor plannmg. Syst~mat.IC rapes are administered rapes." 17 In the cases highli?hted here,. the plannmg mvolved is palpable. These were not random acts of
v10lence agai~st w?men; they were violent crimes which involved planning and
eff~rts to av01d bemg caught. Additionally, the rapists capitalized on their insti~uu~n:I. power o~er undocumented women. and each man followed their own
scnpt i~ atta~kmg th~se. women. These individual patterns became clear during
court tesumomals by vICums/survivors.
.
~otably, because of the prevalence of sexual violence at the border, a Mexican
~mmigrant woma~ tol~ the National Network for Immigrant and Refugee Rights
i~ Oakland, Califorma that women heading north routinely use birth-control
pil_ls because they anticipate possible sexual assaults. This suggests border rapes are
neither random, nor isolated.

Militarized Border Rape at the US-Mexico Border
If th~y decide to prosecute, women who have been sexually assaulted in the USMexICo border region confront not only an individual, but directly challenge
~evera~ p~wer)fu~ institutions-the INS (INS officials tend to conduct these
mvesu?,auon~, t e US government, the US legal system. And even in more "fair
c~urts, provmg rape is extremely difficult. 19 Undocumented women are further
disadvantaged because of unfamiliarity with the US judicial process and Ian
or communication barriers.
guage
The rape cases detailed below occurred between 1989 and 1996, and all
involved INS or Border Patrol officials.

Juanita's Story
Juanita Gomez and a female cousin crossed through the hole in the border fence
between N~gales, Sonora, and Nogales, Arizona, on September 3, 1993.20 They
w_ere on their way to meet two male friends at a nearby McDonald's to go shoppmg: Larry, Selders, a Border Patrol agent, stopped all four people, but only
detamed Gomez and her cousin in his Border Patrol vehicle. According to both
':omen, Selders. told them that he would not take them to the Border Patrol station for processmg and deportation to Mexico if they would have sex with him
Bot? women refused. He eventually asked Gomez's cousin to step outside of hi~
vehicle; When he drove off alone with Gomez, Selders raped her.
.
Gomez an~ her cousi~ eventually found each other at the Mexican consulate
m No~ales, A_nzona, and mformed officials at the Mexican consulate. The consul~te immediately contacted the Nogales Police Department and Border Patrol
to mform t~em of the situation. But one of the Nogales detectives did not believe
th_e w~i:ie~ s st~tements, asked them if they were prostitutes, and threatened them
with Jail time if they failed to pass a lie detector test. However, after this ques-
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111111i11r,, ( ;(>llll"/. and hl'I' rnu~in identified Sddns in a photo linl'up. I k~pitc their
1ok11tific11ion, thl' inco111pctl'llll' of the policl' led to the loss of othl'r i111por1a1ll
, 111krtl l' such as Selders's dot hl's. In addition, the police sd1.ed the wrong Bordl'r
l'.11101 vehicle and realized che error a week and a half later.
Sddcrs eventually entered a "no contest" plea on a reduced charge on July
•1 '1, 1')94. 'Jhe county attorney decided to reduce the original charge of "rape and
f, 1d11apping" to "attempted transporting of persons for immoral purposes ... while
111.1rried." This crime is the lowest felony class, and the charge upset many i111mi1.,1.1111 rights advocates. Selders received a one-year prison sentence on October 7,
f'l'J/i, and served only six months of the sentence. But he resigned from the Border

21

I'.11 rol in August 1994.
Selders also attempted to secure immunity from prosecution on federal charges,
111 1 he was unable to plea-bargain with the US attorney in Arizona because invcs1
1q•,.1tors found Gomez's story to be credible. In April 1995, a federal grand jury in
22
I 11l son, Arizona, indicted Selders for Gomez's rape. He plead guilty in federal
, 1111rt to violating Gomez's civil rights, and received a fourteen month sentence in
t lil· fl:deral trial, receiving credit for time served.
Despite the unfairness of his sentence, on October 13, 1999 Gomez received a
•I, ''d,045 settlement. 23 Her attorney successfully argued the rape could have been
1•1 l·vented if Selders had been held accountable for previous acts of violence against
\\'0111en; three other women testified at Gomez's trial that Selders attacked them as
wl'll.l4 Unlike Gomez, these women had been afraid to file charges, and the stat111l' of limitations in their cases expired by the time of her trial. Since Selders was
.1 government employee at the time of the incident, the US government paid the
111011etary award to Gomez.

I di Ima, Maria, and Rosa
l )11 October 6, 1989, Edilma Cadilla, a US citizen, was driving her car on the
liir,hway in Imperial County, California, and was stopped at a checkpoint in the
.1rea. Border Patrol agent Luis Santiago Esteves began to question her during
1Ii is routine stop, but allowed her to continue driving. Further down the road,
I·.sreves pulled her over, asked her additional questions, and then talked about
Iii mself, eventually getting her phone number. Edilma believed these questions
were official.
Edilma's boyfriend called Esteves's supervisor in El Centro to report the suspi' ious stop, and the supervisor told him that she should notify the office if Esteves
.11 tempted to call her. Three days later, on October 9, Esteves called and purportnlly requested a date for the weekend. When she turned him down,
Esteves told her that was "too bad" because he wanted to take her
out dancing, get drunk, and have her "sexually abuse his body." She
told him she had a boyfriend and he then asked if she could fix him
up with one of her friends.

25

After Edilma reported the phone call to Esteves's supervisor, the Border Patrol
relocated Esteves to the Calexico, California, border crossing point. But Esteves
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received no disciplinary action for his inappropriate behavior towards blilma. 21'
and he remained as a Border Patrol employee where his new position enabled him
to continue having contact with women.
On December 16, 1989, Esteves had problems in Calexico. He stopped Maria,
a young woman from the area, and asked to see her immigration papers. While
on duty, he asked for her phone number and for a date later that evening. She initially agreed to the date, but called him later to say she could not go out with him.
Esteves looked for her at her workplace and then pursued her at a shopping center.
Maria agreed to the date on the condition that they first stop at her house to get
her mother's approval. He agreed to the request, but indicated he wished to stop
at his place to change out of his Border Patrol uniform before going to her house.
According to the court records,
Esteves told her he wanted her to "be with him." At this point,
Maria describes him "changing" his attitude and he became angry.
He told her she had to have sex with him. He told her to take a
shower. Esteves positioned a gun on each side of the bed on two
nightstands ... 27
Fearful for her life, Maria complied with Esteves's sexual orders. According to ,
Maria's testimony at the trial, Esteves "force[d] an object into her vagina, placed
his hands into various parts of her body, orally copulated her and forced her to
have intercourse with him." 28 She testified that none of these sexual acts were consensual. She escaped from his apartment when he left the room after the rape.
Maria received assistance from people passing in a car. The police were immediately notified, and Esteves was subsequently arrested. But Maria did not show up
to the preliminary hearing in court, and the charges against Esteves were dropped.
He resumed active duty as an agent.
The third incident in June 1991 involved Rosa, a minor. Rosa was talking to
family members at the US-Mexico border fence. She and her mother were on the
US side, and family members were on the Mexico side. Esteves approached them
for documentation. During the conversation, Esteves learned from Rosa's mother
that Rosa had an upcoming deportation hearing. Esteves informed them he could
be of assistance to Rosa in that hearing.
He reportedly took Rosa out a few times after meeting her at the border. On
June 28, 1991, he took Rosa out around 10:45 p.m. and bought her alcoholic
drinks before taking her to the vacant apartment of a coworker. At this time,
Esteves apparently instructed her to take off her clothes. She stated in her testimony that Esteves "ordered her to masturbate." At first she refused, but eventually
complied when "he placed his hand on his gun." She testified that throughout the
encounter Esteves assaulted her.
[Esteves] repeatedly slapped her and at one point, he punched her.
Rosa contends that Esteves then sodomized her. At one point he mid
her, "I know what I'm doing. And I am capable of everything and ifI
want I can rape your mother." According to Rosa's testimony, Esteves

rhen told ht:r 1ha1 he w.1111cd 10 sell Rosa to his frit:nds. Finally, he
1
wl<l her that ht: wa111cd 10 have sex with her and anotht:r woman. 2'
The police arrested Esteves again in July 1991 an~ prosecuted him. for rl.1e
rapes of Maria and Rosa. He was acquitted for Ro~as rap~, but .conv1c~e~ 111
Maria's case, and Rosa's testimony likely played a role 111 secunng this conv1et1on.
In July 1992 Esteves received a twenty-four year prison sentence for the felony
30
rape charge. However, he was released on December 22, 199~.
Like Selders and Riley, Esteves used the threat of reveal111g the lack of legal
documents to gain the upper hand with these women, even s~gge.sting he could
be of assistance in a deportation hearing. Legal documents qmte literally control
the lives of immigrants, so when a US official "seems" helpful regar~i.ng matters
which may determine your future, it adds a~oth~r layer of vulnerability. E~te:es
manipulated this reality to his advantage. Edt!mas story also reflects Estev~s s violent past with women; he allegedly beat his first wife, raped his second wife, and
1
threatened to rape the second wife's ten-year-old d~ughte~-~ Esteve~ conti.nued.to
target young women; he understood how his offioal posmon provided him with
sufficient discretion and authority.

Luz and Norma
Luz Lopez and Norma Contreras filed an INS complaint against an El Paso Border Patrol agent who sexually assaulted them on March~, 19~6. Th.e agen~ arrested
them near the Rio Grande River and detained them 111 his vehicle. Lopez and
Contreras, both from Guatemala, were each twenty-three years old at the time of
the assault. According to the complaint the women filed against the agent:
[The agent] lifted up Contreras' dress, pushed her legs open, pulled
aside her underwear and stuck his fingers in her vagina. The other
woman, Lopez, was told to undo the buttons on her jumpsuit and
the agent put his hands inside her top and felt her breasts. The two
32
women said they stared at each other, paralyzed by terror.
Lopez said: "We feared the worse. We didn't know where he w~s i;;oi~g to take
us. Just the sight of him with a badge and a gun was enough to mttm1date anyone." The agent briefly left the women in the car. He spoke to another age~t, :"ho
was alone in a different vehicle nearby. Both men returned to the car. At this time,
"in full view of the second agent, the arresting agent assaulted both women again."
'Ihe women were then taken to the Border Patrol office. At the office, the same
agent allegedly committed a third sexual assault by the same agent,:'in a detention
cell and in a bathroom." After torturing them for several hours, the agent gave
33
the women one dollar each and released them" into the United States.
Following the ordeal, Lopez and Contreras filed a formal com~laint ai;;ainst
both agents. Tue women stayed in El Paso in order to cooperate with the mvestigation. They recounted the attacks to male Office of Inspec~or General (OIG)
investigators, identified the agent from photographs, and received ~ape coun~el
ing. The OIG began an investigation, but did not pursue the complamts, accusmg
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L<'>pez anJ Comreras of"lying and threatened to prosecute them." 11 'Jhe women
then filed a lawsuit, which is still pending, against the BorJer Patrol. As in all
cases of rape, the women were severely traumatized from the ordeal, anJ Contreras attempted to commit suicide later that same year.
This case demonstrates the systematic nature of militarized border rape; the
officer reportedly raped Lopez and Contreras in different locations, indicating
some prior planning. Furthermore, the agent was protected during an OIG investigation which retraumatized the women; officials questioned the women's credibility, and attempted to discredit their story. Contreras attempted suicide in 1996
largely due to this insensitive investigation.
While documenting rape cases in the former Yugoslavia, UN officials
described the risks of subjecting women to repeated interviews about their sexual
assaults:
Health care providers are concerned about the effects on women of
repeatedly recounting their experiences without adequate psychological and social support systems in place. The danger of subjecting
women to additional emotional hardship in the course of interviews
is a real one. There have been reports of women attempting suicide after being interviewed by the media and well-meaning delegations. 35

Factors Associated with Militarized Border Rape
With the integration of aspects of LIC doctrine in its border enforcement efforts,
for example, the occurrence of militarized border rapes is not surprising because
systematic rapes occurred in the war zones throughout the Central American
region where this doctrine was initially implemented. The access to wide, discretionary (and unaccountable) power and an ineffective complaints protocol are factors that perpetuate militarized border rape. And the hiring of military personnel
and the "code of silence" ensure that militarized border rapes continue and remain
central to border enforcement.

•

The level of militarization produces warlike characteristics
that make rape and other human rights violations an inevitable consequence of border militarization efforts

Several aspects of LIC doctrine apply to the militarization efforts at the US36
Mexico border. UN monitors have documented the systematic rape of women
during war, and have categorized rape as a war crime, a weapon of war, and a form
of torture. War-like conditions at the border reinforce a climate in which rape and
the systematic degradation of women are fundamental strategies. Furthermore,
agent impunity and the absence of institutional accountability have created a border climate in which rape occurs with little consequence.

•

The recruitment of former military personnel to join the border
enforcement staff reinforces the militarization of the border.
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'!he !')')(,federal i111111igr:11io11 policy increaseJ the presence of agl·n1s al dw
liordl.'r and the INS hireJ individuals ar an unprecedented rare. In addi1ion 10 hiring "agents with dubious pasts, including criminal records ~nd che~kcred can·cr:s
wi1 h police agencies and the military." 37 the INS engaged 111 an effort t~> re~1:1111
former military officers. San Diego's INS is among the most successful 111 hrrrng
former military officers. 38 A high concentration of former military agents in the
llorder Patrol tends to make border enforcement more compatible with the 111ain1c11ance of a war zone.

•

The "code of silence" found in law enforcement and military
culture prevents agents from reporting on each other.

Law enforcement and military cultural norms obfuscate human rights viola' ions because agents do not report one another during or after incidents of wron~
doing. The "code of silence" is integral to the militarized border system ~ecat.ise ~t
maintains the system's legitimacy. The code is difficult to penetrate and if an 111d1vidual breaks it, they will likely experience negative consequences.
Border enforcement agents have wide discretionary power
while on the job.
Since "much of their work is unsupervised," border enforcement agents have
great deal of discretion on the job. 39 It is impossible~~ micro-manage the a~ents'
work and conduct when in the field. This unaccountability can produce an environment of impunity.
For example, since 1989, the INS has reported "only one registered complaint
l(ir every 17,000 arrests."4 °Furthermore, Human Rights Watch, Amnesty Im:rna1ional the Citizens' Advisory Panel (organized by the INS), and the state advisory
Lom~ittees to the US Commission on Civil Rights all concluded no effective or
useful mechanisms exist to enable victims of human rights violations to file formal
mm plaints against border enforcement agents. 41 -'.1-ccording to th.e Citizens' Adv!'ory Panel, "in 1996, 99% of the complaints received by the Jusuce D.epartr.nent s
( :ivil Rights Division were not prosecuted. Furtherm~re, ~o~t cases 111vesugated
hy the Federal Bureau of Investigations do not result 111 cnm111al charges or presentation to a grand jury."42
The nonexistence of a standardized complaints form and appeals process are
systematic and structural shortcomings that allow the INS to minimize the situ.1tion at the border. Moreover, the lack of a standardized process and the option
of reporting incidents to duty supervisors of the local Border Patrol ~ffices lead to
underreporting of abuses. The existing format presents overwhelm111g obstacles
in getting complaints properly investigated. 43 In ~dditio?, an increa~e in ~or~er
enforcement agents is never met with a proportionate 111crease of 111vest1gauve
staff. 44
According to the INS-organized Citizens' Advisory Panel, the INS complaint
protocol is completely inadequate for what it is meant to do-investigate allegations of civil rights abuses. 45 Since complaints must be provable beyond a reason-
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able doubt before proceeding with an investigation, the likelihood or ad1ieving
this standard is difficult, leading to a low number of thorough investigations,
(Thus, the evidence against the border enforcement agents or I NS officials in the
rape cases included here was clearly convincing, or they would not have been
investigated at all.)

Human Rights and US Accountability
Women all over the world migrate for several reasons: to reunite with family mem·
bers, to seek economic opportunities via employment, to flee domestic violence, 46
or to escape political strife and instability in their homelands.47 Human rights
treaties seek to ensure basic security and protection-including the right to be free
from the threat of sexual violence-in border regions. Yet, the US-Mexico border
system supports, protects, and reinforces an environment where militarized border rape routinely occurs.
Human rights establish international standards and "allow groups to hold the
US government accountable for its acts of commission and omission with regard
to the violation of the human rights of women." 48 Given the actors involved in
this region-undocumented people, US officials, and, in some cases, US citizens
or residents "mistaken" as undocumented people by US officials-these standards
may challenge the system at the US-Mexico border because they provide "a counter-hegemonic language through which the self-justifications of the rich and powerful can be discredited, and the system's legitimacy contested." 49
Indeed, the desire to protect national (capitalist) interests, institutions, and
structures is integral to the legitimacy of the US-Mexico border system. And the
strategies employed by the US government to protect state military institutions
from international laws and standards are brazen examples of US exceptionalism.50 Not surprisingly, the US government has grown increasingly dismissive
and undermining of international laws and treaties which support human rights.
Nevertheless, a human rights framework has great potential for facilitating crossborder alliances and for placing the border situation in its rightful context; the
border crisis is dearly an international matter because of who is involved, as well
as the factors-trade, militarism, violence, and political instability-which spur
migration.
Conclusion
Rape is among the most underreported crimes in peacetime
throughout the world. Shame and secrecy often silence the victims
because of the stigma attached to rape. Rape continues to be underreported during wartime ... Many women will not talk about their
experience of rape for fear of reprisals. Some were reluctant to tell
the experts the names of the perpetrators because of fear for their
own and their family's safety.51
This UN report addressed the specific situation in the former Yugoslavia, but many
of its arguments are relevant to all forms of rape. 52 As Beverly Allen argues, rape
occurs when fear and insecurity are joined with power and immunity from pros-

n 11111111 i11 a sexist social systl"lll. AII rape is related i1_1 that." it derives from a sys_tl"lll
f ,l 11111 i11 ,111 ce and subjugation that _allows, :111.d in fact ohen ~,1~~m1rages, jll"l"l'tsdy
11
tlu· violrnt crime of rape as a way of mainta10111g that system.
.
. . .
Militarization requires militarized border rape. My goal 11~ hig~1lt~ht i ng
,,
.d cases of militarized border rape is to highlight the.~u,man1t~ of 1111gra1~1
1 111
•
(. ; rape statistics can be useful in conveying the cns1s seventy, but t_hcy
11
11111
11
, ,
.dso create a sense of detachment from the victims/survi~ors themselves. l~e
111
111111 n·n in these cases displayed courage and agency, and thetr b?ld ~ct~rev~;;l~~
,11,11<" realities about how rape is used as a weapon at the US-Mexico or er.
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lu ,1., 1n11lh as it darilil's the dq.\l'l'l' to which violl"ncl' against won1en has lll"C'll
11.11111.,ili1.cd as a llll'thod of social comrol.

The Complexities of "Feminicide"
on the Border

r1111n Negation to Disaggregation
.
. .
!11 1, ·.1.itc's l'arly n:sponse, negation, involved at first a de~1al th~t the ~·!ltngs ~l'l'l'

Rosa Linda Fregoso

Iii• lil. 11 11l' onto the victims, committing further sacrilege agamst already violated

The campaign to end the killing of women in Ciudad Juarez took the name "N
una mas." Ni una mds en Ciudad judrez. Not one more murdered woman in Ciu•
dad J ~arez. Mothers and grandmothers, women's rights and human rights groups,
and friends from both sides of the border joined in a movement of denunciation,.
demanding an end to the most sordid and barbarous series of gender killings in,
Mexico's history. By mid-2002, there were 282 victims of feminicide 1 ~n this city
across the border from El Paso, Texas, and 450 disappeared womenJ2 Between,
1985 and 1992, by contrast, 37 women were murdered in CiudadJuarez. "Ni una
mas" stages women's visibility and invisibility in the nation as well as a confrontation with the historical and social trauma in the region.
The politics of gender extermination in this region took the form of the apparently random yet seemingly systematic appearance of brutally murdered women's
bodies and the equally horrific disappearance of many more. What is now understood as various forms of feminicide started in 1993, a year after the signing of
NAFTA. As the numbers grew, the state continued to turn a blind eye to the violence affiicting women.
Records of the identities of the assassinated and disappeared women are kept
by the nongovernmental organization Grupo 8 de Marzo of Ciudad Juarez. 3 They
were poor women, most were dark, and many of them had been mutilated, tor4
tured, and sexually violated. Although there have been random appearances of
dead bodies in public places throughout the city, most of the bodies were found
near the outskirts of Juarez, in the desert, near poor colonias (shantytowns) like
Anapra, Valle de Juarez, Lomas de Poleo, and Lore Bravo. Ranging in age from
~!even to fifty, the murdered and disappeared women shared humble origins and,
in many instances, their migratory experience to these borderlands.
In a highly perceptive study, Julia Estela Monarrez suggests that the murder
and disappearance of women in Juarez cannot be considered simply as the work
of psychopaths. Rather than the aberration of a single individual or group, the
murde~s of WQffi!;:.11 are "politically motivated sexual violence" rooted in a system
of patnarchy. In fact the various feminicides in Mexico make evident the exercise
~f power across the social spectrum: the power of the state over civil society; the
nch over the poor; the white elite over racialized people; the old over the young;
me~ over.women. It is a novel kind of "dirty war," one waged by multiple forces
against disposable female bodies. According to Franco, the women targeted in
~hese unprecedente_d border feminicides represent the "stigmatized bodies," those
marked for death in drug wars and urban violence." Feminicide in Juarez makes
evident the reality of overlapping power relations on gendered and racialized bod-

~ 1 ,1,.11 1.it ic. 'l hen, when the state could no longer deny this re~luy, officials ~h1fteJ

111od11·,. · l n many instances the state emphasized women's non normative behavlo ,1.,, .1nusi ng them of transgressing sexual norms, either of lesbianism or of leadlllt'. .1 rlohle vida (double life)-that is, engaging in respecta~le ';ork by ~ay _a~d se~
" .. ii, liy 11 ight-as though nontraditional sexual behavior 1ust1fied then killmgs.
1lw discourse of negation thus tended to discredit the murdered women by
, 11 11'hasizing their alleged transgressive sexual behavior: "She visited a place where
lt11 111 rnl'xuals and lesbians gathered"; "she liked dating different men and was an
6
.l\' 1.1 p;ttron of dance halls." Such expressions of nonnormative sexuality have been
., , 1clrntless that the mother of murder victim Adriana Torres Marquez respo_!!ged
111 ol 1gnantly: "Don't they have anything else to in:ent? They have sa_id ~~e same in
, ,,. 1 y case: that it's the way women dressed or then alleged double life.
Nonnor- _
111 ,11 ivc sexuality is central to the causal chain that goes from the transgression of
11.111 ia rchal norms to murder.
.
.
,
.
· l he patriarchal state's initial preoccupation with women~ mo_rality and
•In ency is a form of institutional violence that makes women pnmanly respon·.il ilc for the violence directed against them. Thus, those women who do not conlo 11 111 to the mother/wife model of womanhood (lesbians, working women, women
who c.:xpress sexual desire, and so forth) are deemed "immor~l" and sui~ably pun1.,linl. In effect women are transformed into subjects of surveillance; their decency
.111d ni:orality become the object of social control. What's more, shifting the blame
111ward the victims' moral character in effect naturalizes violence against women.
Negating the reality of widespread violence a?ainst p~or and dark women
p1oved to be not just a transparent, but an obscene, interpretive strategy. To co~n1n the growing national and international movemen~ of outrage a_nd denu_ncia1 ion, the state transformed its narrative of interpretation from outnght denial to
disaggregation.
. .
.
.
The state shifted the discussion away from broader social issues by isolatmg
c.tch "case" from the more general and systemic phenomenon of violence against
women. In other words, the state now conceded the fact of the murders, but it
refused to accept their interconnection.

Globalism on the Borderlands
It is important to recognize how under current con?itions of _capital'.~t ex pan, ion, Chomsky observes that transnational corporations funct10n as the masters of a 'new imperial age' ... spreading an inh~mane model ~f ~evel~pment....
with islands of enormous privilege in a sea of misery an,d despair. Ant1glo,~aliza:,
tion perspectives provide valuable insight into how Juarez figures as the local
embodiment of the wave of global neoliberalism (market-based development)
under the coordination and direction of the G-8, the IMF, the WTO, and the
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"_X-'orJd [~ank; of lhl' COnCl'IHra!ion of l'Cono111ic power in lransnational corpora•
tlons; of the internationalization of social divisions; and of the subordination of
~ational economies to global forces. There is no doubt that global and transnat10nal dynamics implode into the geography of Ciudad Juarez.
This newly constituted global economic order impacts the most vulnerable
communities-the bodies of the poor and Third World women, who are its dispos·
able targets of labor exploitation. 8 And critical globalization theories have rightly
noted the unevenness of development in Ciudad Juarez, the further exploitation of
~he poor, and the lack of infrastructural development-housing, sewage, electricity, h~alth, and other basic services-to accommodate the many poor immigrants ·
recruued from southern Mexico and Central America by the maquiladora industry. However, conflating the exploitation of gendered bodies with their extermination does not offer us the nuanced account of violence that feminicide demands.
Attributing the murders of women to processes of globalization has created
the e~during myth of "maquiladora killings," where the killers allegedly target
9
maqu1ladora workers. Rather than targeting "actual" maquiladora workers, it is
much more accurate to say that the misogynist and racist killers are targeting ·
members of the urban reserve of wage labor of the maquiladora industry, namely .
a pool of female workers migrating from southern Mexico and Central America
and living in the poor surrounding colonias of Juarez.

Rethinking State Terrorism
Much of t~e problem with the discourse of globalism stems from its portrayal
of sexual v10lence as primarily an effect of global capitalism without accounting ~or the ways in which global manifestations of power differ and also intensify
earlier and more traditional forms of patriarchy within the nation-state. A more
nuanced understanding of sexual violence in Juarez identifies the multiple sites
where wome? experience violence, within domestic and public spaces that are
local and national as well as global/transnational.

~t is important to recognize how violence-not only in Ciudad Juarez, but
also m Mexico City-is not simply a problem for the state bur is in fact endemic
to i~, a "state of exception" produced by an authoritarian government that has
cultivated extreme forms of violence, corruption, and yes, even death, in order to
cripple people's capacity to resist, to smother effective counterdiscourse and overpower the revitalized democratic opposition.
As the uprising of the Zapatistas in Chiapas has reminded us, the Mexican
government has been waging a "dirty war" of terror, violence, and extermination
a?~inst all forms of dissidence, including poor women and indigenous communmes. We should consider feminicide in Ciudad Juarez a part of the scenario of
state-sponsored terrorism because it is situated in what Taussig calls the "space
of death," which "is important in the creation of meaning and consciousness
nowhere more so than in societies where torture is endemic and where the culture
of terror flourishes."
The fact that all of the victims were members of the most vulnerable and
oppressed group in Mexican society-dark-skinned women-underscores the
extent to which in Mexico women's relationship to the state is racialized and eth-
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nl. ( )nl' way co politil ill" vioil'1ll'l' against wollll'll of intl'l'Sl'l'lin~ _idl'nticks i.,
liq.,ldigluing thl' role of il1r pa1riarchal statl'. in crt:ating thl' co11d111011s of pm
,ii ,ti 11 I' l(ir 1hl' proliferation of gt:ndt:r violence.
. .
1\ 1101hn way ro politicize violence is to think about it 111 lm~adt:r ll'rrrn .. 1101
111 ., 1 ·" imlatt:d or personal in nature, bur as a form of state-.sanct1<.mt:d tl'IToris1~1,
.1 11111 1 of political repression sanctioned by an undemocrattc patriarchal slall' 111
11 " , 111 .,adc against poor and racialized citizens. In the words of a 1995. Hu 111a 11
H1 .1 11., Watch report, "the choice of particular women as targets of rapt: 1s al1110.s1
111,';·i1.ihly determined by their identities ... [as] members of an ethnic group, racl'
11 1, 11
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· 1hl' murders of poor and dark women in Ciudad Juarez, situated as tht:y an·
111 .1 lll'xus of violence that spans from the state to the home, are thus connt:ctl'd 10
111 , 1,11 lcr questions of power and gender inequality within a patriarchal state.

11.insnational Activism on the Border
March 1999, the crosses started appearing. Black crosses on pink backgrou1~ds,
1'· 11111 cd in protest on electrical poles thr?~ghout Juarez, by Voces sin Eco ~Vo1~c.s
1111 itout Echo), a grassroots group of families of the murdered women. Ee~ily h,111,.11 crosses, silent witnesses to symbolic and experiential instances of v10lencc,
., 111 .,gcstive of what local poet Micaela Solis calls. "the_ lan~ ~age of t~e abyss:.. rl~l"
, 1 ws for help we never heard/the screams of thelf v01ces.
The fus10n of _t1.1d111, ,11;il secular and religious iconography-pink for women; cross for mourn_mg-.
, .,111 ravenes against epistemic and real violence. Women are the protagomsts of
iJ 1j, grassroots movement.n Crosses speaking for justice for eyes that can~ot sec,
1111 women who can no longer speak, crosses marking the threshold of_ex_1sten~c.
111 painting the crosses in public spaces, Voces sin Eco forged a n~w publtc 1denrny
1111 women, claiming public space for them as citizens of the nation.
Although the women have been targeted for their gender, perh~p~ eve~ _more
"1, 11 i ficant are the racial and class hierarchies that constituted thelf identities as
w'.;men. As one of the mothers, Mrs. Gonzalez, so aptly phrased it: "For the poor
1line's no justice. If they'd murder a rich person's girl, they'd kill half the work!
1., find the murderer. But since they've only murdered poor people, they treat us
Ii kc dirr." 12
By early 2002, a new coalition of feminist activists from hundreds of orga11 izations came together under the campaign Ni Una Mas. In D~cem~er 2001,
i ltirty thousand protesters from both sides of the border gathered m Juarez. ~ml
j 11 March 2002, hundreds of women dressed in black (elderly women, campesz~as,
housewives, factory workers, students, and professionals) marched for 370 kil_ometers, from Chihuahua City to the Juarez-El Paso border, in the Exodus for L1fo
111

1

,ampaign.
.
d d d · I
Horrific forms of violence against women have had an unmten e. an spHa_ing effect. In the wake of feminicide in Juarez, this emerging form~tlo? of femt~
11 ist and cross-border activism is part of the movement for global JUStlce, of the
challenges to global capitalism, neoliberal state policies, and the ris~ o~ the glo~;'.I
police state. This transnational borderlands movement for w~men s n?hts ~os~s
1111 ique challenges. For example, is it possible to locate womens oppress10n w1th111
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INS Raids and How Immigrant
Women are Fighting Back
Renee Saucedo
I , an't tell you how proud I feel to be at this conference put on by, and for, women

111 color. I think for many of us it is like coming home. It is very affirming, inspir111g, it is that breath of fresh air we all need in our day-to-day work. What I've
l1n:n asked to address today is how immigrant women are faced with INS enforcclllL'nt. I'm not going to focus so much on the border,, because I could go on and on
.iliout what happens at the Mexico-US border. Instead, I'm going to focus on what
I NS enforcement looks like inland, and how it impacts women.
l' d like to describe to you what INS raids look like because they're secret. And
1hen most importantly I would like to talk about how immigrant women are orga11 i1.i ng to resist the repression by the INS.
Generally, INS raids, arrests, and detentions are characterized by abuse, phys11 al violence, and humiliation. These are all the things that immigrant women
h.1ve to face and are terrorized by almost every day. Even if they are not personally
victimized by INS raids, thousands and thousands of immigrant women wake up
<'very day, wondering, is today the day when I will be caught by the INS, is today
1he day when I walk my children to school, or take my kids to the health center,
••r go talk to my social worker, is today the day when someone will betray me and
I will be reported, and, ultimately, deported?
So let me tell you what happens to those women who unfortunately do see the
1 laws of the INS. The first way the INS raids happen are at people's homes. INS
<'nforcement officers, generally arrive at people's homes without warrants, without
1 he necessary probable cause or suspicion that people living inside are undocumented. They usually arrive at four or five in the morning, pounding on the door.
I ypically it is an official who speaks perfect Spanish in plain clothes. And the
Lt1nilies open the door; why shouldn't we? We're not committing anything illegal.
But that's not how we're treated.
Take what happened at 305 Chestnut in Redwood City, California, in the
fall of 1999. Redwood City police officers, collaborating with INS agents, stormed
.1bout six apartments where families were sleeping and paraded them in the hallway before they were sequestered in one family's apartment. They would not allow

Speech delivered at Color of Violence at UC Santa Cruz, April 17, 2000. Editor's note: Since this speech
was delivered significant changes have taken place with regard to the INS (Immigration and Narurali1.at ion Services). The "War on Terrorism" has unleashed increased attacks, including raids, against immi~rants and created the new Department of Homeland Security where the entity formerly known as the
I NS, now the US Citizenship and Immigration Services is housed. For additional analysis on the danger
these changes pose for immigrants, please refer to the National Network for Immigrant Rights' report
"Human Rights and Human Security at Risk: The Consequences of Placing Immigration Enforcement
.ind Services in the Department of Homeland Security" at www.nnirr.org.
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t?e family members to dress even though many of them were in their undl'rwcar
sm~e they were shaken out of their beds. Two of the wmrn.:n were forced to raise
their blo.uses, exposing their breasts to the INS agents, the police officers, and follow family members. ~bout half of the people caught in this raid were arrested by
INS agents, and weren tallowed to even put their shoes on. Afterwards, one INS
agent yelled at them, "What are all you Mexicans doing here? Don't you know
you belong in LA?"
. ~hat is significant about this case is who called the INS: the landlord of the
butldmg they were living in. And do you know why the landlord called the INS?
Because the immigrant ~~milies, mo.st of them undocumented, were complaining
about the slummy condmons of the!f building; the rotting rugs, the broken windows, the urine smell in the staircase, the cockroaches falling down into people's
fo~~ when the oven was being used, and steam would creep up the walls and
ce1lmg.
Ma2y times w~e? the INS shows up at people's homes, INS agents tell the
w~men, If ~o~, don t sign th~se voluntary d~parture forms, you will never see your
children agam. ~nd where I ve worked, we ve seen cases involving women who've
told us about children who have been left behind after their mother and father
have been arrested and deported.
INS raids also happen in the workplace; even the threat of an INS raid is
especially dangerous to immigrant women workers. Why? Let me tell you about
the case of Guadalu~e Sanche~, ':ho. I have had the honor of knowing for many
years. Sh~ was workmg for a pmtonal company in San Francisco, and she was
raped t~ICe by her employer, the head of the janitorial company. A lot of people
asked, Renee, do you really believe her? Why didn't she leave the first time she
was threatened by this guy?" Well, Ms. Sanchez was the sole breadwinner in her
family; her husband had a bullet in his head and was bedridden. She not only had
to support her three childre~, but found it extremely difficult to find another job
because of Employer Sanction, a law on the books since 1986. As a result, it is
not easy for people without immigration status to get a job, or at least a job that
pays over four dollars an hour. Besides, Guadalupe Sanchez's employer told her if
she ever complained or left her job, he would report her to the INS. She would be
deported. That was enough information for her to decide to endure the abuse.
It is very common for women workers, when they are unionizing their workplace, to be told by their employers, "If you lift a finger in the direction of unionizing,
going to have not only you, but also your coworkers, reported and
de~orted. Undocumented w,omen still have the right to organize themselves into
umons, knock ~n w~od. Lets hope a bad law doesn't pass in the next few years.
But employers, JUSt like the landlord in Redwood City, California, use the threat
of the INS and deportation as a way to intimidate women.
INS raids also happen in collaboration with local law enforcement and with
the criminal justice system. I have been doing immigrant rights work for over
t~n years, and I can't tell you how many immigrant women suffer from domestic
v10~ence and never report their batterers to the cops because most of the time the
polIC~ ask the batterer and the woman about their immigration status.
I ve been working on a case in Contra Costa County, where a probation offi-
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, ,. in the juvcnik court ·'Y·'1c111 1hcrl' h;1d such a very dosl' relationship with the
1
I NS. Apparently, thl' I NS would collll' check in with him every ~o oft~n to ask.
"Who are your gang members? Who's on your caseloa~, and wh.1ch of them are
J',. µ, members?" So, this probation officer reported Jadme, who 1s a 15-ycar-old.
111
'-.lie had a tattoo on her face, but it was never proven that she was a gang member.
N11w she's in the system, and you know what the INS found? She has no papers.
l.idinc has been living in the United States all her life because she was broug~t ·
, 1\'lT by her mother from Tijuana, Mexico, when she was less than a year old, shes
iwver been to Mexico. But the INS goes to Jadine's home, arrests her, and puts her
a detention center. And they put a ten-thousand dollar bond on her, so that she
111
, .111't get out. Why? Because of her so-called ga~g a~liation. .
.
,
'The INS right now is very tricky. They say, We re conductmg raids, ,but we re
, arresting the women that you're talking about. Of course not, we don t want to
111 1
1erfere with union organizing, and we don't want to deal ':ith sleazy lan?~ords,
111
we just want to arrest those 'crim'.n~l ~liens.' .we, are helpm~, yo~ l'.S C1t1~ens;
IllTause we are getting rid of the cnmmal aliens among u.s. C~1mmal aliens.
1.idine was charged in juvenile court for petty theft, :went to 1uvem.le hall for tw?
.l.iys, and was put on probation. Then she was ~ut m INS ~etent1on, and thats
who they use as a justification to terrorize an entire commumty? .
. .
So, INS raids are being used to subjugate immigrant women mto subm1ss10~,
, , they attempt to, anyway. INS raids intimidate immigrant women ~o t.he~ w~n t
1
·"k for the services they're entitled to, morally and legally. They use mt11:11d.atmg
• crics so that immigrant women will be afraid to complain and assert then nghts.
11
I hey are crying to subjugate women into submission so they won't fig~t .back.
But immigrant women are fighting back! Forced through poli~1cal pr~s
'u re, the police chief of Redwood City has established a no-collabo:at1on po~ICY
between his police department and the INS, meaning that after this c~mpa1gn,
, earheaded by the women who had to lift their blouses and expos~ thelf breasts,
11 Redwood City police officer is legally allowed to collaborate with INS agents
110
in any way. These immigrant women know that they're not going to be able to
legislatively get rid of the INS by next year, but what they do know is that ther
have the right to do everything in their power to make sure that the INS doesn t
come back.
We have also pressured the city of San Francisco to declare itself a? INS
raid-free zone. And for the first time in the country, the papers and the radio and
television said, an elected official from the county met with the INS to convey
the message that INS raids are wrong. And the stories of t~e immigrants I talked
about came out in full force! Immigrant women are fightmg back because INS
raids are wrong. They try to tc:rTori~e W?~~_n int<>, submission, but immigrant
women, along with our allies, are fighting back!
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Law Enforcement Violence
Against Women of Color
Andrea J. Ritchie
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111 work.~hop.~ on law enlc1nl·11w111 viok-11rl' against wollll'll I ofil'11 ask partilipanh
111 jol down thl' f-irst naml' or i111agl' 1hat comes ro mind whl'n I say "polin· bnital11 \'." None of rhese women\ names or experiences come up. ·I he same is t ml' whl'n
I .1-.k 1hem ro narc rhe firsr image char comes ro mind when I say "viole11Cl' against
w11111en." Yer, clearly, rhese experiences are manifesrarions of borh.
To dare, public debate, grassroots organizing, lirigarion srraregies, civilian
11vl·rsighr, and legislative initiatives addressing police violence and misconduct
l1.1ve been almost exclusively informed by a paradigm centering on rhe young
Ill.id< or Larino heterosexual man as the quintessential subject, victim, or survivor
111 police brutality. 10 To cite just one example of how pervasive this paradigm is,
1111L· need look no further than a 2002 call-to-action from the Black Radical Con)',tl'ss, an organization which embraces a gender analysis in irs Principles of Unity.
I11 seeking support for a boycott of the City of St. Louis in response to several i nci1 k11ts of police brutality, the call states:
[r]egardless of the city, the scenarios of police violence are the same;
only the names and faces change. A handcuffed black male shot to
death because he allegedly lunged at an officer; a black youth running from an officer and posing no threat is shot in the back; car
chases by police that kill innocent bystanders; a black man shot to
death because police thought he had a weapon; and the scenarios
go on.11
Not much has changed in this regard in recent years, although our understanding
111' racial profiling and arbitrary detentions has broadened to include the experirnces of Arab, Middle Eastern, South Asian, and Muslim men. These narratives of
racial profiling and police brutality, as well as prevalent quantitative comparisons
'11' the frequency and nature of traffic stops experienced by "African Americans,"
"Hispanics," and "whites" which fail to analyze data along gender and racial lines,
dominate discourse and debate around race-based policing and police violence to
1he exclusion of the experiences of women of color.
Yet women and girls, and particularly women of color, are sexually assaulted,
raped, brutally strip-searched, beaten, shot, and killed by law enforcement agents
with alarming frequency, experiencing many of the same forms of law enforcement violence as men of color, as well as gender- and race-specific forms of police
misconduct and abuse. Dramatic increases in the number of African American
and Latina women incarcerated pursuant to "law and order" agendas and "war
on drugs" policies over the past two decades suggest that police interactions with
women of color are increasing in frequency and intensity. 12 The "war on terror"
continues to reach into the lives of women of color across the United States as well
as abroad in the form of harassment, violence, and sexual abuse at the hands of
military and law enforcement agents, including federal immigration and "homeland security" officers. "Zero tolerance" and "quality of life" policing practices
have particular impacts on young women in schools and on the streets, women
street vendors, and women engaged in sex work which are rarely addressed in our
assessment of or resistance to these policies. It is long past time that law enforce-
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ment accountability anJ organ1z1ng integrate and address the expnienLTS of
women of color-not just as mothers, partners, anJ ch ilJn:n of men of color targeted by systemic state violence and the criminal legal system, but as both targets
of law enforcement violence and agents of resistance in our own right.
Similarly, women's experiences of police brutality-rather than police protection-in the context of domestic violence interventions, implementation of
mandatory arrest policies, and policing of racist, homophobic, and transphobic
violence ("hate crimes") have not generally been addressed in service provision
or in challenging violence against women, lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender
(LGBT) individuals, and people of color. Rather, mainstream organizations advocating on behalf of and providing services to survivors of intimate violence, sexual
assault, and racist, homophobic, and transphobic violence continue to rely almost
exclusively on law-enforcement agencies as the primary, if not exclusive, response
to interpersonal violence.
The proliferation of mandatory arrest policies across the country is leading to
increased arrests of domestic violence survivors, who then become subject to further violence in the criminal justice system, including use of force during arrest,
threats to remove and removal of children into state custody, abusive strip searches,
and other violent and degrading conditions of confinement. The impacts of our
almost exclusive reliance on such law enforcement-based responses to violence
in our homes and communities fall disproportionately on women of color, poor
and low-income women, and lesbians. For instance, a New York City-based study
found that a significant majority (66%) of domestic violence survivors arrested
along with their abusers (dual arrest cases) or arrested as a result of a complaint
lodged by their abuser (retaliatory arrest cases), were African American or Latina. 13
43% were living below the poverty line, and 19% were receiving public assistance
at the time of their arrest. 14 Lesbian survivors of domestic violence are frequently
arrested along with their abusive partners by law enforcement officers who frame
abuse in same-sex relationships as "mutual combat." 15 Alternatively, police base
their decisions regarding who is the abuser in lesbian relationships on raced and
gendered presumptions and stereotypes-the abuser must be the "bigger" partner,
the more "butch" partner, the woman of color, or the person who is less fluent in
English. Similarly, survivors of homophobic and transphobic violence have also
been subject to arrest, as well as frequent verbal abuse and blame, by officers acting
on similar stereotypes, or on a belief that survivors of such crimes "brought it on
themselves" by simply being who they are. 16
Until we challenge mainstream police accountability and antiviolence organizing to take up the challenge of integrating and addressing these realities,
women of color survivors of law enforcement violence will continue to find that
their experiences are not reflected in the dominant paradigms of police brutality
and violence against women, leaving their voices largely unheard and their rights
unvindicated.
This is not to say that women of color's experiences with law enforcement violence have never been the subject of discourse or organizing. In an essay entitled
"Violence Against Women and the Ongoing Challenge to Racism," Angela Y.
Davis commented on police violence against Black women involved in struggles
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1111 Black liberation in dll' .~ixtin .111d scve11ties. 1·Indeed, the (:(H's reL"Cnt inncase
111 the bounty 011 Black frenlo111 fighter Assata Shakur's head serves as a potent
11·111i11der of the Jay she was shot three times by New Jersey stare troopers during a
1
11.dlic stop as she stood with her hands in the air by the side of the road. H Angda_
I >. 1vis has also described a personal experience of finding a woman by the siJe ot
,, highway who had been raped, first by a group of strangers, and then by police
nllicers who stopped to "investigate." 19 In a chapter of Resisting State V~olence'. Jor
l.1111L'S cites a report entitled "Black Women under Siege by New York City Pol1~e,
l'"lilished by the Center for Law and Social Justice at Medgar Evers College tour_
"''rs before the Rodney King incident brought police violence to the forefront ot
1
he
national consciousness. 20 The report documents incidents of police brutality
1
.1g;1inst Black women which garnered virtually no national attention, including,
.1 111 ong others, cases in which a police officer intentionally drove a patrol car into
.1 woman, officers severely beat a woman who had witnessed a police assault on a
lllack man, and an officer maced a handcuffed woman in the eyes.
In 1984, when Eleanor Bumpurs, an elderly and disabled African Ameri' ,111 grandmother, was killed by a shotgun blast to the chest fired by officers who
l1.1d come to assist in her eviction from public housing (because she was less than
11inety dollars behind in her rent), Black communities in New Yor~ City rose ~P
21 In 1998, when Tyisha Miller was shot twenty-four times by poltee
11 1 outrage.
11llicers who, responding to a distress call, found her in the midst of an epilep1 ic seizure in her car, yet claimed she pulled a gun-which was never found22
lllack communities in Riverside, California, took to the streets. When Margaret
Mitchell, "a frail, mentally ill, homeless African American woman in her 50s,"
was stopped, harassed, and then shot by San Francisco police officers i~ 1999, ~a~!
( )fari Hutchinson argued that controlling images of Black women as menacmg
inform police brutality against African American women in much the same.':a~
23
• s do similar controlling images of Black men.
When US Customs authonues
1
practice of racially profiling and strip-searching Black women at airports on the
presumption that Black women are "drug mules" was challenged in the nation's
courts and on the floor of Congress, national mainstream civil rights organizations began to recognize, albeit only in that limited context, that Black women
are also targets of law enforcement abuses. In 2002, Sista II Sista, a New York
( :ity-based organization of young African American and Latina women, made a
video about sexual harassment of young women in their neighborhood by local
police officers, and successfully organized their community to speak out against
this form of law enforcement violence.
However, the few incidents of police violence against women of color which
have commanded national attention continue to be viewed as isolated, anomalous
deviations from the police brutality "norm." Perhaps the overwhelming silenc~s
are yet another manifestation of the ongoing sublimation of women of colors
experiences to those of men in struggles for racial justice. Perhaps police violence
against women of color is experienced as merely one strand in a seamless web of
daily gendered/racialized assaults by both state and private actors, unworthy of
the focused attention commanded by police brutality against men of color perceived as a "direct" form of state violence. Violence by law enforcement officers
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is also ~een as beyond the explicit scope of ma inst rea 111 conceptions 0 f genderba~ed v~olence, which, in _the United States, focus on the "private sphere," foiling

to im~gme women a~ subjects of state violence in public .~paces. Perhaps women's
expenences of such v10lence have not been integrated into the dominant discourse
surr?unding viole_nce against women because they are dissonant to a society which
has mvested considerable energy in framing law enforcement agents as protectors
rather than as perpetrators of violence against women.

Th~ challenge, then, is to bring these experiences to the center of our organiz.
mg agamst both state and interpersonal violence against women of color and our
communities. Doing so will not only give voice to survivors oflaw enforcement violence, who, more often than not, are women who are also vulnerable to other forms
of state, community, and interpersonal violence. It will also challenge us to move
beyond law enforcement-based responses to violence and toward community-based
responses which truly promote safety for women of color.
Policing Gender, Policing Sex
Systems act as though they have a stake in keeping gender lines clear.
If you step over them, you are treated as a suspicious character. 24
You want to act like a man, I'll treat you like a man.-Statement
made by a police officer immediately before punching an African
American lesbian in the chest. 25
In 2002, DC police officers grabbed an African American woman
by the neck and smashed her face into a door, and then proceeded
to f~rce her to unzip her pants. Upon seeing that she was wearing
mens underwear, they demanded "Why are you wearing boys' underwear? Are you a dyke? Do you eat pussy?" 26
As the Audre Larde Project, the first center for lesbian, gay, bisexual, Two Sprit,27
and transgender (~GBTST) people of color in the United States, emphasizes, law
enforcement a?encies uphold and enforce society's raced, gendered, and class strucnotions of "morality," and social norms established by domitures, conventional
28
nant groups. Accordingly, individuals whose existence, expression, or conduct
defies these structures are, at best, objects of suspicion, heightened attention, and
harassmen~ by law e~forcement officers, and, at worst, disposable people turned
over to pollCe to purnsh or ignore as they please.
Enforcement of racialized gender boundaries and regulation of sexual conduct
are two cornerstones of police interactions with women of color. From enforcement of historical laws prohibiting people from wearing apparel associated with
29
the opposite gender, to present day enforcement of social expectations regarding
use ~f.gender~segregated facilities such as restrooms, 30 law enforcement agents have
explicitly po~Ked the bo~ders of the binary gender system. Additionally, police officers enga~e m sub_co~~c10us gender policing: departure from socially constructed
norms of appropnate gender expression is perceived as grounds for suspicion and
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llring submission to 1 ~cndcr wk.\. 11 Such pcrn-pt ions arc tirrtlll"r u11_11plit·atnl
liv presumptions of cri 111i11a Iit y based on race or class. More'.JV~r-, law en lorccment
.igt·nt.~ have historically acted and continue to act on rac1al1zed gem!er sterco1 vpcs which reinforce existing systemic gendered and raced power re~atrons. And,
1 ii rough historic laws making it an offense for a woman to be found 1~ the streets
32 and current prostitution laws, mor~ls regulauons such as
11 naccompanied at night
"kwd conduct" statutes, and, until recently, sodomy laws, polKe have been charged
with enforcing dominant sexualities and punishing sexual "deviance."
Individuals perceived to be transgressing racialized gender no~ms or who are
Ir;r med within gendered racial stereotypes are more frequently subjeCte~ to ver_bal
.rlmse, invasive searches, and use of excessive force during encounters with police;
.ire more likely to suffer abuse while in police custody; an~ are often deni~d protl"ction by law enforcement when crimes are committed agamst them. The 111terac1ions of transgender women, often perceived as the "ultimate" gender transgresso_rs,
with law enforcement are generally marked by insistence on gender conformlty
.rnd punishment for failure to "comply," including harassment, ~erbal abuse, and
physical violence at the hands of police, often based on percepn~ns that. they are
Iraudulent, deceitful, violent, or mentally unstable because of theu perceived gender disjuncture. 33 Women framed as "masculine"-including African American
women, who are routinely "masculinized" through systemic racial stereotypes~4 .1 re consistently treated by police as potentially violent, predatory, or noncompha_nt
regardless of their actual conduct or circumstances, no matter how o~d, _roung, _dis.r bled, small, or i!J. 35 As a result, they are subjected to verbal abuse 111 111teractions
with law enforcement officers, their handcuffs are tightened excessively, they are
L ailed "fucking dyke" while being beaten, and generally treated with greater physi36
t al harshness by law enforcement officers.
Working-class or low-income women
;rre also perceived as more "masculine" than middle- or upper-class women, and
1 herefore subject to greater violence by law enforcement officers.37_ Young w~men
wearing "thuggish attire," as current hip-hop fashions are sometimes descnbed,
. attent10n
. t han ot her women. ~
have also been reported to attract greater po1Ke
Similarly, lesbians are often "defeminized" and "dehumanized" by the criminal justice system, and therefore subjected to considerable abuse by law enforcement
agents.39 Women perceived to be lesbians-often based on gender nonconforming appearance or conduct-are regular!~ cal~ed "dy~e," "b~lldagger," and "wannabe man," and subject to violence dunng mteractions with l~w enforcement.
For instance, an attorney in Chicago reports that one of her chen_ts, who~ she
describes as very "butch" is subjected to constant harassment by police, and is frequently "slammed up a~ainst a wall, patted down, and verb~lly assa~lted."4 ~ O~e
sixty-five-year-old African American lesbian who lives in sernor ?ubllC housm? 111
San Francisco is so frequently beaten by police officers respond111g to compla111ts
by homophobic neighbors that s~e now s_ays, "If I need ~~:~, I call the fire department. If they show up, at least its not with guns draw~. . One ,~dvocate rep,?rts
knowing an African American lesbian sex worker who is hit and roughed up by
police officers so frequently that she is inured to the abuse. 42
.
•
Violation of gender norms through public sexual conduct deemed mappropnate-be it engaging in sex work or expressions of affection between women-also
-.l"l
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gives ~·isc to hcighrcned J,lOlice surveillance, harassment, and abuse. Two groun<lbreakmg reports by the Sex Workers' Project in New York City <locumcnr significant rates of violence experienced by sex workers at the hands of police: 30% of
street-based sex workers and 14% of indoor sex workers interviewed reported violence ~y ~olice o~cers. 43 "Reported incidents included officers physically grabbing
and kJCkmg prostitutes, as well as beating them; one incident of rape; one woman
was stalked by a police officer; and throwing food. Sexual harassment included fon~ling of body parts; giving women cigarettes in exchange for sex; and police offermg not to arrest a prostitute in exchange for sexual services."44 16% of indoor sex
workers reported sexual assault or rape by police. 45
.
Sexual harassme~t and abuse of lesbians aimed at securing sexual conformity
is also prevalent. For ms~ance, a South Asian lesbian reports that, in Los Angeles,
when t':o wom~n walkmg down the street are visibly a couple, officers driving
or walkmg b~ will laugh.and th~~w kisse~. 46 Lesbians also report being regularly
asked by polJCe officers 1f they would like to know how it felt with a man."47
~ccording to o~e researcher, women perceived as lesbian are also the subject of
mcreas~d attent~on by la': enforcem~nt be~ause they are perceived to be taking
~omethmg ~h.at 1s not theirs to take, mtrudmg on male territory and underminmg male pnv1lege by having sexual relationships with other women. 48 As a result
officers "get a kick out of breaking down their self-esteem, they feel that they need
to be broken."49
. Transgender women are framed by law enforcement agents as not only the
ultimate gender transgr~ssors, but also as overly sexualized, as indicated by the
fact that they are pervasively profiled as sex workers and routinely subject to sexual abuse by police officers.50 They are also frequently subject to sexualized verbal
abuse-officers regularly call transgender women of color "fags," "whores " "sluts "
'
'
"bitches," and "prostitutes" when they encounter them on the street.51
. ~hile the degree to which police are enforcing gender lines or acting on
rac1alized gender stereotypes varies between law enforcement interactions with
women of color, it is clear that the role played by gender in law enforcement violence .has recei~ed ~nsufficient attention in our analysis and organizing. What follows is the begmnmgs of development of an analysis of both "conventional" and
more "gender specific" forms of law enforcement violence which centers gender
along with race and class.

Racial Profiling and Use of Force
In February of 1996, Dr. Mae Jemison, the first Black woman astronaut, was stopped by a Texas police officer who alleged she made
an illegal turn in her hometown. Upon discovering that Jemison
had an outstanding traffic ticket, the officer cuffed her, pushed
her face down into the pavement, and forced her to remove her
shoes and walk barefoot from the patrol car to the police station.
Commentators opined that, because she was wearing a low-cut afro
hairstyle, she was mistaken for a man by police officers.5 2
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In early l')')(i, S.111111.1 J\11101. a 2(1-year-old African J\111nka11 lllll"'
ing student from Mi.11ni, was trawling along lntnstatc <)') 10 visit
fri<:nds in North ( :arolina when she was pulled over by an unmarked car driven by a state trooper. A video camera on the dashboard previously recorded Officer Beckwirh making approximately
15 traffic stops over the course of the day. Rather than approaching
Ms. Antor's car with a friendly, "How ya' <loin'?" as he had previously done with white motorists, the trooper charged out of the
patrol car, gun drawn, screaming repeatedly at the top of his lungs
"Roll your window down NOW! Roll your [expletive deleted] window down NOW!" Approaching the car swiftly until his gun was
pointed directly at Ms. Antor's head, he proceeded to violently yank
the driver side door open and tear at Ms. Antor's clothes, screaming
"Out of the car NOW! Out of the damn car NOW!" Ms. Antor is
heard explaining that she's having trouble getting out of the car because she has her seat belt on. Beckwith continues to pull violently
on Ms. Antor's clothing and scream at her until she finally manages
to disengage herself and begins exiting the car slowly. Beckwith
then yanks her out of the car, throws her down to the ground on
her hands and knees, shoves her into a prone position, face down
on the asphalt in the right lane of the fast-moving highway, shoves
his knee into her back, and proceeds to sit on her.
Although the videotape dearly shows that Antor put up absolutely no resistance to the officer's abuse, Beckwith is heard screaming "Quit fighting me!" and seen striking her as he handcuffs her.
Once Ms. Antor is cuffed, Beckwith rises quickly and screams,
"Stand your ass up lady, NOW! You're fixin' to taste liquid hell in
just a minute," threatening to use pepper spray on the completely
subdued woman. Once she manages to rise, the officer drags Ms.
Antor to the patrol car, yelling "Get in the fucking car!" Ms. Antor's perception of the incident as motivated by both her race and
gender is unwavering. When asked what she believed the patrolman was thinking when he was hitting her, she immediately responds "Damn Black bitch." She goes on to say "He was pissed ... he
couldn't believe this bitch didn't stop for him. Who the hell do
I think I am? Don't I know where I am? This is his neck of the
woods," adopting a white southern accent for the last sentence.
"That is how I interpret it," she says, summarizing in a single statement the historical context in which she perceived her experience,
as well as the inseparable role played by her race and gender identity
in the officer's conduct. 53
A Latina from Douglas, Arizona, says, "I have been pulled over so
many times I can't even count them, sometimes with no reason
at all. Once or twice the Border Patrol told me they received an
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anonynwus tip ahout soml'onl' driving a car similar to minl'. l'vl'
b_een ,to,ld chat my car looked weightl'd down, so it lookl'd suspiClous. Iv~ heard of a !or of rapes and killings by the Border Parrol.
Ir seems like the Border Patrol feels that they have the power to do
whatever they want."
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111 .1 new race-based polki11g plic110111cnon: "giving birth while Bladc"'.i Similarly,
,1, (k111onstrated by professor I )orothy Robcrrs in her 2!HU book, S/li1tl1'/'l'tl !fol/fl.1:
//,,· Color of Child Welim, "n1ochcring while Black" gives rise to more frequent
.d lq.\ations of child abuse and neglect against Black women, bl' it for pnceived
11q~kcc resulting from poverty or for alleged failure to protect their children from
2

Going .forward, our efforts to combat racial profiling and police brutalit must

recog~ize and _reflect that women of color have been and continue to be ~ub'ect
to raC1al pr~filmg and the use of force on streets and highways across the Unfted
St~tes. For mstance, A~nesty Im~rnational's 1998 Rights for All report on olice
miscondu.ct and ~buse m the Umted States suggests that a pattern and r~ctice
of ~ssaultm~ Afr~can American women developed among the all-male, afi-white
pol1Cbe forcfeB1ln Rkiver_ddale, a_ Chicago suburb which saw a dramatic increase in the
num er o
ac resi ems m the mid-1990's:
Linda Bi~lups was stopped by police while driving home from
church with her four young children in September 1993· sh
h di d
d
' e was ...
~an an ~ ' arreste and charged with several offenses includm? ~ssaul~mg an o~cer. All charges were later dropped, except for
d:ivmg without child restraints. Dianne Overstreet was reportedly
kKked, thrown to the ground and subjected to racial slurs after an
officer stopped her for allegedly going through a red light in Febru~ry_ 1994-_ At least eight [BJ lack women were assaulted in separate
1nodents m two years.ss

~~7;iil;~l~u~:aanO~~t~ber 2003 :'--mnesty International hearing on racial profiling
.
. ,.
a oma, Native women reported frequent traffic sto s durin
wh!Ch no citations would be written, of cars with tribal license plates sl '
g
d i~me~ of color'_s experiences of traffic and street stops are often u.niquely gen~re ·. or mstance, m ~0~1, a rash of traffic stops of Latina women took place in
a ow-mcome commumty m Suffolk County, Long Island, during which women
w:~l~ be_ forced to perfor:O s~xual acts and/or strip in public.57 In one case, instead
. h er un d ero emg
58 I issued a htraffic c1tat10n, a woman was forced to walk ho me m
wear. n two ~t ers, officers were alleged to have forced women to have sex with
~em af~~r pullmg them over for traffic infractions.59 More recently, two New York
ity po !Ce officers followed a 35-year-old woman home after sto in her for a
traffic offense'. and subsequently forced her to perform oral sex :: ti!m in her
apartment while her three children slept nearby. 60
Women ~f color,. and particularly African American and Latina transgender
women, are a so routmely profiled on the streets as sex workers b olice re ard
less _of
are actually engaging in sex work at the time, whe:hergthe;
are mvo ve m t _e trade at. all, and subjected to stops, strip searches, and arbitrar
arrest and detention on this basis. Additionally, racial profiling of women of col::.
has br.anche~ out f~om streets and airport lounges to more gender-s ecific con::;;;
across the nation, where drug-testing
pregnant
en tt1ng the profile of drug users-young ' poor' and Black- h as given
.
.
nse

~he~h~r t~ey

m~lu?mg de,~1very r~oms

yo~

~f

wit nl'ssing abuse against them in the home.1'
Use of force against women of color is also uniquely informed by raciali:t.l'd
.111d gendered stereotypes-officers often appear to be acting based on perceptions
111 Black women as "animalistic" women possessing superhuman force, Lacina
women as "hot- tempered mamas," Asian women as "devious," knife-wielding
11Lirtial arts experts, and so on. The operation of one such stereotype is apparent
111 the case of Cau Bich Tran, 25-year-old Vietnamese mother of two, who was
,hot to death by police responding to a call for help at her San Jose home in 200.t
'ihl' had locked herself out of her bedroom and had called 911 for help getting
h.1ck in. When police arrived at her home, she was sitting in the kitchen holding
.1 vl'getable peeler which she had been using to try to jimmy the door open. Whl'n
..lil' began explaining what had happened, using the vegetable peeler to point at
1hl' bedroom door, a police officer standing six to seven feet away from her imml'.liacely shot the woman, who was four feet eleven inches tall and weighed ninety
l'"unds, in the heart. 63 She was dead within three minutes of police responding to

I1er call for assistance.
These stereotypes are also apparent in the shooting death on August 15, 1998,
, ,(Ms. Cora Jones, a 79-year-old Black woman who suffered from Alzheimer's dis64
l'.1se, who was partially blind and deaf, and used a wheelchair. Ms. Jones was in
lier home when a drive-by shooting occurred nearby. Twenty police officers sub,t·quently stormed the house, and began beating Ms. Jones's great-grandson, who
.1 Ilcgedly came down the stairs with a gun to protect his family in the wake of the
.lrive-by. 65 Ms. Jones yelled at the intruders, whom she may not have known were
66
police officers, to stop beating her great-grandson. When the officers maced her,
67
lier great-grandson begged them to let him calm her down. Instead, the officers
proceeded to shoot Ms. Jones in the chest at point-blank range as she sat in her
wheelchair.68 The officers later claimed that she had a knife, and the Detroit policl'
force ruled the shooting a "proper use of force," coldly stating "a shot was fired and
it went where it was directed." 69 It stretches the bounds of credulity to believe that
.1 nearly 80-year-old woman who could neither see, hear, nor walk, and was the
victim of a dangerous crime, posed such a danger to twenty armed police officers
that she needed to be shot at point-blank range as she sat in a wheelchair, regardless of whether she held a knife.
Presumptions about Black motherhood also inform police violence. In December 1993, Los Angeles police shot twenty-seven-year-old Sonji Taylor after they cornered her and her three-year-old son in a rooftop parking lot where she had parked
her car to go Christmas shopping. According to her family, the police officers surrounded Ms. Taylor for half an hour before she was killed. The officers claimed that
Ms. Taylor was holding her son hostage with a kitchen knife while repeating "the
blood of Jesus." Ms. Taylor's family maintains that the knife was a Christmas present, Ms. Taylor never harmed her son, and that "the blood of Jesus" was a phrase
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Ms. T~ylor repe~ted ~hen in danger, a product of her Pentacostal upbringing. ·1he
sce?e is easy to 1magme-a terrified Black woman, holding a Christmas present,
try1~g to prote~t her child, surrounded by strange men in a lonely parking lot,
seekmg protection from her god. At some point, the officers charged Ms. Taylor,
~aced ~~r, and tore her son from her. The officers say they shot Ms. Taylor after she
lunged after them, ~s no doubt any mother would to protect her child, alleging
that they had no cho1Ce but to act in self-defense. The autopsy revealed that Ms
Taylor was shot twice in the chest, and then seven times in the back. The fact th ~
several shots had "mushrooms" indicated that she was also shot while lying fac:down o~ th~ groun.d. This incident clearly reveals the operation of gender-specific
con~:ollmg images mforming police responses to Black women: as a Black mother,
So.nJI Taylor.was presumed to be harming and holding her own child hostage, and
this predo~mant stereotype of Black motherhood cost her her life.
Tues~ mcidents illustrate the fact that, while racial profiling and the use of
force agamst women of color take many of the same forms as they do with men
of color, the~e are cl~arly gendered dynamics at play which require a more complicated ~~alys1s of racial profiling and a more complex approach to police brutality
o:gamzmg and advocacy. Moreover, racial profiling takes place in gender-specific contexts-such ~s implementation of mandatory arrest policies, in which
"'.omen of color are disproportionately perceived to be perpetrators of domestic
v10lence rather than survivors-and takes gender-specific forms-such as sexual
harassm.ent and assaults of motorists-which are unlikely to be uncovered b
conventional cop-watches and monitoring of existing traffic stop statistics.
exa:nples therefo:~ bolster t.h~ need to center women of color's experiences within
~olice accountability orgamzmg and advocacy in order to ensure maximum effectiveness for all members of communities of color.

Tues~

Rape, Sexual Assault, and Sexual Harassment
19-year-old Clementine Applewhite was walking down the street in
her hometown of Baton Rouge, Louisiana, with two friends at ten
o'clock in the evening when they were approached by a uniformed,
on-duty officer traveling in a police K-9 unit. The officer told the
three women that they would be arrested for vagrancy if they did
not get off the street. The young women explained to the officer
that they were walking to a friend's house several blocks away
and began to hurry along as they attempted to comply with hi~
order. After the women traveled a few more blocks, they were again
stopped by the officer and his companion, a uniformed corrections
officer, and told that the officer would flip a coin to determine who
went to jail. Losing the coin toss, Ms. Applewhite was ordered into
the patrol car and told to keep her head down. The officer then
drove to the Me~oria.I Stadium, where he forced Ms. Applewhite
to have oral sex with him at gunpoint. Both officers then proceeded
to rape her. During this time, another officer came upon them, but
turned around and left the area at the request of the first two.10

i\n African i\111cril;111 lnhi.1111Tpor1s being raped hy a police otliln
who forced his way in10 her apanmenl at gunpoim and wld her
prior ro assaulting her 1hat he was "reaching her a lesson" hec1use
71
the world needed "one less dyke."
An Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) officer in Pomona, California, was convicted in 2004 of demanding sex and
72
cash from two Chinese women seeking asylum.
H.q1c, sexual assault, and sexual harassment by on-duty law enforcement officers
.w foremost among gender-specific forms of police brutality directed at Black
women. Sex workers in particular report endemic extortion of sexual favors. by
111lice officers in exchange for leniency or to avoid routine ?olice violence aga11~s1
1hl'm, as we!! as frequent rapes and sexual assaults. As descnbed by fellow contr1b1
1110r Sylvanna Falcon, immigrant Latina women, both documented and undoc'.1111 .. med, are routinely raped by local law enforcement and border patrol agents 111
3
11t· borderlands between Mexico and the United States.7 Officers are also reported
1
regularly sexually harass young Latina women perceived to be gang me,?1bers, in
111
11i1c instance telling them "give me a piece of your ass and I'll let you go. In so~e
, ,l\l'S, sexual harassment takes place in the context of police response to domestlC
\'loknce. In July 2005, a police officer working in a Chicago suburb was charged
wil h "official misconduct" for making women strip naked when he responded to
,lomestic violence calls. 74 In a number of domestic violence cases involving lesbi.111s, officers have made comments to the effect that "this wouldn't happen if you
w!'re with a man, you need to try a man," and suggested that they, in fact, might

I"· the man for the job.
The city of Eugene, Oregon, recently paid $667,000 to a wo~an who was
,(·xually assaulted by officer Roger Magana, who was recently conv1Cted of se.xu.dly abusing more than a dozen women over a pe~iod o~ eig~t years. and agam.st
whom eleven other suits are pending. His case, while umque m that it resulted 111
. criminal conviction and substantial penalty, is common in other respects. Offi1
' n Magana preyed on domestic violence survivors, women involved in the sex
rade, others who use controlled substances, and women who are labeled as men1
i;d ly ill, first threatening arrest and then offering leniency in exchange for sexual
.ids. In some cases, he was conducting "welfare checks"-which allow officers to
l'nter residents' homes by simply stating that they believe a person's well-being is
. risk-at the time he raped and sexually assaulted women. He frequently con11
ducted inappropriate and abusive searches of women on the side of the road. Many
of the women who eventually came forward said they did not initially report the
.tbuse because they were afraid of police retaliation and feared they woul~ not be
believed. One woman told of Magana putting his service weapon up agamst her
~enitals and saying he would "blow her insides out" if she told anyone .. Nevertheless, police files indicate that at least half a dozen officers and supervisors heard
( omplaints from women that they had been raped or sexually assaulted
by Officer
5
Magana and one of his fellow officers before either one was arrested.7
Some community organizing around sexual harassment by law enforcement
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officers has taken place As described. l . .
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Responses to Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault
On September 28, 1999, 39-year-old African American Br
.
dent Cherae Williams called 911 fc h I b
onx res1was beati h n F
or e P ecause her boyfriend
ng er.
rustrated by responding officers' r fi I
get out of their
1
.
e usa to even
a k d f1
h . patro car to assist her or take her complaint she
s e or t e1r names and badge numbers 78 The two h. , ffi
cers responded by handcuffing Ms w·11· .
d d . . w Ite 0 an nvmg h
d esened parking lot. During th d· . 1 Iams
h
.
er to a
fied Ms Willi
d
e nve to t e parkmg lot, a terri.
ams manage to get one hand out of her handc ff
only to be pepper sprayed by the officers When h
. u s
.
f ht ey arnved at
the lot, the officers pulled Ms w·11·
h
· 1 tams out o t e p t 1
b
er hair, repeatedly shook her and struck her head
~ ro ~ar y
an~ beat her so badly she suffered a broken nose an':f :l~::~e: ~:r,
which had to be wired shut 79 Ms
.
Jw
y; k C
.
. 111 iams appeared before a New
or
i_ty C?uncil hearing on police responses to domestic viol
compla_mts m October of 1999, testifying that "[the officers] ebnce
me unul I wa bl d
h
eat
in The tol; o~ y ... t ey left me there dazed and with a warnm g.
Iy 11 dmeh1f the?' saw me on the street, that they would kill
e . . . ca e t e polKe t
.
o prevent a senous incident, and they
brutalized me."80
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Society's reliance on law enforcement-based
responses to v10lence against women
has had a number of unintend d
e consequences not th 1
f h' h . .
vu Inerability of survivors to viole
h
d
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l1.1w 1101 necessarily illlll".l~nl WOllll'n of colm's sali:iy fro111 viok·nn· in.~trad,
lo-.11 or police violencl' or of i11appropriate responSl'S to i lltl'rpl'rsona I violl'nCl' liy
l.1w l'nforcemem agents, combined with the lack of alternativl' responsl's, oftl'n
l1·,1vL·s women of color with nowhere to turn when we face violence in our homl's
.111d communities. Moreover, in the current anti-immigrant climate, the absencl'
111 .~ocietal responses to violence that does not rely on law enforcement agenciL·s,
1.11< reasingly more concerned with detecting and deporting undocumented women
il1.111 protecting them, increases immigrant women's vulnerability to violence.
Police interactions are very much informed by racialized notions of gender
which dictate who is a legitimate survivor of domestic violence and sexual assault,
.111d who is likely to be a perpetrator of violence. For instance, one African Ameri' .111 woman testified at a 1999 Amnesty International hearing on police brutality
111 Los Angeles that on one occasion police officers responding to a "family quar1<"I" at her home beat her as her children were locked outside, powerless to answer
1ltL"ir mother's cries for help. She reported that she was subsequently gagged with a
1.1g by officers, and beaten again until she fainted, at which point officers dragged
lin across her yard to their police car. 81 In June 1994, Rebecca Miller, a twenty' wo-year-old Black woman was shot and killed at close range in the hallway of
I1n apartment, with her two-year-old son at her side, after police were called to
111tervene in a fight with her boyfriend. 82 On September 10, 1997, Oakland police
1t·.~ponding to a neighbor's domestic disturbance call, proceeded to shoot Venus
IZl'nee Baird in the chest in front of her family, alleging that she attacked the police
otlicers with a butcher knife. 83
These incidents highlight the pervasive nature of the archetypes governing
1lie manner in which women of color are perceived. At their most vulnerable, sub1ccted to physical abuse in their own homes, women called on law enforcement
',fflcers for help. Rather than "serve and protect," officers brutalized them, either
l(ir daring to challenge or seek protection from violence, or simply because they
were acting on stereotypes that framed women of color as violent and requiring
,ubmission by physical force regardless of the context. These women's experiences
1111dermine the women's movement's purported success in increasing women's
~afety by exposing violence in the "private sphere" of the home and sensitizing law
enforcement officers to take domestic violence seriously. Rather, they expose one
of the failures of the mainstream domestic violence movement, which has been
to contribute to perceptions of victims of domestic violence as almost exclusively
white and middle class, excluding women of color from the "battered woman"
narrative and, therefore, the right to protection by law enforcement. They also
illustrate the isolation women of color survivors of both interpersonal and law
enforcement violence face in light of the mainstream antiviolence movement's failure to integrate their experiences into their analysis, strategies, and advocacy.
The "War on Drugs"
Frankie Perkins, mother of three daughters, aged four, six, and sixteen, was on her way home one evening, crossing an empty lot,
when she was stopped by police, who later claimed that they had
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seen her swallowing drugs, and tried to get her to spit tlll'lll up.
Witnesses state that the officers simply killed her, strangling her
to death. Autopsy photos reveal bruises on her face and rib cage,
and show her eyes swollen shut, and the hospital listed the cause of
death as strangulation. 84
Lori Penner, a Native woman living in Oklahoma, testified at a 2003
Amnesty International hearing on racial profiling that her house
was raided in August of that year by law enforcement officers claiming to be searching for drugs. During the raid, she stated that her
fifteen-year-old daughter "was jerked out of the shower and forced
to stand naked in front of three male officers. She was taken to her
room to put some clothes on where she had to get dressed in front of
three officers ... the police laughed and smirked at us when no drugs
were found. One police officer had the audacity to tell my daughter
she cleaned up nice and looks good for a fifteen-year-old girl." 85
Myths and stereotypes implicating women of color in the drug trade have also
?raven deadly when acted upon by police officers. In South Seattle, Washington,
m October 1997, Theresa Henderson, like Frankie Perkins, was choked to death
by police who alleged that she tried to swallow a small amount of cocaine and '
claimed that they were merely attempting to recover "evidence." 86 Danette Daniels, a pregnant Black woman, arrested for dealing drugs in June of 1997 by New
Jersey police officers, was shot to death by officers as she sat in the squad car, after
an alleged "scuffie." 87 Witnesses deny that Ms. Daniels was involved in any drug
transaction at the time of her death. 88
Additionally, in the "war on drugs," the potential consequences of a drug
conviction which, as discussed in greater detail in this volume by Patricia Allard,
can include long mandatory prison sentences; loss of child custody; loss of access
to public housing, food stamps, and cash assistance; loss of professional licenses;
and denial of access to government loans for higher education-have given law
enforcement officers increased power, and have therefore increased the likelihood
of police abuse of women of color. From arbitrary stops, strip searches, and detentions based on perceptions of women of color as "drug mules" to increased leverage for police extortion schemes such as those in which officers routinely demand
sexual acts in exchange for leniency, it seems beyond question that the "war on
drugs" has increased the prevalence of law enforcement violence against women.
For instance, a Milwaukee police officer was recently charged with dropping drug
charges against a South Dakota woman in exchange for sex. 89 In another case
recently before the federal Ninth Circuit of Appeals court, Darla Motley was
allowed to proceed with her suit against the LAPD based on a March 1999 drug
raid. During the raid, Motley was shoved against a wall, and a police officer entered
her baby's room pointed a gun at the child while others rifled through her belongings.90 However, beyond documentation of rising incarceration rates of women of
color, the nature and quality of police interactions with women of color in the context of the "war on drugs" has yet to be systematically examined or addressed. 91

Law Fn!or1 .,m.,111 Vloh•nce Against Womrn of Color

I he "War on Terror"
In early March 200J, F, a former high school teadu:r who describes herself as "hapa" (mixed race) and gender-queer, was walking in downtown Los Angeles around midnight with two friends,
when two men wearing purple shirts and black pants approached
them, telling them, "You have to stop, you have to stop." Although
the two men did not identify themselves as law enforcement or
security officers until later, they immediately grabbed the three
friends by the arms. An unmarked police car pulled up, and two
men jumped out, guns drawn, also failing to identify themselv~s
as police officers at the time. One of the men placed a gun to F. s
friend, G .'s head. Although F. was the smallest of the three, she was
grabbed by three of the men. The officers then bega_n ques_ti.oning
F. regarding the contents of her backpack, which, m add1t1on to
several antiwar buttons, had one button with two joined women's
symbols on it and another which said, "We're here, we're queer, get
used to it.'' The officers then grabbed her and threw her up against
a wall with enough force to "bust" a cell phone in her back pocket,
and held her there with her feet barely touching the ground as they
questioned her.

One of the men wearing a purple shirt, whom F. believes, based
on information she later obtained, was assigned to patrol the business district as part of a "homeland security" initiative, told her
that they had received reports of people engaged in "un-American
stuff" in the area. The officers repeated their questions regarding
what was in F.'s bag, and then began demanding to know what was
under F's sweatshirt. The officers next asked if F. was a boy or a girl,
and tried to unzip her sweatshirt, asking what she had on underneath. Despite her protests that she did not consent to a search, the
officers grabbed F.'s arms and held her down while another officer
pulled up her sweatshirt and T-shirt and groped her chest area,
while asking her repeatedly, "What are you, are you a boy or a
girl?," and grabbing her inappropriately. According to F., one of the
officers had his gun drawn during the entire search, while another
was telling her, "You need to calm down and cooperate.'' When describing the incident, F. wryly commente d- "It was not pretty."92
One of the officers then grabbed F. by the hair, pulling her face
up to allow him to take her photograph. One of the officers as~ed
her, "Why do you dress this way?" while another was heard saymg
under his breath, "What is it, is it a he or a she?" F. was then placed
in handcuffs so tight they cut F.'s wrists and interfered with circulation to her hands. When F. asked the officers to loosen them, they
refused. When a marked police car arrived on the scene, the three
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friends repeatedly asked why they were heing detained. 'I he officer.s
threatened several times to call the INS, asked them, "Why don't
you go back where you came from?" called them "towel head lovers," and told them "If you are against war, you are for terrorism."
At one point, F. said something to G. in German. The officers,
assuming she was speaking Arabic, reportedly said, "You're one of
them." Later on, at the police station, when F. removed the hat
she had been wearing as she sat handcuffed to a bench, revealing
long hair, one of the arresting officers walked by and said "Oh,
maybe it is a girl." Another officer reportedly walked by and asked
a third, "Is that the one that's a he-she? It must be a girl, look at her
hair." Charges against F. were eventually dismissed. Her complaint
against the arresting officers is still pending.

lllll'I\' subject to street :111d a111•11rt 11rofiling. Wo111L'll who wear the hi;1i/1 are dis
1•101H1rtionatdy targeted Iii' l:1w L'nl(ircerrn:nt. hir i11stance, i11 lkce111lll'r 2001, a
,\111sli111 woman wearing a veil was stopped by police for driving with suspe11dcd
1•l.11cs. Rather than simply write her a ticket upon production of a valid driver's
l111·11sL' and registration, the officer arrested her, shoved her into the patrol rnr,
.111d made inappropriate comments about her religion and her veil.'H In Novemlin
't 111 I, a Muslim woman was asked to remove her headscarf at an airport-even
1I111ugh the metal detector had not gone off when she went through it-and taken
11, a room for a full body search. 95 Transgendered women also report increased
I''' di Iing as potential terrorists based on assumptions that they are "disguised" as
11·11111en. These cases, and countless others which have not yet come to light, must
·"'" guide our analysis and our antiviolence and law enforcement accountability
'•r1•.anizing efforts in the post-9/11 world.

The voices and experiences of Arab, Middle Eastern, South Asian, and Muslim_ women-and women perceived to be members of these groups-have been
nouceably absent from discourse regarding the impacts of the "war on terror" on
co~mun.itie~ of color in the United States. This does not mean, by any stretch of
the 1magmat1on, that they have escaped its grasp. Rather, dominant anti-Arab/anti- ·
Muslim racism represents Arab, Muslim, and South Asian women as passive victims
of their violent, misogynist men, without agency and in desperate need of "libera~ion" by Western .militaries and feminists alike, thereby eliminating the possibility
m the popular mmd that they would be targets of state violence in the context of
this very "liberation."

"Quality of Life" and "Gang" Policing
While the "war on drugs" and the "war on terror" have played significant roles
111 driving law enforcement policies and practices over the past decade, two addi11011al trends in law enforcement have also influenced and contributed to police
1111nactions with women of color. In an effort to address what are often described
·" "LJuality oflife" crimes, many local governments have either passed or increased
1·11forcement of legislation establishing juvenile curfews and prohibiting activi1ics such as loitering, panhandling, unlicensed street vending, public drunkenness, urination in public places, graffiti, and sleeping on public benches or parks.'1"
I hcse provisions lead to criminalization of normally noncriminal behavior, and
.1 tL' often discriminatorily enforced.
Provisions targeted at those congregating in and using public spaces or living
'111 the streets disproportionately impact homeless, precariously housed, and low111come women of color and youth who have limited access to private spaces, as
wL·ll as individuals providing vital outreach services to those communities. "Gang
Iu11 icing" initiatives have been intricately intertwined with "quality of life" poli' il's, and often serve as a pretext for profiling and harassment of groups of young
prnple of color in schools and neighborhoods. Latina lesbians are reportedly profiled by police as gang members under these policies, at times based on gender11onconforming appearance, behavior, and attire, such as wearing baggy pants. 97
Asian girls have also been subject to "gang" profiling based on stereotypes regardi11g criminal activity among recent East Asian immigrants. 98 School safety officers
.111d school police charged with enforcing "zero tolerance" policies are reported to
routinely harass and abuse youth, particularly youth of color, engaging in profili11g based on race, ethnicity, religion, gender, gender identity, sexual orientation,
or style of clothing, as well as arbitrary stops and searches. 99 Sexual harassment
.1 nd abuse of young women of color has also been reported, as well as violent
.11-rests and detentions of young women of color-once again revealing the opera1ion of gender policing and racialized gender-based stereotypes in current police
practices.

. However, images of Arab, Muslim, and South Asian women as potential suinde bombers are increasingly gaining currency, as evidenced by the case of sixteen-year- old Tashnuba Hayder, a South Asian Muslim living in Queens, New
Y~rk, who was recently the subject of the first terrorism investigation involving a
mmor. FBI agents who had monitored her visits to an Internet chat room where
sermons by ~n Islamic cleric in London were posted showed up at her home one
day, pretendmg to follow up on a missing persons report filed five months earlier
w~en Tashnuba brie.fly left home with a friend. The agents immediately began
going t~rough her diary, papers, and home schooling materials, focusing on one
essay discussing the positions taken on suicide by various religions and another
about the Department of Homeland Security, in which she stated that she felt
that Muslims were being targeted and "outcasted" by the state since 9/11. Three
weeks later, based on a "secret" declaration, a dozen federal agents raided her
hom.e at dawn'. citing the expiration of her mother's immigration papers as justification for t~kmg the daughter into custody. Without providing her parents with
any mformation as to her whereabouts for two weeks, Tashnuba was transferred
to a juvenile detention center in Pennsylvania where she was interrogated, without a parent or a lawyer present, by the members of the FBI Joint Terrorism Task
Force, and released only upon her mother's agreement to a "voluntary departure"
to Bangladesh. Another Muslim girl, Adama Bah, was also detained as part of the
investigation. 93
Since 9/11, Arab, Middle Eastern, and Muslim women have also been rou-
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Crime, Punishment, and Economic Violence
Patricia Allard

;

'"I (mgh on crime" policies, particularly those associated with the "war on drugs,"
.1rc the primary engines driving mass incarceration in the United States. The curl<'llt preoccupation with punishment rather than prevention and rehabilitation has
ll'sulted in the increasing dehumanization of women, especially women of color,
1 ltrough arrest, prosecution, and incarceration without regard for the circum'tances that lead to women's contact with the criminal punishment system. Adding
insult to injury, following a criminal conviction, through post-conviction penalties,
t lie state further strips women of access to the very antipoverty tools-housing,
Ii nancial assistance, food stamps, and educational supports-they need to survive.
I .imited thought is given to the destabilizing impact that incarcerating and disenlranchising growing numbers of mothers, workers, sisters, students, grandmothers,
1.1xpayers, survivors of violence, educators, and young and old women, will have on
our families and communities.
This essay examines the impact of three specific post-conviction penalties' hl' lifetime ban on receipt of welfare benefits, the federal ban on receipt of post''"condary financial aid, and the public housing ban-on women of color with
'I rug convictions. The existence and persistence of these penalties is linked not
only to an extension of criminal punishment beyond prison walls, but also to the
'tate's interest in providing greater tax cuts to already wealthy Americans, and
1lte consequent claimed need to cut social spending. The implementation of these
penalties also reflect the Bush administration's commitment to increasing the role
of faith-based communities in social reform, and to diverting funding from individual entitlements to marriage promotion and abstinence programs, advancing
the latter as the solution to poverty in the United States. These punitive policies
.1 mount to economic violence against women, and disproportionately affect poor
and low-income women of color.
The number of women in federal and state prisons has increased dramatically
since the 1980s-there were 12,300 women behind bars in 1980, compared to
over 105,000 in 2004. 1 The "war on drugs" is the most significant contributing
factor to growth of the women's prison population in the United States. Latinas
and African American women are most likely to be incarcerated for drug offenses:
according to Bureau ofJustice Statistics (BJS), in 1997, 44% of Latinas and 39%
of African American women incarcerated in state prisons had been convicted of a
drug offense, whereas only 23% of white women, 24% of Black men, 26% of Latinos, and 11 % of white men were incarcerated for drug offenses. 2
Women convicted of criminal offenses are further punished after serving
their prison terms through a complex web of civil penalties. This essay addresses
only three types of post-conviction penalties, bur women leaving prison face many
more statutorily imposed penalties. While employment and voting bars for people
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with folony convictions havl' a long history, thl' past dl'caJl' has Sl'l'll a significant
expansion of post-conviction penalties into new areas of social policy. For example, in addition to a criminal sentence, a drug conviction can lead to a lifetime ban
on the receipt of cash assistance and food stamps, denial of federal financial aid
for postsecondary education and public housing, and preclusion from becoming
a foster or adoptive parent.

The Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity
Reconciliation Act (PRWORA) 3
In 1996, under a Democrat-controlled Congress and the Clinton administration's
watch, the nation embarked on welfare "reform." The resultant Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act (PWRORA) was hailed as the
means by which people would transition from welfare to work and move out of
poverty. One of the most significant features of the new law placed a five-year time
limit on the receipt of cash assistance. But perhaps the most punitive provision ,
of th.e 1996 welfare reform law was the lifetime welfare ban imposed on people
co.nvICted of felony drug offenses. Yet this provision was the subject of only two
minutes of congressional debate during its passage. Under this provision, women
with a felony drug conviction are not even entitled to a grace period of five years to
enable them to overcome the socioeconomic barriers that brought them in contact
with the criminal punishment system in the first place. Ineligibility for cash assistance and food stamps is immediate and lifelong, and results in limited access to,
and in many cases outright denial of, education and job training programs, childcare support, and drug treatment programs linked to receipt of welfare benefits.
It is estimated that between 1996 and 1999, over 96,000 women, 48% of whom
were African American or Latina, were subject to the ban, affecting the well-being
of 250,000 children. 4
PRWORA authorizes states to modify or opt out of the ban, and, at the time of
writing, thirty-four states and the District of Columbia had elected to do so. Eleven
states and the District had entirely opted out of the ban; eleven states limited its
applicability either by type of offense (such as, possession or trafficking) or type of
?enefit (e.g., cash assistance or food stamps), and twelve states maintained eligibility to benefits conditional on participation in a state-certified drug treatment program and/or submission to random drug testing. Only 16 states imposed a blanket
lifetime ban on receipt of welfare benefits for women convicted of drug offenses.5
Several members of Congress have tried to repeal the ban in the context of
the reauthorization of PWRORA. Since 2002, the House of Representatives and
Senate have attempted to reconcile their respective welfare reform bills, but have
been unable to reach an agreement. At the time of writing, Congress had passed
its tenth extension of time for PWRORA, allowing other matters such as tax
cuts and the war in Iraq to take precedence over women's social and economic
needs. The fate of the ban, and the women impacted by it, continue to hang in
the balance.

1998 Amendment to the Higher Education Act of 1965 6
Another federally mandated post-conviction penalty is enshrined in the 1998
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A1ill'ndml'nt to the 1lighn Fd11la1ion /\ct of IWi'i, which suspl'nds l'ligihility, in
cases for lik, for li:dl'ral postsl'rnndary financial aid-grants, l1~;111s, or ':'ork
·"'istance-for women convictl'd of a drug-related misdemeanor or felony olknsl'
while attending a postsecondary institution. 7 Under the act, a young woman in
, ollege convicted of possession of a controlled substance will face a on.e-yl';~r susJll'nsion of federal aid following the first offense, a two-year suspensto.n for the
'l'l ond offense, and a lifetime ban for a third offense. 8 Students for Sensible Drug
l'olicy estimates that the law affects more than 175,000 ~tudents. .
.
There are four distinguishing features to the educat10n ban. Fust, unlike the
liktime welfare ban, states cannot modify or opt out of this federal law. Seco.nd,
1lil' education ban applies to both felony and misdemeanor drug ~ff~nses. '_Third,
1liere is not an immediate lifetime ban afrer the first drug convICtlon. Fmally,
11 nder the education ban, eligibility may be restored provided the university s.t~
dl'llt satisfactorily completes a drug rehabilitation program. Unfortunately, ehg1hility requirements for public entitlements that are contingent on drug treatme~t
ll'main problematic, given that not all women ~onvict~d of drug offenses are m
need of such treatment. In addition, there are 111suffic1ent drug treatment slots
•1vailable for low-income women, and particularly for mothers with children.
,.,llll'

1996 Public Housing Ban: "One Strike and You're Out" 9
J 11 1996, the federal government implemented the "One Strike and You:re_ Out"
policy, authorizing local public housing authori.ties (P~As) to ~eny adm1ss1on to
, >r evict tenants from subsidized housing-publIC housmg, Section 8 voucher pro!' rams and project-based Section 8 housing-based on a felony or misdemeanor
,'0 nvi~tion, including those based on drug-related offenses. Unlike. th.e educ~tion
,1 nd welfare bans, suspicion of illegal activity can suffice to meet eviction or mad111 issibility criteria. PHAs are authorized to conduct criminal backgroun~ che~ks
on adult applicants before approving their applications. PHAs can also. evICt entire
families when one member of the family unit, or even a guest of a family member,
is believed to have engaged in criminal activity, regardless of whether th~ person
has actually been arrested or convicted of such activi~y. As with the education b~~'
a public housing tenant or applicant who satisfactonly compl~t~s a dr~g. r~~abil1t ~Ltion program may restore her eligibility. However, a w~man s 1_na~m1ss1b1lit~ to,
or eviction from, public housing could effectively constitute a lifetime. ~an ~1ven
1he serious shortage of public housing and resultant extremely long wa1tmg l!Sts.
Typically, PHAs exclude people convicted of any type of felony o~e~se for a
period of five years. Human Rights Watch ~stima~es that at least 3.5 }mll10n i:ne~
and women are currently ineligible for public housmg because of the One .Stnke
policy. 10 This constitutes an extremely conservative estimate as it does not ~~elude
people convicted of misdemeanor offenses, or those excluded on mere susp1oon of
involvement in illegal activities.
In 2002, the United States Supreme Court heard the case of Department of
Housing and Urban Development v. Rucker,1 1 deciding the is~ue of whet.her, under
the "One Strike and You're Out" policy, the Oakland Housmg Authonty (OHA)
was authorized to evict a grandmother whose grandson was believed. by 01:-IA
ro be engaged in drug-related activity near or on the grounds of theu housmg
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complex. 'lhe court ruleJ chat the law's "plain language una111biguously requires
lease terms that give local public housing authorities the Jiscretion to terminate
the lease of a tenant when a member of the household or a guest engages in drug·
related activity, regardless of whether the tenant knew, or should have known, of
the drug-related activity." 12 In light of the court's expansive interpretation of the
policy, renewed efforts to convince Congress to repeal or modify the law, or pres·
sure the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and PHAs to
limit its application, are clearly necessary.

Impact of Post-Conviction Penalties on Women of Color
Low-income women, and particularly low-income Native American women, Lati·
nas, and African American women caught in the web of the prison-industrial
complex, face incredible odds when attempting to become self-sufficient upon
release from prison. As a result of race and gender-based socioeconomic inequities,
Native American and African American women and Latinas are highly susceptible
to poverty both before and after prison. In order to permanently escape the prison·
industrial complex, low-income women need access to antipoverty tools: education, housing, jobs paying a living wage or temporary financial assistance, and
child care. A disproportionate number oflow-income and poor women, and especially low-income women of color, who come in contact with the prison-industrial
complex did not have access to these antipoverty tools before their arrests, and in
many cases this led to a lack of economic agency "compelling them to crime" in
order to survive, and inhibiting their exercise of self-determination.13
Of women in state prisons in 1997, 11 African American and Latina women
were twice as likely as white women to not have graduated from high school or
received a GED. 36% of African American women and 31% of Latinas in state
prison were welfare recipients prior to their arrest, compared to 20% of white
women. Over 50% of Latinas and 49% of African American women in state prisons had incomes under six hundred dollars per month prior to their arrests, while
only 39% of white women had similar incomes. Raced and gendered barriers co
employment, which are further exacerbated by criminal convictions, also disproportionately affect women of color, increasing the likelihood of being underemployed or unemployed. In 1997, 65% of white men, 48% of African American
men, and 57% of Latinos were employed full-time in the month prior to their
arrests compared to 47% of white women, 36% of African American women and
30% of Lacinas. 15 (Unfortunately, more recent statistics are not currently available-these are from a national BJS survey conducted every five to seven years.)
Without support to complete high school and postsecondary education, many
women, and especially African American women and Latinas, are likely to continue to experience extreme poverty upon returning to their communities following incarceration. The ban on receipt of educational supports imposed on women
convicted of drug-related offenses is likely to further inflict socioeconomic harm
on women attempting to reintegrate into their communities by inhibiting their
ability to attain economic agency through educational advancement. As African
American women and Latinas are most likely to be convicted of drug offenses,
and, due to the economic impact of systemic discrimination, most in need of
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1i 11 .11Hial suppon to f.\l'I a lollq',l' degree, thl' education han
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disproponi1~11at<:ly

.dints the111. l.i111itl'd l'dttlational attain111l'nt rl'dt1cl's thl'ir likelihood ol h11di111-\
111 11 l'mployment with living wages which woulJ enable them to evl'ntually reach
.,,·II sulliciency.
Many women unable to find work paying a living wage after a cri1~1inal con' 11 1 ion are likely to face a life sentence of poverty and hardship. 'The lifetime wd1,11~· han essentially removes women's last hope for a second chance, and limits their
.il1ili1y to effectively reintegrate into their communities and, in some cases, provide
111 1 l heir children upon release from prison. Moreover, many residential treatment
l'I ograms rely on women's welfare benefits to cover the cost of their stay. As a result,
1, ,1 many women, reentry options are limited to returning to or getting involved in
.11i 11 sive relationships. Others are often once again "compelled to crime"-che drug
11.1de, prostitution, and property offenses.
One of the most important factors enabling women to move out of poverty
.1 11 d reach self-sufficiency is having a safe place to call home. The "One Strike"
1•olicy threatens this important building block, undermining women's ability to
rn ape the prison-industrial complex. For women living in public housing at the
1
1111 c of their conviction, the "One Strike" policy increases the possibility of evic1i1 >11, while for those seeking public housing upon release, their chances of obtain111g such housing may be diminished, depending on the manner in which PHAs
,.11 force the policy. Many women released from prison turn to relatives and friends
l11r help upon release. As a disproportionate number of incarcerated women come
I rnm low-income communities of color, there is a strong possibility that their
I iicnds and relatives live in public housing, thus closing off this avenue of hous111g support.
.
These post-conviction penalties mean that many women return to their
, ommunities after prison destitute, potentially exposing them to further harm1111 social and economic conditions, including chose likely to facilitate violence
.1gainst them. Moreover, such economic violence is not limited to formerly incar' crated women. Women with criminal convictions represent only one of the many
.,roups deemed "undeserving" of state support. The state justifies its economic vio1
lence against women in the name of curring government spending to re~uce the
deficit, while simultaneously increasing spending and reducing revenues m order
111 advance other agendas.
"To Spend or Not to Spend?" Is Not the Question
Many of the most critical entitlement programs for low-income wom~n, and p~r
l icularly formerly incarcerated women, are consistently on the choppmg block m
1he name of deficit reduction. For instance, proposed cuts to student loan programs contained in the 2006 House and Senate Budget ~esolutions s~nd a cle.ar
message about the likelihood of repealing the ban on receipt of educat10nal ass1st ance for women convicted of drug-related offenses. For formerly incarcerated
mothers fortunate enough to find employment after their release, proposed cuts to
L hild care represent a stark reality: their chances of receiving child care subsidies
will be diminished and the quality of care they can afford may be questionable,
1hereby affecting their ability to keep their jobs or pursue employment.
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With respect to welfare benefits, the Bush administration's plan proposed to
tighten eligibility criteria for cash assistance, and to cur $57 million in 2006 and
$507 million over a five-year period. The Center for Budget and Policy Priorities
estimates that this cut will result in denial of benefits to between two hundred
thousand and three hundred thousand people. 16 In this slash-and-burn political
climate, it would be quite difficult to convince the administration to repeal the
lifetime welfare ban, which could limit the cash assistance eligibility of at least one
hundred thousand women convicted of drug offenses. The "One Strike" policy is
also unlikely to be repealed given the current shortage of public housing, and the
obvious commitment of the Administration to limiting its investment in housing
maintenance and development.
Yet, even as the US government passes budget-trimming legislation, including
laws imposing post-conviction penalties which have the effect of further limiting
women's access to socioeconomic entitlements, it allows for increased expenditures in other areas and cuts to revenue-generating programs. For instance, tax
cuts are likely to continue over the next five years-the House and Senate recommend $106 billion and $129 billion, respectively, in tax cuts over this time
frame.17 "Data from the Urban Institute-Brookings Tax Policy Center show that
more than half of the benefits from extending these tax cuts will go to taxpayers
with incomes over $500,000. About three-quarters of the benefits would go to
taxpayers with incomes over $200,000." 18
Formerly incarcerated women who are denied entitlements as a result of either
post-conviction penalties or cuts to essential government programs to subsidize
tax cuts for the wealthy are being forced through government spending patterns
to turn to faith-based initiatives to meet their economic needs. The administration
has committed billions of dollars in social service grants and contracts to faithbased organizations, and has asked Congress to codify this initiative into law. 19 A
reentry grant application from the Florida Department of Corrections (FLDOC)
illustrates the prominent role that faith-based organizations will play in the Bush
administration's reentry initiatives: "[f]aith-based providers will provide housing
as well as the majority of services." 20 It is clear from the proposal that faith-based
organizations will act as the conduit through which the state will dole out what
limited resources it is willing to make available to formerly incarcerated women.
Such faith-based initiatives not only inhibit women's self-determination, they will
likely also lead to denial of access to benefits altogether for many women, including lesbian, bisexual, and transgender women, as well as Muslim and other nonChristian women.
In addition to shifting spending from entitlement programs to faith-based
initiatives, the Bush administration is also shifting funding from economic entitlements to marriage promotion programs. 21 The "administration has proposed
to spend up to several hundred million dollars a year for the next five years on
marriage, fatherhood and sexual-abstinence initiatives." 22 These funds are aimed
at supporting initiatives like the Oklahoma Marriage Initiative, begun in 2001,
which provides workshops to high school students on dating, maintaining relationships, and getting married, as well as marriage-skills classes for adults. More
recently, this initiative has been expanded to Oklahoma prisons. "l,364 people

ld1c prt'achcrs and u111111y .1gri11d1ural extension agents have had training to 1c-ad1
111.1niagc-skills classt's ... la Ind I A47 of the state's religious leaders have signC'd a
111vc11anr that commits them to encourage premarital counseling."!' Such spc11d111g priorities not only clearly undermine women's economic self-sufficiency and
·.1·lrdctermination, they also cement trends away from social and economic e11ti1kments toward benefits conditioned on compliance with moral codes.

1l'l1

conclusion
I he criminalization of women's acts of survival, combined with the imposition
111" an ever-growing number of post-conviction penalties, enables the state to slash
1·1Hitlement program spending and allocate funds to war efforts and tax cuts for
1lie wealthy few. Additionally, formerly incarcerated women, along with low111rnme and poor women, are being driven into faith-based programs designed
10 force them to conform to the socially "acceptable" roles of "wife" and "virgin"
i11 order to meet basic needs. While dire, these conditions present opportunities
lor coalitions to form around criminal justice reform or abolition. Additionally,
crnnomic justice movements should mobilize to resist economic violence against
women of color, and fight for social, economic, and criminal justice policies which
1iromote self-sufficiency and self-determination.
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Pomo Woman, Ex-Prisoner, Speaks Out
Stormy Ogden

I am a recognized member of the Tule River Yokuts, Kashaya Pomo, and Lake
County Pomo Nations, and a former prisoner. I was housed at the California Reha- ,
bilitation Center (CRC) located in Riverside County, in Norco. While imprisoned,
I was influential in forming the prison's first American Indian women's support
group and in having the first women's sweat lodge built at a state prison in California. Since my release, I have allied myself with many American Indian support
groups. My focus and commitment has always been to include support for American Indian women imprisoned within the "white man's" criminal justice system.
In the past, when I have been a conference participant where the focus was on
women or people of color, the lack of representation by tribal people of this land
amazed me. I often wonder, where are the Indian people? Where are our tribal
people? Why are they not here speaking? Over the years I have come to realize that
the reason is because Indian people are continuously overlooked and forgotten.
Let me remind all of you to remember where you are and remember whose tribal
lands you walk upon; remember us when you begin the planning of your conferences, and remember to show respect to the land and to the people of these lands.
Our voices are strong and they must be heard.
This essay focuses on American Indian women within the prison system. I
will draw on my experiences while I was housed at CRC as prisoner W-20170/
OTHER, and from the activist work I have been part of since my release.
Like the military industrial complex, the prison industrial complex is an
interweaving of private business and government interests. It holds a twofold purpose, which can only be described as profit and social control. Like any industry,
the prison economy needs raw materials. In this case, the raw materials are people/prisoners. The one thing that prisons do-and does well-is punish prisoners.
Prisons strip prisoners of their dignity, their health, and whatever self-esteem they
once had. Prisons also punish the children and families of prisoners. Regarding
American Indians, the tribes are also punished.
Indian tribes traditionally had strict codes of conduct that were adhered to
by their members, so there was seldom a need for sanctions to be placed against
them for misconduct. In Indian societies, rules, laws, and ritualized observances
associated with such laws were imbedded in the memories of the people. As noted
by Sidney Harring in his book Crow Dog's Case. "The Indian tribes had their own
laws, which evolved through generations of living together. This legal tradition is
very rich, reflecting the great diversity of the Indian peoples in North America"
(Harring, 1994).
But in some tribes these traditional rules and conduct are no longer part of
our lives. The most brutal methods of social control are directed at a society's most
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opprt·sscd groups; in thi\ l ,l\C', il1l' oil('~ that arc most likdy sent to jail (and primn)
.ire the poor and/or wo11w11 of lolor. In North America, Indians arc OVl'ITl'prc'l'IHed in the criminal justil,l' system. On any given day, one in twenry-f1vt• Amcri' .111 Indians is under the jurisdiction of the criminal justice system, a rate 2.4 t imcs
tint of whites. Just as alcoholism has touched the life of every Indian person, so
has the American criminal justice system, in particular the prison system. Accordi;1g to Native sociologist Luana Ross, "It is common for Native people either to
have been incarcerated or to have relatives who have been imprisoned. Because wt•
.ire a colonized people, the experiences of imprisonment are exceedingly familiar"
(Ross, 1998).
Since the beginning of colonization, the people of these lands were imprisoned as a form of social control, which can only be described as deliberate geno' ide against the Indian people. As stated in Ross's book Inventing the Savage,
"horn the onset of colonization by the European powers Indian people have been
imprisoned in many different ways. They were confined in military forts, reservations, boarding schools, orphanages, jails, mental hospitals, and prisons" (Ross,
1998). I will briefly examine two of these systems of control that were used against
the American Indian people.

The Boarding School System
In 1878, the federal government established the first boarding school in Carlisle,
l'cnnsylvania. Over the years, the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) founded other
\Uch schools. From 1870 through 1929, the federal courts forcibly removed Indian
d1ildren from their reservation lands and shipped them to boarding schools. lhe
late Little Rock Reed, activist and former prisoner, explained that Americanization was the main goal of the federal government. He argued that , '"Americanization' of the Indian children was ... most effective if they were removed from all
tribal influence" (Reed, 1993).
Absolutely everything that was even remotely identifiable as being Indian
was prohibited at the boarding schools. Upon entering these foreign institutions,
Indian children were relieved of their personal effects, stripped of their tribal clothing, bathed in front of unfamiliar people, scrubbed down with harsh lye soap, and
then issued standardized uniforms. To make matters worse, as if that was possible,
their hair was cut off, their Indian names were exchanged for "proper" Christian
names, they were forbidden from having any contact with their families, and their
Native languages and religions were forbidden. These children were stripped of
rheir traditional ways. As quoted from a boarding school survivor in Little Rock
Reed's book, The American Indian in the White Man's Prisons: "They stripped us of
our language, they stripped us of our religious beliefs, and they stripped us of our
family life, our family values. They stripped us from our culture." (Reed, 1993).
Even as late as the 1970s, horror stories still emerged from boarding schools
survivors. In their book, On the Road to Wounded Knee, Burnette and Koster
reported that at Intermountian Boarding School near Brigham City, Utah, children were given Thorazine. The authors stated that the "boarding school authorities maintain that Thorazine is used only when the student is a danger to himself,
usually because of drunkenness." (Reed, 1993).
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From 1769 th rough 182.~. twenty-one Spanish missions were established in
Alta, California. These Spanish outposts were authoritarian institutions. Once
inside the mission system the neophytes, as the Indian converts were called, were
not free to leave. The conditions in which these Native people forcibly lived can only
be compared to a prison. According to Native scholar Rupert Costa, "they were
i~carce:ated in unhealthy and crowded mission barracks," (Costa, 1995) and whippmg with a barbed lash was customary in case of failure to observe the rules. The
Spanish, and later the Mexicans, used solitary confinement and mutilation for violation of rules. California Indians comprised the vast majority of the labor work force
in the missions. Constantly under the absolute control of the Franciscans and soldiers, the Indians were forced to observe a rigid discipline-which was composed of
intensive labor and a regimented personal life including dress, marriage, and social
and family contacts.
The Prison System
The prison environment is not too different than boarding schools and the mission
system established early on in California. When people first enter prison, they are
stri?ped of their identity. Their names are replaced with numbers; they must give up
their street clothes for state-issued uniforms; the inmate is showered, deloused, and
searched for any type of contraband, which usually means a cavity search. To the
humiliation of the inmate, prison personnel conducts these searches in front of male
and female correctional officers. In addition to the dehumanizing searches, it is now
reported in local Bay Area newspapers that the California Department of Corrections enforces the cutting of men's hair, even though some American Indian men
wear their hair long, in observance of their religions and sense of cultural pride.
"To add insult to injury, tribal law has been decentered/replaced/undermined by the prison industrial complex." Long before non-Indians came to these
lands, Indian tribes had their own systems of criminal justice. Using oral tradition, Native people passed rules and laws from generation to generation. The laws
became customs, and as customs they were ingrained in the very lifeblood of the
people.
Until 1855, while enforcing removal from lands and other violences on Indian
people, the federal government did not interfere with traditional tribal systems.
But in 1855, Congress passed the Major Crimes Act (MCA), which infringed
on the tribe's traditional powers to punish its own members for crime. Congress
rejected the application of tribal sovereignty to reservation Indians and imposed a
policy of forced assimilation, backed by the extension of federal law to tribal Indians for serious offenses under this act. This authorized federal officials to prosecute
reservation Indians who committed felony offenses, which in turn, has diminished tribal sovereignty.
In the 1930s, the BIA passed a law called the Indian Offenses Act. In short,
this law prohibited the practices of Indian religions. English names were assigned
to replace Indian names, and the federal government forbade Indian hairstyles
under the penalty of criminal law. According to Reed, "Those Indians who resisted
this colonial rule were labeled as 'hostile' and were subjected to arbitrary criminal punishment ... [m]ass arrests of'hostile' leaders were ordered and many served
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l1·11g1 hy sentc1Kes ;It tlw l IS pt j,011 .11 A kat raz and cbewhnc" (Recd,_ I')l)j).
lkctusL· of the i11fri11gc111e111s 011 tribal law an<l inconsistencies h-0111 state to
.. 1.11e, the American criminal j11s1icc system in Indian Country is highly complex
. 1d difficult to understand, let alone explain. Its governing principles arc con11
1.1 i ncd in hundreds of statutes and court decisions chat have been issued <luring
1he past two hundred years. Consequently, Federal Indian law is just a continu·'' ior. of colonialism. When Indians are charged with serious criminal offenses
11 1volving the prospect of imprisonment or the imposition of a death sente~c~,
1liey usually find themselves within the federal criminal system or a state cnmt11.d justice system. And because of federal criminal jurisdiction over Indian lands,
Irrd ian offenders are often incarcerated mainly in federal prisons instead of state
, ,, local facilities.
Presently, prisons are populated by Indians and Alaska Natives who have been
, 1111victed in the white man's courts for a variety of offenses, including hunting,
11.,hing, and subsistence gathering in accordance with their custo~s. These laws
l'iolate the treaties and aboriginal rights. Furthermore, some Indians have been
1.1 rgeted and sent to prison because of their political activism.
My Experiences in Prison
.
ll.1scd on my experiences, I know that a major problem for all female pns?n"1.' is accessing reliable health care. Many are afraid that incompetent medKal
.111cntion, more than illness, will lead to death. Nevertheless, many walk around
Ii kc zombies from all the "medication"; high dosages of Thorazine are given to
.. , aim us down." Most of the women I knew in county jail and prison were medi' .11cd. Some prison staff may believe that women are more vulnerable to emotional
rrpscts and are in need of medical treatment, but the stark reality of psychiatr~ in
irison is that it has everything to do with control and management, and nothmg
1
111 Jo with effective treatment or healing.
For example, during my time in county jail, before I was sentenced, the doc111r prescribed 100 mg of Elavil (an antidepressant) twice daily and ~00 mg of
Mcleril (an antipsychotic) three times daily for me. These pharmaceuticals made
111c sleep most of the day and night; I would wake only to go to chow hall and
111 cake a shower. Undoubtedly, this kind of treatment made things easier on the
,,aff, as the conditions for the prisoners were terrible. Since this was county jail
we never were allowed any yard time, and the only daylight we saw was when we
were being transported back and forth to court. I receive~ these medicine~ for the
rntire nine months that I was incarcerated, and by the time I left for pnson the
pills had affected my speech-I had a hard time speaking; the tho~ghts were there
liuc I had a difficult time getting the words out. My mouth and skm were dry and
I was weak from constant sleep.
Immediately after I was sentenced to five years at the California Institution
l(ir Women (CIW), I returned to the county jail and I was given a med packet
with a small pill inside. "What is this for?" I asked the guard as she locked my cell
door. She replied, "It came from the doctor this morning when he found out that
vou were being sentenced. Take it Stormy; it's just to calm you down." The next
; hi ng I remember was my cellee shaking me as I was sitting on the floor watching
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my cigarette burn a hole into my nightgown. She said, "What did they givl· you
Storm?" "I am not sure what it was," I s;iid co her with slurred speech. "All I know
is that it was small." "Must have been Thorazine," was her reply. "'I he doctor give1
that to all of us women, especially the sisters that gee sentenced to prison." When
I finally arrived at the prison, Thorazine and chlorohydace were given to me interchangeably for two weeks at a time, and I became one of the "walking zombies."
As I talked with other Indian women, I discovered that many of them were also
given high doses of these "medications."
These abuses make us afraid to seek out the kind of supports that might help
us. For example, my younger sister is incarcerated in Stockton, California at North•
em California Women's Facility. She writes of her fear of going to counseling, even
though she knows that she needs it because she does not wane to be a zombie, espe•
cially when her kids come to see her.
Most American Indian prisoners are incarcerated because of alcoholism-related
problems. Other factors related to high rates of incarceration for American lndian1
include inadequate legal representation, racism, poverty, and the mounting social
and cultural stresses that result in the living of two worlds. In these conditions,
without cultural or psychological relie£ incarceration leads to anger, rage, and bit•
terness for many American Indian prisoners.

liir my job. It took 111e \OllH' 1 i111e to track dowll a black lauudry 111arker. I
11·11111vnl the cml from the wall aud iu its place wrote "AMERICAN INDIAN."
I lid I gel a write-up and lose sixty days? Yes. But it was well worth it.
I kspite the resistance co acknowledging our presence within the prison indus111.d rnmplex, one agency-the Department of Justice (DOJ)-does keep track
111 n11r numbers. In February 1999, the DOJ estimated chat 1,244,555 American
I11d ia us are in state or federal prisons. (These numbers are probably not accurate
" " " t' so many American Indians are routinely misidentified and are classified as
, 11 lin" in prison records). Also, American Indians caught up in the criminal jus111 ,. system are much more likely than other populations to be in prison or jail
1111\IL"ad of on parole or probation); about half of American Indians in the criminal
jll\I ice system are in prison while only one-third of the general population in the
, 11111i11al justice system are in prison or jail (Greenfield and Smith, 1999).
But the numbers only tell part of the story. These incarcerated American lndi.111\ represent important human and cultural resources to their tribes and families.
\Vlirn they are released, it is important to the cultural survival oflndian Nations
.111d Native communities that the returning offenders be contributing, culturally
, 1.dilc members, rather than further alienated by their experiences in the white
111.111's prison. Therefore, virtually every American Indian and Indian Nation is
d 11 ccrly and vitally impacted by prison policies, which affects the rights, rehabili1.11 ion, and well-being of these people.
· rhe outcome of this high rate of imprisonment can only be described as geno' 1.lal. The Native world has been devastated by foreign laws that were forced upon
11\, and the number of jailed Natives is a chilling reminder of this fact, Native peo1•1,· are being locked up at alarming numbers in their own ancestral homeland. For
1lic iudigenous women of North America, sexual assault and imprisonment are two
1111crlocking violent colonial mechanisms, the criminalization and imprisonment
, 11 Native women can be interpreted as yet another attempt to control indigenous
l.111ds and as part of the ongoing effort to dent Native sovereignty.
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Conclusion
According to Amnesty International, there are more than 190,000 women in pris·
ons and jails in the US-this number represents an increase of more than 100%
since 2001. An African American woman is eight times more likely than a white
woman is to be imprisoned, and Latinas experience nearly four times the rates of
incarceration. (Amnesty International, 2006). And, according to the Prison Activist Resource Center article "Women in Prison," California has the distinction of
having the most women prisoners in the nation, as well as the world's largest women's prison.
But recent information on American Indian women in prison is nonexistent,
To quote American Indian activist Little Rock Reed, "The American Indian seg·
menc of the population of people .. .is the forgotten segment; the segment that is so
small compared to other racial and ethnic groups warehoused in America's prison
that it is [deemed] insignificant" (Reed, 1993). One reason we are not represented
is because of the classification system that exists in the majority of the prisons:
prisoners are still classified as white, Black, Hispanic, or other. I found that not
much has changed since I was in prison.
I tried to fight this racist classification system while I was incarcerated,
Located outside the door to my prison cell was a small white index card that
listed my last name, Ogden, my state number, W-20170, and my ethnic classification, Other. Every morning as I left for my state job, I would erase the word
"Other" and replace it with ''AI" for American Indian. And each afternoon when
I returned from count, the AI was replaced with Other. This continued for close
to a week before the commanding officer approached me and said, "Next time,
Ogden, you will receive a write-up and it could cost you sixty days of good time."
The next morning in bold black letters was the word "OTHER." That morning I
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What was my crime? Why did I do 5 years in state prison?
Less than $200 in welfare fraud.
My crime?
Being addicted to alcohol and drugs.
My crime?
Being a survivor of domestic violence.
My crime?
Being a survivor of incest, the first time at the age of 5.
My crime?
Being an American Indian woman.
-Stormy Odgen
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The War Against Black Women,
and the Making of NO!
Aishah Simmons
1

I am a Black woman who is a survivor of incest and rape. I write chis because
there are too many Black women who are unable to write, much less speak these
wo~ds. I write. this because I do not wane to be ashamed chat my body was violated
agamst my will on several occasions. I write chis because victims and survivors of
rape and other f?rms of sexual violence shouldn't ever have to carry che burden ·
~f shame and guilt. I write this with the hope and the belief that by breaking my
silence, more and more Black women will break their silences about the atrocities
that have been forced on chem.
There is a silent war going on in the Black community. This war is being
waged by Black men and boys on Black women and girls, and it cakes the form of
the rape and sexual assault of Black women and girls. Up until recently, this war
h~d not b~en publicly acknowledged by the Black community, because it wasn't
~iewed as 1mport~~t. During the Mike Tyson rape trial in 1992, I watched and
listened to many so-called" Black male leaders-the same ones who defended
Ta~ana Br~wley, when she alleged that she had been raped and sodomized by four
"':h1te men m 1989-accuse Desiree Washington of betraying the Black commumty. Then I began thinking about incraracial violence in the African American
community.
At t~is _rime, I was fortunate and blessed to have Toni Cade Bambara, 2 an
~ward-":'mmng Black feminist writer, filmmaker, teacher, activist, and visionary,
10
my life as my teacher and as my older siscah-friend. Toni consistently challenged me and so many other aspiring cultural workers to create work chat makes
revolutionary social change irresistible. Largely as a result of her guidance and
~utelage, m~ appreciation of the critical need to shed light on controversial and
ignored subjects "':ithin Black communities has deepened profoundly.
. Through Tom, the camera lens became my activist tool to make visible that
;vhICh has _been invisible for too long. In 1994, while working at a full time "day"
~ob;, I received a psychic, spiritual, emotional, psychological, and physical "callmg by ~y blood and spirit ancestors to embark on a project, which has since
evol~ed mto }[_~!: 1he Rape Documentary, a feature-length documentary which
unve1~s the real mes ?~rape, other forms of sexual violence, and healing in AfricanAmer'.can ~ommunmes. In one of the last scriptwriting courses I took with her
at Scnbe Video Cencer3 in Philadelphia, PA, Toni created a space in which I was
challenged to write ''A State of Rage," a choreopoem which has served as the road
map to NO!. At that time, in 1994, I had no idea that following that road map
would be one of the most challenging experiences I would have, or chat it would
span eleven years. All I knew was that, in spite of all of the obstacles constantly
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il1111w11 i11 111y path, I had to a11.,wn this "calling."
.111 tht· extrt·111ely initial s1.1gcs of this journey, I was fortunate e11e>11gh 10
11111 I .111ot hc.:r ex traord i11a ry wo111a n who enabled th is project. My sist a h-survi1111 11d1ural worker, Tamara I.. Xavier, a Haitian-American fominist d10reog1.1pltn, dancer, scholar, and activist expressed an interest in "helping" me with
NI J.1 Tamara's "helping" me has evolved into her becoming a co-producer and
ill<' director of choreography for NO! Many women can't talk about their experi1111 cs of rape at all-much less in front of a camera-but many have written perl111111ance poetry, and choreographed movements about chem. Tamara has taught
1111· 1he importance of movement as a way to express oneself and to communicate
' If n ti vcly about the trauma of rape, incest and sexual assault. More importantly,
·.lw has shown me how dance and movement can aid in the spiritual and physical
lt<".tling and transformation so necessary for the rape, incest and sexual assault vic11111 survivor to heal from trauma. I credit Tamara with the incorporation of dance
11110 NO/Through Tamara, I learned that movement and other artistic expressions
.11 <" just as effective as speech, perhaps more so, in conveying the horror of being
1.11 >l'd. Dance can also serve as a metaphor of the healing process as Black women
111ovc through the trauma of sexual violence and find wholeness and wellness of
I 111d y, mind, and spirit.
I he Vision
I{ .1pe and sexual assault are taboo subjects in every community. As a result of the

1111pact of racism on the lives of Black people in the United Scates, many Black
111"11 and women chink chat exposing and addressing intra-racial sexual violence
.1gainst Black women divides the Black community, and that we should only work
'"expose and address racism since that is the "real" problem facing our commu11i1 y. Additionally, American society frames the Black identity as male and the cat<'gory woman as white-as in the expression "Blacks and women"-implying that
t lil'se categories are mutually exclusive. As a consequence, Black women are made
111visible4• In NO! Black identity is defined as woman, woman identity is defined
.1., Black, and rape and sexual assault are central.
What does it look like to visually make central chat which has been placed
• 111 the margins and on the periphery? Beginning with the enslavement of African
pl'Ople and in the United States right up until present day, NO! moves from rage/
1rauma/emotional and physical pain to meditation to action to healing where the
1onsciousness of the featured women, who have been raped or sexually assaulted,
1ransforms from victim to survivor to educator, activist, and healer.
In NO!, I feminize Black history while simultaneously addressing the rape
.111d sexual assault of Black women and girls. I consciously use the first-person tes1imonies of Black women victim-survivors, who range in age, geographic location,
and sexual orientation. I integrate their experiences with commentary, scholarship,
and artistic performances. Because I understand chat violence against women will
rnd when all men, regardless of race, culture, ethnicity, religion, age, sexual orirntation, class, and/or physical ability, make ending this international atrocity a
priority in their lives, the commentary and performance of five Black men activists
and cultural workers addressing intra-racial rape and sexual assault in the African-
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American community and by l'Xtl'nsion thl' largl'r A111l'ric111 con111u111ity arl' also
integrated with the Black women's voicl's'.
The reason I consciously use the voices of Black WOllll'll scholar-activi.~ts a1
experts who both expose and address the issue of intra-racial rape and sexual
assault in the Black community is because in the United States (and I would argue
the entire 'Western' world) Black women are not viewed as experts. How often do
viewers have the opportunities to see and hear Black women's perspectives as the
authoritative voice on celluloid? Since NO!'s inception, making Black women's
voices and experiences central-not on the sidelines, not on the periphery, but in .
the center of the work without any excuses or apologies, has always been a part of
the vision of the documentary.
Additionally, NO! addresses the classist notion that rape, sexual assault and
other forms of gender-based violence are only perpetrated at the hands of working class Black men who live in the "hood" or in the "ghetto." The majority of the ,
victim-survivor testimonies featured in NO! challenge the classist stereotype that
Black men with academic degrees, high profiles, and/or men who are on the front
lines fighting for racial liberation are incapable of being sexist, misogynist, and/or
rapists.
NO! also takes on the notion that, as freedom fighters, Black women must
"choose" between race and gender. Gwendolyn Zoharah Simmons, PhD. 6 , former SNCC (Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee) organizer, Islamic
scholar, and my mother, speaks in NO! about how Black women knew-and
spoke-about rape and sexual assault amongst themselves within the Civil
Rights Movement. However, at that time (for many of them felt that the principal issue was racism), rape, sexual assault, and sexual harassment were considered minor problems in comparison to the State-sanctioned racial violence that
countless Black people across the United States were experiencing. But in 1964,
my mother, one of the anonymous heroines in SNCC, became the Director of a
COFO (Council of Federated Organizations)? project in Laurel, Mississippi. And
during this time, based on what she both experienced and witnessed, she created a
sexual harassment policy to protect the women volunteers on the project-one of
the first policies ever established within SNCC. As a result, she gained the reputation of being an "Amazon", which meant "Gwen didn't' take any shit from men."
The Laurel project also became known as the ''Amazon project," and as a result
many men refused to work there.
NO! takes on the critical task of publicly uncovering Black women's herstories through testimonies of women such as my mother and sistah Elaine Brown,
the only woman to lead the Black Panther Party. In her NO! interview, sistah
Elaine also talks about the sexual violence she witnessed during the time of the
Black Panthers. Too often in the United States, when we think about the Civil
Rights movement or the Black Panther Party, we don't think about the countless
Black women who were on the front lines of these revolutionary struggles. We forget that women, were faced with death threats by the white establishment while
simultaneously having to live with threats of rape and sexual assault by their Black
male comrades. We do not consider how ironic, and how painful, it was for our
mothers and sistahs to have to resist sexual assault and harassment by Black male
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I ht• Making of NO!
I 111.1y hl' the backbone of NO!, however the making of NO! has been a rnllabora111·1· dliin on the part of many women and some men behind the camcraH, and
1111·11 and women in front of the camera. Too often, documentaries arc made by
l'rnl'll' who are not a part of the community they are documenting. Unfortunately
111 ,11111e instances, this has resulted in a distorted view of the documented com1111111 it ics. I believe it was important that the women behind the NO! camera wert'
1q •rl'scntative of the women featured in front of the NO! camera.
Since its very beginning in 1994, the creative production and advisory tl·am
11.1, been inclusive oflesbians, young and older women, most of whom arc ofAfri' .111 descent. This conscious configuration of the production and advisory rt·a111
1nulred in my creating women only production sets, where the featured survivors
kit safe to publicly disclose and psychically revisit, on camera, the horror, trauma,
.111d victimization that they experienced during their rapes and sexual assaults.
1lil' fi.lmmaking dynamic was a predominantly Black feminist space where cvcry1111l''s voice and perspective was heard. As the director, I interviewed all of the survivors, scholars, and activists. However, after my interviews, there was always an
, 1pportunity for all members of the production and advisory team to ask follow up
<Jllestions of all of the interviewees. I believe this Black feminist process of valuin~
cvnyone's perspective, regardless of their title, changed the dynamic of fi.lmmak111g, which is historically a 'top-down' process. This process also strengthened NO!
I1l'cause the production and advisory team helped me to take the documentary
10 a level that I wouldn't have been able to without the collective expertise of the
tl'am. It has been an absolute honor and a privilege to work with some of the most
talented, technically proficient, intellectually sound, fiercely dedicated and committed women that I know.
In the beginning of my journey through the making of NO! very few people wanted to touch the documentary with a ten-mile pole. After all, AfricanAmerican (as well as Native American, Latina, Arab American, Asian American,
and Pacific Islander) women are not valued in America (and in most parts of the
world)-to quote Elaine Brown, the feeling is "what difference does it make? Ir's
only some Black woman [who's been raped]." As a result, the number one obstacle
in making of the documentary was funding. And unlike many other art forms,
fi.lmmaking can be very expensive. This has to do with the fact that more often
than not, it's a collaborative undertaking, which means that director and producer
are not only responsible for their expenses, they're also responsible for the salaries
and expenses of the members of the production team. While, it is very true thar
the digital video revolution has reduced the costs of resources needed to make a
documentary, fi.lmmaking is still an expensive collaborative art form.
Major progressive and mainstream foundations and funds, as well as major
cable networks, consistently said "No" to funding the making of NO! Some of the
verbal and written responses I've received to funding requests include:
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"Why are you only focusing on the rapl' of' Black womt·n?"
"Srrong poinr of view anJ rhc concl'pr is good; however, the
example of Mike Tyson's case anJ the inJiffercnn: from the
[Black] community might be due, in part, to rhe moral poim
of view that one does not go to a man's room in the early morning; that opinion cannot be ignored."
"Given that you are a lesbian, what's your axe to grind with
making 'NO!?"'
"Let's face it, very unfortunately, most people don't care about
the rape of Black women and girls, and therefore we're concerned that there won't be many viewers who will tune in to
watch NO!, we were to air it on our network."

In the face of this racist, sexist and misogynist economic censorship, I developed an international grassroots Black feminist lesbian-led educational fundraising campaign that would raise awareness about intra-racial rape and sexual
assault in African American communities while raising funds for the making of
NO!. Through this network, I had the opportunity to speak about heterosexual
intra-racial rape and sexual assault in African American communities across the
United States, as well as throughout Italy, Toronto, in Paris and Marseilles, in
London and Birmingham, Amsterdam, Budapest, and in Dubrovnik and Stubicke Toplice, Croatia. During this eleven year journey, I have worked full time
on NO!. for seven years. I also screened various versions, ranging from 8 to 75
minutes, of NO!: A Work-in-Progress. There have been audiences as small as two
people and as large as five hundred. These events created a space for me to engage
in dialogue with diverse audiences and receive feedback about NO! years before
it was completed.
This enabled me to both resume production and to return to the editing room
to aurally and visually address questions and concerns that werenit addressed in
the work in progress. Initially NO! was going to be a short documentary, which
only featured the testimonies of Black women survivors. Men weren't going to
be involved and there werenit going to be any scholars or activists featured in the
documentary. Based on the questions that I constantly received during the screenings of the work in progress, I realized that I could not address contemporary
intra-racial rape and sexual assault in African-American communities without
examining Black women's herstory in the United States. This decision resulted in
NO! becoming a feature-length documentary. These experiences also helped me
to understand that it was extremely important to include the perspectives, commentaries, and expertise of scholars, activists, and community leaders to not only
contextualize the testimonies of the featured Black women survivors but to create
a historical, political, and cultural framework from which viewers will hopefully
challenge their own beliefs about rape and other forms of sexual violence.Equally
as important, I came to fully understand and appreciate the fact that men can stop
heterosexual rape. Therefore, I made the decision ro include the activism and cultural work of Black men who are involved in the anti-sexual violence movement
in NO!
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II' one were to view t hc- n 1111 at ion a I fund raising screenings as i.;tt·st sn1·c-n i ni;sl
'l't' if a f-ilm/docu111t·ntary works wirh audiences before iris officially releasC'd, I
pnmnally don fr know of any filn1 or documenrary char has had as many sncc11111gs as NO!, prior to its completion. Even in its work-in-progress forms, N< J! has
.drcady been translated into both French and Italian. This translarion work wa~
done on a volunteer basis by grassroots European and diasporic African and Arab
il'111inist and/or lesbian, queer, and transgender men based in Francl' and Italy
hcL·ause they wanted NO! to be accessible to European-based women and mcn
who did not speak English. In many instances, these people used their vacation
1 ime, ranging from a few days to three weeks, to travel with me in rheir countriC's
.111d serve as my interpreters, while simultaneously translating the documentary
during screenings.
NO! is unique in that it was already doing educational and healing work
.1 round sexual violence issues before its completion. To date, there hasn'r been onc
'neening where there hasn't been at least one woman or girl has not disclosed to
111c personally or to the entire viewing audience that she has been raped, bartered,
,1·xually assaulted and/or molested.
It was not only my sistahs and their communities who welcomed llll' who
made NO! a reality. In January 2003, noted hip-hop historian, author, and politi·
1al activist Kevin Powell wrote an open letter, via email, to Black men urgini;
them to come together to support NO!: "Given the level of violence against u1omrn
in this country, we owe it to ourselves and to future generations not to turn our ht1d.·.1·
on NO!. For in ignoring this documentary we would be once again ignoring the voil'r.1
of [Black] women." As a result of this email, a national intergenerational coalirion
of Black men came together to form "Black Men in Support of the Film N0!"' 1• In
March 2003, this coalition, in conjunction with Hiphop Speaks 10 and the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture in New York City, hosted a screening
of the seventy-four minute version of NO! and a public discussion on intra-racial
heterosexual rape and sexual assault in the Black community. The response was
overwhelming. When Kevin Powell and I initially envisioned the event, we newr
in our wildest imaginations thought that it would generate the response it didfrom women and men. On that cold and rainy/snowy evening, we had to turn
;iway at least 200 women and men, many of whom were under the age of 30,
who stood in line for at least an hour to attend the screening and public discussion. Even after being told that the auditorium was filled to capacity, many Black
women and men still hung around in the lobby to see if they could get in for part
of the screening and all of the public discussion that followed.
In this day and age of the glorification of sexism, misogyny, homophobia,
and a "pimp culture" through mainstream hip-hop, there are many justifiable
critiques of the hip-hop generation. However, it was the hip-hop generation that
brought NO! ro Harlem in 2003. Hands down, it was the hip-hop generation who
promoted the event through emails, Listservs, and print and audio media. It was
the hip-hop generation that created the space, in Harlem, for an intergenerational
(from as young as seven to over sixty-five years old) male/female dialogue exposing
and addressing heterosexual intraracial rape and sexual assault in the non-monolithic Black community in the United States.
111
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My maternal anJ paternal grandmothers used to always say "Aishah, whar
doesn't kill you makes you stronger." 'lhrough rhe making of NO!. I grew as a
grassroots activist because I had to resort to forms of fundraising other rhan the
traditional route. I was able to develop connections and alliances with a Jiversc
group of people based in the United States and internationally who I might not
have ever met had I received the funding I needed in one or two major grants.
Equally as important, receiving the clinical support of Dr. Clara Whaley-Perkins, a Black feminist clinical psychologist and author, during the making of NO!
journey has educated me, and chis journey has definitely put a healing balm on
my incest and rape wounds. Through my self-work and my cinematic activism, I
developed much more compassion and empathy for myself as a survivor of incest
and rape, and by extension for all women who are survivors, regardless of their
circumstances when their assault(s) occurred.
The Final Cut
As a thirty-seven-year old woman, I have gained power, strength, and vision
from these pioneers-Black women whose writings, activism, and cultural work
has preceded and inspired my activist cultural work. Through NO!, I am putting
on the screen that which has been written in books, journals, magazines, periodicals, notebooks, pieces of paper; talked and whispered about at conferences,
in community centers and organizations, in schools, colleges, and universities, in
churches, mosques, and temples, in beauty parlors and laundromats.
While NO! explores how the collective silence about acts of sexual assault
adversely affects African Americans, it also encourages dialogue to bring about
healing and reconciliation between all men and women. Because too many
women, regardless of differences in national origin, culture, ethnicity, language,
religion, race, sexual orientation, age, class, and physical ability experience rape
and sexual assault, I believe NO! is a documentary that women from across the '
racial and class spectrum will connect with. This was apparent during the screenings of NO!: A Work-In-Progress at colleges and universities, schools, conferences,
film festivals, rape crisis centers, community centers, correctional facilities, and
government-sponsored in the United States and internationally which took place
over the past eleven years.
While I work hard at not being a conspiracy theorist, it's clear to me that there
is a reason why I had to struggle for years to raise funds to make NO! Through
all of my extremely diverse screening opportunities, I have come to understand
that NO! is a powerful activist tool. I believe this is both a testament to the power
of African American women's herstory and contemporary reality as well as a profound commentary on the unfortunate, sobering reality of the universality of rape
and other forms of sexual violence. In all of its forms, NO! has required viewers to
confront rape and other forms of sexual violence through the testimonies, scholarship, activism, cultural work of predominantly African American women.
Were it not for the invaluable in-kind institutional support received from
Solutions for Progress, a public policy firm founded by Robert J. Brand, as well as
the ongoing international financial support 11 received from countless individual
women and their grassroots organizations, a growing number of men who oppose
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l'll•lcnn· against wo111r11. ·'·' Wl"li .1.\ wo111en's, fominist, and/or lesbian fi1u11datio11~
.111d funds, co111n111ni1y lia.,cd li111nda1ions and funds, NO!would still he an idra
111 my head as opposed IO a co111plcceJ documentary. 'I hanks ro all of 1hc 1woplr
wlio were a part of the making of NO!, I believe chat once NO!is properly dist rib
111nl, it has the potential to play an integral role in international movcnwn1s 10 end
.ii I forms of sexual violence against women and girls.
Finally, in response to the charge that Black women who publicly cx1)(1.'r
1111 raracial sexual violence in the Black community through the spoken and wri11c11 word are traitors to the race, I offer the following thoughts. Yes, it is rruc that
lllack men in the United States are victims of racism, expressed in the forms of
l'olice brutality, racial profiling, incarceration, unemployment, and lack of access
10 Jecent education and jobs for which they are qualified, to name just a fi..w.
I lowever, Black women not only experience the same harsh realities of racism
every day of our lives, we also experience the horrific realities of sexism, misogyny,
.111d patriarchy everyday of our lives. In a system governed by racism, patriarchy.
.111J sexism, Black men can be both victim and perpetrator simultaneously.
What I find most interesting is that too many Black men, male-idenrifil·d
Black women, and progressive, antiracist white people, are unable to step ourside
1lic awful reality of many Black men's lives to see and hear the physical, c11101ional, psychological, and psychic pain that Black women experience at both rhc
hands of institutional white racism and at the hands of Black men, who arc thl'ir
Ltrhers, brothers, uncles, cousins, husbands, boyfriends, comrades, and friends.
h1rtunately, I've never been beaten by the police, and I've never been incarcerarnl.
1lowever, whenever I hear a story about a Black man being beat or murdered hy
1he police or about a Black man unjustly incarcerated, I am not only enrageJ, I
.1111 called to action. There isn't a day that goes by when, on a personal level, I Jon '1
worry about whether my brother, my father, my grandfather and my male friends
will be unjustly stopped by the police for the crime of being a Black man. In my
ongoing conversations with many of my Diasporic African, Arab, South Asian,
I.atina, Indigenous, feminist/womanise sistah-friends living in the United Statl"S,
in Canada, and in Europe, I know I'm not alone with these feelings and fears.
And yet, very unfortunately, when it comes to rape, sexual assault, misogyny,
sexual harassment, and other forms of violence perpetuated against women of color
at the hands of men of color, men of color are too often silent. Instead of taking
r:esponsibility, more often than not, men of color want to spend time and energy
focusing the blame on women of color for the sexual violence that they experience.
'fhese are the usual refrains: "What were you doing out late at night? Most women say
'No.' when they really mean 'Yes.' You should've been properly dressed. etc."
When I was in South Africa in 1994 to monitor the first "free and fair" racial
elections, I met with many Black South African women activists. One of these
sistah-activists gave me a poster that reads "One of the most violent social settings in South Africa is in the home." In 1994, Black South African women were
rejoicing about the end of legal apartheid while expressing serious concern abour
sexism and misogyny. Today, South Africa has one of the highest rape rates in the
world. Black South African men are raping Black South African women. Where
is the international outcry against these savage acts as there was against apartheid?
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Black South African women, like Hlack South African men, fought anJ dieJ for
their freedom. And the highest rape rate in the worlJ for women is their reward.
Algerian women along with Algerian men, fought, died, together and won the end
of French colonization of Algeria, in 1962. And in 2006, the forty-fourth anniversary of Algerian Independence from France, Algerian women are fighting and
dying for their rights as women in Algeria.
If racism, in all of its violent manifestations, ended right chis second, African and African American women, Arab women, Asian women, Pacific Islander
women, Latinas, South Asian women, and indigenous women would not be safe.
Until African and African American men, Arab men, Asian men, Pacific Islander
Men, Latinos, South Asian Men, and indigenous men take up the issues of rape,
sexual assault, misogyny, sexual harassment and ocher forms of gender based violence chat happen every second of every day, with the same vigilance with which
racism, xenophobia, colonialism, enslavement, police brutality, scare sanctioned ,
violence, and incarceration are addressed, communities of color will never be
whole ... will never be healthy ... will never be safe.

21
The Medicalization of Domestic Violence
Ana Clarissa Rojas Durazo

He said, "Do you want to press charges?" He stood tall in from
of me, in uniform and with might, and right, on his side. I lay on
the hospital bed, recently emerging from a protective unconscious
sleep. I wanted it all to go away. The second my head hit the steel
door, I remember having a choice to go down, so I took that path. I
was unsure of where it would lead, but I knew that's what I had to
do. My eyes rolled back, body crumbled before me and everything
turned dark. I couldn't take the light of day where the failure of
love cues deeply into already festering wounds. It's like when you're
naked in the daylight, it's different, you know? You can't hide anything. This is where the real monsters stand at your feet ready to
devour. Monsters don't hide in the light of day.
So I went with it, took to the floor like I was meant for it. It
was quiet. All the yelling stopped; the still darkness was like a soft
warm blanket. Ir was a fleeting moment, it passed by quickly, like
the flick of hummingbird wings. But you know when something
seems to pass in real slow motion and real quick at the same time?
I guess that's when fear takes over, or is it wisdom, being so deeply
present. I liked it quiet. But slowly the sounds of life came back
kind of like at a feria or an arcade, intense, loud. I couldn't hear
her bur I began to make our her head and then the side of her. She
stood over me crying, surprised at what she had done. As I held on
tightly to the feeling of calm? of quiet and dark, I knew it was time
for me to go.
And then she took me to the hospital, found someone with a car
and I remember the silence returning. The longest car ride ever.
Nobody spoke. Next thing I remember I'm laying on the hospital
bed. It's really cold, hospital cold, you know-when they give you
those paper thin batas to wear? And she was still standing over me,
unsure, watching everything. The bright white ominous lights of
hospitals glared at me and the ice-cold hospital air ate at my skin.
That's when the cop approached and said "Do you wan'na press
charges?"
I didn't even know what he meant at first, I literally didn't understand him. I don't know if that was because I had no idea what
he was talking about, or if my preoccupation with holding onto the
quiet helped me erase everything around me. Or maybe the quiet
doesn't want me to get all caught up in those English words. Ir just
didn't register, bur somehow, after a moment of silence, I said "no."
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An<l then I undnstood, and I couldn't hl'lil'vl' I was supposl'd to
make that kind of a decision. It was as if my "no" followed t hl' mp
until he was out of my sight, and I suddenly understood what lw
was asking, as well as the consequences of saying "no." And everybody knew. The doctors, the nurses, the patients all around, the tall
white cop, and she knew. She knew I hadn't pressed charges.
What kind of position is that to put someone in? Like the world
needs another reason to hate lesbians? Like I need another reason
not to feel welcomed since I came to this country? How did they
even know? Who told them? I didn't say anything. And I'm supposed to just say "yes" or "no?" I didn't even wanna come to the
hospital. I was just trying to hold on to the quiet, and I didn't think
the choice to press charges would help me do that-what kind a
choice is that? I was just trying to hold on to the quiet.
February, 2006

.111d It.is administered dC"ath, disl·asl', and injury. 'I he n1edicali1.ation of domC'stk
vinl!'lln' is also structurl·d to bl· interdependent with the criminali1.ation and non1'111lit i·1.atio11 of domestic violence. For example, as in the opening story. a stop at
tlw hospital can lead to criminal charges-sometimes without survivor consC'nt ·
whid1 potentially enlists processes of incarceration, detention, and deportation.
I he object of medical inquiry (disease/illness) is "not necessarily inherent in
.111v hehavior or condition, but [it is] constructed." 3 Just as we call into question
wh.11, when, and why something is considered a crime, we can also question what,
wl1c11, and why something becomes a medical issue. Thus, when we reflect and
1111nrogate medicalization, we can critically consider the ways medicine, as a tool
111 'ocial control, has been extended to more and more aspects of our lives. '(his
··~tl'nsion bears the interests of the MIC-the relationship between medicine',
• .1pital, and the state. 4 The structured goals of the medical industrial complC'x
.11c to heighten profits, legitimate the state, and maintain the dominance of the
western medical model, which, in turn, perpetuates racism, classism, and hct1·10.,l'xism. The institution of medicine is organized and structured to reflect and
1q1roduce society's class, racial, and gendered hierarchies, and as it mirrors and
purports injustice, it also produces ideology that legitimates it.
Por example, the racist and capitalist class structures in medicine are transp.1 rent in the maintenance of an elite corporate/upper class which makes health
p11I icies and reaps the financial benefits of the "business," while an exploited class
" made responsible for low-wage dirty work, including janitorial, nursing assis1.111ce, and administrative work. Not surprisingly, class lines in medicine are also
1.1L ial lines, and people of color are overrepresented in the exploited groups. When
we examine the phenomena of medicalization, we see systemic legitimation, or
hegemony maintenance, and the efforts of a particular institution (medicine) to
111aintaining inequality. 5
Furthermore, the medical gaze transposes a disease model that sets out to
dL"Hect attention away from social injustices, while highlighting individual pathol11gy.6 Social phenomena come to be understood as problems that western medi' i11e can solve; some call this the MIC's habit of turning "badness into sickness." 1
Not coincidentally, medicalization expands during times of social protest. For
l'xample, state expenditures on public health usually rise during periods of soc;ial
protest (as they did in the late 1960s and 1970s), while cutbacks in public health
'ervices were instituted in the early 1980's, following a decline in social protest by
low-income communities. 8
Understanding medicalization can help us map out-or prevent-the coop1at ion of a social movement. So as women of color working against violence, it is
imperative that we recognize that reliance on the medical industrial complex is
deeply problematic, as its unjust institutional structure, as well as its racist, classist, and sexist interests, always come along with the package. What, then, does
the medicalization of domestic violence mean for our safety as women of color,
and what does it imply for the movement's goal of eliminating domestic violence?
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Starting in the late 1970s and increasingly thereafter, state funding encouraged a
strong, system-based response to domestic violence. This funding brought together
the criminal justice system, hospitals, and social service agencies to intervene in ·
domestic violence. Prior to this, some antiviolence laws were on the books, but
there was minimal prosecution and limited law enforcement involvement. As the ·
state moved in, the real need for survivor safety came increasingly to be translated
into a "need" for prisons and for social services. This logic supported the strate•
gic expansion of the prison industrial complex (PIC), and domestic violence came
to be seen as a crime. It also supported the development of the nonprofit indus· ·
trial complex, as nonprofit agencies were set up and funded by the state to pro·
vide counseling and shelter services, with scant funding for social change work. As '
the criminalization and non-profitization of domestic violence were underway, the
medicalization of domestic violence also ensued.

On Medicalization
When institutionalized, "mainstream" or western medicine reconstitutes social
problems as "diseases" or individual pathologies in need of medical intervention,
we can call this medicalization. 1 Medical intervention is increasingly deemed
indispensable in eliminating the epidemic of domestic violence, and the "medical
industrial complex" (MIC) is beginning to shape how we think about domestic
violence, as well as how we prevent-or intervene and treat-the "disease." 2 Like
criminalization, medicalization represents a deep threat to the movement, because
it uproots the conceptualization of domestic violence as a social problem. Instead,
it replaces the ideology and structures of social movements with the ideology and
structures of (western) medicine, subsuming grassroots to state and capital interests.
This is particularly dangerous to women of color and our communities
because we have suffered a long and continuing history of (western) medical violence. In fact, the institution of (western) medicine has served the interests of
colonial, slavery, capitalist and racist systems by excluding us from needed care,
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The Medicalization of Domestic Violence
In the latter part of the twentieth century, increased federal funding was allocated
for a strong, system-based domestic violence response in the US. Initially, this
funding was geared toward increasing law enforcement response to domestic violence.9 Criminal justice agencies, medical institutions and social service agencies
were enlisted to respond to domestic violence. In 1978, officials from these agencies, along with activists and academics, were invited to participate in the United
States Commission on Civil Rights' "Consultation on Battered Women: Issues
of Public Policy." This marked a historic first: a state-coordinated assessment of
domestic violence. Although mainstream medicine had given some attention to
domestic violence before this, and there were laws on the books which deemed it a
crime, this new funding-combined with new policies and criminal legislationjump-started the criminalization, non-profitization and medicalization of domestic violence. Shortly thereafter, the categories "battered spouse" and "battered
woman" were added to the international classification of diseases. 10 In the 1980s,
the Center for Disease Control (CDC) began funding research on domestic violence, while the American Association of 0 bstetrics and Gynecology instituted an
initiative to educate physicians on domestic violence screening and referral.
In 1992, during his tenure as president of the American Medical Association
(AMA), Robert McAfee started the AMA's initiative against family violence. Later
that year, the AMA released its "Guidelines for the Screening of Domestic Violence." That same year, the US Surgeon General ranked abuse as the leading cause
of injury for women aged 15-44, and the Family Violence Prevention Fund in
San Francisco was funded by the Department of Health and Human Services to
create tje National Health Resource Center, a national clearinghouse to promote
medical intervention in domestic violence. Since then, the Family Violence Prevention Fund/National Health Resource Center has played a central role in efforts to
medicalize domestic violence within the antiviolence movement. For instance, a
1993 study by the organization found that most battered patients were not identified as such by hospital emergency room staff, and that these staff lacked training
in identification or referral procedures. This research study ushered in two policies, enacted first in California then throughout the US, that drastically extended
medicalization. In California, health care providers were required to receive training in the detection of domestic violence, and hospitals had to adopt written policy
on how to treat battered people. The second law required medical practitioners to
report when their patient sustained an injury that was the "result of assaultive or
abusive conduct" and/or "the injury is by means of a firearm" to the police. And
attending physician who failed to report would face criminal penalties, and the latter policy buttressed the implementation of the former. 11
Other key events which furthered the medicalization campaign included
the annual "Health Cares about Domestic Violence Day," and the manual Preventing Domestic Violence: Clinical Guidelines on Routine Screening, sponsored by
the American Medical Association (AMA); the American Nursing Association
(ANA); and the American College of Physicians (ACP). The Family Violence Prevention Fund/National Health Resource Center coordinated these efforts. The
FUND/NHRC also issued the "State-by-State Report Card on Health Care Laws

.ind l>onwstic Violt'nu·," l1111dnl hy the US Department of Health and I l11111a11
.'wrvices, which shamed stall".~ for poor performance in enacting laws that "hdp
dol·tors and nurses aid victims," and pressured them into crafting policies t ha1
111cdicalized domestic violence.
By the late 1990's, the medical industrial complex had become a crucial sitt·
in responding to the domestic violence "epidemic." We were often reminded,
i 11 press releases, reports and other propaganda, that "medical practitioners a re
ofrcn the first, and sometimes the only, professionals to whom an abused woman
12
111 ms for help ... " Interestingly, just as the criminalization of domestic violence
di reedy supported the grnwth of the prison industrial complex, the medicalization
of domestic violence heightened as the corporatization and privatization of health
l·;ire gained velocity. 12
Indeed, a shift in the conceptual framework surrounding domestic violence
was occurring, as the problem was being publicly recognized as a medical issue.
·I his shift had some problematic underpinnings: the historic and dominant medical understanding of domestic violence had been psychiatric, which maintained
1hat masochism was an integral aspect of female psychology. Consequently,
women interpreted the suffering of violence as a sexually gratifying experience.
An article in the Archives of General Psychiatry, a journal of the American Medical Association, claimed that women have a masochistic need that is fulfilled
by their husband's aggression. 13 This psychiatric approach revictimized survivors
by asserting that they "provoked" their husband's abusive behavior through, for
example, nagging, disagreement, and withholding of sex. It also suggested that we
should understand violence as an individual behavior; it was, therefore, decipherable and solvable in the individual. This incomplete psychiatric model provided a
logic which bolstered counseling as an essential vaccine against domestic violence,
and buttressed the non-profitization of domestic violence while deterring social
change work.

Medical Violence Against People of Color
Couched in a deceptive framework of benevolence, (western) medicine is a violent institution that has, in fact, been dangerous to the health and well-being of
women of color and women in the Third World since its imposition. This is medc
kine's double discourse of care: expressed interest in the provision of care, while
making people of color sick. Historically, medicine has always worked for the
colonial state; for example, institutional practices quelled indigenous resistance
by drawing indigenous communities into colonial structures and relationships.
Medicine arrived in the Americas, and throughout the world, as an integral arm of
European colonial invasion: land grants were given to doctors who settle areas and
develop medical institutions. And medical institutions served as sites where indigenous communities were actively subordinated, regulated, tracked, and counted
of indigenous communities. As Fanon argues, medicine makes colonial interests
palatable so that slowly, over time, we are "reduced to saying yes to the innovations of the occupier." 14
This "provision of care" subjugates women of color and our communities by
negating indigenous knowledges of the body, health, and healing and by super-
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imposing western values and colonial racist cpistcmologil's and tigurl's (L'.g .. the
all-knowing patriarchal doctor). 1hus, the power of healing from women and
indigenous communities is displaced. 15 bell hooks reminds us, "conscious of race,
sex, and class issues, I wondered how I would be treated in this white doctor's
office. Through it all, he talked to me as if I were a child ... " 16
Medical violence is deployed from etiology (diagnosis, naming of disease and
establishment of cause), to prevention (or lack thereof), treatment ("care" poten·
tially injurious or unavailable), and research (treating people of color as guinea
pigs). 17 And as discussed earlier, the MIC buttresses racist and colonial state needs
by surveilling and reporting on communities, regulating human bodies, and by
further dominating the colonized. 18
The irony is that colonial invasion and war often create "needs" for medical
intervention, as was the case with one of the most lethal forms of colonial violence
throughout the Americas: the intentional spread of infectious diseases such as
tuberculosis, measles and smallpox to indigenous communities. 19 Once this need
is bolstered, additional forms of medical violence-such as active exclusion and
withholding of treatment-emerge, and become tools of social control; the MIC
determines who is treated, who lives, who dies. Even if treatment is provided, violence persists as the delivery of medical "care" is still rife with racism, classism, and
sexism, as well as state and colonial interests and structures. 20
For example, historically the "sick role" has been assigned to marginalized
communities in the US, as it implies "deviance" in need of medical intervention.
Through medicine, colonial racist archetypes of the "diseased and uncivilized"
other were legitimated, and the "other" was created. 21 Medicine's professional and
eurocentric shroud confirms and grants the authority to define sickness, name the
sick, identify the "healthy," and prescribe what is biologically normal and what is
not, thereby discerning between what should be called "natural," and what should
be called "unnatural." 22
"Drapetomania'' stands among the first medical diagnoses in the United
States. Samuel Cartwright, a physician in New Orleans defined it as "the desire
for a slave to run away." 23 Among the causes listed were laziness and poor intellectual capabilities. 24 Only slaves were able to contract this "disease," much like
only slaves were able to violate the first criminal laws enacted in this country. 25
In the New Orleans Medical and Surgical journal, Dr. Cartwright argued that
the tendency of slaves to run away was a treatable medical disorder, believing
that with "proper medical advice, strictly followed, the troublesome practice
that many Negroes have of running away could almost entirely be prevented."
Whipping was prescribed as the most effective treatment of the disorder and
amputation of the toes was prescribed for cases that failed to respond to whipping. 26 This is an early example of the violence of western medical thought and
practice. First, an ideological marker of disease is inflicted on a resistant slave's
plight to recapture his/her liberty and humanity; then, an ideological shift displaces consideration of an unjust social order, replacing it with a medical diagnosis present in an individual and curable under the jurisdiction of medical
purview. Finally, as a result, slavery is legitimized and buttressed by medicine.

;ivrn this history, it\ 11ot \111pri.\i11g that peopll' ofcolor-L·spl'cially poor pC'oplC'
111 wlor-often havl' Sl'rwd a\ thl' guinea pigs of the Medical l11dustrial ( :on1pln,
.. 1itfrri11g poor health and dl'ath as consequences. Among rl1L' most llagra111 hi.\
1111ic examples of the M !C's use of poor people of color as gui11ea pigs is t hl' T11\kc·
I'."" syphilis experiment. In 1932 government doctors began a study on the l'fll'l t \
111 1he illness. Their project deemed "expendable" the bodies of southern Black
,ltarL"croppers by withholding treatment and lying about treatment; for L'Xallll'k, excruciatingly painful spinal taps were performed under the guise of trl'at11tl'nt. While the medical community failed to note any wrongdoing, the resl'arch
project continued for many years.27 Well into World War II, the lead scientific
i11vestigators even secured government exceptions from military recruitment for
1lie research subjects, because the military provided treatment for syphilis. As a
result, nearly one hundred men died and many more lived with chronic and sl'rious health complications.
Indeed "the burden of scientific investigation has rested on those that art'
\OCially and therefore medically disenfranchised." 28 In Puerto Rico in the 19(10 's,
hi rth control pills three to four times the hormone dosages of today's birth control
pills were tested on women without their consent. Many were killed and injurl'd
while being used as guinea pigs. Eugenecist Margaret Sanger, the mother of thL·
(western interventionist) birth control movement and founder of Planned Parenthood, went to Puerto Rico to support "administering physicians."
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Sterilization
Attacks on our sexual and reproductive systems are among the most pervasive typt·s
of medical violence against women of color. Medicine furthers colonial attacks
through eugenics and population control. The eugenics movement set out to reproduce "the superior stock of the nation." In the early 20'h century, Margaret Sangrr
argued that birth control would be an effective way to reduce the size of "undesirable" populations who would become a hindrance to the development of the
idealized white supremacist nation-state. 29 In her essay "Better Dead than Pregnant," Andrea Smith notes, "women of color become particularly dangerous to the
world order as they have the ability to reproduce the next generations of communities of color." 30 In the United States, sterilization has been practiced on Japanese
women while they were detained in internment camps in WWII, Mexican immigrants and Chicanas, Native and Puerto Rican women. In her book, Birthing the
Nation: Strategies of Palestinian Women in Israel, Rhoda Ana Khanaaneh argues
that "female, nonwhite and poor bodies are seen as population growth vessels that
must be stopped." 31 In Killing the Black Body, Dorothy Roberts wrote that "regulating Black women's reproductive decisions has been a central aspect of racial oppression in America."
From the 1930s to the 1960s, close to one half of Puerto Rican women of
childbearing age were sterilized without their informed consent. 32 The procedure
came to be called simply "la operaci6n" ("the operation") because it was so common. Population control rhetoric claimed that the island population was "exploding" while at the same time multinational corporations had relocated the garment
industry to Puerto Rico, which heightened their need for female "unattached"
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(childless) workers. 'lhe US Agency fi.H International development later promorcJ
sterilization and birth control in developing nations to prevent revolutions. 11

.1 patient's race negatively .1ltc~ t.\ refrrral to accessing potentially lifi.:saving treat
1m·111s, which translates to higher heart disease mortality rates for wonwn ol'nilor,
"'pecially African-America 11 women. 1"
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In 1977, R. T. Ravenho!t, from the US Agency for International
Development (AID), announced the plan to sterilize a quarter of
the world's women because, as he put it, population control is necessary to maintain "the normal operation of US Commercial interests around the world." 34

Exclusion from Care
Exclusion from medical care is yet another form of medical violence. First, the
medical model is based on the archetype of the white male body; people of color
as recipients of care and healing are an afrerthought to the Medical Industrial
Complex. We are also structured as an afterthought in access to care as high coses,
lack of insurance, withholding of referrals to specialists and specialized procedures
often keep care out of our reach. A marker for access to healthcare, though not the
only one, is insurance. Latinos have reported uninsured rates of 33% compared
to 11% of whites, while 84% of all uninsured women are women of color. 35 The
current political direction of actively eroding access to insurance-through cuts
to Medicaid to support the unfathomable costs of war, for example-helps us see
whose lives are deemed expendable by each of the MICs' (Military and Medical
Industrial Complex).
African-Americans, Latinos, and American Indians have the highest rates
of death attributable to preventable diseases that include heart disease, cancer,
strokes, diabetes and AIDS. Medical care is structured for whites to access it earlier, one of the reasons their life expectancy is highest in the US, whereas people
of color often cannot access care until the disease is too advanced for successful
treatment. Multiple variables are responsible for the proliferation of these illnesses
in our communities, including overexposure to toxic environmental conditions,
limited access to healthy foods, and migrant displacement from land and families;
each of these factors is a consequence of racism and social inequalities.
While African-American women are approximately 13% of the population,
they account for 63% of new AIDS cases. African-Americans and Latinos makeup a third of the US population, yet account for 82% of pediatric AIDS cases,
69% of new HIV and AIDS cases, and 62% of everyone living with AIDS. 36
These astronomical rates of AIDS are primarily a result of education, prevention,
and treatment being unequally distributed across racial and socio-economic lines.
There are other factors, rooted in racism and social inequality. For example, immigration policies and the conditions of migrant farm work have also historically created conditions where single men are kept away from families and their primary
sexual partners, which can lead to practices which increase exposure to HIV. 37
The recent loss of cherished Chicana/Mexicana warrior Gloria Anzaldua from
diabetes-related complications reminds us that the rate of diabetes among Latinas
is twice that among white women. Furthermore, Latinas and African-American
women are most likely to have undiagnosed diabetes, which can lead to other preventable but serious complications and death. 38 Another important finding is that
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Dangerous to Our Health
I he medicalization of domestic violence embeds domestic violence with in a context (the Medical Industrial Complex) that has proven an enduring and powerful
threat against women of color and their communities. Furthermore, to the extent
that the Medical Industrial Complex is organized in a manner that reflects, lq~it imates and promotes capitalism, racism, colonialism and sexism and to the extent
that domestic violence in our communities emerges out of these violent processl·s,
the Medical Industrial Complex is invested in maintaining domestic violencc:to
So, how can women of color rely on the Medical Industrial Complex for care and
respect? In fact, can't women of color instead expect revictimization when coming
into contact with the MIC? Can't we expect our autonomy and self-determination
to be inhibited, and our safety to be threatened?
Almost all interviewees in a recent study of survivors of sexual abuse said they
were re-traumatized by the medical examination procedures. 41 First, because therl'
is an underlying assumption that they are not to be believed, material evidencl'
must be collected from their bodies as they are objectified and invaded, penetrated
a second time by medical intervention. And like mandatory arrest policies, the
now common medical mandatory reporting policies also deem the survivors inaudible and irrelevant by insisting that criminal charges be imposed without their
consent. 42 Consequently, bias in reporting is sure to arise in domestic violence
cases, as has been demonstrated in child abuse reporting where medical providers
reported low-income families and people of color at higher rates. 43 In addition, a
study of physicians found that emergency care providers were more likely to report
than private physicians. Since uninsured poor communities and communities of
color are more likely to seek care in emergency care facilities, we are also more
likely to be reported. 44
Mandatory reporting policies are particularly dangerous to immigrant women
because the immigrant experience is already replete with an incessant and overwhelming fear of deportation and lack of access to care and services. When services are available, the fear of deportation is so pronounced, especially in an era
where violence against immigrants has become increasingly prevalent, that immigrants are likely to deter care because of the link to law enforcement.
Because one is an immigrant, as an illegal in this country one believes that in the moment in which one will ask for help ... they
will return you to your country and this is something that perhaps
we the Latina women are obligated to put up with-this type of
(domestic) violence-for fear that we will be deported. 45
Immigrant women already face the sociocultural stresses present in experiences of migration and displacement, in addition to struggling to survive an
encounter with a white American hegemonic culture, all factors which exacerbate
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the lethality of domestic violencc. 11 ' Mandatory reporting policies and the medicalization of domestic violence heightens the grave danger immigrant survivors
already face. 47

Conclusion
Medicalization transforms the survivor into a patient, presenting with an injury/
medical need which can be addressed by the presiding (and often paternalistic)
physician, law enforcement and the state. The medical response does not address
domestic violence as a consequence of structured inequalities and social processes:
"The narrowing of the analysis of sexual crimes to evidentiary, medical and legal
aspects strips away the context of oppression." 48 Medical interventions in domestic
violence are constructed as acts of "sensitivity" provided to survivors, and related
to improving service delivery through identification and screening procedures.
The focus is not on injustice and inequality. With medicalization, the oppositional
thinking of social movements is swallowed up and a prescription is rendered as
social change work is quietly sent into oblivion.
Medicalization is a tool used by the MIC to heighten profits, legitimate the
state, maintain medical dominance, reproduce social inequalities, and co-opt
social movements (by expanding at times of social protest.) The lived experiences
of women of color and our communities can dislocate the assumption that medicine will heal. 49 Frantz Fanon relates the example of a "non-compliant"Algerian
patient who would not divulge any information about his health. 50 He knew
he faced not only a doctor but the colonizer, so he resisted. We all know the
"ordeal" it is to go to the doctor's. We come to expect racist and classist treatment. Acts of refusal or resistance to medical treatment are acts against medical violence. Perhaps sister Audre, in her struggle with cancer, was invoking
our survival and resistaince of medical violence when she said that as women of
color, to take care of ourselves and our health is an act of political warfare.
Lastly, let's challenge the calls for a "system-based" response to domestic violence; it is this very call that gave heed and runway to criminalization
and medicalization. Let's call out and stop relying on violent institutions to
attempt to solve violence, i.e. the Medical Industrial Complex, Military Industrial Complex, PIC, etc. Isn't domestic violence an outgrowth of these very
institutions? Instead, let's build movements for healing that are accountable
to us and our communities and that don't reproduce oppressive relations. Let's
call out the medicalization of domestic violence and re-invigorate a grassroots
movement against domestic violence that doesn't shy away from asking, or isn't
paid to forget to ask "what's it really gon'na take to live lives free of violence?"
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Unite and Rebel!
Challenges and Strategies in Building Alliances
Elizabeth (Betita) Martinez

Women of color have come together against violence-and expanded the very
meaning of the term-as never before in US history. In their organizing, scholarship, and advocacy work, initiated at the first Color of Violence Conference in 2000,
Incite! Women of Color Against Violence demonstrates the electrifying capacity of
women of color to organize against that common enemy across racial and ethnic
lines. As we engage this mission more broadly and deeply, we learn more about both
l he strengths and challenges that confront us in working together toward unity.
Sharing experiences of violence, in one form or another, provides the foundal ion for alliance-building between women of color. But, as the late and beloved
( ;loria Anzaldua said in her book Making Face, Making Soul/Haciendo Caras,
"Shared oppression by itself does not override the forces that keep us apart." In
fact, white supremacy encourages the forces that divide us. "Divide and Conquer"
has been a major strategy for maintaining white supremacy for centuries.
We see intensified efforts at division today, as changing demographics promise that whites will be a minority in this country relatively soon. Divisive tactics
feature emphasis on job competition between the native-born and immigrants.
We also hear the counterattack, accusing people of color of being "racist" toward
each other or against whites. This tactic reminds us that we should understand
racism to be an entire structure of power relations best called white supremacy.
Communities of color rarely have structural power over each other (much less over
white people) except in very limited situations such as on the job or in local political structures. At the same time, we can be prejudiced toward each other and apt
in racist-like ways. This does not mean we have the power to be racists, but such
prejudice, such actions can be a serious barrier to alliance-building.
White supremacy not only encourages subtle and not so subtle expressions of
racist-type attitudes between women of different colors. It also encourages internalized racist attitudes toward oneself as an individual, and toward one's own
group. This too can undermine alliance-building, by fomenting a narrow nationalism intended to restore necessary self-respect in ways that can backfire against
long-range, collective goals.

Anticipating Challenges
Working in a group of women that combines different racial or national origins,
we should assume problems will develop and strategize how to address them. It
helps to think about those problems as rooted in differences of class, race, color
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(and other physical characteristics), as wdl as nationality, culture, sexuality, and
age. Disability is also an issue; failure to recognize it can generate a sense of apartness, of isolation and indifference. All of these "differences" arc linked to historical experience. All are interconnected and cannot be discussed in isolation from
each other.
Before looking at each area of difference and its specifics, let's reaffirm our
goals. First, we want to build our united strength so as to help transform this society into one of justice and peace for all. We are all in it together, and transforming this society would be a precious achievement for us all. Is anything else more
worthwhile?
Second, we should think in terms of building not only coalitions but also alliances. In a coalition, separate groups come together to address a common, usually
immediate, single, problem or set of related problems. Coalitions are often necessary and even vital. They have potentially great immediate impact, and can pave
the way for alliance-building.
Alliances should be broader in their focus, more profound, and more longrange, more lasting. The forces of white supremacy and imperialism are too strong
for us to battle separately. Alliance can bring us together and give greater power
to our resistant efforts over the years. Strong alliances make it possible for us to
dream of someday seeing a global women of color movement to create a more just
global society.
Finally, dealing with our differences and divisions cannot be left to casual
concern or spontaneous resolution. It has to be one of our organizational priorities, a clear-cut part of program. That is the basic message of this article.

millions ofindigcnoll.\ pC'oplt· W\'l'l' wiped off the hemispher'l'; nations, triht·s, and
la ng11ages simply cc:asC'd lo nist.
For African Amnicans, securing their labor was the goal in Europt·an eyt·s.
·I he essence of their historical experience has been uprooting, massive kidnapping, enslavement, and the murder of millions. It could be called a more utilitarian form of genocide: reduce the populations to nonexistence as actors in history
while guaranteeing possession of their labor.
Once genocide of the Natives had provided the European invaders with their
land base, slavery provided their labor base. It played the crucial role of facilitating
1he country's nascent economy-a role that Indian and imported European labor
were insufficient to play.
If land theft and genocide defined Native experience and slavery defined the
Black experience, for people of Mexican decent it was war. First came Spain's military invasion of Mexico, then its colonization, and then the United States, which
seized almost half of Mexico by war in 1848. In the newly enlarged US, Mexican
labor became crucial to US nation-building west of the Mississippi. Like other
communities of color, Mexicans experienced brutal repression including lynching
and murder by colonial forces.
The exploitation and oppression of Mexicans and other Latinos has had a
unique characteristic: the artificially created US-Mexico border which officially
requires the legal right to cross. Although ignored by thousands of poor Latinos,
the border has provided bosses with a certain means of control that can sustain
exploitation. Utilizing its legal demands, Anglos have not infrequently reduced
Mexican and other undocumented Latino labor to modern slavery or peonage.
Promised wages at the end of a season, for example, many will work unpaid for
months and then the boss calls immigration authorities to deport them-all free
of charge. Fear of deportation is used all over the United States to intimidate desperately poor workers into accepting many forms of abuse.
Like Mexicans, those of Pacific Island origin share the racist experience of
colonization, with Hawai'i, the Philippines, and Guam as classic examples whose
struggles continue today. In the US, Asian immigrant workers all share the commonality of stolen labor, going back to the nineteenth century when they were
brought over for railroad building, mining, and agricultural work.
Many examples can be mentioned of similarities with other groups of color.
The lynching of Chinese miners in the 1880s in Wyoming, which sometimes
amounted to massacres, is a horrible reminder of Black experience. In the area
of immigration abuse, the Chinese Exclusion Act remains an unforgettable
milestone.

Learning Our Herstories
As we begin to examine the forces that obstruct alliance-building, we can see
that ignorance and lack of understanding about our different communities greatly
affect the influence of those forces. To combat the forces of division, we need
to learn much more about the history of each community. Today, as Arab and
Islamic people, as well as others of Middle Eastern/South Asian backgrounds have
become the most recent, most visible victims of extreme racist oppression, we see
yet another example of widespread ignorance. How much about the history and
struggles of Arab, Islamic, Middle Eastern/South Asian communities is actually
known by US-women of color not from these communities? How much is known
about the long Palestinian struggle against US-supported Israeli expansion?
For women of color all over the world, the most common and destructive
experiences of violence have come from war. In modern times, at least, war has
consistently left more women and children dead than soldiers. Here in the United
States, we find that women of color have been subjected to racist violence in both
similar and different ways. If we look at their different herstories, we find that war
is not uncommon.
For Native Americans, the experience begins with invasion of their homeland, seizure of that land, and genocide. Genocide is mass murder, and much
more than that. It aims to eliminate the present and future existence of an entire
people. Its goal is so thorough, it barely leaves room for colonization. As intended,
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Strategies for Alliance Building
The similarities and differences in historical experiences of racism mean that
women of color have different collective memories of violence, and, therefore,
they may relate differently to each other without always realizing it or knowing
why. Dissimilar sources of pain may keep us focused on what separates rather than
unites. For example, an African American may associate state violence with her
color while a Mexican/Latina will associate it with her language or accent.
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In addressing these and other challenges, cad1 group of worrn:n of rnlor rnuld
put together its own lists of do's and dont's based on real-life experiences; we each
have different strategies to deal with the challenges, and to expand our strengths.
Some will be very general and far-ranging, like the need to understand the different herstories and cultures of each racial group that have been discussed here.
Yet, there are more specific rules and procedures centered on establishing mutual
respect that can be drawn up.
For example, when a group of women goes to meet or work in a different setting from their own, be very aware of how the women in that unfamiliar setting
do things: what are the spoken and unspoken rules, the protocols, the established
values for human interchange. Don't be a know-it-all, but don't fail to share everything that might be helpful. Don't be in a hurry, too impatient to listen.
We also say, stick to dialogue. Don't give up, even if it becomes difficult. It's
normal. There can be enormous resistance to speaking openly about one group's
issues with another. And women are often especially afraid of hurting someone's
feelings, stepping on toes, or sounding racist by bringing up feelings that might
sound like stereotypes.
The Institute for MultiRacial Justice, whose mission is to help build alliances
between peoples of color and combat conflicts, has experience with these barriers
and inhibitions. One lesson has been the difficulty of having such dialogue in a
large, public gathering. This was what happened at three forums with multicultural panelists in the late 1990s in the Bay Area. At the third session, the panelists
included an African American journalist who came close to provoking real discussion when she described the feelings of some African Americans about bilingual
education. She was not afraid of being provocative, which is often what we need
most. But we often censor ourselves in public spaces. So the Institute tried smaller
workshops as a way of facilitating dialogue. At one session, mixed-race participants expressed dissatisfaction with not having their own caucus like the race-specific people. This could be corrected.
What should we do, given the reluctance to speak openly? We must acknowledge our tendency toward silence around race and difference and work on solutions. Role-playing about some divisive issue can open people's eyes and generate
discussion. Humor and a few provocative questions can loosen the grip of selfconsciousness. It might help to set up a task force to undertake some specific project, like Black/Brown people working together to win more affordable housing.
Culture can also help generate communication and build bridges between different communities, as youth have shown with hip-hop, spoken word, and other
forms of cultural expression. It can be a way for women to make fun of the differences or celebrate similarities, as the Latina Theater Lab did together with young
Asian women actresses a few years ago in San Francisco. Cultural expression can
liberate our alliance-building energy and talents.
Building an alliance comes most easily when it emerges organically from
a conflict situation. After the so-called "Rodney King riots" in Los Angeles, as
clashes continued between African Americans and Koreans, church leaders from
San Francisco's Black community invited their members to meet and talk about
the conflict with Koreans and other Asian Americans. Again it was a large public

llll'l'ting without a rnlln tivl', i11 dl'pth analysis of problems. Still, I fi:lt l'llrnuragnl
rl1at the discussion happr11l'd at all.
Let me add one last comment about an elusive problem related to h11ildi11g
noss-racial respect and solidarity. There is a kind of spiritual violence that wonll'll
working together for social justice sometimes inflict on one another. 'I hose with
more standing, influence, and power within a group dynamic can unthinkingly
do violence to the spirit of someone with less power in the group. To deprccatr
or humiliate a sister out of competitiveness, or out of habits of domination that
wmetimes accompany leadership skills and intelligence, is to do a harmful violence to her spirit.
This is an insidious· kind of personal violence that must never be ignored, for
when others say nothing, this second act of violence compounds the damage that\
already been done. Silences can feed the cancer of unaddressed conflict, and this
has destroyed more than one project, group, or organization. This is a matter of
organizational integrity: we cannot righteously continue our struggle, any struggle, without facing it.
Women of color need to act with integrity, speak with honesty, and reject any
fear of our differences and conflicts. To transform the goal of unity into a reason
for denying conflict, as we sometimes do, is self-defeating. Today, as reactionary
forces work to aggravate rather than diminish racism in this society, the times ca 11
for courage more than ever. Let us create a stubborn, imaginative, honest, powt·rful insurgency. Let us counter the enemy forces of divide and conquer with our
strategy of unite and rebel!
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l J~. Mothers, dau~htt'I'~, ~1~1e1~. aunts, girlfriends,
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.111d grandmothers- -the m111n· to which we will return.
We arc the alpha a 11d onll'ga, the beginning and the end.
1

Sistas Makin Moves
Collective Leadership for Personal
Transformation and Social Justice
Sista II Sista

Sista II Sista Collective Poem
Of Woman Born and lives we live
Afro-Latina groove together as unique sisters
Women raised sometimes to depend on and comfort men
We take command over our bodies and our souls
How hard we struggle with the pain we went through
I have come and I have gone;
What women have come through in the past and present
and what we will go through in the future.
Hermanas somos, pedazos de la tierra
giving of ourselves sometimes unwillingly
Hot air cold feet;
we allow ourselves to be mistreated no more.
We understand the irony of power,
that those who are vulnerable,
in fact are a source of strength,
Because the meek shall inherit the earth

I am Black, I am Latina, I am the hip-hop, merengue,
reggae, salsa, calypso, bachata rich woman who gave you life.
I am the dark chocolate, caramel butter pecan, complexion
filled with sazon and spices
of my ancestors that gave me life,
my history, my hope, my dreams of becoming a woman.
But this is only the beginning of my struggle,
This is only a mystery to be unfolded, to expand and soar
like butterflies going from destination to destination,
telling the Queens of our past and present
to bring our journey home to the future
through the words of wisdom that our mothers have taught us.
Editorial note: In keeping with their organizational model and practice, Sista to Sista wrote this piece, as
well as their poem, collectively, which means they labored and labored over several drafts and all of Sista
to Sista's membership reached consensus on the entire piece and jointly created the title.

Introduction
We at Sista II Sista wrote this article to share our experiences and learnings with
1hose young women of color who are struggling to find meaning and purpose; for
1 hose of you who are doing work with young people; those who are doing work
.1rnund violence (state or interpersonal); those of you who are trying to develop
new ways of organizing, building community, and developing organization; and,
lastly, for those of you who think that change is not happening. Since 1996 wc
have been building a grassroots organization called Sista II Sista. This is who wc
.ire.

Who We Are
Sista II Sista (SIIS) is a Brooklyn-wide, community-based organization located
in Bushwick. We are a collective of working-class, young and adult, Black and
I .atina women building together to model a society based on liberation and love.
( )ur organization is dedicated to working with young women to develop personal,
spiritual and collective power. We are committed to fighting injustice and creating alternatives to the systems we live in by making social, cultural, and political
change.
Our goal is to promote the holistic development of young women of color,
ages 13 to 19, and to inspire them to take strong leadership roles in their local
communities. We nurture the personal development of young women which
incorporates physical, emotional, spiritual, and intellectual growth, linked to
community-based, political action. Sista II Sista remains grounded in its principle of self-determination with respect to young women's personal, spiritual, and
political empowerment processes. Self-determination promotes the idea that all
groups are able to identify and work toward solving their own problems and creating their own liberation.
How We Came to Be
In 1996, a group of working-class young women in our early twenties began look~
ing at how we had been marginalized growing up. We felt that existing institutions
did not speak to our life experiences. The schools and youth centers we had been a
part of did not address our experiences as young women of color. As a group facing
a braid of oppression (racism, classism, sexism, ageism, etc.), we deal with multiple
challenges. In a low-income community organization, the experiences of youth
from the community are not central; in a youth-focused organization, the experiences of young women are not central; in a women's organization, the experiences
of poor and working-class women of color are not central. We found that there was
no place to nurture the voices of young women of color to participate fully and to
build collective power to transform the society we are a part of. From this space, the
vision for Sista II Sista was developed.
We started meeting to plan a summer Freedom School for young Black and
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Latina tl'l'n woml'n. In a mattl'r of months, Wl' dl'vl'lopl'd a vision fi>r a holistic:
personal and political space where we could support young woml'n's lcadt·rshlp
through workshops and activities that focused on building physic1l, inrcllcc11111I,
creative, spiritual, and emotional power. Even though our advisors tdt we should
first raise money, we decided to jump right into launching a summer program with
no money and no infrastructure. The first Freedom School was eight weeks long
and had twenty-five young women participants and fifteen young adult women
volunteers to coordinate and facilitate. We obtained free space at a Beacon Center
in a public school in Bedford-Stuyvesant and got donated food and supplies. A
Beacon Center in New York City is a public school that is open during summer
and after school for community groups to use the classrooms for free. We were
excited to share our skills in workshops on sexism in hip-hop, holistic community
organizing, the feelings and politics of hair, revolutionary women of color in his·
tory, martial arts, b-girlin, and the creation of photo autobiographies.
At the first graduation of our Freedom School for Young Women of Color there
were drummers, dancers, photoautobiographical displays, and lots of love. In her
closing comments, one volunteer stated, "Young women do not suffer from low self.
esteem. It's about the struggle to defend (ourselves from) it, to live and move in it
every day." Finally, the collective poem that young women wrote declared in its last
line, "Not ONE more strangled, stabbed, shot sista anywhere. Together, forever, sis·
tahoood." That was the very successful summer of 1996.
From there, the growing pains began. We were constantly outreaching to
young women of color that shared our vision, vibe, and politics to join our crew.
We kept meeting and talking about how to develop Sista II Sista as a year-long
program, not just a summer Freedom School. We decided that we wanted to be a
young women of color organization, not just a program. We began putting these
ideas into practice and ran into one of our biggest challenges: creating an organizational structure that was in line with our vision of the society we wanted to
create.

How We Became a Collective
We started to build with each other personally-the volunteers and the young
women participants. We started to build strong ties of love and friendship and we
started to really feel connected to each other. We saw ourselves grow politically
and personally in each other's lives, experiences, and ideas, and the power of Sista
II Sista began to emerge. (We could keep telling the story, year by year, but y'all
would probably get bored.) To make a long story short, we researched the infrastructures of other organizations. Then we spent lots of time developing our own
structure based on the information we gathered, and our own imaginations. So
we never had an executive director or a secretary. From the beginning, we decided
that these titles had no place in an organization like ours because we wanted
everyone to feel valuable. We wanted to recognize everyone's labor, as equals.
After long dinners, meetings, visioning sessions, and hangouts at people's
houses, we decided that Sista II Sista would be a collective. Visually, we saw this
as a flower, and the petals were the different areas of work: organizational development, Freedom School program, outreach and organizing, financials, and fund-
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1.1h111g. (lll'cl't1ily, we added .1 111t·111lll'rship pl'tal.) And, hack 1hrn, du: tTlllcr of
dw llown was tht• rnllC'l'liVC' ;1 leadership body of ten to fiftl'l'n pl'opll' madt• up
Hf 111r1nhl'rs who madt· thl' 1iml' commitment. Now, our center includt·s 1hc: Sista
'"l''·lll (young women leadership body); the collective (young and adult womt'll
wl10 111t•ct monthly); the advisory board and our general membership. 'lht·sc hodIn dl'tidc on the direction and vision of the organization together twice a year al
11·11l';lls. 'Ihe Sista Squad and the collective make the day-to-day decisions that
11rnl 10 be made outside of those retreats.
'I l:n years later, our collective structure reflects the ideals of a society that
·'l'i>rnaches all its members as equals-instead of following a model of one or two
d11n 1ors, our organization's leadership and decision-making model is nonhierar' hit ;ti and one of inclusion. In spite of the challenges, we are working to create'
,11,1ainable leadership centered on a diverse group of women sharing power and
11l'a1ing a vision together. Prior to 2000, the organization functioned through vol11111tn efforts. All the work of the collective has remained volunteer-based and all
1111·111bers are asked to volunteer with SIIS for at least three to six months before
111i11ing the collective. Though some collective members are now staff members,
1 lil'y also participate in the collective as volunteers.
Major decisions are made by a consensus-based decision-making process. 'Ihis
" based on the principle that the voices of minority or dissenting opinions are as
11nportant as the majority, and the most powerful ideas come from putting many
11nspectives and experiences together. Not every member of SIIS is not involVl'd
111 l'very single decision; different teams are empowered to make decisions. Though
1 It is model is time consuming and difficult, this process has proven to be richer
.111d more rewarding than any other work experience we've been a part of.
Our collective style has yielded better ways to structure our work because
when something isn't working and the issue gets raised, we all pay attention. for
example, until 2002, we had a Freedom and an Action Squad: the Freedom Squad
developed, coordinated, and facilitated the holistic leadership development work
of the Freedom School, and the Action Squad members coordinated the community organizing work of SIIS. But at the 2002 fall retreat, members expressed conL'l'fn that the division of work between Freedom and Action Squad members had,
at times, created a false division between "personal" (Freedom Squad) and "political" (Action Squad) work. This division was clearly contrary to our mission, and
we recognized that it created a dynamic which privileged the work of the Action
Squad over the Freedom Squad. So, shortly after the retreat, we created mixed
"work teams" which incorporate Freedom and Action Squad members. Squad
members, collective members, and general membership have divided themselves
into interdisciplinary work teams focused on different issues and areas of work,
including programming, organizing, video, and grassroots fundraising.
Our model ensures growth and continued relevance of the organization by
incorporating graduates of the Freedom School into all levels of the organization
(Sista Squad, collective, board). The Sista Squad is a concrete vehicle for young women's leadership and ownership of the organization. All of SIIS's organizing issues are
chosen by young women members based on their real-life experiences, and they are
also responsible for developing and implementing organizing strategies.
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Furthermore, Sista 11 Sista's Frel'dom School programs arc dl'vcloped and
facilitated with the leadership of the Sista Squad, who build relationships with
new incoming members and create evaluation systems for programs. '!he role of
the Sista Squad in SIIS is critical because it is a tangible mechanism for young
women to have on-going decision-making power over the direction of the organization. It also serves as a place for young women to develop as strong leaders
who are invested in SIIS, which will ensure the sustainability of the organization
and will continue to bring forth change in their day-to-day lives and surrounding
communities.

What We Do
111 die past seven years SI IS has L'slablished a strong mcmbnship basl' 1hro11gh rn1r
holistic leadership devclopmcn! program, the Freedom School for Young W11111c11
of° ( :olor. For the first three years we didn't take on organizing projens and cam·
paigns, instead we focused on building our base, developing collcctivl' leader.~hip
.ind consciousness, and supporting the organizing work of our allies. Oncl' we had
1·s1ablished a strong base of members through the Freedom School, we began IO
develop our organizing work.
The Freedom School operates as a year-round program with three cycll's: fall,
spring, and summer. Through their participation in the Freedom School. yo1111g
women are engaged in a variety of activities designed to spark their developmenr as
critical thinkers, physically strong women, creative performers, and as com mun it y
organizers. The five main components of our Freedom School are: political education, physical health and power, nourishing our bodies, video, and community
action projects. Political education links the personal experiences of young wonw11
10 larger issues of oppression and resistance. Using principles and techniques of
popular education, workshop topics include women in hip-hop, confronting scxual harassment, the braid of oppression, sex and relationships, and many more.
Physical health and power allows young women to explore their physical power
through classes such as break-dancing, self-defense, boxing, and Afro-Brazilian
and Afro-Dominican dance. Nourishing our bodies provides an opportunity for
participants to share healthy recipes and meals.
The video component trains young women of color as media makers, puts clw
word out on the street about an issue, and supports our community organizing in
a creative way. Video production has shown us how different forms of media can
help us get our message across to larger audiences; SIIS's message is reaching more
people in the neighborhood, citywide and nationally through regular screenings
and discussions. Since adding the video component in 2001, we have purchased
equipment, expanded our video work, and developed an organizing plan using
video as a political education and organizing tool. Finally, our Community Action
Projects are chosen by SIIS members and led by Squad members in conjunction
with the Outreach and Organizing petal. Through discussions with the Freedom
School participants, Squad members facilitate the identification of issues that the
young women feel should be addressed. Once an issue is identified, Squad members
outline an organizing strategy and take leadership in involving other Sista II Sista
members in the campaign.
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What We Believe in and What Guides Us
Sista II Sista promotes the principles of self-determination, interconnected personal and social transformation, and collective action against injustice. We believe
that the perspectives of young women of color are critical to the survival and flourishing of our communities, so our approach focuses on young women's innate
power as organizers for social change.
Unfortunately, many programs geared toward youth utilize a service approach
that frames young people in terms of their deficiencies, and very few organizations
address the experiences of young women of color in particular. Taking the principle of self-determination as a starting point, Sista II Sista has created an organization where young women of color take the leadership in transforming themselves
and their communities. Though it is true that more services are needed for young
women, if we are truly committed to the creation of a society based on social justice, we must encourage young women to actively struggle for the creation of this
vision. It is important to have spaces where young women can be more than recipients, or "victims in need of services," and can fulfill their potential as leaders and
creators of a more just community and society.
While we clearly believe that there is tremendous potential in sisterhood, we
also believe that it is not an automatic thing-it must be built, and is part of a
process of struggle. Our membership is African American, Afro Caribbean, and
Latina young women at various stages in their lives, which provides a rich forum
for personal and political development. Rooting ourselves within our membership's diverse experiences, cultures, and realities, we express our visions for a more
just society through cultural mediums such as dance, media, music, and poetry.
We recognize these areas as places where culture is created and promoted, and use
these mediums to foster critical thinking and challenge dominant culture, which
often degrades our very existence.
Lastly, as mentioned above, although we do not promote individual leaders, we
recognize the uniqueness of every individual involved. We practice this in all aspects
of the organization, not just the collective and squad. We have no "founders," our
staff is nonhierarchical, division of labor is not traditional, and the pay scale is flat
-everyone is paid the same wage, regardless of age, formal education, or how long
they've been a member. Our experiences continue to show us that real and long-lasting change comes through collective leadership and struggle.

]01

Organizing against Violence Targeting Young Women of Color
Sparked by the murder of two teen women of color in Bushwick by a police officer and an auxiliary policeman, in the summer of 2000, young women identified
violence against young women of color in Bushwick as our main area of organizing work. We realized that the majority of our membership had faced some level
of violence in their lives, but, by launching a community survey of four hundred
young women in Bushwick, we were able to confirm what a serious issue this
was.
We started our work in 2001 with Street Theater, skits about sexual harass-
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menr. SllS members pl·rfonned skits 011 thl' stl"l'l'ts of Bushwick with till' ohjt'<.:·
tive of raising consciousness abour the issue. We also held a com111unity forum in
October 2001 with INCITE to strategize abour community solutions to the issue
of violence in our communities. These solutions would be later incorporated into
Sista's Liberated Ground.
In 2002, we launched Action Summer to do ongoing organizing around these
issues. As part of Action Summer, we did a video documenting police harassment
of young women in Bushwick called "You Have the Right To Break the Silence."
The video project was really successful in putting into action the research (surveys
and statistics) and documenting the on-the-street perspectives of young women,
community activists, and local police officers on this issue. We also held an end-ofsummer Action Day in front of the 83rd Precinct in Bushwick to strongly address
the issue of accountability. Over 250 community members attended the event and
close to two hundred petitions were signed demanding an end to police violence
and harassment of young women in Bushwick. The action included testimonies,
breakdancers, poetry, and a screening of our video.
This cultural event/action sent a loud message that harassment of young
women by the police would not be tolerated by a unified community. The action
served as an opportunity to put into practice our model of organizing, and it succeeded in publicly embarrassing the local precinct in front of many local residents ,
and the press, putting the police on notice that they were being watched. But it
also sparked serious harassment and surveillance of SllS. The day after, there was
a mini-precinct mobile unit of the New York Police Department (NYPD) parked
outside of the SIIS space. They were messing with the phone wires on the pole
outside and the mini-precinct stayed parked there for two weeks, 24/7, with a
cop inside at all times. It definitely planted some fear in us. But in the era of the
"war on terror," we were aware that this was not only a random retaliation from
this particular precinct. Through our coalition work we knew that our allies were
going through similarly heightened surveillance and harassment.
We initially met with fellow organizers to document our experience and to
strategize a response. In terms of our work, we realized that our conversations and
actions were being watched more closely. We did additional "Know Your Rights"
trainings for all members, and everyone carried our pro-bono activist lawyer's card
with them at all times. Though most of our members stayed focused and committed, parents of families who were undocumented became less active and encouraged their daughters to stop participating. We had a lot of deep conversations with
mothers, and understood that everything was now more complicated. We couldn't
really do much about the harassment but document it and proceed with greater
caution to ensure all our safety. Irrespective of these methods of intimidation, our
work continued on.
At SllS we feel that true social transformation is holistic, that change comes
from inspiration, emotional and cultural expression, and a strong political message.
The video, Action Day, trainings, self-defense workshops, and day-to-day organizing work, such as door-knocking and flyering, strengthened community support for
our organizing work. SllS went from getting bottles thrown at our doors by young
men who didn't understand the need for a women's space to gathering hundreds of
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ll'ighhorhood s11ppor11·1 ~ who Wl'l'l' mult igem:ral ional, and not just IC.mall· at
an ions aga insl the· pol il e and 111 iIita ry. 'I his took many yl'a rs of st l"l'l't 0111 rl·ad1
.111d conversations. As our work around violence has grown, we've divided it into
tlmT areas: chalk:nging the police around issues of sexual harassment and violl'nn·
.1g.1inst young women of color in Bushwick; building an alternative to thl' policl:'
1111 women to turn to in cases of interpersonal violence; and creating solidarity
with women facing violence in the Third World.
We have learned from our experiences that, along with taking a strong public
't.111Cc against police abuse of young women, we must also find practical ways of
1111plcmenting creative solutions to this issue. In 2002, our efforts coincided with
'i1 ywide press coverage of the NYPD backlog of domestic violence cases against
women: more than one hundred thousand reported cases had not been followl'd
11p on-this gross inaction further endangered women's lives. This information
'"pported our critique of the police as an inherently oppressive institution, and as
.111 impractical and ineffective agency to end violence against women. But to truly
li11ild collective power, we need to do more than strongly critique an institution
or system-we must also begin to envision and create what we want to replace it
with! We needed a concrete option for sistas to count on when dealing with the
' onstant gendered violence on the streets, at school, at work, and at home. Sista
11 Sista's overall vision for our organizing campaign is to work on institutional
'hange, as well as social and cultural change, while creating alternatives at the
';tme time. Sista's Liberated Ground (SLG) is our local alternative to the police.
SLG has been the most challenging social change work that SllS has ever
engaged in. We began strategizing within SIIS, held local meetings and built
on strategies from our October 2001 community forum. In February 2003, we
hosted a two-day gathering sponsored by Incite! The meeting brought together
1hirty-five young and adult women of color from around the country who arc
working on models of community accountability for violence against women. At
this gathering, SIIS members presented SLG and drew from other concrete models, and many presented interesting reflections and observations. With the knowledge gained from that meeting, squad members improved the project model and
presented it to the whole SllS membership for a consensus approval in May of
2004.
Since then, we've declared our territorial zone: Sista's Liberated Ground, a space
where violence against sistas is not tolerated, and where women turn to each other
instead of the police to address the violence in their lives. SLG includes extensive outreach with flyers, posters, T-shirts, stickers, and murals to mark the territory. There
is also an action line, a phone number that women can call to get involved in SLG.
The squad members are also developing a series of workshops for young women from
the community on sexism, conflict resolution, collective self-defense, and other topics to raise consciousness and build relationships with other women in the neighborhood. Our new video, No More Violence Against Our Sistas!, will be used for political
education within the community. SLG is also organizing Sista Circles, collectives of
support and intervention for cases of gender violence with groups of sistas that arc
friends, neighbors, and coworkers. We will first practice these Sista Circles in the
Freedom School with our members to see what creating collective support and real
t
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accountability looks likL:.
The inauguration of SLG rook place on June 28, 2004, at our block party.
Amid performers and music, community members signed on to and shouted the
Sista's Liberated Ground Pledge:'
I believe that in the struggle for justice, women's personal safety is
an important community issue.
Violence against women hurts families, children and the whole community.
As a member of this community, I commit myself to ending violence against women!
I stand in support of Sista's Liberated Ground, a territory where
violence against women is not tolerated.
I commit myself to working with the community to collectively
confront cases of violence against women without the police and
to work together so that violence against women stops happening.
I will dedicate myself to creating relationships based on respect,
love and mutual support and to struggling for justice and liberation on a personal and community level.
This innovative organizing project created by the young women of SIIS is beyond
anything any of our staff or volunteer collective has concrete experience with, and
we've been surprised by the challenges and rewards. Through meeting other national
groups, we've also learned that there aren't established on-the-ground models to help
us figure out how to put these ideas into practice. We've also looked at and learned
from many current models in revolutionary movements and community struggles
in the Third World. We looked at the occupation safety systems and the gender
teams of the Landless Workers' Movement (MST) in Brazil, the autonomous territories of the Zapatistas, and many less-known community accountability action
groups of poor women that live in places where the police wouldn't come even if
called. These creative intervention models were built upon strong community connections and relationships.
And in the United States, in a lot of places like Bushwick, community has been
undermined-that's what keeps us all alienated. So doing this type of work inside
the empire is extra hard. We know this work will take years and a lot of sista power
to fully implement, but we are excited and challenged by this project.
Another area of social change work that SIIS members have taken on is solidarity with other women in the Third World. We began with a solidarity campaign with young women in Juarez, Mexico. Squad members saw the parallels
between how violence affects poor young women in Bushwick and in Juarez. The
work included an action at the Mexican Embassy with hundreds of petitions presented to the head consul on the same day that actions were happening all over
Mexico, in late November 2002.
From there, attention turned to the impending war and the solidarity team
began organizing with citywide coalitions against the war. In Third World Within
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(.1 , it ywidl· proplr ol , 111111 '"l i.d justice nl:t work), SI IS squad 1m·111bas Wl'f"l' the
1111 ly youth (u ndrr 21) .11 mga 11 izi ng and work meetings. But our pa rt icipat ion
brought enL:rgy, ideas, and crL:ativity to the larger group. WL: successfully hdped
111ganize actions on l;d)ruary 15, 2003, the day after the bombing hL:gan, and 011
M;1y 19, Malcolm X's birthday.
Along with the citywide work, the solidarity team also did local neighborhood
.1111iwar organizing by doing outreach and education on the issue, holding a candlelight vigil the night the bombing began, and by doing ongoing antimilitary recruitllll'llt outreach which culminated in an action called Recruitment for Justice. On
lune 17, outside the local ROTC recruitment center in Bushwick, antiwar stickers,
posters, and CDs were given for free to those who would register with SIIS (by joining our mailing list) instead of the armed services.

How We Fund Our Work
SI IS functioned during its first three years without any foundation funding. We
had an all-volunteer collective that helped coordinate and facilitate our Freedom
School, and we maintained our programming through in-kind donations from
volunteers and local community businesses, t-shirt sales, and cultural fundraising
events. In the past three years, our foundation funding has increased significantly.
We expanded our grassroots fundraising with individual donor drives, speaking
engagements, and workshops, events, and collectively-made products.
In the fall of2002, spurred by the realization that we were increasingly working harder and harder to become ever-dependent on foundation grants, we priori1 ized non-foundation, grassroots fundraising strategies by creating two working
groups dedicated to raising money. One group promotes and markets SIIS produces, which include T-shirts, sweatshirts, massage oils, bath salts, and other SIIScreated and creative products. This group also began promoting the Sista Solidarity
Products, crafts, such as earrings, blouses, and hand bags, made by women's cooperatives in the Third World; these sales provide funding to the cooperatives as well
as SIIS.
The other fundraising work team is the Big Mouth Project, made up of a
small group of collective and squad members who have developed a national SIIS
speaker's bureau. The team created a base of thirteen workshops and talks based
on SIIS's curriculum and model of organizing, and began outreaching to public
schools, community groups, colleges and universities, and foundations to set up
paid speaking engagements for SIIS. The Big Mouth Project team schedules and
coordinates the engagements, but all SIIS members are expected to facilitate the
workshops and give talks. The prices are on a sliding scale depending on the type
of organization. This project has turned out to be one of our most successful grassroots fundraising initiatives, because it raises money, supports the development of
SIIS members' leadership abilities, and spreads our mission and vision nationally.
A Few Words on Our Vision from Our Members
What would Brooklyn look like if it was against the community law
to tear and claw
at a woman's bra
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or to break her jaw?
Would Brooklyn be a better place for the human race
if there were no more bruises
on a woman's face?

-Rafia, 13 years old
Today I walked down the street and I felt relaxed but strange. I had on a halter top
with shorts and some sneakers. And let me tell you, I was looking REAL good.
Had my hair flowing with a huge Kool-aid smile plastered on my face. But I still
felt strange. I strutted my stuff. Hips swaying to the rhythm of my own music
while my breasts bounced to a different tune. I felt so good and relaxed I didn't
even notice that for the past half an hour, while I walked through the crowded
street filled with men, no one called out at me. For once I didn't hear, "Yo shorty
with the big ass," or "Yo ma, can I holla at you?" or even "damn, shorty!" For the
first time, I walked down the street and noticed how beautiful the sky looks on a
sunny day, how green the grass truly is, and I even noticed the many colors of a
tree's leaves. It's bad that it took me so long to notice these things because for years
I walked around with a screwed-up face just daring someone to look or say something so I could curse them out. But today I smiled. Free to be me and not having
to apologize for being a woman. So you know what I'm going to do as I walk? I'm
gonna thank everyone in my community for making this possible. Although it
took years, my sistas can finally smile. We are free.

-Keisha, 18 years old
As I walk I find
As I walk I see
As I walk yo recojo las pedazos
Que me han tratado de quitar
Caminando me comunico con mis
Angeles, con mis antepasados
Regreso al lugar onde vivi
Una existencia completa
Caminando recupero la fe, vuelvo
A creer en la posibilidad
De un mundo mas humano
Un mundo que valorize la vida
Y no la destruccion
Caminando I find mi camino de
Paz, justicia y verdad.

-Loira, 24 years old
At the End of the Day
Since we wrote this, we have made some tough decisions at Sista II Sista. One of
our major decisions was not doing foundation fundraising anymore. What happened? 9/11 happened. Foundations started moving in more conservative direc-
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rdll'ctin!-\ tl1t· la1K1·1 di111atl' in the US. Sista II Sista had also ridden a wavt·
111 being the "flavor ,,,- ilH" month" among the foundations and chac cimc w;1s
, 11111 i ng to an l'nd. ·1hl' progressive funders didn't understand our new organ ii'.ill!-\
work, SLG. If we weren't "targeting institutions" like the police anymore, then
tlil'y thought we weren't doing "real organizing." Simultaneously we started focl111g more and more constrained by the amount of grant writing, administration,
,ilc visits, and reports. We were drained by the rejections, the waiting, and tl1t·
, 011srant explanations of our work to people who just didn't get it. It got tiring
1111 ing our work into quantitative outcomes. Morale was low and SIIS went from
iil'ing a labor oflove to a job.
So we made the leap of faith. We are transitioning back to being an all-vol11 ntcer collective. Things move slower now. We've lost a few people in the transi1 ion. Our lives are crazy. On the other hand, young women have stepped up and
1hl'ir leadership is more prominent than ever in SIIS. It's empowering to know
1hat people are open to finding alternative ways to building and working in this
1novement.

111111s,

Conclusion
We have written many things about ourselves and our work in this piece, but
without a doubt there are many more things to be said about Sista II Sista. Over
1he years, we have learned many lessons and faced many challenges. Some of the
ll'ssons stand out more than others.
Among the brightest is our collective understanding that justice is not a product that you arrive at. It's not an "end." Justice is something we have to continually
imagine, envision, construct, and practice. It is something that you have to incorporate into your daily life and interactions with those around you in your home,
work, organization, spiritual/religious space, and in all the other aspects of a human
!icing's existence. Because of this, Sista II Sista will be constantly reshaping and reorganizing itself to respond to our responsibility to model an organization based on
1he principles of liberation, self-determination, and love.
The other lesson in the shine-so-bright category is that it is not enough to criticize systems that we find to be oppressive. It is a lot easier to say what's wrong with
something than it is to sit with a group of people and imagine what would be better for everyone. It's easier, but it doesn't get us any closer to achieving justice for
our communities. We can't tell those who are in power that what they are doing
is wrong and then let them decide what would be better for us. We have to create
that collectively for ourselves. That is the challenge that lies ahead of us.
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Disloyal to Feminism
Abuse of Survivors within the Domestic Violence Shelter System
Emi Koyama

A telephone rings at a feminist domestic violence shelter and a worker picks up.
First, the caller requests an Arabic-English translator to help her communicate, so
the worker calls in a telephone translation service. The caller identifies herself as an
immigrant who had come to the United States two years ago, who had never left
her house by herself in these two years-until just now. Today she is calling from
a local clinic, where she had sought emergency medical care for injuries arising
from the battering by her husband the night before. She is afraid for her safety, but
there is more than just the immediate safety that she is worried about: Where will
she go? How will she take care of herself financially? Can she stay in this country,
or can she even go back?
The worker proceeds to screen her for services, but before the worker tells the
woman that she is welcome to come over and stay at the shelter, her supervisor
leaves a note on her desk saying, "DON'T TAKE HER." Puzzled, the worker puts
the woman on hold and speaks to the supervisor. "We're seeing all those women
of color come in, fail our program, and get kicked out," says the supervisor, "We
can't even get Spanish-speaking women to succeed in our program. I think it's a
mistake to accept someone who only speaks Arabic." Protest ensues, but in the end
the worker tells the woman, who has been waiting on hold for several minutes,
that she may not come to the shelter. No reasons are given; she is just not "appropriate" for the shelter.
Feminist movements have struggled to confront abuses of power and control
within our very movements, even as we critique and resist the abuse of women
within our sexist society. On a theoretical level, at least, we now know that not all
women's experiences are the same nor necessarily similar, that claiming universality
of women's experiences inherently functions to privilege white, middle-class, heterosexual, and otherwise already privileged women by making their participation in
these systems of oppression invisible. We now know, for example, that fighting racism requires not only the obliteration of personal prejudices against people of different races, but also active disloyalty to white supremacy and all of the structures that
perpetuate systems of oppression and privilege. 1
In practice, however, these are difficult concepts to implement. The need to
address the issue of abusive power and control within our movements is often
minimized, or deprioritized as less urgent than addressing men's abuse of power
and control. This has been especially true within the movement against violence
against women, which, in addition to naming such widespread, but previously
unspoken practices as wife battering, sexual harassment, and date rape, viewed
violence against women as part of the "conscious process of intimidation by which

.ill llll'n kl'l'P all w11111r11 i11 .1 \I.Ill" of fi:ar."' By adopting the vil'w that do111estir
violence is not an act of 011c ah11ser against his or her victim, but all 111e11 against all
wornen, we havl' 111adl' it l'a.,ier to frame the violence and abuse by woml'n against
"'her women within the anti-domestic violence movement as individual rather
dun systemic, and thus, less worthy of our collective attention.
'Jhis article is about the abuse of power and control within the feminist 111ove111l'nt against domestic violence. It primarily focuses on the imbalance of powl'r
lil't ween the workers who provide services and the survivors who receive them, but
1,, also informed by the work of women of color, working-class women, and other
kminist women who have confronted power imbalances within feminist move1ncnts. It also acknowledges that frontline direct service workers are not directly
to be blamed, as they are frequently dehumanized by the contradiction of having
to respond to and face extraordinary responsibilities while having too little actual
institutional power to affect the larger system.
I am a survivor of domestic violence. I am someone who stayed in a shelter,
hack in 1994. My experience there was horrendous; I constantly felt the policing gaze of shelter workers across the half-open door, and feared "warnings" and
punishments that seemed to be issued arbitrarily. No, to describe the practice as
"arbitrary" would be inaccurate; it was clearly selective in terms of who got them
1nost frequently-the poor Black and Latina women with children, especially if
1hey were in "recovery" from alcohol or drug "abuse."
Snitching on other residents was actively encouraged. Residents were rewarded
for reporting rule violations of other residents and their children, even when the
allegations were not exactly accurate. I did not know whom to trust, especially
after some staff or volunteer slipped the fact that I was a prostitute running away
l'rom an abusive live-in relationship. They denied ever breaking confidentiality,
hut how else would other residents know?
Eventually, the feeling of constant siege by shelter staff and all the "crazymaking" interactions pushed me over the edge, and I cut myself with a knife. They
put me in a mental hospital, effectively ending my stay at the shelter before I could
find a permanent, safer space to live. And I was not helped by the fact that the
shelter staff told the State hospital about my background. After I learned to answer
"correctly" to all of the insensitive and dehumanizing questions, including those
about my work, they released me back on to the streets.
When I began volunteering for a rape crisis center and then for a domestic violence shelter, I believed that ifl worked on the other side of the half-open door-if
I could run these shelters-things could be drastically different. I believed that
shelter rules could be modified for the better, that shelter workers and volunteers
could be trained differently. Like every abused woman, I believed that I could
make the shelter system change, that I could help make it stop being abusive
and become loving and caring. I was trapped in what Jennifer Baumgardner calls
"Battered Women's Movement Syndrome." 3
After working at several domestic violence shelters in various capacities, I realize that my thinking has changed. While I still believe that there can be better
rules, better trainings, and better volunteer screening procedures for domestic violence shelters than those currently employed, I now feel that these reforms do not
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fundamentally change the dynamic of power and co111 rol within illl' shclin sys1rn1.
In the absence of more radical changes, I tear that these reforms will only make us
more benevolent and manipulative abusers, the kind that buys a woman Howcrs,
kisses her, and says "I love you."
The shelter worker described at the beginning of this article is me. I am the
worker who told the woman, who had no other place to turn to, who would probably be beaten again if she went back, that she may not come to the shelter. This episode marked my last day working at the domestic violence shelter, more than two
years ago, but I continue to ache from this experience. Of course, this was not the
first time that I questioned how shelters were being run. I questioned everything:
the "clean and sober" policy regarding substance use; the policy against allowing
women to monitor their own medications; the use of threats and intimidations
to control survivors; the labeling of ordinary disagreements or legitimate complaints as "disrespectful communication"; the patronizing "life skills" and "parenting" classes; the seemingly random enforcement of rules that somehow always push
women of color out of the shelter first. I hated just about everything that went on
in a shelter, and I refused to participate in the enforcement of most of these regulations. I never issued formal "warnings" against any of the residents, preferring
instead to have dialogues about any problems as casually as possible. I pretended
that I did not smell the alcohol on the women's breath, so long as their behavior
did not cause any problems for other residents. I never ever walked a woman to
the bathroom and watched her as she peed into a little cup for drug tests, as shelter
policy expected me to do. I did everything I could to sabotage the system I viewed
as abusive-I was disloyal.
But in many other situations, I failed. To this day, I ask myself why I did
not simply ignore my supervisor's order on that day, let the woman come to the
shelter and deal with the consequences later. I ask myself how many times I must
have misused what little power I had without even realizing it, or failed to use it
positively when I could have. In the end, my greatest failure was not the failure
to always be the sane voice in an insane environment, but the fact that I relied on
my own feminist conscience to keep me from taking part in the abuse of women
within the shelter system, not realizing that institutional structures would force
me to play out that role as long as I was part of the shelter system, whether or not
I liked it.
Like white antiracists who must recognize the impossibility of purifying
themselves of their racist white privilege, I came to realize the limitation of feminist consciousness. I came to understand that we need structural changes, rather
than better rules, staffs, trainings, or consciousness-raising conversations, in order
to make social interventions that can make domestic violence activists and shelter workers more accountable to the actual needs and demands of survivors. The
focus of my activism began to shift from domestic violence to the domestic violence industry.
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I ulu's Story
"At'icr I left my Sl-cond h11.,liand, I went back on cocaine," recalls l.11111, a whitr
lony year-old forn!l'r sin·ct prostitute who has survived various forms of violrlll'r
.111d abuse throughout her life.'' "ln order to support my cocaine habit, I wl·nt 0111
wi1 h a big-time drug dealer who was also a gang member. I was his girl: I stayrd
.11 home, dressed nice, took care of his daughter and house. I gave him sex, and hr
1',.IVl' me dope." But at some point he became very violent, with events culmi11a1111g the last time she left him, when he stabbed Lulu with a knife and fork, and
p11nched her in the face for nearly eight hours straight. "The next day, I wrnt to
'' ay at the battered women's shelter."
Yet even at the shelter, Lulu felt under siege. "I couldn't tell the shelter staff
what was really going on. I didn't tell them about the gang, or about drugs, nothing about that. Nothing about prostitution certainly. I lied about most things."
'>he lied because of the fear that she would be judged and mistreated if the shelter
'1 a ff actually knew what she was going through.
One day, she and another resident drove together to a nearby convenience
'wre. She was sitting on the passenger side when her abusive ex-boyfriend abruptly
,!Jowed up at her window, angry. Instead of driving, the woman on the driver scat
ran out of the car and into the store, and the ex-boyfriend began punching and
kicking Lulu in an attempt to drag her into his van. "No one at the store intcrvrned; no one even called the police, including the woman I was with, or the store
l·mployees." Eventually the ex-boyfriend's cousin told him to stop because he was
.1fraid that someone had seen the license plate, and they both ran, leaving Lulu
bloody and bruised.
"Police didn't show up, so I called up the police myself to make a report. And
when I went back to the shelter, covered in blood, bruises, cuts, and bleeding out
of my mouth, they accused me of lying. They believed that I willingly went to sec
him, and told me to stay away from him. They never believed me. I left the sheller when I got money from welfare. I went back to prostituting on the street," she
said.
Akasha's Story
Akasha is a younger woman from California, who has also been homeless
many times in her Life. "I am a young, trans, queer, sex worker woman survivor of
domestic violence and sexual assault," she says. Since Akasha came out as a trans
woman and "transitioned" in her early twenties, she has been not only targeted by
abusive partners, but also ostracized by and isolated from her family. "I was homeless on and off for about three years, and during this time I stayed with numerous
abusive friends and sugar daddies. I was repeatedly blamed for the poverty and
homelessness I felt trapped in. My health deteriorated to the point where I was sick
eight months out of the year, had frequent panic attacks, got raped by a 'trick' and
found myself sleeping outdoors in the middle of winter rains." 5 Akasha ended up in
a domestic violence shelter after one of her sugar mommas became so violent that
she found herself on the run for her life.
"How was your experience of being in a shelter, as a homeless person, as a
trans woman, and as a sex worker?" I asked. "Well, for starters, I pretty much
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knew from the start rhar I couldn't afliml to lw 0111 as a sex workl'r. Being t hl' first
trans woman at the shelter was trouble enough," she said. '"!he sraff den10nstrau:d
the complete lack of training" on trans issues, Akasha says. "Apparently [the shdter] only bothered to offer any accommodations because of the local trans civil
rights ordinance. They violated my confidentiality and outed me as transgendcrcd
to other residents."
But transphobia was not the only problem she experienced at the shelter.
"Amazingly, the shelter staff showed overwhelming disdain for all the women
there, treating us as if we were all 'abuse addicts' looking for our next fix, as if we
craved the abuse we received. Like many women at the shelter I was frequently
written up for missing my curfew, not doing my chores 'right,' and 'disrespectful communication' for standing up for myself and refusing to comply with their
unreasonable demands. This is how I ended up having panic attacks almost every
day towards the end of my stay. These panic attacks in turn were used by staff to
justify further write-ups and threats of eviction."
Akasha continues: "During my stay at the DV shelter I was unable to do sex
work at all because of the curfew and other restrictions, and fear of staff finding
out. And my 'straight' job was also threatened by the demands placed on my time
due to my weekly chores, which usually added up to about ten hours a week of
cleaning and cooking during my regular work hours. This forced me to disclose
to my boss that I was living in a shelter, and obviously, this compromised my job
security."
''Another complaint I have is about what they called 'support' groups that we
were required to attend at the shelter," she said. "These groups encouraged residents
to disclose personal information that would ofren be later used against me by staff
and opened us up to judgment from other residents. For instance, the pronoun that
I used to describe my batterer distinguished me as the only out queer and made me
vulnerable to ridicule by other residents. Also staff played on [the fact that I was]
given a separate room to incite the envy of other residents who were forced to share
rooms-sometimes up to four women to a room. Nevertheless, I felt more supported by other residents than by the staff."
"I saw widespread abuse of single mothers, especially those who were poor
and in recovery from substance abuse. One single mom was harassed and then
kicked out onto the street with her one-month-old daughter and three-year-old
son while she and her daughter were detoxing off heroin, all because the threeyear-old was rambunctious and demanded more time from the mom. So she got
in trouble not just for her son's behavior but for missing her chores."
I know these stories are true, because I saw the same pattern when I stayed at
the shelter back in 1994. I know they are true, because as a shelter worker I unintentiaonally participated in maintaining this pattern. Yet even if I did not have
firsthand experiences of them, it's not hard to see why these problems occur; they
are bound to when there are few, if any, institutional mechanisms to hold service
providers accountable to the actual needs and perspectives of people receiving services. At most shelters, the only internal grievance procedures lack real teeth.
As a result, I am no longer able to delude myself with the self-indulgent fantasies that I can be a different kind of shelter worker, or that things would be differ-

1·111 ii" I rnuld he a shrl1r1 dirn tor. 111 facr, iris this sclf~indulge11t fi:minist fantasy
1h;11 Wl' haVl' about 011t'.\l'lws as ti:minists that often individuali:r.es obvious prohl.. 111.\, i11visibili:r.es more suh1k ones, and minimizes the urgent need for ins1i1111ion al, rather than individual, remedies. We need to not only criticize individual
.11 1s of mistreatment of survivors by the shelter system, but also instigate an active
d i.,loyalty to feminist utopianism which perpetuates the institutional abuse of sur•: ivors and forestalls structural changes.

Professionalization

= Depoliticization

I he process of "institutionalization" and "professionalization" of the "battered
women's movement" and its ills have been widely discussed among long-rime
.11 ti vis ts who created early domestic violence shelters. 6 Patricia Gaddis tells a ry pi' a I radical feminist version of how it took place:
Only a short time after the Feminists had fallen asleep, mainstream
professionalism infiltrated battered women's programs, bringing
forth a new and unpleasant hierarchy within the movement, a hierarchy that undermined the Feminists' effort to eradicate the root
causes of domestic violence. Shared power among employees was
quickly discarded and ethical practices that included the voices
of battered women, basic aaining on the dynamics of domestic
violence, and the power of shared experience among women was
frowned upon ... [u]nqualified executive directors were brought
in from the mainstream to tell shelter staff and court advocates
that they were not as important to the program as the licensed
professionals ... [b]attered women seeking refuge were held captive
by the never-ending shelter rules that were put into place by the
mainstream professionals who thumbed their noses at the original
founders. Many safe houses now seemed more like prisons, or "social" bed and breakfasts, that prevented the disabled and women of
all races, ages, classes, and religions and ethnic groups from entering. Victims were referred to as "crazy" and whips were cracked
upon the backs of advocates or victims who dared question the professional task master's authority... [s]helter programs were no longer
a safe place for all battered women.7
Radical feminists view the institutionalization and professionalization of the
movement as a continuous process of "depoliticization," fueled by the patriarchal backlash and cooptation. Nancy]. Meyer of the Washington, D.C., Coalition Against Domestic Violence defines "depoliticization" as "a reframing process
chat directs attention away from (and recreates knowledge about) sexism, male
dominance, patriarchy, and female subjugation." She argues that there "is nothing inherently wrong with trying to improve the conditions in which battered
women live, but when putative efforts to just 'make it better' become the end goal,
the political vision and motivation to address the real exegesis of male violence
becomes sublimated." 8
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Aided by stronger laws against domestic violence, this "growing paternalism
of the state" has resulted in many unintended negative consequences for survivors
of domestic violence. For example, a report by the Family Violence Project of the
Urban Justice Center on the impact of the mandatory arrest law in New York City
discovered a dangerously high frequency of "victim arrest"-that is, when victims of domestic violence are arrested because of false or exaggerated allegations
by their abusers, or because the victim fought back to defend herself or her children. The report states, "The negative effects of victim arrest were wide-ranging
and lasting ... many women reported that their physical and mental health and
well-being, financial status, educational goals, personal relationships and their
famil~:s physical and mental health and well-being were adversely affected by the
arrest. 9
According to Juley Fulcher, the public policy director of the National Coalition Against Domestic Violence, women are being evicted from their public housing when they report being abused, because the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988
calls for an eviction when any resident or visitor is arrested for drug-related or
violent crimes. 10 A recent ruling by a federal judge in Brooklyn found that child
protection services routinely removed children from mothers who were abused by
their partners under the premise that the mother failed to protect her children. 11
In Kentucky, a municipal judge was praised in the pages of the Wail Street journal
for fining two battered women for going back to their abusive partners after they
had been granted restraining orders. 12
Paternalism and bureaucratic procedures flourish also within the shelter systems. "Lately I've begun to wonder exactly who it is that domestic violence programs do shelter," writes Patty Neal Dorian. "It seems the list of 'we don't shelter
those women' just keeps growing: women with substance abuse issues, homeless
women, women with mental illnesses, women who are HIV-positive, women who
won't attend parenting classes, women with physical disabilities, women who don't
want protective orders, women who won't submit to drug tests and searches ...
[a]nd just to be completely sure this woman can't 'use' the system, these names get
shared with every program within a 50-mile radius." 13
In 1999, a jury in South Carolina found Cumbee Center, the local domestic violence shelter, negligent in the murder of a resident by her abusive husband,
rewarding a claim of more than one hundred thousand dollars to the victim's
mother. A local newspaper simply reported that the shelter drove Sebrenia Russaw
Neal to see her husband "just nine days after she and her three children had left
him and moved into the shelter," but Rita Smith and Gretchen Eckroate of the
National Coalition Against Domestic Violence point out that the realities were
much more complex. 14 According to Smith and Eckroate, it was the mother of
the woman who relayed her husband's request to meet at an attorney's office, supposedly for some legal purpose. "When Sebrenia arrived at the office, she found
out that her husband had lied about having an appointment with the lawyer, but
he begged her to talk to him anyway. The advocate that escorted Sebrenia to the
office advised her not to do so and told her she did not have to stay." However she
"decided to talk to him anyway" and was shot and killed.
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'I he mos! dis1111lii11g .t.,pn 1of1he Cumbee Cc111er case, aside from illl· 111111'·
der of the victim, was thl' Lit1 that it was the domestic violence "expnis" and
1heir rhetoric that aided 1he verdict against the shelter. Smith and Eckroatl' write:
"'I he plaintiff's expert witness ... testified that all women who came into thl· sheller suffered from battered women's syndrome and post-traumatic stress disordn
and that they should not be allowed to make decisions for themselves for at leas!
~ix months." 15 This episode illustrates how the rhetoric of "battered women's syndrome"-originally invented to explain why some women end up murdering or
injuring their abusers rather than simply escaping and to help free or reduce sentences for women charged with such crimes-is now being used by domestic violence "experts" to negate survivors' agency and thus justify paternalistic rules and
actions by the legal and shelter systems.
Not surprisingly, poor women, women of color, and their communities arc
among the groups impacted most harshly by the domestic violence movement's
overreliance on the state. As Angela Davis pointed out during her keynote address
at the historic Color of Violence Conference in 2000, "... the primary strategies for
addressing violence against women rely on the state and on constructing gendered
assaults on women as 'crimes,' the criminalization process further bolsters the racism of the courts and prisons. Those institutions, in turn, further contribute to violence against women. I suggest that we focus our thinking on this contradiction:
Can a state that is thoroughly infused with racism, male dominance, class-bias, and
homophobi, and that constructs itself in and through violence, act to minimize violence in the lives of women?''lG
Andrea Smith voices some of the same sentiments expressed by Gaddis, Meyer,
and Levey: "As the antiviolence movement has gained greater public prominence,
domestic violence and rape crisis centers have become increasingly professionalized
to receive accreditation and funding from state and federal agencies." Smith continues, "Rather than develop peer-based services in which large groups of women
can participate, they [domestic violence and rape crisis centers] employ individuals with the proper academic degrees or credentials. This practice excludes most
women from full participation, particularly women of color and poor women." 17
However, unlike those of Gaddis and Meyer, the visions of women who gathered at the Color of Violence Conference extended beyond refocusing on men's
dominance over women as the fundamental root of violence against women. Illustrating mainstream domestic violence activists' refusal to "address sexual and
domestic violence within the larger context of institutional inequality and violence," Smith criticized such narrow approaches as problematic because "violence
within communities of color cannot be addressed seriously without dealing with
the larger structures of violence, such as militarism, attacks on immigrants and
Indian treaty rights, police brutality, the proliferation of prisons, economic neocolonialism, and institutional racism .... [I]t makes no sense to say that it is not
okay for a man to hit his wife, but it is okay for him to bomb civilians in Iraq." 18
Thus Smith's and Davis' calls for political mobilization within the antiviolence
movement are substantially different from those of white radical feminists.
White radical feminists such as Gaddis and Levey romanticize the "battered
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women's movement" that once was, wht'rt' things wcrt' run n>llLTtivdy ratht'r
than hierarchically and all women were welcome and equal. I ndccd, their cries of
"depoliticization" naturally lead to calls for "repoliticizarion," to put the critical
analysis of men's overwhelming dominance over women and other oppressions as
subsystems of the patriarchy first-rather than seeing them as separate, interlocking mechanisms.
Mazie Hough and Ann Schonberger of the University of Maine have documented a radical feminist "success" story of Spruce Run, a collectively run domestic violence agency. Founded in 1972 by a group of feminists that included "a
handful of women going through marital crises," Spruce Run initially supported
itself through creative fundraisers. But in the late 1970s, it became "clear to
Spruce Run that more secure funding sources were needed to help the organization thrive," and thus it began appealing for funding from the state and from the
United Way. Shortly thereafter, the Steering Committee of Spruce Run decided to
appoint one of the women as the executive director of the staff of four, and "others
began to question a structure which gave one staff member more power than the
others." After much discussion, the organization abolished the hierarchal structure, and has since implemented further policies to "eliminate status differences
between administrators and service providers" and to reduce the pay gap based on
longevity in order to remain true to the ideal of nonhierarchical organization. 19
Women involved in Spruce Run apparently believed that in order to make an
institution equitable they needed to eliminate differences, be it authority, salary,
or roles (administrative versus service provider).
But by this token, would it not become necessary to eliminate race in order to
end racism? Hough and Schonberger do not explore how Spruce Run deals with
any of the actual differences and imbalances that simply cannot be eliminated at
the Steering Committee's whim, such as the power imbalances between women of
color and white women, US-born women and immigrants, paid staff and volunteers, and service providers and recipients. Are the radical feminist recollections
about the "battered women's movement" reality, or selective memories that require
active overlooking of power imbalances?
I argue that, far from being an innocent victim of the patriarchal backlash,
the flawed assumptions and analyses of the white radical feminism that shaped
the early "battered women's movement" are partially responsible for the movement's uncritical collusion with racist, imperialist state interests, as well as the
abuse of women within the shelter system. By focusing excessively on "the power
of shared experiences among women," these radical feminists created a movement
that discourages and suppress the discussions about the specificities of each woman's experiences within a complex matrix of social inequalities and examinations
of ways in which some well-intentioned feminist women can and do abuse power
over other women.
If we were to truly "repoliticize" the antiviolence movement, it would be more
helpful to acknowledge that there are many power imbalances among women that
are very difficult to eliminate than to hastily move to make them disappear. That
way, we could hope to create structures that would actively counter the power relationships that already exist, that would hold ourselves accountable to each other.
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Wc 11ccd to J"C'sist tl11· ;111.1L hro11i.\t il urgt' to accept cu logics as history, and instl'ad
.liuild a mulri-issuc 111ovC'111c111 whose scope includes, bur docs not necessarily cl'llll'I', men's dominancc ovcr women, among many other structurt's of inl'qualit ic·~
.111d injustices.

Implementing Strategies for Accountability
In 1992, the Coalition on Homelessness of San Francisco successfully lobbied the
Social Services Commission of the City and County of San Francisco to adopt the·
"universal grievance procedure," which all homeless shelter agencies that receive
city funding are required to comply with when clients appeal an agency's decision
to deny or terminate services. In addition, the Department of Human Services
was mandated to hire two client advocates to represent homeless people in internal
and external hearings. These actions were in response to what was viewed by the·
Coalition as a prevalent problem within homeless shelters: unequal and arbitrary
enforcement of agency rules that resulted in unfair evictions from housing and
denial of services. 20
Even though some people initially questioned whether or not such a policy
was even needed, the increase of grievances filed against service providers following the implementation proved the successfulness of the new policy: at last, clients_
had a realistic chance of appealing and overturning unfair evictions and denial of
services. According to the Coalition on Homelessness:

In the first year of implementation there were 360 requests for shelter hearings regarding denials of services. At the shelter level, 49%
of the denials were overturned or modified, and 51 % were upheld
or the client failed to appear at the internal hearing. Of the denials
upheld at the shelter level, 31 clients requested a hearing with an
arbitrator. The arbitrator overturned or modified the shelter's decision in 31% of the cases and upheld the shelter decision in 69% of
the cases. Over the next three years the numbers of clients requesting appeals have steadily increased. During the time period from
February 1996 through January of 1997, 690 clients requested to
appeal a denial of services. Of those, 309 (45%) were overturned,
82 (12%) had the penalty modified, 135 (19%) were upheld, and
164 (24%) clients failed to appear at the shelter hearing. There were
43 arbitrations during the same time period with 10 shelter decisions upheld, 15 overturned, 5 with a modified penalty, and 13
clients who failed to appear. 21
Riding on this success, the Coalition on Homelessness has been working to
create similar grievance procedures for "transitional" housing facilities, which
include substance abuse, youth, mental health, and domestic violence facilities.
But the adoption of client-centered grievance procedures has been minimal outside of homeless shelters. In addition, while good grievance procedures can make
the arbitrary application of policies less frequent, they cannot change unfair or
paternalistic policies themselves. "We tried to get it to include policy changes too,
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but most providers here arc adamantly opposed to homeless pl'oplc having rights,"
says an activist with the Coalition on Homelessness, also noting that the Coalition's effort is "seen as us trying to change their programs." 22
Part of the reluctance on the part of the domestic violence shelters to embrace
client-centered grievance procedures and agency policies such as those advocated
by the Coalition (and the motivation on the part of the City of San Francisco
to exempt domestic violence shelters from the structures it deemed necessary for
homeless shelters) comes from our pervasive tendency to uncritically accept domestic violence shelters as organizations that are wholeheartedly committed to the
empowerment of women, and therefore, cannot possibly mistreat their clients the
same way homeless shelters might. These stereotypical presumptions about women
as naturally compassionate, caring, loving, sympathetic, fair-minded, and peaceful allow us to underestimate women's capacity to use power and control over
other women. We also underestimate the fact that despite the talks of "sisterhood,"
women as a group do not necessarily share the same interests, and that allowing
feminist service providers to set agency policies with little or no input from service
recipients silences survivors, resulting in an intensified hostility and paternalism
toward women accessing services.
The work of the Coalition on Homelessness, and its insistence on putting
service recipients at the center of program design and implementation, fit in the
broader context of the harm reduction movement. Harm reduction is a philosophy
initially developed and adopted by people organizing around the HIV/AIDS crisis
and other health issues among injection drug users, but its impact and implication
for the rest of the progressive social change movement is far-reaching.
The Harm Reduction Coalition defines harm reduction as "a set of practical strategies that reduce negative consequences of drug use" that "meet[s] drug
users where they are at." It demands that "interventions and policies designed to
serve drug users reflect specific individual and community needs." According to
the Coalition, "Harm reduction stands in stark contrast to the law enforcement
efforts to criminalize and prosecute drug use as well as to the medical community's efforts to pathologize it." 23
Harm reduction demands that the goals of any social intervention be determined by communities and individuals receiving the intervention, and that any
such intervention needs to be evaluated by these goals, rather than that of the government or the service provider. For example, if the goal of the drug user community was to reduce the risk of HIV and Hepatitis C transmission, any intervention
would have to be evaluated on the basis of how successfully it achieves this goal,
rather than how successfully it reduced drug use, as government, religious, medical, and other institutions frequently demand.
In 1997, the American Medical Association (AMA) released a position paper
on the use of harm reduction strategy. While maintaining abstinence as the ultimate, most desirable goal, the AMA acknowledges that harm reduction mechanisms such as needle exchange programs are "effective" in "reducing the spread of
HIV and other pathogens ... as demonstrated by extensive programs in Europe
and more limited experience recently in this country." 24 With the AMA's somewhat reluctant admission that employing harm reduction strategies saves lives,
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funding for nC'nllc l'X1 li.11tgl' .111d othc:r harm rcduction-basnl programs from
.local health dcpart11w11t.\ and mainstream foundations is increasing.
Harm reduction is the: opposite of paternalism, which unfortunately is rampant within antiviolencc agencies that are based on the social service: n10dc:I. Rnk·
fined in terms of survivor advocacy, harm reduction could provide a set of practkal
strategies to reduce negative consequences to survivors' lives, while honoring c:ach
survivor's own goals and coping strategies. This includes behaviors that have bec.:11
traditionally labeled as "maladaptive" or "unhealthy," such as alcohol and dru~
use, self-harm, sex work, irregular eating and sleeping, and staying in contact with
the perpetrator-behaviors that could get a woman evicted from domestic violence shelters today.
In practice, of course, this shift would require us to acknowledge complc:x
social issues that contribute to individual survivors' unique visions and methods
of survival, which in turn would force us to be politicized around a multitude of
violence and oppression issues, rather than just sexism or even just domestic and
sexual violence. It would also require the institutionalization of methods which
guarantee that survivors are regarded as agents of their own survival, and could
be given real power in shaping interventions designed to assist them, including
opportunities to lead antiviolence efforts within our communities.
The successful organizing efforts of the Coalition on Homelessness and the
harm reduction movement speak volumes about the importance of creating mechanisms to ensure that communities that receive services are given realistic power to
design, critique, and challenge any services. Social workers, medical professionals,
and others who are genuinely committed to "helping" others-homeless people,
drug users, or domestic violence survivors-need to be made to stop disempowering the communities they serve through their paternalism. Harm reduction needs
to be explicitly adopted as one of the core principles for any organization providing social services, including those working with survivors of domestic violence.
Within the movement against domestic violence, however, the pervasive notion of
"women's shared experiences" and other feminist euphemisms hinder our ability to
recognize our paternalism and to create structures that are truly survivor-driven.
Worse, even when survivors' voices are centered, we frequently end up creating a similarly faulty notion of "survivors' shared experiences," which works to
invisibilize specificities of each survivor's experiences within the complex matrix
of social identities, roles, and oppressions, usually to the detriment of women of
color, poor women, immigrant women, and others marginalized and underrepresented within the domestic violence movement. Knowing this, we need to create
explicit structures to counter this effect, rather than relying on our feminist consciousness to eventually "address" it.
What if we had an organization that did not provide any services itself, but
organized survivors and advocates to fight for survivors' collective as well as individual interests, similar to what the Coalition on Homelessness does for homeless
people? What if every woman coming into a domestic violence shelter received a
telephone number for this organization, and she could bring in an advocate from
this organization to help her appeal the decisions and policies of the shelter? What
if shelters were made to defend their decisions and policies in front of an indepen-
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dent arbitrator? Only then could survivors begin ro have a realistic say in the design
and delivery of services at domestic violence shelters.
To move chis strategy one step further: what if exploited and overworked
employees of the shelter also organized to defend their collective and individual
interests through a union? What if employees were given a realistic chance to protest the fact chat they are made to take on unreasonable amounts of responsibility
with too little actual power and too little pay? If we are truly committed to ending violence against women, we need to begin by refusing to buy into the Battered
Women's Movement Syndrome, where we remain silent about abuses we receive
in order to protect the agency, hoping that the abusive system will change if we
just stay long enough.
The strategy I am talking about is hyper-institutionalization. Whereas some
radical feminists wish to reverse the institutionalization of the antiviolence movement in order to return to the utopian "battered women's movement," I view
this approach as anachronistic, historically revisionist, and hopelessly unrealistic.
Instead, I am arguing for further institutionalization which would compensate
for the negative impacts of one-sided institutionalization. This one-sided institutionalization has increased the powers of the state and of service providers, while
leaving survivors and frontline workers without institutional backing. By creating structures to advocate for the interests of survivors and workers, we can hope
to make various interests and values that enter into our discussions about how to
operate social service agencies explicit, and these dynamic interactions would ultimately result in the redistribution of powers, and in a system of checks and balances for all parties.
Radical feminists who created and fostered early domestic violence shelters
may view this approach as the ultimate disloyalty to their founding principles:
(presumed) women's shared experiences, (presumed) equality of all women, (presumed) consensus decision-making, and communal power structure. I agree.
Those shelters that opposed the initiatives of the Coalition on Homelessness are
right: We are changing their programs.

The Limits of the Shelter System
The concept of an organization that advocates for survivors so that they can receive
better services from domestic violence shelters is not necessarily new. In fact, many
organizations set up by and for women of color and immigrant women have historically played this role across the country.
For example, Korean American Women In Need (KAN-WIN) was founded
in Chicago in 1990 by seven Korean American women activists because traditional domestic violence shelters did not provide culturally sensitive materials and
services, nor did they adequately address the impact of social injustices other than
sexism, such as racism and classism, on Korean women's lives. KAN-WIN now
provides some direct services, such as a crisis hotline. They also serve "as a liaison
between battered Korean women and services," participate in "immigrant rights
demonstrations and labor rights rallies," and mobilizes around issues such as the
Korean "comfort women" during the Second World War. 25
But even with outside advocates to push for better services and reforms, to
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hange the design a11d delivery of' services, shelrn systems remain an t•xpensivr
Band-Aid solution to do111estic violence, something chat is necessary only IK·c;1use
we cannot rely on our friends, neighbors, and communiries to adct1uardy hold
perpetrators accountable and support survivors. Many of us arc srruggling to
develop grassroots community organizing that focuses on community accountability, community support, and prevention.
Women's Legal Alternative Collective (WLAC) of Olympia, Washington, is
one of the groups that has a good grasp of the problems with the existing legal and
medical remedies to domestic violence, but seems to be having difficulty articulating a clear, realistic alternative. Mainly made up of young white women active
in the local "radical" and ''.anarchist" communities, reflecting the "alternative"
culture of this town, WLAC believes in building an overwhelming community
response against rape and abuse within "radical" communities to hold perpetrators accountable without utilizing the legal system. But if they were to bypass the
legal system, how would they establish what actually took place when the allegation of rape or abuse was contested? After internal debates, women of WLAC
decided that implementing quasi "community court" would be in contradiction
to its original mission to do away with the legal system, and instead chose to not
question women's stories. However, this approach is likely to result in the phenomenon of "retaliatory arrest," the term used by the Urban Justice Center to refer
to the specific form of "victim arrest" where the perpetrator reports false or exaggerated allegations of abuse in order to silence and punish the real victim. 26
Community accountability is a laudable philosophy, but in many cases its
application lacks structures to ensure motivation for those being held accountable
to respond in good will or to comply. While I have heard about some organizing
efforts that have implemented community accountability within specific small
communities (a South Asian immigrant community, a particular Native nation,
etc.) with varying degrees of success, it is unrealistic as an alternative to the racist criminal justice system if the scheme requires the revival of the romanticized
communities, the "village that raises a child." Considering the fact that we live in
a society where the vast majority of people we meet every day are complete strangers, romantic communitarianism offers no more realistic vision for social justice
than radical feminist utopianism does.
Northwest Network, a Seattle-based organization working within bisexual,
transgender, lesbian, and gay communities, offers both radical analyses of social
injustices and concrete strategies to prevent abuse through community organizing without euphemistic idealization of what "community" is supposed to be.
For example, whereas mainstream antiviolence organizations view violence as an
anomaly, a result of the conscious choice by the perpetrator, Northwest Network
director Connie Burke believes that abuse of power is so prevalent in this society
that each of us needs to make conscious choices not to misuse our individual as
well as institutional power and privilege, lest we would be participating in abuse
of some kind by default. Unlike the radical feminist presumption that all women
have shared experiences in relation to the patriarchy, this analysis allows for the
exploration of specificities of each woman's experiences, and for constructing systems of internal and external accountability within our movements. 27
l
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"Friends Arc Reaching Our" (F.A.R. Our) is a parricularly inspiring program
model from Norrhwest Network. Initially designed for communities of queer people of color, this "radical organizing project to strengthen friendships and build
accountability in our relationships with each other" facilitates intentional dialogues about relationship abuse among close friends. This approach is based on
participants' shared commitment to staying connected to each other, while building the capacity of friendship networks to resist isolation, and hold each other
accountable. 28
The basic assumption of the F.A.R. Out program is that even though we may
love and care for our friends, we are unreliable to each other in the face of abuse
unless we work in advance on building the capacity to respond. In addition to
clarifying our expectations for what roles friends should play when one is in a
troubling relationship so as to "take the guesswork out of how to support your
friend when they're in need," the strategy of staying connected may prevent relationship abuse because "isolation from friends and family is the most common
tactic used by abusers in establishing control patterns." 29
The particular challenge to those of us who work within the feminist antiviolence movement is to confront and dispel the myths we have created about ourselves as women and as feminists. We need to challenge the notion of women's
shared experiences and accept specificities of women's experiences in relation to
the complex matrix of social institutions, not just the patriarchy. We need to challenge the notion that women do not have real power in this society, and address
how all of us are capable of using our various powers and privileges lovingly or
abusively. We need to acknowledge the limitation of our feminist consciousness
and ethics, and pursue structural remedies to hold ourselves accountable to each
other as women and as fellow human beings.
Once we cease to fear being tagged as disloyal to these feminist myths, once
we cease to allow the use of feminism to preserve the status quo, we can begin the
true transformation of our feminist movements against all forms of violence and
oppression, a revolution. When the rebels take down the walls of feminist pretenses and the castle of self-serving feminist make-believe, feminism will survive,
more powerful than ever.

25
Gender Violence and the
Prison-Industrial Complex
Statement by Critical Resistance and Incite!
Women of Color Against Violence
We call social justice movements to develop strategies and analyses that address
both state and interpersonal violence, particularly violence against women. Currently, activists/movements that address state violence (such as anti-prison,
anti-police brutality groups) often work in isolation from activists/movements
that address domestic and sexual violence. The result is that women of color, who
suffer disproportionately from both state and interpersonal violence, have become
marginalized within these movements. It is critical that we develop responses to
gender violence that do not depend on a sexist, racist, classist, and homophobic criminal justice system. It is also important that we develop strategies that
challenge the criminal justice system and that also provide safety for survivors of
sexual and domestic violence. To live violence- free lives, we must develop holistic strategies for addressing violence that speak to the intersection of all forms of
oppression.
The antiviolence movement has been critically important in breaking the
silence around violence against women and providing much-needed services to
survivors. However, the mainstream antiviolence movement has increasingly
relied on the criminal justice system as the frontline approach toward ending violence against women of color. It is important to assess the impact of this strategy.
1) Law enforcement approaches to violence against women may deter

some acts of violence in the short term. However, as an overall strategy for ending violence, criminalization has not worked. In fact, the
overall impact of mandatory arrest laws for domestic violence have led
to decreases in the number of battered women who kill their partners
in self-defense, but they have not led to a decrease in the number of
batterers who kill their partners. 1 Thus, the law protects batterers more
than it protects survivors.
2) The criminalization approach has also brought many women into conflict with the law, particularly women of color, poor women, lesbians,
sex workers, immigrant women, women with disabilities, and other
marginalized women. For instance, under mandatory arrest laws, there
have been numerous incidents where police officers called to domestic incidents have arrested the woman who is being battered. 2 Many
undocumented women have reported cases of sexual and domestic
violence, only to find themselves deported. 3 A tough law-and-order
agenda also leads to long punitive sentences for women convicted of
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killing chcir battcrcrs. 1 Finally, when public funding is chanm·kd into
policing and prisons, budgcc cues for social programs, including women's shelcers, welfare, and public housing, are the inevitable side effect.'
These cutbacks leave women less able to escape violent relationships.
3) Prisons don't work. Despite an exponential increase in the number of
men in prisons, women are not any safer, and the rates of sexual assault and domestic violence have not decreased. 6 In calling for greater
police responses to and harsher sentences for perpetrators of gender
violence, the antiviolence movement has fueled the proliferation of
prisons which now lock up more people per capita in the United States
than any other country. 7 During the past fifteen years, the number of
women, especially women of color, in prison has skyrocketed. 8 Prisons
also inflict violence on the growing numbers of women behind bars.
Slashing, suicide, the proliferation of HIV, strip searches, medical neglect, and rape of prisoners have largely been ignored by antiviolence
activists. 9 The criminal justice system, an institution of violence, domination, and control, has increased the level of violence in society.
4) The reliance on state funding to support antiviolence programs has
increased the professionalization of the antiviolence movement and
alienated it from its community organizing, social justice roots. 10 Such
reliance has isolated the antiviolence movement from other social justice movements that seek to eradicate state violence, such that it acts in
conflict rather than in collaboration with these movements.
5) The reliance on the criminal justice system has taken power away from
women's ability to organize collectively to stop violence and has invested
this power within the state. The result is that women who seek redress
in the criminal justice system feel disempowered and alienated.11 It has
also promoted an individualistic approach toward ending violence such
that the only way people think they can intervene in stopping violence
is to call the police. This reliance has shifted our focus from developing
ways communities can collectively respond to violence.

additio11, wo111rn l .II I y 1he burden of caring fiir extended family whrn
family a11d lt11111111111ity members arc criminalized and ward10uscd. 1•1
Several organiza1 ions have been established to advocatl" for woml·n
prisoners; however, these groups have been frequently marginaliznl
within the mainstream anti-prison movement. 1'
The anti-prison movement has not addressed strategies for addressing the rampant forms of violence women face in their everyday lives,
including street harassment, sexual harassment at work, rape, and intimate partner abuse. Until these strategies are developed, many women
will feel shortchanged by the movement. In addition, by not seeking
alliances with the antiviolence movement, the anti-prison movement
has sent the message that it is possible to liberate communities withouc
seeking the well-being and safety of women.
The anti-prison movement has failed to sufficiently organize around
the forms of state violence faced by Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgendered, Two-spirited, and Intersex (LGBTTI) communities. LGBTTI
street youth and trans people in general are particularly vulnerable
to police brutality and criminalization. 16 LGBTTI prisoners are denied basic human rights such as family visits from same-sex partners, and same-sex consensual relationships in prison are policed and
punished.17
While prison abolitionists have correctly pointed out chat rapists and
serial murderers comprise a small number of the prison population,
we have not answered the question of how these cases should be addressed.18 The inability to answer the question is interpreted by many
antiviolence activists as a lack of concern for the safety of women.
The various alternatives to incarcaration that have been developed by
anti-prison activists have generally failed to provide sufficient mechanisms for safety and accountability for survivors of sexual and domestic violence. These alcernatives often rely on a romanticized notion of
communities, which have yet to demonstrate their commitment and
ability to keep women and children safe or seriously address the sexism
and homophobia that is deeply embedded within them. 19

In recent years, the mainstream anti-prison movement has called important attention to the negative impact of criminalization and the buildup of the prison-industrial complex. Because activists who seek to reverse the tide of mass incarceration
and criminalization of poor communities and communities of color have not always
centered gender and sexuality in their analysis or organizing, we have not always
responded adequately to the needs of survivors of domestic and sexual violence.
1) Prison and police accountability activists have generally organized

around and conceptualized men of color as the primary victims of
state violence. 12 Women prisoners and victims of police brutality have
been made invisible by a focus on the war on our brothers and sons.
It has failed to consider how women are affected as severely by state
violence as men. 13 The plight of women who are raped by INS officers
or prison guards, for instance, has not received sufficient attention. In

2)

3)

4)

5)
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We call on social justice movements concerned with ending violence in all its
forms to:

1) Develop community-based responses to violence that do not rely on the
criminal justice system and which have mechanisms that ensure safety
and accountability for survivors of sexual and domestic violence. Transformative practices emerging from local communities should be documented and disseminated to promote collective responses to violence.
2) Critically assess the impact of state funding on social justice organizations and develop alternative fundraising strategies to support these
organizations. Develop collective fundraising and organizing strategies for anti-prison and antiviolence organizations. Develop strategies
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and analyses that specifically target state forms of' sexual violenCl'.
3) Make connections between interpersonal violence, the violence inflicted by domestic state institutions (such as prisons, detention centers, mental hospitals, and child protective services), and international
violence (such as war, military base prostitution, and nuclear testing).
4) Develop an analysis and strategies to end violence that do not isolate
individual acts of violence (either committed by the state or individuals) from their larger contexts. These strategies must address how entire
communities of all genders are affected in multiple ways by both state
violence and interpersonal gender violence. Battered women prisoners
represent an intersection of state and interpersonal violence and as such
provide an opportunity for both movements to build coalitions and
joint struggles.
5) Put poor and working-class women of color in the center of their analysis, organizing practices, and leadership development. Recognize the
role of economic oppression, welfare "reform," and attacks on women
workers' rights in increasing women's vulnerability to all forms of violence, and locate antiviolence and anti-prison activism alongside efforts to transform the capitalist economic system.
6) Center stories of state violence committed against women of color in
our organizing efforts.
7) Oppose legislative change that promotes prison expansion and criminalization of poor communities and communities of color-and thus
state violence against women of color-even if these changes also incorporate measures to support victims of interpersonal gender violence.
8) Promote holistic political education at the everyday level within our communities-specifically, how sexual violence helps reproduce the colonial,
racist, capitalist, heterosexist, and patriarchal society we live in, as well as
how state violence produces interpersonal violence within communities.
9) Develop strategies for mobilizing against sexism and homophobia
within our communities in order to keep women safe.
10) Challenge men of color and all men in social justice movements to
take particular responsibility to address and organize around gender
violence in their communities as a primary strategy for addressing violence and colonialism. We challenge men to address how their own
histories of victimization have hindered their ability to establish gender justice in their communities.
11) Link struggles for personal transformation and healing with struggles
for social justice.
We seek to build movements that not only end violence, but that create a society
based on radical freedom, mutual accountability, and passionate reciprocity. In
this society, safety and security will not be premised on violence or the threat of
violence; it will be based on a collective commitment to guaranteeing the survival
and care of all peoples.

.26
Trans Day of Action for Social
and Economic Justice
Statement by TransJustice, a project of the Audre Larde Project, a
community organizing center for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Two-Spirit,
and Transgender People of Color in the New York City area
We invite our trans and gender nonconforming people of color communities
(TGNC), and our allies, to march with us in the First Annual Trans Day of
Action for Social and Economic Justice in New York City on June 24, 2005.

Visibility ofTrans and Gender Nonconforming People
Communities of color have histories that are rich with multiple gender identities,
experiences, and expressions, but today the two-gender system is enforced against
us everywhere: in health care, immigration, bathrooms, clothing, shelters, prisons, schools, government forms, job applications, and identity documents.
•

Gender policing has always been part of the United States'
bloody history. State-sanctioned gender policing targets Trans
and Gender Non-Conforming people first by dehumanizing
our identities. It denies our basic right to gender self-determination, and considers our bodies to be property of the state.
Gender policing isolates TGNC people from our communities, many of which have been socialized with these oppressive
definitions of gender. As a result, we all too often fall victim
to verbal and physical violence. This transphobic violence is
justified using medical theories and religious beliefs, and is

The following statements were issued in 2005 by TransJustice, a project of the Audre Larde Project. TransJustice is a political group created by and for trans and gender nonconforming people of
color. TransJustice works to mobilize its communities and allies into action on the pressing political
issues they face, including gaining access to jobs, housing, and education; the need for trans-sensitive healthcare, HIV-related services, and job-training programs; and resisting police, government, and
anti-immigrant violence. On April 24, 2002, the New York City Council passed a bill, Int. 24, amending the city's Human Rights Law to prohibit discrimination against transgender people, making it the
third jurisdiction in New York State to enact such legislation. Two states, Minnesota and Rhode Island,
and thirty-nine other municipalities, have enacted similar laws. On December 22, 2004, two and a half
years after the NYC Human Rights Law was amended to preclude discrimination based on gender identity and expression, the New York City Human Rights Commission finally released its "Compliance
Guidelines Regarding Gender Identity Discrimination." The June 2005 Day of Action was endorsed by
over one hundred organizations and individuals, including Incite! Women of Color Against Violence,
and the trans and gender nonconforming community and its allies marched-more than two thousand strong-to link struggles and rally for the rights of all New Yorkers. Drawing from the success
and momentum of Day of Action, TransJustice organized a job fair in December 2005 to highlight the
unemployment and barriers to education for trans and gender nonconforming people of color, and the
struggles of all people trying to find a living wage job and access to educational opportunities.
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perpetuated in order to presl'rVl' LJS hl'll'l"OSl'Xist values. ( ;l·nder policing and violence denies our existence and is usl'd to
maintain control over us and keep our communities divided.

Our Struggles and the Broader Community
The specific issues that TGNC people of color face mirror those faced by broader
communities of color in New York City: police brutality and harassment; racist
and xenophobic immigration policies; lack of access to living wage employment,
adequate affordable housing, quality education, and basic health care; and the
impact of US imperialism and the so-called US "war on terrorism" being waged
against people at home and abroad. These issues are compounded for TGNC
people of color by the fact that homophobia and transphobia are so pervasive in
society. As a result, our community is disproportionately represented in homeless
shelters, in foster care agencies, and in jails and prisons.
In April 2002, the city of New York passed a nondiscrimination law that included gender identity as a protected category
under the city's human rights law, yet it took the Bloomberg
administration two years to create and release a set of guidelines to define what this meant. Meanwhile, TGNC people
continue to experience high levels of violence and harassment
everywhere we go.
Across the country, people of color communities face high levels of unemployment. For example, it is widely known that the
unemployment rate for Black men in New York City is now at
50%. We can only deduce that the age of unemployment for
TGNC people of color is likely to be much higher, since there
is hardly any New York State employment data for our community. Due to the lack of employment opportunities, many of
us are forced to accept work that is criminalized by the government, stigmatized by society, and offers very little safety.
The anti-immigrant REAL ID act not only blatantly violates
the rights of immigrants, but also has a direct impact on the
lives of all TGNC people. This is especially relevant for people
of color, who since 9/11 have experienced rising levels of policing and scrutiny from state agencies such as the Department
of Motor Vehicles and Social Security. TGNC people are portrayed as frauds and potential so-called "terrorists," and then
targeted or denied rights.
The police, as agents of the government, have brutalized and
murdered multitudes of people in our communities over the
past few years. Many of them are people of trans experience
who have had no recourse because the violence perpetuated
against them was, and still is, state-sanctioned.
As trans and gender nonconforming people of color, we see that our struggle today
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is dirl'crly linked to 111any ~rnrgglcs hl'rl' and around the world. Wt· vil'UJ thl'./11111'
Frtms Day r!f'Atti11n/i1r S11t'it1! 1111d /:'conomicjustice as a day to stt1nd in solirlflri~y
tl'ith all peoples and mov1•n11•ntsfighting against oppression and inequtdi~y. Wt• also
vil'w this action as following the legacy of our trans people of color warriors. such
.1s Sylvia Rivera, and others who with extreme determination fought not only for
1he rights of all trans and gender nonconforming people, but also were on the
frontlines for the liberation of all oppressed peoples. In this spirit, we as trans and
gl'nder nonconforming peoples of color call on all social justice activists, lesbian.
gay, bi, and trans movements, immigrant rights organizations, youth and student groups, trade union and workers organizations, religious communities, and
111 V/AIDS and social service agencies to endorse this call to action and to build
rnntingents to march in solidarity together on June 24. With this march we commemorate the lives of those who came before us, and honor the courage of all our
communities that continue to struggle and fight for liberation and self-determinat ion every day.

.'·I

First New York City Trans and Gender Nonconforming People ofColor job and Educrztion Fair initiated by TransJustice, a project of the Audre Lorde Project, a community organizing center for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Two-Spirit, and Trans People of
Color in the New York City area. TransJustice is a political group created by and for
trans and gender nonconforming people of color. We work to mobilize our communities and allies to action on the pressing political issues we face. These issues include
gaining access to jobs, housing, and education; the need for trans-sensitive health
care, HIV-related services, and job-training programs; and resisting police, government, and anti-immigrant violence.

We invite our trans and gender nonconforming people of color communities, our
allies within employment and educational institutions, as well as GED and job
readiness programs to participate with us in the historic celebration of the firstever New York City Trans and Gender Non-Conforming People of Color Job and
Education Fair on Saturday, December 3, 2005, from lOam to 6pm at the Pennsylvania Hotel.
Although trans and gender nonconforming peoples, especially of color, comprise a
diverse skill-based population, our talents are often underutilized because of societal stigma and discrimination within employment and educational institutions.
In December 2004, the New York City Commission on Human Rights (CHR)
added new antidiscrimination guidelines to the Human Rights Law that prohibits
discrimination against trans and gender nonconforming people on the basis ofgender
identity or expression in regards to employment, housing, and public accommodations,
including city agencies. Nationally, over 236 employers, including 53 Fortune 500
and 104 private sector companies, have adopted gender identity guidelines within
their hiring policies.
We, as trans and gender nonconforming people of color living in New York, are
taking the initiative to ensure that our communities reap the full benefits of the
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CHR guidelines, by organizing the New York City '/'mm 1111rl Gmrlrr No11t'"""
forming People of Color job and Eaucation Fair. We see this enJeavor as part of,
the dismantling of the oppressive standards of the two-gender system that have
disenfranchised our communities, reducing us to second-class status. We strive
to change the political climate in this country that has historically forced many
Trans and Gender Nonconforming people to have few economic opportunitie1
and/or be dependent on substandard governmental programs for our survival. We
demand:
•
•
•
•

The right to secure the basic human entitlements of jobs and
educational opportunities
An end to the daily harassment, discrimination, and violence
we encounter in the workplace or at schools
The right to the proper recognition of our identities, pronouns,
or the freedom to not use pronouns
The right to use the restrooms, locker rooms, or living accommodations of our choosing, free from gender profiling and the
fear of possible arrest.

Moreover, we are organizing the New York City Trans and Gender Nonconforming
People of Color job and Education Fair to spotlight the historical class, racial, sexual, and gender oppression of poor and communities of color for centuries in this
country. The recent blatant governmental negligence in the Gulf region during
Hurricane Katrina-particularly in New Orleans, Louisiana, a cultural center for
African American trans and gender nonconforming people-is a glaring example
of how economic disenfranchisement plagues poor people and communities of
color in the United States.
As all people living in the United States face record unemployment and underemployment, while the Bush administration continues to spend billions of dollars on
the war in Iraq, we as trans and gender nonconforming peoples of color stand in
solidarity with all working and poor people who are struggling for the right to a
living-wage job, health benefits, and access to affordable education.

"The Personal is the Private is the Cultural"
South Asian Women Organizing against Domestic Violence
Puneet Kaur Chawla Sahota
Women of color have participated in and changed the movement against domcsviolence in the United States. South Asian women are an important parr
of this story. Here, the term "South Asia" refers to countries found within rhc
"Indian subcontinent," including India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal, Bhutan, Sri
I .anka, and the Maldives. First-generation immigrant women who came to the
United States in the 1960s, 1970s, and early 1980s founded the first South Asian
women's organizations (SAWOs), all of which work to end domestic violence in
South Asian immigrant communities. Since then, second-generation South Asian
women-those who were born in the United States or immigrated before the age
of five years-have also founded SAWOs. Today, there are SAWOs in most of the
urban areas in the United States where there are significant South Asian immigrant populations, and new organizations continue to emerge. These organizations constitute a new movement, with increasing numbers of South Asian women
joining grassroots efforts to improve their communities. As a South Asian woman,
I am deeply grateful to the activists who work in SAWOs. We can honor these
activists by including their stories as part of the history of women's movements in
the United States.
In this chapter, I first discuss the personal and political factors that influenced first- and second-generation South Asian activists to form anti-domestic
violence organizations. Then, I examine some of the strategies these activists have
used to work most effectively with their communities on issues around domestic
violence. All of the information presented in this chapter is from interviews I conducted with first- and second-generation founders of SAWOs from 2002-2003. I
interviewed first-generation activists who founded three SAWOs: Manavi of New
Jersey, Sakhi of New York City, andApna Ghar of Chicago. I also interviewed second generation founders of Raksha of Atlanta and Chaya of Seattle. In addition, I
interviewed second-generation activists who have become involved in the SAWOs
that were founded by first-generation women.
1 ic

The activists who participated in interviews have my deepest gratitude. Only a portion of the interviews
could be included in this chapter, bur I appreciate all who shared their stories with me. Their work is
vital to the health of the South Asian community and I thank them for their tireless dedicarion. Th is
research was funded by the Katherine L. Krieghbaum Scholarship at Northwestern University. Many
thanks to my thesis advisor, Professor Ji-Yeon Yuh, for her encouragement, wisdom, and thoughtful
guidance throughout this work. I am also grateful to students and faculty in the American Studies program at Northwestern University, especially Professor Nicola Beisel, for their insightful comments.
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Roots of Activism
In 1965, the Immigration Reform Act opened US borders to immigrants in "preferred" categories of employment, which included science, engineering, and medicine. A large wave of Asian immigrants who had these "preferred" occupations
followed. Immigrants from India who came to the United States early in this wave
were the first generation to come of age after Indian independence. As a result, the
independence movement had a profound influence on them. Several of the women
who founded SAWOs in the United States had family members who protested and
participated actively in the struggle for India's independence. Even those without
family members in this movement experienced post-Independence optimism and
the faith in political activism that accompanied it. In describing "her generation,"
Anannya Bhattacharjee, one of the founders of Sakhi in New York, said:
Our parents experienced the independence movement. They may
not have been part of it directly, but there is this very visceral sense
of colonialism and the importance of Third World power, and India was a very important decolonized country ... You could not
grow up without admiring the independence movement in India,
without knowing all the icons and where they lived and what they
ate. I basically arrived here with the importance of independence of
colonialism ingrained in my head.
She also noted that the state she grew up in, Bengal, was especially active in political struggles. Student movements and peasant movements that were underway
while she was still a child may not have been comprehensible to her; however, they
formed "part of the background noise" that shaped her ideology and motivated
her to pursue a life of community organizing and activism.
Shamita Das Dasgupta, one of the founders of Manavi in New Jersey, also
came from a family where political engagement was very important. In describing
the development of her social consciousness, Shamita said:
In my family we talked about imperialism and colonization since I
can remember. We heard stories, read stories of the independence
movement. There were women involved, and men involved in the
revolutionary parts of it. It wasn't as if it [her social consciousness]
was something that suddenly happened, it was something I was
very conscious of. And it wasn't something that was invisible in
my mind, it was very clear. And my school-this was after independence, so everything was possible. The idea was that you were
supposed to change the world. Our school encouraged us to go into
the bastis ... you know, the tenements, the huts, and work with
kids there. So you know, we really were very conscious that we had
a responsibility to our society and to our environment. This wasn't
something that happened to me because I came here [to the United
States]. I came here and got involved [in the women's movement]
because those things were already there.

'I hus, t hl' dl'wlop1111·111 of a 11 activist scnsihi Iity did nor dl'pl'nd on South Asian
immigrants' exposure- to tlw wo111<:11's movement in the United Statl'S. 'I hl' ways in
which their activism manifi:stc<l itself were certainly influenced hy thl'ir immil-\rat ion, bur they "came with" the initial motivation to effect social change. Sha mica
explicitly stated that her identification of herself as "a feminist" <lid not simply hl·l-\in
when she came to the United States. She said:
It's not just the USA. I was very much influenced by a history of
resistance in India, women's resistance as well as resistance to imperialist forces, peasant movements. So there's a long history of activism in India. It's always been a part of my reality. It's not something
new ... I'm in a long line of people that were influenced by what
happened.
While India's hard-won independence gave future immigrants confidence in political action, other movements in India also provided a source of inspiration. Even if
they had remained in India, women that shared Anannya and Shamita's political
and family influences might still have worked for social change.
Prem Sharma, one of the founders of Apna Ghar in Chicago, said that her
parents' activism had a significant influence on her own desire to engage in community service activities. Her father was a physician who donated his services for
free, and she described her mother as a "reformer." When I asked Prem where she
got her activist energy, she said:
I think it came from my mother. My mother was this activist ...
she brought a lot of reforms in the families back home. She was
not a degree holder or anything. Actually she only went to school
up to second grade. She was a very, very amazing woman, very dynamic. She would just offer her services to anybody, even strangers,
and helped them out. She ... brought people home from nowhere,
helped them out, cooked dinners for them, found their families. I
mean, you name it, she would do it, anything. And I think I saw
when I was growing up, that without any expectations of any return or anything, she would just offer ... [a]nd although she herself
didn't go to school she made sure her children and her daughters
were all highly educated. She was a reformer ... [s]he had some sort
of a power that people would listen to her.
Prem's mother passed down her passion for activism and community service to her
daughter. Prem has founded several community organizations, beginning with
the Chicago-area Club oflndian Women in 1977. This group was initially a social
one, but the women soon looked for a need that they could fill in the South Asian
community. In 1983, Prem founded a crisis hotline for Chicago-area Indians.
People who called the number were then connected with Indian professionals
who donated their services, such as physicians, lawyers, and counselors. Women in
abusive relationships were referred to mainstream battered women's shelters, but
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these shelters were not able to cater to the specific needs of South Asian women.
As Prem said, she soon "realized there was a problem because our women had
different food habits . . . religious, languages, clothing, the whole attitude and
culture was different." Five years after the crisis hotline was founded, volunteers
analyzed the type of calls and found that domestic violence was second only to
requests for divorces. Based on this knowledge, Prem set out to found a shelter
for South Asian women. In her networking efforts, she met Kanta Khipple, who
was working as a counselor for Asian Human Services at the time. Together, the
two women founded Apna Ghar, which means "our home," along with four other
women from around Chicago. Apna Ghar was incorporated in 1989 and is now
open to immigrant women of all backgrounds in the Chicagoland area, although
the majority of women who come to the shelter are South Asian.
Kama Khipple came to the United States with an activist mindset, and, like
Shamita Das Dasgupta, she soon found ways to engage in activism through participating in United States. social movements. Kanta was involved in social justice
work in India and continued this type of work after immigrating to the United
States. One of her many projects was cofounding Apna Ghar. At the time oflndia's
independence in 1947, she had a successful career in public health. She worked
with the World Health Organization and was one of the first professionals to perform family planning education in developing countries. She was also a member
of an intellectual cadre of politically liberal scholars. She and her husband, a journalist, would gather for frequent political talks with such noted independence
era intellectuals as Khushwant Singh. Soon after immigrating, she jumped into
community struggles in Chicago. As a social worker and counselor, she worked
with women and people of color, including Hispanic migrant workers, residents
of Chicago's public housing in Robert Taylor Homes, and Asian immigrants in
Chicago's Uptown area through her affiliation with Asian Human Services. She
observed that conditions for women in the Cook County Hospital were atrocious in 1967, and set up demonstrations to protest the hospital's maltreatment of
pregnant women. Kama became a national leader, both in the South Asian community and in the mainstream women's movement because of her tireless activism. In addition, she worked for Planned Parenthood in its infancy and was in
charge of the organization's professional training program for international students where she taught other women how to spread awareness of family planning
in their communities.
The Civil Rights movement was an important influence on many first-generation activists and also served as an arena for their work. Kama Khipple named
Martin Luther King Jr. as one of the people who had influenced her ideas; conversely, she influenced civil rights leaders' ideas about reproductive rights. She told
me the story of her discussions with Jesse Jackson:

. .. family pl.1111il11K 1111·.111., plan your family. Plan rl'production, not
just Olll' or two. II your llll'ans allow you to hav<.: thrl'C children. you
can have thrl't' childrl'll. If you don't have a child, I would even help
sterile couples to have children, to adopt children. So it has to bl'
a balance. Where a movement fails it is because you don't crl'atl' a
balance. I told Jesse Jackson I want whatever colors, white, or Asian
children, they should be healthy. Parents should be able to send
them to school. Parents should be able to educate them properly
and to feed them. And also, to reduce the infant mortality, because
if there is one after the other, they will die, some of the children
will die. And he was very much impressed ... [h]e would come to
talk to me when he.used to work in Woodlawn. It's the [civil rights
movement] leadership with whom I have worked very closely.
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Jesse Jackson was a young man when he came to visit me at Planned
Parenthood Association ... [h]e came to ask me ... [t]hey thought if
we are focusing on the Black population to prevent further babies,
their population will go down. They wanted to have an increasing
population. We had a long discussion. I told Jesse Jackson I believed
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The engagement of South Asian activists in the Civil Rights movement and
the mainstream women's movement was similar: the activists influenced these
movements, and in turn, were influenced by them. Many first-generation activists
attended lectures on their college campuses on feminist struggles, and some participated actively in feminist groups. International attention was focused on the
political struggles in the United States during this volatile time. As Shamita Das
Dasgupta said,
I came here in 1968. It was the time of the Vietnam War, the
feminist movement, and the Civil Rights movement. I knew about
some of that while I was in India. I became very interested and
especially thought that the way I could engage in the social change
that was going on around me was to get involved in the feminist
movement.
Shamita returned to school in 1974, where she got involved with campus feminism
groups. She participated in consciousness-raising groups. She said, "Because I happened to be at that time one of the very small handful of people of color, women
of color who was engaged, I ended up rising through the ranks very quickly"
Although Shamita held leadership positions at a national level in the mainstream
women's movement, she had an ambivalent relationship with this movement.
Shamita said, "I questioned at that time the way the movement was structured and
who was involved in it and what issues were being addressed ... I started thinking
about women of color and immigrant women and what was our space in there,
what was our role." Thus, while the "[mainstream] feminist movement was a big
part of our conscious influences," as Shamita said, first-generation South Asian
women felt that this movement did not fully address issues faced by South Asian
women, or immigrant women more generally.
Radha Hegde, who cofounded Manavi (an antiviolence organization for
South Asian women in New Jersey) with Shamita in 1985, eloquently described
the disconnect between the immigrant experience and the language used by the
mainstream women's movement:
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'lhis whole idea in the 1970s, many of us were so moved hy the
women's movement here, the personal is politil:al and so on. We led
this divided existence where you're out listening to the personal is
the political, you're listening to Gloria Steinem and reading Germaine Greer and so on. And then you come to the immigrant front
where it's the personal is the private is the cultural, it's not the political. So then you're faced ... everything is cultural. Wife-beating
is cultural, docility is cultural, everything is cultural. It's the reign
of cultural, and nothing is political. The idea to reinstate our immigrant lives and to sec the "cultural" through a more organized
lens . . . to see the political complexity within our lives ... was, I
think, very exhilarating.
Radha's story demonstrated the complex interaction between political, personal,
and professional factors that motivated many South Asian women to found
SAWOs. She immigrated to the United States in her early twenties as a graduate
student in journalism. As a South Asian immigrant, she faced prejudice in graduate school, including racial slurs and anxious inquiries as to when she would return
to India. Her exposure to women's issues during graduate school, both in and out
of the classroom, strongly influenced her decision to concentrate her research on
reproductive rights in India. As she said, "This country provided me with a new
context" with which to view India. Her scholarly work on women's issues in India
and her personal experiences as an immigrant woman in the United States both
eventually led to her to cofound Manavi.
Second generation women also felt a dissonance between the discourse of the
mainstream women's movement and their experiences as South Asian women.
Soniya Munshi, who was the program director at Manavi when I interviewed her,
began organizing against domestic violence in the mainstream women's movement
in Minnesota as an undergraduate student. She later moved to Manavi because she
felt "a lack in the women's movement of immigrant rights' issues." Tanmeet Sethi,
a founding member of Chaya, felt similarly about the lack of attention to immigrant issues in the mainstream women's movement:
In just becoming more aware of the women's movement and "feminism" in America in college ... I definitely identified with it because
I grew up here, but I also felt very much apart from it because I felt
like it really focused on the Western white woman. So for me, I felt it
was a necessary and great, empowering movement, but in many ways
I felt it was really not about me. It affected me in ways, but in other
ways I almost rebelled against it.
South Asian women are not alone in their dissatisfaction with the mainstream
women's movement-they are part of a larger movement of women of color creating their own spaces for dialogue.
Although the mainstream women's movement was a key motivating influence for many first- and second-generation activists, there have also been other
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political foctms th.11 li.1ve" i11spirnl second-generation women to become involved
with SAWOs. So11t h Asians, along with other Asians, have been stercot ypcd in
America as a "model 111 i nor it y"-highly educated, professionally successful, lJll ict,
obedient, politically apathetic, and quickly assimilated into the American mainstream. Personal experience with the model minority myth moved some sci:ondgencration women toward activism. As is evident in the stories of these activists,
South Asians have been far from politically indifferent! However, South Asian
communities in the United States have attempted to adhere to the seemingly positive aspects of the model minority stereotype, particularly by encouraging children to be highly educated and choose "safe" professions. These pressures from
within her community motivated Shaila Bheda, a second-generation woman in
Atlanta, to become involved with youth outreach activities. At the time I interviewed her, Shaila was the program coordinator for youth activities at Raksha.
She said that although her own parents did not pressure her to choose a spccihl"
career, many of her peers did feel that their families were pushing them into
medicine or engineering. Shaila said that if she is able to help other young South
Asians discover their own aptitudes and dreams, as her parents did for her, she
will have a fulfilling career:
I talk to a lot of people my age when I'm doing this youth program
now, and they say, "Oh my gosh, if I had this when I was a kid!"
And that's exactly one of the reasons why I wanted to do something
for South Asian youth in particular in the same way I wanted to do
this for South Asian women when we first started is because there
are specific challenges that South Asian youth face because they are
South Asian. Adolescence is difficult for everybody, you know, it's
just a hard, ugly time for most kids ... But for South Asian youth,
you have the added challenges of a different skin color, language
barriers, you have religious differences, potentially, you have a different name, you have, once again, that whole myth of the model
minority concept to be living up to, a lot of community pressure.
Just a lot of things that a lot of people face, but there's a cultural
variable there. I felt it would be important to have programs that
specifically dealt with those issues ... that were run by other South
Asian people. South Asian people still think there's three professions you can have: physician, engineer, lawyer ... those are great
professions, but there are many other options out there as well.
In sum, several important social movements influenced first-generation South
Asian immigrants to become activists in their communities, including the Indian
independence movement, the Civil Rights movement, and the mainstream women's movement in the United States. For second generation activists, both the
mainstream women's movement and frustration with the model minority myth
were motivating factors. The stories of these activists help to explain how they
became politicized and why they decided to form groups focused on the needs of
South Asian women.
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Organizing Against Domestic Violence
While these women had diverse backgrounds and reasons for becoming involved
in activism, they all chose to focus on the same cause: domestic violence. 'Ibey
noticed that there was a strong need in their communities for resources to address
the specific needs of South Asian women facing violence. Mainstream bartered
women's shelters were unable to adequately serve the needs of South Asian women.
These facilities did not have translation services for women who did not speak
English, lacked dietary accommodations for vegetarians, and were not always tolerant of South Asian cultures. Some South Asian women even left mainstream
shelters to return to their abusers because of the isolation and discrimination they
experienced. SAWOs attempt to provide services tailored to the needs of South
Asian immigrant women.
Manka Dhingra said that she trains volunteers to treat South Asian women
with extra sensitivity because of their increased need for social support. Manka is
a second-generation activist who set up the advocacy program at Chaya in Seattle.
Before designing Chaya's programs, Manka had volunteered with a mainstream
domestic violence organization and with Narika, a crisis hotline for South Asian
women in California. She drew on the philosophies of both when she designed
Chaya's programs. She said:
I liked the professionalism that existed in the mainstream domestic
violence (DV) shelters. There were very dear lines on what was
whose role. I liked the fact in Narika that you did develop more of
a personal relationship [with clients], but there were a lot of complications that occurred because of that. A lot of the volunteers got
very personally involved, more so than they should have. There was
a lot of relaxation around rules of safety for the volunteers. So when
I was setting up the program for Chaya, I wanted to make sure that
the volunteers would be very dear as to what their role would be or
should be. That they're not the client's best friend, but that they are
an advocate. On the other hand, they needed to understand that
they were probably this person's only social support. There had to
be some balance where you can provide the client with what they
want, which was someone who they could talk to, who they could
open up to, and in the South Asian culture that meant you had to
share a little bit of your own life with them. But it was important
to me that all the volunteers understood there had to be that line
where it's OK to say, "Let's not talk about my background, let's go
back to talking about you."
Thus, Manka attempts to combine South Asian and mainstream American
approaches into a better whole. She values the warmth of extended familial relationships in South Asian cultures as well as the professionalism of American clinical relationships.
Despite a dear need for culturally sensitive services for South Asian women,
many SAWOs were not welcome in their communities at first. Founding members
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of Manavi l'Ollllllt'lllt'd d1;11 dtl'Y wt're accused of being "honlt' Wl'l'l'kl·rs" wht'n
1hl'y began doin~ don1t'sl il violt"nce work. Sak hi was excluded from cultural cdt'hrarions by largl'I' pan-India organizations in New York City. Many of thl' an ivisrs
I interviewed found that it was challenging to work in a community whl'l'l' rhert'
was complete silence around issues of domestic violence. This silence was of1t'n
attributed to the model minority myth. As Sujan Dasgupta, who is Sha111ira's husband and an active volunteer with Manavi, said:
In 1985, Manavi was founded. Before that, when we started hearing things [about domestic violence] no one would believe we had a
problem. The model minority makes South Asians feel they are different from Blacks and Latino/as. It puts them into a good book of
white society, law-abiding society. They think they can work here,
earn a living and then die. It is very difficult to accept that there
is domestic violence ... They don't want to talk about it and don't
want to discuss it with outsiders.
Although Sujan and other activists did describe a silence around domestic violence, they also expressed optimism. Several activists told me that the silence
has decreased somewhat because the South Asian community now has a higher
level of awareness about domestic violence than when they first founded their
organizations.
Activists also face different challenges based on the region of the United Stares
in which their organization is located. South Asian communities in the South arc
smaller than those in the Northeast and were established later, as Aparna Bhartacharyya commented. Aparna is a second-generation activist and the executive
director of Raksha in Atlanta. She said:
We are a newer immigrant base. We haven't been in the South as
long as we have been in New York and California and Chicago ...
When I see South Asians from New York and Chicago, the comfort
with their sexuality, the comfort with a lot of things is really different than from the South. I think we're still trying to be the middle
ground ... [W]e have to take a different approach because of the
community we are dealing with ... [T]he Northeast, Midwest and
West are more progressive anyway than the South, the South is still
kind of coming along ... We meet the community where it's at. It's
a ... subtle kind of activism. We can't be shoving things down their
throats when they're not ready to deal with it because it's going to
alienate [them from] us more and when people need us ... the last
thing we want to do is alienate our community from seeking help
from us.
Activists in each SAWO have made careful choices in how they have represented
their organizations and in their programmatic structures based on the community in which they work. They have had incredible insight into the most effective
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ways to work with different South Asian communities in difforent regions of the
country. In Raksha's case, the activists developed savvy strategies for effectively
working in the conservative southeastern United States. First, they broadened the
scope of their programs: they have a peer support program for domestic violence
survivors, but they also have a youth outreach program, community education
resources, and an HIV program, among many other activities. Through addressing a wide variety of issues, not just domestic violence, they have been able to serve
a larger number of people.
Second, Raksha joined forces with other immigrant groups in the Atlanta
area. Aparna forged strong ties with other immigrant advocacy organizations
such as Refugee Family Violence Prevention and Caminar Latino. She and a few
other Atlanta-area immigrant leaders founded International Women's House, a
domestic violence shelter for refugee and immigrant women. Eventually, several
immigrant advocacy organizations united to form Tapestri, an umbrella organization that promotes the interests of immigrants and refugees in Atlanta. Individual immigrant advocacy organizations found strength by working together. As
Aparna said:

Second-Generation Activists and the Future of SAWOs
Second-general ion wo111C'n have enriched the South Asian WOllll'n's movC'lllelll,
hringing their experit'lll'l'.\ and perspectives from growing up in America to thdr
.1nivism with SAWOs. 'lhese women have added new programming to SAW< >s
l hat were founded by first-generation activists, and some second-genl·r;u ion
women have also founded new SAWOs, including Raksha and Chaya. ( )ne of'
1he most important new dimensions to SAWOs that second-generation women
have added is a focus on youth programming. They have expanded the services
provided by SAWOs to include issues faced by young second generation South
Asians such as formation of cultural identity and questions about how to bridge
the gap between South Asian and American cultures. Second-generation activists
have also brought attention to the needs of young South Asians struggling with
problems around dating, sexual behavior, and drug use.
The broad spectrum of services offered by Raksha illustrates the vision of its
second-generation founders. While domestic violence work is an important part
of Raksha's mission, the organization also provides services to South Asians who
are HIV positive and has a strong youth outreach program. Activists working
in the youth outreach program have worked hard to raise awareness about the
destructive effects of the model minority myth in their community. Raksha holds
a bimonthly "Chai House" (a South Asian play on having a "coffee house" event),
where they invite young South Asians to come together to discuss a wide variety
of issues, including gender roles and their experiences growing up stereotyped as
a "model minority." In February 2002, Raksha held a Chai House where young
South Asians that did not fit the model minority stereotype each told their srories. According the Atlanta journal- Constitution coverage of this event, of the four
young South Asians, "One had married an African American man. Another chose
the wrong career. One is openly gay. The fourth, well, she just isn't submissive
enough." An explicit focus on the model minority myth is one important contribution second-generation activists have made to the larger South Asian women's
movement. While first-generation activists crecognized the model minority myth
as a problem, second-generation activists have gone one step further by criticizing
the myth and creating a forum for young South Asians to openly discuss it.
Second-generation women have also become a part of SAWOs that were
founded by first-generation women. In doing so, second generation activists have
expanded the focus of these groups. Monika Sharma's work at Apna Ghar is one
example. She founded the Junior Board of Apna Ghar to create a space within the
organization to address a wide variety of second generation concerns, including
date rape and alcohol abuse. The Junior Board is made up of young South Asian
men and women who organize community outreach events and an annual fundraiser aimed at young professionals and college students. Monika commented that
the work of the Junior Board might help to raise awareness and prevent abusive
relationships among young South Asians, which is part of Apna Ghar's broader
mission of organizing against domestic violence. The Junior Board has become a
successful part of Apna Ghar, and has raised thousands of dollars at its fundraisers. Today, Apna Ghar has a three-tiered board structure that fosters intergenerational communication. First-generation founders, including Kanta Khipple and
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We [the immigrant organizations] were all really small. Raksha had
no staff at that time. Refugee Family Violence Prevention had maybe four staff. Caminar Latino had like three to four staff. [There
was one woman who] was doing the only domestic violence work in
the Korean community .... Since we were all really small organizations, we provided some support for each other, and we were also
working a lot on our philosophy ... We used to meet like every two
weeks at the time ... We all started working together [on domestic
violence issues], and what we realized was that a lot of these issues
were similar, and it makes a much bigger difference if we all work
together as a team ... [If we stayed in our own communities] there's
no way we could do it. Plus we loved working together! We had so
much fun hanging out. We learned from each other continually.
The founders of Apna Ghar of Chicago also formed coalitions with other immigrant groups and broadened the population they serve. As the organization's Web
site states:
Apna Ghar ... was originally founded to meet the expressed need
for appropriate cultural social services for women and children victims of domestic violence who came from the Asian Subcontinent
countries of India, Pakistan, Nepal, Bangladesh, Bhutan and Sri
Lanka. Today, all services are free and open to families irrespective
of ethnic origins, socio-economic status, and racial identity.
Thus, both Apna Ghar and Raksha, which are located in regions with smaller
South Asian populations, adapted to their communities through building partnerships with other immigrant groups.
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Prem Sharma, arc members of the Alumni Board which serves in an advisory
capacity to the organization. There is a board of directors that is responsible for
direct oversight of Apna Ghar, and, finally, the Junior Board focuses on programming for second generation South Asian youth.

Conclusion
The activists that work to end violence in their communities have touched many
lives. These organizations have provided a muchneeded space for South Asians of
diverse backgrounds to discuss important social issues, including gender roles,
the model minority myth, and the needs of second-generation youth, to name
just a few. South Asian communities have been strengthened by the presence of
these organizations. SAWOs have also been impressively flexible over the last two
decades since the first ones were founded. Activists have carefully adapted their
programming in order to tailor it to the needs of their communities. The future of
these organizations is strong-South Asian women across generations are working
together to address needs that might otherwise not be met. SAWOs provide a successful example of how women of color have organized against domestic violence
in their communities. The story of South Asian activists is part of a larger emerging movement-that of women of color united against violence in all its forms.

28
An Antiracist Christian Ethical
Approach to Violence Resistance
Traci C. West

As Black women initiate resistance on their own behalf and, in so doing, advance
the broader interests of a civil society, it is incumbent upon their communities to
continue that momentum. Of course, sustaining a deliberate commitment to end
violence in women's lives represents a formidable challenge. We need agreement
on certain elements that might comprise the kind of ethical analysis and practice
we desire.
In this essay, I suggest that we must embrace and envision not only inclusive,
truth telling, moral communities which resist violence against women; we must
also help build social movements that could bring such communities into existence. These priorities have specific implications for crafting a community-based
Christian social ethic that are considered here, along with concrete strategies for
community action that emphasize how local churches might become involved in
this effort.

Rationale for Christian Involvement
A primary task of Christian communities is to provide leadership in the midst
of a desperate and urgent crisis; this would certainly include the crisis created
by social and intimate assaults on women. 1 Engagement in practices that uphold
women's genuine moral worth can be called "truth-work." Truth-work exemplifies an important aspect of Christian faith. 2 It involves reaching outside oneself
and growing toward an embodiment of justice, and reaching within oneself to
tap inner resources of courage and passion. To recognize what is truly just, Christians rely upon their ability to access power from God, their communities of
accountability, and resources within themselves. They can live out this realization
of truth by creating conditions in the world that reflect it; this requires engagement with distorting human realities such as violence, white supremacy, and male
dominance.
Churches can play a critical role in organizing, sponsoring, and engaging in
truth-work, because it is possible for them to possess an independence from corporate and state control. If they choose to excercise this autonomy, they can play
a unique advocacy role in community life. Churches can function as effective and
vital organs of the Christian faith by offering victim-survivors needed confirmation of the death-dealing realities that threaten their lives, and by opposing those
realities. They have the chance to act compassionately by offering support to those
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caught in the anguishing circumstances and consl'{(lll'llCl'S of intimatl' viokncl'.
When Aisha, one of the women I interviewl'd, founded a church comprisl'd
primarily of urban Black women, she included a ministry to respond to thl' marginalized concerns of women victimized by intimate violence as a fundamental
component of the church's mission. She was convinced that the women in her
ministry needed reinforcement of the fact that God does not require chem to suffer abuse. "That's why it was important to me to have a different type of ministry than what I see being performed in traditional churches, because of my own
pain and the pain of so many women around me that was going unaddressed,"
she said.

Church Resistance Strategies: Self-Critique
Churches must be engaged in a continual self-critique focused on eliminating acts of
violence among members, and ferreting out messages within traditions and practices
that reinforce the acceptability of antiwoman violence. Churches must be accountable for the ways that scriptures, liturgies, icons, policies, and teachings uphold the
subjugation of women. One way to do this is by conducting a regular and periodic audit of practices within existing committee and organizational structures. For
example, the worship committee could audit liturgy, and the trustees could audit
icons in stained glass windows and paintings on display. Christian traditions that
even imply that God is not concerned about women who are victim/survivors of violence must be openly challenged and reinterpreted.
Furthermore, churches must identify and reject all theological tenets and
organizational strictures that deny women authority and autonomy. This includes
explicit affirmations of the integrity and worth of women's bodies and sexuality,
with direct references to the inclusion oflesbian, bisexual, and transgender identities, alongside of heterosexual ones.
Moreover, violence and abuse chat occurs at the center of church life, perpetrated by clergy and/or laity against their own family members or other members
of the faith community, has to be confronted. When the church ignores abuse
against these women and children that people within the faith community, a blatant lie is maintained, and the messages which advocate loving, trusting, right
relationships are deeply betrayed. 3
If they fail to activate direct methods of resistance, churches will continue ro
be thoroughly complicit in male violence, functioning as simply another cultural
conveyer of indifference to women's torment.
Resistance Rituals
Churches can integrate antiviolence rituals into their internal practices, as well
as their community outreach efforts. For instance, in a discussion about thwarting existing forms of social bias and exploitation, theologian Delores Williams
suggests that Black faith communities create rituals based on African American
people's experiences and cultural sources. She explains that the doctrine they use
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would be dccodC'd of and rm C'lll ric, gender, homophobic, class, and color hias.'"1
'lhese rituals should hl' l'llactl·d "as regularly in the African American denominational churches as tl1l' l'Ucharist," so chat they are firmly implanted in the community's minds and memory. 5 Though not specifically mentioned by Williams, chis
proposal could also incorporate opposition to male violence. By naming it and
ritually denouncing it on a frequent basis, recognition of the cultural sanctioning
of male violence could be cultivated among church members. Ceremonial affirmations that offer alternatives to debasing and trivializing Black women's sexuality
and emotional needs might also be woven into these rituals. 6
Moreover, churches should gather across racial and neighborhood boundaries
for public rituals that witness their insistence on women's freedom from male violence, emphasizing the unique spiritual orientation that faith communities contribute to communal work on this problem.7 The rituals might include prayer
vigils outside police stations, courthouses, town halls, or municipal buildings. The
group would need to offer specific prayers for judges, prosecutors, legislators, and
bureaucratic officials who make daily decisions that affect women's safety.

Relinquishing Male Dominance
It is also essential for churches to challenge men to interrogate how dominance
over others is linked to cultural definitions of manhood. Of course, this interrogation would be inadequate without attending to intersecting issues of social power,
like race and sexuality, and chis training process must involve repeated or continuing opportunities for men to become conscious about what constitutes controlling
and abusive behavior toward women. Models for the kind of consciousness needed
can be found in Latin American Christian-based communities. 8 It is especially
appropriate for churches to sponsor investigations of maleness in Sunday school
classes, confirmation classes, and youth group programs. Adult education forums
and men's group meetings should additionally be utilized as venues for male reeducation about violence resistance, and men could be trained as peer counseloreducators. Special emphasis has to be given to the topic of sexually appropriate
behavior coward children. In addition to fostering respectful attitudes and behavior, male peer educators and other church leaders must directly confront sexually
harassing and abusive acts that occur. Again, ongoing opportunities for men to
engage in discussions about how to prevent and stop chis behavior are critical.
These discussions could utilize exercises which promote a deeper understanding of a male abuser's self-justifications and popular legitimations of white supremacy. Paul Kivel, an activist and writer on antiracism and men against domestic
violence, offers categories like denial and blame that are ideal for grasping this
concept. 10 For instance, just as abusers refuse to accept responsibility for their
actions by blaming the women for "having asked for it" or instigated it by their
"henpecking" behavior, whites try to avoid responsibility for racism by blaming
Blacks with accusations like "if they weren't so lazy" or "if they didn't spend so
much time complaining about racism." In creative exercises based on these types
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of blaming statcmcms, Black participants would gain a systemic understanding
of male violence, internalized racism, and the way powa interests arc defended
and sustained.

Reliance on Communal and Peer Resources
In every way possible, church education and advocacy efforts need to involve a peer
approach. An over-reliance on "expert" professionals must be actively discouraged.
When church resistance efforts are developed, it is essential to invite women to
represent themselves, including them as strategists and colleagues. Obviously, victim-survivors must not be pitied or "helped" in a paternalistic fashion; the insights
they bring concerning their experience of intimate and social assaults must be
highly valued.
An acute consciousness of which organizational models churches emulate is
imperative as they reach out to women in crisis situations. In what ways is the
treatment of a victim-survivor at the church-sponsored program like the process
and assumptions she finds at the "welfare" office or the hospital emergency room?
How should it be different? Church crisis intervention efforts must consciously
attempt to reflect their solidarity with victim-survivors. This commitment requires
churches to maintain their independence from state and corporate control. When
these interest fund and regulate church programs it is especially difficult (if not
impossible) to create a countercultural structure and climate.
Documentation
Churches need to assist in the documentation of women's stories of abuse and
resistance. Distortions contained in "official transcripts" of violence against
women should be countered with subversive record keeping. Documentation not
only validates women's experiences, but also serves as an inhibitor and sanction
against perpetrators.
Churches could devise a means for logging women's depictions of the violence they encounter in their daily lives. It should take every site of community
contact into consideration, including interactions within their congregations. For
instance, a women's group might sponsor a session for writing prayers of petition
about various assaults the women have endured, with an accompanying opportunity to write prayers of thanksgiving that name their concomitant modes of
defiance. Another approach might enjoin an administrative body within the congregation to design a process for receiving written testimony about abusive behavior that may have taken place in the home, church, or community. The design
would incorporate guidelines for the content and, when appropriate, a mechanism
for response to women's testimony. This process would have to be structured so
that it is easily accessed by the women of the congregation. These written statements would be a constant source of accountability for the faith community.
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Monitoring
Congregations should engage in monitoring the public and private neighborhood
and community agencies chat immediately respond to the crisis of violence against
women. There are numerous areas to be evaluated, such as: How promptly do the
police respond to women's calls? In their general region, does the police-response
time differ according to the racial and ethnic makeup of the community or neighborhood? How are women's spiritual and emotional needs attended to by the
nearest battered women's shelter? Have hospital emergency room personnel been
provided with antiracism training? Since church staff must often make referrals in
situations of violence to local social service agencies, the quality of those services
must be routinely assessed.
Personal inquiries to community agencies that are the most crucial in providing services to women must be made; hospital administrators, doctors, police officers, prosecutors, social workers, and judges should be invited into the churches
and questioned about their practices with regard to violence against women. The
results of this monitoring should be publicized through every available means,
ranging from the church newsletter or Web site to the local news media. Battered
women's shelters, rape crisis intervention programs, and even private therapists
should also be contacted and their work evaluated in terms of their treatment
of Black women victim-survivors. Community service providers have to be held
accountable for adequately serving African American women.
Advocacy
Solidarity with victim-survivors must literally be embodied by advocates who
serve in these women's interests. Certain women and men of the congregation
could be trained as advocate-friends working against violence and abuse toward
women. These individuals would ensure that issues related to this abuse are consistently aired in the congregation and integrated into its mission and structures.
Also, in the event that a complaint about sexual harassment or domestic violence
surfaces against the pastor, this group would provide an advocate to support the
woman (or spouse) who brings the complaint.
This group could help generate ideas for political action in the community
such as prayer vigils at the local police precinct or posters that voice community
concern about violence against women. Advocacy could also include support for
progressive national and local legislative initiatives relevant to ending the violence.
In its internal monitoring duties, the congregation's violence-resistance advocates
would ensure that these legislative concerns were included on the agenda of the
appropriate church social concerns committee.
Churches should also advocate for connections between violence against
women, white supremacy, and patriarchy to be spelled out and incorporated into
the law school education and law enforcement training of prosecutors, judges,
and police personnel. At the initiative of churches, methods could be devised for
monitoring and evaluating the extent to which officials in their communities have
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received this kind of education. Congregations might also join together to create
ecumenical and interfaith coalitions that work with local activists to wrirc local
ordinances that contribute to this struggle.
In these advocacy efforts, churches must insistently make the traumatizing
consequences of violence a public priority. Churches should track administrative
policies and laws that are directly responsive to the anguish visited upon women
victim-survivors. They should explore the question of what legislative changes
could be made to send a clear signal of community intolerance for this behavior.
For instance, what if, in the prosecution of perpetrators of male violence, the traumatizing of a woman was considered one of the crimes that was committed? Testimony about the emotional and spiritual agony involved in incidents of violence
could be solicited from neighbors, friends, and relatives and considered pertinent
evidence of such a crime.
We need more communities with crisis support teams to be available to
women when they request emergency assistance from the police. These persons
can hold the victim-survivor's hand, cry with her, be silent with her, or be supportive in whatever way she wishes. Furthermore, church advocates could press for
a wide range of support services for women victim-survivors of male violence to
be established as part of all health care insurance policies, including governmentfunded health services for poor women.

"expen" pcr.~on drlivrring a 111011ologue to an audience. lnsrcad, churches should
use a consultation model that facilitates dialogue and encourages the joint development of concrete suggestions.
As we face these challenges we can find hope in the reality that society evolves
continuously, and that shared moral commitment and communal effort can help
shape the direction of these changes. We can move toward becoming a less violent environment for African American women if we seize and hold fast to a radical vision for freedom from the violations that besiege women. This liberation
can take place if we commit ourselves to participate in an ethic of resistance thac
will not give up the struggle. As Denise, a woman I interviewed, describes it, this
involves a conscious decision,

Organizing Strategic Conversations
Churches should initiate consultations to strategize about specific racial and gender issues that reinforce violence against Black women. They could do so by bringing together small groups of victim-survivors, service providers, activists, scholars,
and community leaders who are already actively working on this issue. These consultations might explore some of the ethical problems that arise in devising community responses that are both feminist and antiracist.
One subject for such a consultation should be a candid discussion about how
to address the dual realities of white supremacist assaults against Black men and
Black male violence against Black women. The session should seek appropriate
responses to the competing agendas that these realities create. They could discuss
questions like: When launching a public campaign to mobilize community concern, how do you oppose the silencing of violence against Black women without
contributing to the degradation of Black men? How should the issue ofBlack men's
violence against Black women be raised with Black audiences? With predominantly white audiences? With audiences comprised of diverse racial/ethnic groups?
Should whites be spokespersons on this issue? How should persons of color who
are not African American speak about Black male violence against Black women?
How can they do so in an antiracist manner? Should Black women's photographs
be featured in advertising campaigns to raise public consciousness about domestic
violence? If so, what are the possible sociopolitical implications of doing this? It is
important that such strategic conversations not follow an academic model of one

And the times that I decided to live and what I wanted to do-you
know, like trying to resist, being in the spaces of resistance, were
the most empowering .... I made a commitment to live and to resist
this world's oppression. That is the only place [in which] I could
live. I mean, that's the only space of actually living. It is in resistance, or else I give up and that's-it's too terrifying there.
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Taking Risks
Implementing Grassroots Community Accountability Strategies
Written by a collective of women of color from Communities Against
Rape and Abuse (CARA): Alisa Bierria, Onion Carrillo, Eboni Colbert,
Xandra Ibarra, Theryn Kigvamasud'Vashti, and Shale Maulana

Sexual violence is often treated as a hyperdelicate issue that can only be addressed
by trained professionals such as law enforcement or medical staff. Survivors are
considered "damaged," pathologized beyond repair. Aggressors are perceived as
"animals," unable to be redeemed or transformed. 1 These extreme attitudes alienate everyday community members-friends and family of survivors and aggressors-from participating in the critical process of supporting survivors and holding
aggressors accountable for abusive behavior. Ironically, survivors overwhelmingly
turn to friends and family for support, safety, and options for accountability
strategies. 2
Communities Against Rape and Abuse (CARA), a grassroots anti-rape organizing project in Seattle, has worked with diverse groups who have experienced
sexual violence within their communities to better understand the nature of sexual violence and rape culture, nurture community values that are inconsistent
with rape and abuse, and develop community-based strategies for safety, support,
and accountability. Using some general guidelines as the bones for each community-based process, we work with survivors and their communities to identify
their own unique goals, values, and actions that add flesh to their distinct safety/
accountability models. In this paper, we discuss these community accountability
guidelines and provide three illustrative examples of community-based models
developed by activists in Seattle.
Because social networks can vary widely on the basis of values, politics, cultures, and attitudes, we have found that having a one-size-fits-all community
accountability model is not a realistic or respectful way to approach an accountability process. However, we have also learned that there are some important
organizing principles that help to maximize the safety and integrity of everyone
involved-including the survivor, the aggressor, and other community members.
An accountability model must be creative and flexible enough to be a good fit for
the uniqueness of each community's needs, while also being disciplined enough
to incorporate some critical guidelines as the framework for its strategy. 3 Below
is a list of ten guidelines-our accountability principles-that we have found
important and useful to consider. (We've chosen to alternate personal pronouns
throughout, as this reflects the realities of our work.)

Recognize the humanity of everyone involved.
l_t is imperative tha1 the li>lks who organize the accountability process arc clear
about recognizing the humanity of all people involved, including the survivor(s),
the aggressor(s), and the community. This can be easier said than done. It is natural, and even healthy, to feel rage at the aggressor for assaulting another person,
especially a person that we care about. However, it is critical that we are grounded
in a value of recognizing the complexity of each person, including ourselves. Given
the needs and values of a particular community, an accountability process for the
aggressor can be confrontational, even angry, but it should not be dehumanizing.
Dehumanization of aggressors contributes to a larger context of oppression
for everyone. For example, alienation and dehumanization of the offending person increases a community's vulnerability to being targeted for disproportional
criminal justice oppression through heightening the "monster-ness" of another
community member. This is especially true for marginalized communities (such
as people of color, people with disabilities, poor people, and queer people) who
are already targeted by the criminal justice system because of their "otherness."
When one person in our community is identified as a "monster," that identity is
often generalized to everyone in the community. This generalization can even be
made by other members of the marginalized community because of internalized
oppression. 4
Also, dehumanizing the aggressor undermines the process of accountability
for the whole community. If we separate ourselves from the offenders by stigmatizing them then we fail to see how we contributed to conditions that allow violence
to happen.

Prioritize the self-determination of the survivor.
Self-determination is the ability to make decisions according to one's own free will
and self-guidance without outside pressure or coercion. When a person is sexually
assaulted, self-determination is profoundly undermined. Therefore, the survivor's
values and needs should be prioritized, recognized, and respected.
The survivor should not be objectified or minimized as a symbol of an idea
instead of an actual person. It is critical to take into account the survivor's vision
for when, why, where, and how the abuser will be held accountable. It is also
important to recognize that the survivor must have the right to choose to lead
and convey the plan, participate in less of a leadership role, or not be part of the
organizing at all. The survivor should also have the opportunity to identify who
will be involved in this process. Some survivors may find it helpful for friends or
someone from outside the community to help assess and facilitate the process with
their community. To promote explicit shared responsibility, the survivor and his
community can also negotiate and communicate boundaries and limits around
what roles they are willing to play and ensure that others perform their roles in
accordance with clear expectations and goals.

Identify a simultaneous plan for safety and support for
the survivor as well as others in the community.
Safety is complex and goes far beyond keeping your doors locked, walking in well-
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lit areas, and carrying a Wl'apon or a cell phonl'. Re111l'111hn that a '\afi:ty plan"
requires us to continue thinking critically ahout how our accountability prncl'ss
will impact our physical and emotional well-being.' Consider questions such as:
How will the abuser react when he is confronted about his abusive behavior? How
can we work together to demechanize the aggressor's strategies? Remember, one
does not have control over the aggressor's violence, but one can have control how
to prepare and respond to it.
Violence can escalate when an aggressor is confronted about his behavior.
Threats of revenge, suicide, stalking, or threats to disclose personal information,
or threats to create barriers for you to work, eat, sleep, or simply keep your life private may occur. The aggressor may also use intimidation to frighten the survivor
and others. He or she may use privilege such as class, race, age, or sociopolitical
status to hinder your group from organizing. While planning your offense, organizers must also prepare to implement a defense in case of aggressor retaliation. If
your situation allows you to do so, organizers can also alert other members of the
community about your plan and prepare them for how the abuser may react.
Organizers must also plan for supporting the survivor and themselves. It is
easy to become so distracted with the accountability process that we forget that
someone was assaulted and needs our emotional support. It is likely that there
is more than one survivor of sexual assault and/or domestic violence in any one
community of people. Other survivors within the organizing group may be triggered during the community accountability process. Organizing for accountability should not be just about the business of developing a strategy to address the
aggressor's behavior, but also about creating a loving space for community-building and real care for others. Organizers should also try to be self-aware about their
own triggers and create a plan for support for themselves as well. Sometimes it's
helpful to have a separate group of friends that can function as a support system
for the survivor as well as for the organizers.

Carefully consider the potential consequences of your strategy.
Before acting on any plan, always make sure that your group has tried to anticipate
all of the potential outcomes of your strategy. Holding someone accountable for
abuse is difficult and the potential responses from the abuser are numerous. For
example, if you choose to use the media to publicize the aggressor's behavior, you
might think of the consequences of the safety and privacy of the survivor and the
organizers involved. But you will also have to consider the chances of the media
spinning the story in a way that is not supportive to your values, or the possibility
that the story outrages another person outside of your community so much that
she decides to respond by physically threatening the aggressor, or the chance that
the media will give the aggressor a forum to justify the abusive behavior. This need
to "what if'' an accountability strategy is not meant to discourage the process, but
to make sure that organizers are careful to plan for possible outcomes. Your first
plan may need to be shifted, modified, and tweaked as you go. You may find that
you are working to hold this person accountable for a longer period of time than
you expected. There may be a split in your community because of the silence surrounding abuse, especially sexual and domestic violence. You may feel that you are
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further isolati11~ tlu· \Ill vivm and yourselves fro111 the co111111unity. 'fhink of' tlw
realistic outconic·s of your process to hold someone accountable in your co11111111nity. Your process may not be folly successful or it may yield constructive rl'sults.
Whatever your outcome, you may find that you are more prepared and skilled
to facilitate a process of holding others in your community or circle of friends
accountable in the future.

Organize collectively.
It is not impossible to organize an accountability process by one's self, but it is so
much more difficult. A group of people is more likely to do a better job of thinking
critically about strategies because there are more perspectives and experiences at
work. Organizers are less likely to burn out quickly if more than one or two people
can share the work as well as emotionally support one another. It is much harder
to be targeted by backlash when there is a group of people acting in solidarity with
one another. A group of people can hold each other accountable to staying true
to the group's shared values. Also, collective organizing facilitates strong community-building, which undermines isolation and helps to prevent future sexual
violence.
Make sure everyone in the accountability-seeking group is on
the same page with their political analysis of sexual violence.
Sometimes members of a community organizing for accountability are not working with the same definition of "rape," the same understanding of concepts like
"consent" or "credibility," or the same assumption that rape is a manifestation
of oppression. In order for the group's process to be sustainable and successful,
organizers must have a collective understanding of what rape is and how rape
functions in our culture. For example, what if the aggressor and his supporters
respond to the organizers' call for accountability by demanding that the survivor
prove that she was indeed assaulted or else they will consider her a liar, guilty of
slander? Because of our legal structure that is based on the idea of "innocent until
proven guilty," and rape culture that doubts the credibility of women in general,
it is a common tactic to lay the burden of proof on the survivor. 6 If the group had
a feminist, politicized understanding of rape, they might be able to anticipate this
move as part of a larger cultural phenomenon of discrediting women when they
assert that violence has been done to them.
This process pushes people to identify rape as a political issue and articulate a
political analysis of sexual violence. A shared political analysis of sexual violence
opens the door for people to make connections of moments of rape to the larger
culture in which rape occurs. A consciousness of rape culture prepares us for the
need to organize beyond the accountability of an individual aggressor. We also
realize we must organize for accountability and transformation of institutions that
perpetuate rape culture such as the military, prisons, and the media.
Lastly, when the aggressor is a progressive activist, a rigorous analysis of rape
culture can be connected to that individual's own political interests. A political
analysis of rape culture can become the vehicle that connects the aggressor's act of
violence to the machinations of oppression in general, and even to his own politi-
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cal agenda. Sharing this analysis may also hdp gain support from thl' aggrt'ssor\
acrivisr communiry when they understand their own political work as conrn:ctl'd
to the abolition of rape culture and, of course, rape.

Be clear and specific about what your group wants
from the aggressor in terms of accountability.
When your group calls for accountability, it's important to make sure thar
"accountability" is not simply an elusive concept that folks in the group are ultimately unclear about. Does accountability mean counseling for the aggressor? An
admission of guilt? A public or private apology? Or is it specific behavior changes?
Here are some examples: You can organize in our community, but you cannot be
alone with young people. You can come to our parties, but you will not be allowed
to drink. You can attend our church, but you must check in with a specific group
of people every week so that they can determine your progress in your reform.
Determining the specific thing that the group is demanding from the aggressor pushes the group to be accountable to its own process. It is very easy to slip
into a perpetual rage that wants the aggressor to suffer in general, rather than be
grounded in a planning process that identifies specific steps for the aggressor to
take. And why not? We are talking about rape, after all, and rage is a perfectly
natural and good response. However, though we should make an intentional space
to honor rage, it's important for the purposes of an accountability process to have
a vision for specific steps the aggressor needs to take in order to give her a chance
for redemption. Remember, the community we are working to build is not one
where a person is forever stigmatized as a "monster" no matter what she does to
transform, but a community where a person has the opportunity to provide restoration for the damage she has done.

Let the aggressor know your analysis and your demands.
This guideline may seem obvious, but we have found that this step is often forgotten! For a number of reasons-including being distracted by the other parts of the
accountability process, the aggressor building distance between himself and the
organizers, or the desire for the organizers to be anonymous for fear of backlashwe sometimes do not make a plan to relay the specific steps for accountability to
the aggressor. Publicly asserting that the person raped another, insisting that he
must be accountable for the act, and convincing others in the community to be
allies to your process may all be important aspects of the accountability planbut they are only the beginning of any plan. Public shaming may be a tool that
makes sense for your group, but it is not an end for an accountability process. An
aggressor can be shamed, but remain unaccountable for his behavior. Organizers
must be grounded in the potential of their own collective power, confident about
their specific demands as well as the fact that they are entitled to make demands,
and then use their influence to compel the aggressor to follow through with their
demands.
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Consider help from the aggressor's community
Family and fril'l!ds can ht: indispensable when flguring out an accountability plan.
Organizers may ht:sirace to engage the aggressor's close people; assuming rhat
friends and family may be more likely to defend the aggressor against reports that
he has done such a horrible thing. This is a reasonable assumption-it's hard to
believe that a person we care about is capable of violently exploiting another-but
i~ is worth the time to see if you have allies in the aggressor's close community. They
have more credibility with the aggressor; it is harder for her to refuse accountability if she is receiving the demand for accountability from people she cares about; it
strengthens your group's united front; and, maybe most interestingly, it may compel the aggressor's community to critically reflect on their own values and cultural
norms that may be supporting people to violate others. For example, this may be
a community of people that does not tolerate rape, but enjoys misogynist humor
or music or doesn't support women in leadership. Engaging friends and family in
the accountability process may encourage them to consider their own roles in sustaining rape culture.
Also, the participation of the aggressor's close people ensures long-term follow
through with the accountability plan. Friends can check in with him to make sure
he is attending counseling, for example. Also, the aggressor may need his own support system. What if the intervention causes the aggressor to fall into a deep suicidal depression? The organizers may not have the desire or the patience to support
the aggressor, nor should they need to. However, the aggressor's family and friends
can play an important role of supporting the aggressor to take the necessary steps
of accountability in a way that is sustainable for everyone.

Prepare to be engaged in the process for the long haul.
Accountability is a process, not a destination, and it will probably take some time.
The reasons why people rape are complicated and it takes time to shift the behavior. Furthermore, community members who want to protect the aggressor may
slow down or frustrate organizing efforts. Even after the aggressor takes the necessary steps that your group has identifled for him to be accountable, it is important
to arrange for long-term follow-through to decrease the chances of future relapse.
In the meantime, it's important for the organizers to integrate strategies into their
work that make the process more sustainable for them. For example, when was the
last time the group hung out together and didn't talk about the aggressor, rape, or
rape culture, but just had fun? Weave celebration and fun into your community;
it is also a reflection of the world we want to build.
Also, the change that the organizing group is making is not just the transformation of the particular aggressor, but also the transformation of our culture.
If the aggressor's friends and family disparage the group, it doesn't mean that
the group is doing anything wrong: it's just a manifestation of the larger problem of rape culture. Every group of people that is working to build a community
accountability process must understand that they are not working in isolation, but
in the company of an ongoing vast and rich global movement for liberation.
These principles are merely bones to be used as a framework for a complex,
three-dimensional accountability process. Each community is responsible for add-
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ing irs own disrinctivl' fCa111rl's to makl' thl' body of thl' acu111111abili1y jll'lll'l'SS its
own. What follows is a description of rh rl'l' vl'ry diftcrl'nt scl'narios of com 1111111 ii y
groups struggling with sexual violence and mapping out an accounrability plan.
These accountability scenarios occurred before the folks at CARA crafted the
principles listed above, but they were important experiences that gave us the tools
we needed to identify important components of accountability work.

Scenario One
Dan is a Black man in an urban area who is active in the movement to end racial
profiling and police brutality. 7 He is also works with young people to organize
against institutional racism at an organization called Youth Empowered. He is
well-known by progressives and people of color in the area and popular in the
community. Over the course of three years, four young Black women (ages
twenty-one and younger) who were being mentored by Dan approached CARA
staff with concerns about ongoing sexual harassment within their activist community. Sexual harassment tactics reported by the young women included Dan
bringing young people that he mentored to strip clubs, approaching intoxicated
young women who he mentored to have sex with them, and having conversations
in the organizing space about the size of women's genitals as it relates to their ethnicity. The young women also asserted that institutional sexism within the space
was a serious problem at Youth Empowered. Young women had fewer leadership
opportunities and their ideas were dismissed.
Organizers at CARA met with Dan in an effort to share with him our concerns and begin an accountability process, but he was resistant. Women of color
who were Dan's friends, who did not want to believe that Dan was capable of this
behavior, chose to protect Dan from being confronted. Instead, several young
women were surprised by an unscheduled meeting within Youth Empowered,
facilitated by an older woman of color, where they were bullied into "squashing"
their concerns about Dan. They were accused of spreading lies and told that they
should be grateful for the organizing opportunities afforded to them by Dan. In
one of these meetings, a young woman was shown a letter from the police department that criticized Dan about organizing a rally in an attempt to make her critique of Dan's behavior seem divisive to the movement against police brutality.
After these meetings, each young woman felt completely demoralized and severed
all ties with Youth Empowered.
Black activists have struggled with the tension of patriarchy within our social
justice movements since the movement to abolish slavery. Women who identify
the problem and try to organize against sexism and sexual violence within our
movements are often labeled as divisive, and even as FBI informants. Their work
is discredited and they are often traumatized by the experience. As a result, they
often do not want to engage in an accountability process, especially when they
are not getting support from people they thought were their comrades, including
other women of color.
Over the first two years, CARA made several attempts to hold Dan accountable and each effort was a struggle. An attempt to connect with women of color
who organized with him only strained the relationship between our organizations.
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We also rl·ali1.nl 1h.t1 0111 ·''a fl' rnt·mbers were nor on thl' same pagl' wid1 l'ach ol her
abour how w ,,uppon young women who were aggravated with one organi1.a1io11
discussing the problem at our organization. How did that impact our ability w
build strategic coalitions with Youth Empowered? How were we going to support
the young women to tell their truth without the story descending into a feeling of
hopelessness? Was this a problem about Dan or was this a problem with the organizational culture within Youth Empowered?
We realized that it was not enough to recognize Dan's behavior as problematic and try to appeal to the consciences of the people around him. We needed
a thoughtful plan supported by everyone in our organization and we needed to
identify folks within CARA who would take the necessary leadership to map
out the plan for all of us. We decided that the women of color would meet separately from the general CARA membership to develop an analysis and strategy
and the rest of CARA would follow their lead. The women of color decided that
our struggle with Dan and his behavior had also become an organizational issue
for CARA-it was not solely a community issue-and we identified it as such.
We named Dan as a person who had ongoing chronic issues with sexual harassment. Surprisingly, this intentional defining of the problem had not yet happened
among our staff. We had talked about his behavior as problematic, unaccountable,
and manipulative, but we had not collectively and specifically named it as a form
of sexualized violence.
Importantly, we decided that our analysis of his behavior was not secret information. If people in the community asked us our opinion about Dan or disclosed
that they were being sexually harassed at Youth Empowered, we decided that our
analysis would not be confidential, but would be shared in the spirit of sharing
information about destructive behavior. In the past, we struggled with whether
or not sharing this information would be useless or counterproductive gossip.
We knew the risk of telling others that a well-known Black man who organized
against police violence was responsible for sexualized violence. But we decided
that it was safer for our community for us to not allow ourselves to be silenced. It
was also safer for Dan if we supported our community to move along in its process
of struggling with his behavior and eventually demanding accountability. If our
community didn't hold him accountable and compel him to reform his behavior,
we worried that he would step over the line with a woman who would not hesitate to report him to the police, which would give the police the ammunition they
needed to completely discredit Dan, as well as our movement against police violence. Therefore, we made a decision to tell people the information if they came
to us with concerns.
We decided that instead of meeting with all the women of color in Dan's
ranks, we would choose one Black woman from CARA to invite one Black woman
from Youth Empowered to have a solid, low-drama conversation. We also asked
another Black woman familiar and friendly with both groups and strong in her
analysis of sexual violence within Black communities to facilitate the conversation. The woman from Youth Empowered had positive experiences organizing
with CARA in the past and, though our earlier conversations about Dan were
fraught with tension and defensiveness on all our parts, she was willing to connect
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with us. 'lhc participation of the third woman as a friendly facilitator also helped
our representative to be more relaxed in our conversation.
The first meetings with these women went very well. 'lhc CARA rcprcsl·ntative was clear that the organization's analysis was that Dan had a serious problem
with sexual harassment, and we were specifically concerned about the tact that
he was working with young people. We were specifically concerned about Dan's
engagement with young people because of the power Dan had in choosing whi_ch
young person would get internships, go to out-of-town conferences, or receive
leadership opportunities. Dan's friend received the information with very little
defensiveness and was eager to have more conversations about Dan's behavior.
This one-on-one strategy seemed to relax the tension between the two progressive
organizations; instead we became three sistas intentionally unpacking the problem of misogyny in our community.
The outcome of these meetings was the healing of the strategic relationship
between our organizations, which was important for movement-building, but we
still had not moved to a place where we could hold Dan accountable. We struggled
with the specific thing we wanted to see happen. The women whom he'd sexually harassed were not asking for anything in particular; they understandably just
wanted to be left alone. We decided that we did not want him ejected from the
activist community, but that it was not safe for him to mentor young people.
It was at this time that a seventeen-year-old Black woman, Keisha, connected
with us through Rashad, a seventeen-year-old Black man who was organizing
both with CARA and with Youth Empowered. (Rashad was referred to CARA
through Dan's organization because the rift between the two groups had significantly healed. If we had not accomplished this, Keisha may not have found
CARA.) Keisha was an intern at Youth Empowered and had written a four-page
letter of resignation that detailed Dan's sexist behavior. The women at CARA listened to Keisha's story, read her letter, and decided to share with her our collective
analysis of Dan's behavior. Because Dan is so deeply supported at Youth Empowered, CARA's response helped her feel affirmed and validated. CARA's organizers
helped Keisha strategize about sharing the letter at Youth Empowered by asking
her what she wanted to achieve, how she wanted to be supported, and what she
wanted her next steps to be after the meeting.
Keisha read her letter aloud to Youth Empowered members that night, with
Rashad acting as her ally. She received some support from some women in the
community, but she was also told that her letter was very "high school" and immature, by a Black woman within the organization who was also a mentor. Dan
pulled Rashad aside after Keisha read her letter and told him that he was mak!,ng
a mistake by organizing with CARA because "those women hate Black men. It
was a very painful event, and yet both Keisha and Rashad felt positive about the
fact that they followed through with their plan and publicly revealed the same
problems that other young Black women before Keisha had named but privately
struggled with.
The Black woman from Youth Empowered who had been engaging with
CARA was stunned by Keisha's letter, and quickly organized a meeting with
Dan, Keisha, Rashad, her CARA contact, and other Youth Empowered orga-
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nizers, along wiil1 du· .\Olllll' Black woman facilitator. Keisha and CARA organizers preparl'd li>r 1;1e1ics that Dan and his supporters would use to discredit
Keisha. 'lhough each organizer admitted that there was a problem with institutional sexism within Youth Empowered, they belittled the conflict, as if it were a
misunderstanding between Keisha and Dan. They said she was "acting white" for
putting her thoughts on paper and for wanting to resign her internship. Keisha,
being the youngest person at the meeting, was mostly intimidated and silenced
by these hurtful tactics. The CARA organizer who was there, however, carefully
challenged each attempt to discredit Keisha. We continued to support Keisha during and after this meeting.
Keisha's letter, however, had a strong ripple effect that continued to impact
Youth Empowered. The Youth Empowered organizer who had been talking with
CARA was moved by Keisha's letter, and committed to figuring out an accountability plan for Dan that made sense for her organization. She began to organize
discussions to clarify the issues that included organizers from CARA, Dan, and
organizers from Youth Empowered. These conversations were very different than
when we had started. We no longer had to convince folks that institutional sexism
existed in the organization, or that Dan's behavior was a form of sexualized violence. Dan eventually resigned from his mentorship position at the organization,
but it's not known if this was because of the pressure created by Keisha's letter and
CARA's stronger connections with women of color at Youth Empowered. With
his absence, the new leadership at Youth Empowered began to more confidently
address the institutional sexism issues within the organization.
Although we think that this work has created a safer environment at Youth
Empowered, Dan still has not been accountable for his behavior. That is to say, he
has not admitted that what he did was wrong or taken steps to reconcile with the
people who he targeted at Youth Empowered. However, at the time of writing, we
expect that he'll continue to go to these meetings where these conversations about
sexual violence (including his own) will be discussed in the context of building a
liberation movement for all Black people.

Working the Principles
In the above scenario, CARA organizers utilized many of the community
accountability principles discussed above. We were sure to respect the autonomy
of the young women. They needed distance from the situation, so we did not pressure them to participate in the often-grueling process. However, we did regularly
update them on our progress, keeping the door open if they changed their minds
about what they wanted their role to be. In the meantime, we set up support systems for them, making sure we made space for Black women to just relax and talk
about our lives instead of spending all of our time processing Dan.
Because the issue was complicated, we planned together as a group, running strategies by one another so that many perspectives and ideas could help
improve our work. We also learned from our mistakes and learned to consider
more carefully the consequences of strategies such as calling a big meeting rather
than working with individuals. Also, working with the Black woman from Youth
Empowered, a friend and comrade of Dan's, was really critical in bringing Dan
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closer to the possibility of accountability. lll'r panicipation brought i111ponan1
credibility to the questions we were asking.
However, the most important principle that we exercised in this procl'ss was
taking a step back and making sure we were all on the same page with our analysis of what we were dealing with. Our frustration with Dan was a little sloppy at
first-we weren't sure what the problem was. For example, there was a question
about whether or not he raped someone, but we had not spoken to this person
directly and, therefore, had no real reason to think this was true other than the
fact that he was exhibiting other problematic behavior. We had to decide that the
behavior that we were sure about was enough for which to demand accountability. The power of naming the problem cannot be underestimated in this particular
scenario. Because the behavior was not intensely violent, such as sexual assault, we
were searching for the right to name it as sexualized violence. Sexual harassment
often presents this problem. There is no assault, but there are elusive and destructive forms of violence at play including power manipulation, verbal misogynist
remarks, and the humiliation of young people. Once we reached consensus in our
analysis, we were prepared to receive the opportunity that Keisha's letter and work
offered and use it to push the accountability process further along.

Scenario Two
Kevin is a member of the alternative punk music community in an urban area.
His community is predominantly young, white, multigendered, and includes a
significant number of queer folks. Kevin and his close-knit community, which
includes his band and their friends, were told by two women that they had been
sexually assaulted at recent parties. The aggressor, Lou, was active and well-known
in the music community, and he was employed at a popular club. Lou encouraged
the women to get drunk and then forced them to have sex against their will.
One of the survivors and her friends did a brief intervention with Lou, confronting him in person with the information. She reports that at first he was humbled and apologetic, but, after leaving them, reversed his behavior and began to
justify his actions.
Frustrated with Lou's lack of accountability and with sexual violence in the
music community in general, Kevin's group began to meet and discuss the situation. They not only reflected on the survivors' experiences, but also how the
local culture supported bad behavior. For example, they discussed how a local
weekly newspaper, popular in the alternative music community, glamorized the
massive amount of drinking that was always prevalent at Lou's parties. Kevin's
group decided that there was a real lack of consciousness about the issue of sexual
violence and the community needed to be woken up. To that end, they designed
flyers that announced Lou's behavior and his identity, asserted the need for Lou's
accountability as directed by the survivors, included a critique of the newspaper, and suggested boycotting Lou's club. With the survivors' consent, the group
then passed the flyers out at places where members of their community usually
congregated.
A couple of weeks later, the newspaper published an article defending Lou
by implying that, since the women that he allegedly assaulted had not pressed

criminal Lh.11gr,, !111· .dlcgatirn1s could not be that credible. KL"vin's group rl'alizt'd
that they nl'l'dl'd to do ;J lot of reeducation about sexual violence within thl' music
community. At the same time, they were being pressured by Lou with threats ro
sue for libel. !he group had not planned for this possible outcome, but instead
of backing off, they re-grouped and used anonymous e-mails and the Internet to
protect their identities. 8
They proceeded to write a powerful document that shared the survivors' experiences (written by the survivors), defined sexual violence, and addressed issues
of consent and victim-blaming. Using a mixture of statistics and analysis, they
challenged the criminal legal system as an effective source for justice, thereby
undermining the newspaper's absurd assertion that sexual violence can only be
taken seriously if the survivor reports it to the police. Most importantly, the group
clearly articulated what they meant by community accountability. With permission, we have reprinted their definition of accountability below:
We expect that the sexual perpetrator be held accountable for their
actions and prevented from shifting blame onto the survivor. We
expect that the perpetrator own their assaultive behavior and understand the full ramifications their actions have and will continue
to have on the survivor and the community. The perpetrator must
illustrate their compliance by making a public apology and, with
the help of their peers, seek counseling from a sexual assault specialist. Ir is equally important that they inform future partners and
friends that they have a problem and ask for their support in the
healing process. If the perpetrator moves to a new community,
they must continue to comply with the community guidelines set
forth above. We believe that by working with the perpetrator in the
healing process, we can truly succeed in making our community
safer.9
They released their full statement to the press and also posted it to a Web site. The
statement had an important impact. A reporter from the popular weekly newspaper contacted them and admitted that the statement compelled her to rethink
some of her ideas about sexual violence. It also kindled a conversation in the larger
music community about sexual violence and accountability.
Other than making threats of a lawsuit to the group, Lou mostly ignored the
group until the boycott of the club where he worked started to gain steam. Soon,
bands from out of town also began to avoid playing at the club. This pressure compelled Lou to engage in a series of e-mail discussions with Kevin with the goal of
negotiating a face-to-face meeting. Engaging through e-mail was a difficult and
frustrating process. Lou was consistently defensive and wanted "mediation." Kevin
was clear about his group's analysis and goals and wanted accountability. Eventually, they gave up on setting a meeting because they couldn't agree on terms.
Throughout this process, Kevin's group experienced a great deal of exhaustion and frustration. During the periodic meetings that CARA staff had with
Kevin for support and advice, he often expressed feeling really tired of the proj-
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ect of engaging with Lou at all. Slowly, Kl'vin and his group switched tal'lits and
focused more on community-building, education, and prl'Vl'llt ion. 1t 's a nit ical
shift to decide to use your resources to build the community you want rathl'r than
expend all of your resources by fighting the problem you want to eliminatl'. 'they
began a process oflearning more about sexual violence, safety, and accountability.
They hosted benefits for CARA and other antiviolence organizations. They prepared themselves to facilitate their own safety and accountability workshops. They
did all of this with the faith that they could transform their music community to
reach a set of values that were consistent with being fun, sexy, and liberatory and
explicitly anti-rape and anti-oppression.

Working the Principles
Similar to the first scenario, this community engaged in some trial and error and
learned a lot about different strategies. They were careful to check in with survivors about each of their strategies. It's important to note that one survivor changed
her role as the process continued. At first, she was the main person who drove the
initial confrontation with Lou. As the group pressured Lou more indirectly, she
chose to stay on the sideline. The group did a good job of being flexible with her
shifting role.
The fact that the group worked collectively was also very critical. We had the
impression that sometimes their work was more collectively driven and sometimes only one or two people were the main organizers. When only one or two
people were doing the work, it was clear that the process lost some sustainability.
However, we must also reflect a lot of compassion on the reality that some folks
who initially began to organize realized down the line that they needed stronger
boundaries between themselves and the process. In terms of planning, it may be
helpful to do ongoing self-checks to note how the work may be triggering one's
own experience of surviving violence or to determine if one just generally has a
low capacity for doing this kind of accountability work. Perhaps the type of strategy is not a good match for the culture of the group. As this group moved into a
different direction that focused more on raising consciousness and building stronger community connections, we noticed a significant revival in the energy of the
organizers.
Finally, we think that the most important principle that made a difference
in this community's work was when they presented a critical analysis of sexual
violence and rape culture to the larger community of rock musicians and alternative artists. It seemed important to sap the arrogance of the newspaper's uncritical
defense of Lou, given how much influence the newspaper has within the larger
community. We also think that creating and sharing the statement was important
in light of the group's flyering strategy. There's very little one can say on a flyer and
sexual violence can be very complicated. Their statement did a great job of demonstrating the full dimension of sexual violence by weaving in the survivors' voices in
their own words, using statistical information to show why people do not believe
survivors, and presenting a liberatory vision of accountability and justice.
Some members of the community may regret that they were ultimately unable
to compel Lou to follow their demands. However, CARA feels that it's not unrea-
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sonablc to think that thl'ir work did have a significant impact 011 l.011. After experiencing the full force of collective organizing which asserted that his bl'havior was
unacceptable, we venture to guess that Lou might be less likely to act in manipulative and abusive ways. In any case, we think their work may have also compelled
other members of the community to think critically about the way in which consent operates in their sexual encounters, which is important work in preventing
future sexual violence. Also, it's important to remember that this community did,
in fact, stay with their accountability process for the long haul-they now simply
have their sights set higher than Lou.

Scenario Three
Marisol is a young, radical Chicana activist who organizes with CARA as well as
the local chapter of a national Chicano activist group, Unido. While attending
an overnight, out-of-town conference with Unido, a young man, Juan, sexually
assaulted her. When she returned home, she shared her experience with organizers at CARA. She told us how hurt and confused she felt as a result of the assault,
especially since it happened in the context of organizing at Unido. The organizers
validated her feelings and supported her to engage in a healing process. We then
began to talk with her more about Unido to get a better grasp on the culture of
the organization as a whole and if they had the tools to address sexual violence as
a problem in their community.
Marisol realized that she needed to discuss the problem with other young
women at Unido. Through conversations with them, she learned that Juan had
an ongoing pattern of sexually assaulting other young women organizing with
Unido. She found three other women who had had similar experiences with the
same activist. This information led Marisol to organize an emergency meeting
with the women of Unido to discuss the problem. At this meeting, she learned
that this behavior had been happening for years and women before her had tried
to address it and had demanded that Juan be ejected from the position of power
he possessed within the organization. However, though Unido's leadership had
talked to Juan about his behavior, there was no real follow-up and there were no
consequences.
The young Chicanas of Unido decided to devise a plan to confront the organization's largely male leadership about the problem of sexual violence in general,
and Juan's behavior specifically. Identifying the criminal justice system as a real
problem in their community, they did not want to pursue law enforcement-based
responses. Also, Marisol did not want the episode to end with Unido simply isolating the aggressor without resolving Juan's abusive behavior. The young women
decided on a plan that included demanding that Juan step down from leadership
positions in Unido, that he pursue counseling and that his friends support him to
go to appropriate counseling, and that Unido pursue intensive educational work
on sexual violence.
The women's collective strength and demands were so powerful that Unido's
leadership agreed to remove Juan from the organization's ranks and to sponsor
trainings on sexual violence-not just within Unido's local Seattle chapter, but to
prioritize the issue throughout Unido's national agenda. The workshop curricu-
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lum focused on the connection betwel'n lihl'ration for Ml'xicans and Chicanos
and the work of ending sexual violence.
Also, because of the help of his friends and community, Juan was supporred
to go to culturally specific counseling addressing power and control issues, particularly for aggressors of sexual violence. Marisol also worked to build a strong
community of support for herself and other survivors within Unido. Eventually
she decided it was better for her health to create a boundary between herself and
this particular chapter of Unido, but, after a year's break, she is organizing with
another chapter of Unido. There, she is incorporating a consciousness of sexual
violence and misogyny into the local chapter's political agenda.

Working the Principles
Compared to the other two scenarios, chis scenario had a pretty shore timeline.
While the first scenario has taken over two years (so far), the second scenario
has been happening for a little over a year, and the third lasted for a mere two
months. One reason is the ease with which a strong accountability process can
be facilitated when the community is a specific group of people rather than an
unstructured and informal group. If there is a system of accountability within the
community that is already set up, organizers can maximize that tool to facilitate
an accountability process for sexual violence.
Interestingly, organizers at Unido previously attempted to hold the aggressor
accountable using the same means, but their demands were not taken seriously.
We think the attempt led by Marisol was more successful for two reasons. First,
survivors were backed up by a collective of people instead of just a few folks. This
lent credibility and power to the group of organizers as they approached Unido's
leadership. Second, the organizers were clearer about what they wanted to see happen with Juan, as well as with Unido. Instead of a vague call for accountability,
the women asserted specific steps that they wanted Juan and Unido to take. This
clarity helped pressure Unido to meet the challenge by complying with the specific
demands chat the women called for.
Also, the fact that Juan's friends agreed to support him to attend counseling
was a great success. Support from friends and family is perhaps one of the most
effective ways to ensure that aggressors attend counseling, if that is the goal. They
can be more compassionate because they love the person, they are more integrated
in the person's life, and they have more credibility with the person. Support from
the aggressor's friends and family can be a precious resource in securing an aggressor's follow through with an accountability process.

A Note on Credibility
We hope that the above scenarios reveal the "jazziness" often needed for a community to negotiate itself through a complex process that has multiple components. (We've borrowed the concept of jazziness from Cornel West, who describes
it as a relinace on "simultaenous improvisation and structure," as well as community accountability.) While organizers should be committed to some fundamental political principles (womanism/feminism, antiracism, and pro-queer), and can
build on the organizing principles we have listed above, the context of any situa-
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tion will likl"ly hr 10111pkx; tl1nrf(>rc organizns must also be flexible l'l1011gh to
modify and improve 1actics as the process unfolds.
To underscore the need for jazziness, we want to briefly explore a problem that
comes up frequently in community accountability work: How do the community and the organizers think about the credibility of survivors and of aggressors?
Because of oppression, people of color, women, young people, queer people, and
people with disabilities are often not believed when telling their stories of being
violated and exploited. In our first scenario, for example, one of the Black women
who experienced sexual harassment wasn't believed because of the racialized and
gendered stereotypes of Black women as promiscuous. For this reason, the wider
feminist antiviolence community has a principle of always believing women if
they report being sexually violated.
CARA also leans in this direction, but we do not do so uncritically. We try
co develop a process of engagement with a person's story of being violated, rather
than thinking of the process as a fact-finding mission with an end goal of determining the Objective Truth of What Really Happened. It is almost impossible to
prove a sexual assault happened-and when it is possible, it is incredibly time- and
resource-consuming. The reality is chat a perfectly accurate account of an incident of sexual violence is difficult to attain. Though everyone has an obligation to
recount their experience as accurately as they can, sometimes survivors do not get
every detail right or their story may be inconsistent. That's understandable-the
experience of sexual violence can be extremely traumatic, and trauma can impact
a person's memory and perception. Furthermore, the person's age or disability
may impact their capacity to convey their story with perfect accuracy. This does
not necessarily undermine their credibility. Sometimes aggressors can have what
seems to be a very polished account of what happened. That does not necessarily
mean that they ought to be believed. 10
As a strategy to step around this problem of credibility, we implement a
method that demands an intentional engagement of organizers with the people
and the context of the situation. Organizers are not objective, coolly detached
receivers of a report; rather, they are helping to build and create the way to think
about what happened and what should happen next.
Critically engaging an account of sexual assault means actively considering it
in multiple contexts. For example, we come to this work with an understanding
that we live in a culture in which sexual violence is, sadly, a regular occurrence.
We consider how institutional oppression informs people's choices within the situations in question. We look at people's patterns of behavior. We think about other
information that we know about the community in which the violence happened
that may be helpful. Because we understand that we are also not objective, we
reflect on how our own biases might be informing the way in which we perceive
information, and whether this is helpful or not. We help each other think critically around hard corners of the story so that our analysis doesn't become narrow
or develop in isolation. In shore, we critically engage the story to come up with our
best assessment of its most important elements, and then develop a plan to address
the situation based on solid political values and organizing principles.
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Conclusion
Given the intensity of addressing sexual violence in a community, naming an
aggressor will almost necessarily cause some community upheaval and hurt. We
urge people organizing for community accountability to be prepared for the risks
involved in leading a community accountability process. This work will be hard
and messy, but it is also work that is vital, deeply liberatory, meaningful, and
geared toward movementbuilding. Engaging with communities to do this work
helps to reconnect people to one another, potentially strengthening our relationships and making our communities more resilient and prepared for other political work. Instead of depending on institutions to support us-institutions that
will often respond oppressively if they respond at all-community accountability
work helps us to develop a practice of liberation in our personal lives, our community lives, and our political lives. Revolutionary movement-building will only
happen if we can build the systems and practices that affirm our liberation-based
values of connection, agency, respect, self-determination, and justice. Community
accountability work provides us with a critical opportunity to transform our relationships and communities to reflect these liberatory values.
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poem on trying to love without fear
maiana minahal

dedicated to Shu Hung and Sheila Quinlan, makers ofthe documentary
on queer women ofcolor, "Does Your Mother Know?"
well
i'm not stupid
i 'm not blind
just scared
scared to say

i love you
scared you won't
love me
cuz at thirteen
when i told my manong'
i like girls
he turned away
from my face
scared
so then i asked a boy to prom
my mom n pop said

good girls don't
but bad girls do
so which are you
scared soi
shut the door
shut love out
of my house
n never let
never let
anyone in
to love me
n maybe they're scared too
cuz love hurts too much
hurts like children
like sisters who leave home
like me
hurts like funerals
old age
* manong-older brother

2A
hurts like funerals
old age
disease
suicide
n i'm not crazy
i'm not bitter/but
this is not just a poem
.,
Its me
naked on the page
these are not just words
n there are times
when i want to love without fear
i just want to love without fear
don't you?
and i hear people say
what if we really are alone
in this world
what if
none of it/matters
well
let's suppose
they're right
let's suppose
mymomnpop
want the one thing
i can't give
let's suppose
i need to hear
what my brothers
won't say
let's suppose
they're right
let's suppose
that right and wrong
is as black and white
as heaven and hell
or good and evil
n even if it all ends
in nothing
does that change
anything

f
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2et
like your Resh
my blood
our need
for love
n i'm not stupid
i'm not blind
just scared
scared to say
i love you

scared you won't
love me
but
i want to love
without fear
i said
i want to love
without fear
don't
you?
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Organization for the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, Zionism and
Racism (Great Britain: Billings and Sons, 1977). For information on the global dimensions
on Zionism see Chomsky, Fateful Triangle and Beit-Hallahmi, Israeli Connection.
See Joel Beinin and Lisa Hajjar, Palestine, Israel and the Arab-Israeli Conflict: A MERIP
Primer. Middle East Research and Information Project. Retrieved from http://www.merip.org/
palestine-israel_primer/toc-pal-isr-primer.html.
See Walter Laquer and Barry Rubin, eds., lhe Israel-Arab Reader: A Documentary of the
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Mirldl1· !:~1st ( .i111/lil'I ( N«w York: l'<'11gui11 Books, 1984).
'"I he sracc to he lT<"•li<'d muse lw Jewish. Bur not in rhe same way as rhe Congo was Belgian or
Algeria was French. 'I he Jewish state must be composed primarily, and, ideally, exclusively, of
Jews (since they had no metropolis). Thus it was not a question of'exploiting' the manpower,
resources, and markets of another human community, as the colonial powers had done,
bur rather of finding a 'legitimate' way to exclude the Palestinian community from its own
territory" (Guy Bajoit, "Zionism and Imperialism," in Zionism and Racism, International
Organization for the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, 136).
Quoted in Rafael Patai, ed., lhe Complete Diaries of lheodore Herzl, Vol I. (Herzel Press,
1960).
Quoted in Arthur Hertzberg, lhe Zionist Idea: A Historical Analysis and Reader (Philadelphia:
Jewish Publication Society, 1997).
Quoted in, Rafael Patai, ed., lhe Complete Diaries of lheodore Herzl, Vol I. (Herzel Press.
1960).
See Salman Abu-Sitta, lhe Palestinian Nakba, 1948: lhe Register of Depopulated Localitirs
in Palestine (London: Palestinian Return Center, 1998); and Benny Morris, lhe Birth of thr
Palestinian Refugee Problem, 1947-1949 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1987).
See Tom Segev, lhe Seventh Million: lhe Israelis and the Holocaust (New York: Hill and Wang,
1993).
See Lee O' Brien, American Jewish Organizations & Israel (Washington, DC: Institute for
Palestine Studies. 1986).
Other countries where Israel cooperated and aided oppressive regimes: East Timor, Colombia,
Honduras, Sierra Leone, Ghana, Algeria, and Tunisia (The Muslim Student Association of
UCLA 2000; Shahak 1997).
See Paul Findley, Deliberate Deceptions: Facing the Facts about the US-Israeli Relationship
(Brooklyn: Lawrence Hill Books, 1993; Lee O' Brien, American Jewish Organizations &
Israel (Washington, DC: Institute for Palestine Studies, 1986). During the 1940s, a sign of
the ADCs early interest in information gathering and suppression of opinion was its active
participation in the witch hum of that time by providing information to the US Civil Service
Commission on thousands of Americans whom the ADL considered unpatriotic. Such information was later used by the infamous House Un-American Activities Committee and
the FBI. The Middle East Labor Bulletin, in its Spring 1993 issue, states that, of the 487,033
cards on individuals found in the Commission's New York office alone, six to seven thousand
were compiled in cooperation with the ADL.
Quoted in Rachelle Marshall, "Spy Case Update: The Ami-Defamation League Fights Back,"
lhe Washington Report on Middle East Ajfoirs Quly/August 1993).
For further analysis of the ADL spy case, see Elias A. Rashmawi, ''A Journey Through the
Palestinian Experience in the United States. In the Company of the ADL: A Case Study in
Subverting the US Constitution and Intimidating Dissent," 1992. During the 1940s, a sign
of the AD Ls early interest in information gathering and suppression of opinion was its active
participation in the witch hum of that time by providing information to rhe US Civil Service
Commission on thousands of Americans whom the ADL considered unpatriotic. Such information was later used by the infamous House Un-American Activities Committee and
the FBI. The Middle East Labor Bulletin, in its Spring 1993 issue, states that, of the 487,033
cards on individuals found in the Commission's New York office alone, 6000 to 7000 were
compiled in cooperation with the ADL.
Quoted in Marshall, "Spy Case Update."
See Rashmawi, "A Journey Through the Palestinian Experience in the US."
For example, in the February 8, 2002 speech, "New Excuses, Old Hatred: Worldwide
Ami-Semitism in the Wake of 9/11," ADLs national director argued that, "anti-Zionism
is anti-Semitism, period. There is no debate about it. ... It is pure, simply, unadulterated
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anti-Semitism" (Foxman 2002). Also Sl"t' Noa111 ( :ho1mky's Nr1·1·.u11ry !l/11.1i1111.1 for an analy.,is
of the ADL:s contention that criticism of lsradi is Anti-Semitism: "'[he Al)[. has virtually
abandoned its earlier role as a civil rights organization, becoming 'one of the main pillars' of
Israeli propaganda in the US .... "These efforts, buttressed by insinuations ofanti-Scmitism or
direct accusations, are intended to deflect or undermine opposition to Israeli policies, including Israel's refusal, with US support, to move towards a general political settlement."
See Marshall, "Spy Case Update," 20; and Rashmawi, "A Journey Through the Palestinian
Experience in the US."
For information on Zionism and labor, see the Middle East Labor Bulletin; on Zionism
and religious institutions in the United States, see Basheer K. Nijim, ed., American
Church Politics and the Middle East (Belmont, MA: The Association of Arab-American
University Graduates, 1982); on Zionism and politics, see Cynthia McKinney, "A
Celebration of Culture and Resistance." Speech given at the American-Arab AntiDiscrimination Banquet, San Francisco, CA, May 26, 2001; on Zionism and the media
see Edward Said, Covering Islam: How the Media and the Experts Determine How We
See the Rest of the World (New York: Pantheon Books, 1981 ).
Harem Husseini writes that "By 1970, the Arab-Americans and Arabs in the United States
were faced with a comprehensive campaign of investigation and surveillance carried out by
a number of government agencies, including the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Justice
Department, and the Immigration Department. This campaign of'spying, wiretapping, and
burglaries' was instituted on orders from the White House in an attempt to uncover the
activities of so-called saboteurs. Leonard Garment, White House adviser for Jewish affairs,
was ordered to contact Jewish intelligence to assist in this campaign of surveillance.... Since
1968, Zionist and pro-Israeli Jewish organizations in the United States have been pressing
Congress and the White House for action against Arabs and Arab-Americans critical of
Israel" ("The Impact of the Arab-Israeli Conflict on Arab Communities in the United
States" in Settler Regimes in Africa and the Arab World: The Illusion of Endurance, ed.
IbrahimAbu-Lughod and BahaAbu-Laban, [Wilmette, IL: The Medina University Press
International, 1974] 216).
Here, we borrow from Michael Omi and Howard Winant's analysis of the processes by
which racist notions become "common sense" (RAcial Formation in the United States:From
the 1960s to the 1990s [New York: Routledge, 1994]).
It was after the 1967 Arab-Israeli war when the United States solidified its alliance with
Israel. It was also after the 1967 Arab-Israeli war when systematic, racist images of Arabs
emerged within the US media. Edward Said writes, "During and after the June War few
things could have been more depressing than the way in which the Arabs were portrayed ....
The symbolism repeated the simple pattern of a Cooper novel- was not the June War the
conflict between the white European bravely facing the amoral wilderness in the person
of savage natives bent on destruction? As an intelligible unit in the mind, the Arab has
been reduced to pure antagonism to Israel" (Edward Said, "The Arab Portrayed" in ArabIsraeli Confrontation of June 1967, ed. Ibrahim Abu-Lughod [Evanston, IL: Northwestern
University Press, 1970] 6.)
African-American politics are a central site where Zionists interfere to sabotage the possibilities for Arab-Americans to build solidarity with potential allies. In a speech written by
Congresswoman Cynthia McKinney, [D-GA] and addressed to an American Arab AntiDiscrimination Committee banquet on May 26, 2001, McKinney, referring to a memorandum from the Counter Intelligence Program stated, "the purpose of the memorandum was
to fashion a strategy at the highest levels of the US government that would preserve white
superiority and white privilege in the United States and in Africa." McKinney then quoted
from the memorandum which read, "In the above context we must envisage the possibility, however remote, that Black Americans interested in African Affairs may refocus their
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attt·111io11 on rhr A1.1h 1'1.trll '011fli1 I. 'Liking into al'l'ount the Afrkan dt'sn·nr of An1rri1 .111
Bl:Kks, ii is rC"a.,on;1hk ro ;11t1i1ipa1e that their sympathies would lit· wirh the Arahs who .1rr
closer to them in spirit and. in some cases, related to them by blood. Blat·k involvcmt·nt in
lobbying to support the Arabs may lead to serious dissension between American l\l:icks and
Jews."
We use Omi and Winant's definition that "racial formation" is "the sociohistorical pron•ss
by which racial categories are created, inhabited, transformed, and destroyed" (Omi and
Winant, Racial Formation).
See Mohja Kahf, Western Representations ofthe Muslim Woman: From Termagant to Odalisq111•
(Austin: University ofTexas Press, 1999).
Quoted in Leila Ahmed, Women and Gender in Islam: Historical Roots of a Modern Deb111r
(New Haven, NJ: Yale University Press, 1992).
This image emerged in the context of the Intifada that began in October 2000 as part of
the Zionist project's strategy for justifying and explaining the Israeli state's brutal aggression
against Palestinian civilians.
All the names of interviewees in this chapter have been changed for purposes of confidentiality.
For a study of the "Holocaust Industry," see Norman G. Finkelstein, Image and Reality ofthe
Israel-Palestine Conflict (London: Verso Books, 2001).
According to Webster's Encyclopedic, unabridged dictionary, the term Semitic is a biblical term including any of the descendents of Shem, the oldest son of Noah. This includes
Akkadians, Canaanites, Phoenecians, Hebrews, and Arabs.
Per the request of an editor of the original anthology, we wish to clarify that this interviewee
is not referring to the 20-year anniversary edition of lhis Bridge Called My Back: Writings By
Radical Women of Color (1981/2001).

Chapter 12 Reflections in a Time of War

2

3
4

CorpWatch Website, "CompanyProfiles,"http://corpwatch.org/article.php?list=type&type=8
(accessed July 15, 2005).
West Asia/North Africa: This term is used to include all peoples from the region who are not
necessarily Arab or identify as Arab, as well as Kurds, Assyrians, Celdanis, Berbers, Iranians,
and more.
Please refer to the chapter on "The Forgotten '-ism': An Arab American Women's Perspective
on Zionism, Racism and Sexism."
"Overall, over 30 percent of enlisted personnel but only 12 percent of officers ate people of
color, who are then disciplined and discharged under other than honorable conditions at a
much higher rate than whites. When recent studies showed a slight dip in young AfricanAmericans' (disproportionately high) interest in the military, the Pentagon reacted with a
new ad campaign. They're targeting Latino youth with special Spanish-language ads. The
recruiters' lethal result: tracking high achieving young people in communities of color into
a dead-end, deadly occupation." http://www.objector.org/before-you-enlist/hazardous.html
(accessed February 2006).

Chapter 13 Don't Liberate Me
l

Red and white or black and white Arab headdress.

Chapter 14 "National Security" and the Violation of Women
l
2

This article is concerned with human rights violations committed by US officials and does
not discuss the role of Mexican officials in committing acts of rape.
For this article, I selected a few cases that were representative of other cases of abuse. Due
to space limitations and underreporting, I can provide only a glimpse of human rights vio-
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latiom regarding viok11Le agai11,t wo111e11. 'I he "11.dl 11u111hn ol l'1."'·' di." 11.\.\l'll here doc.,
suggest important directions for foturc research. My i11te11t is to L'XL'lllf'lily the violation ol'
women's human rights via cases of militarized border rape.
For the purposes of this article, I refer to INS officials as INS officials b.:causc that was their
identity at the time of the incidents even though in reality, the INS docs not exist anymort'.
That said, the militarization efforts continue to grow in a post-9111 world so that tht· US
public can feel the state is providing them with security, which is why the creation of the
Department of Homeland Security is the new home for immigration issues.
Amnesty International, United States of America: Human Rights Concerns in the Border
Region with Mexico, 1998, http://web.amnesty.org/library/lndex/engAMR510031998 (accessed March 13, 2006).
Timothy Dunn, The Militarization of the US-Mexico Border 1978-1992: Low-Intensity
Conflict Doctrine Comes Home, (Austin, TX: University of Texas, Center for Mexican
American Studies, 1996), 13.
Dunn, The Militarization of the US-Mexico Border, 21.
Susan Brownmiller, "Making Female Bodies the Battlefield." Newsweek, January 4, 1993.
Beverly Allen, Rape Warfare: The Hidden Genocide in Bosnia-Herzegovina and Croatia
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1996), 159.
The Chicana/a saying "We didn't cross the border; the border crossed us" is a powerful reminder to all of us abour this colonial legacy.
Nicole Caouette, "Immigration Proposals Include Arizona Fence," Los Angeles nmes, March
10, 2006, Part A, 1.
It is not my intention (nor Enloe's) to suggest that militarized prostitution is not also violent
and a form of rape. Militarized prostitution has a history of being forced an inflicted on
women from all sides of a military conflict.
Cynthia Enloe, Maneuvers: The International Politics ofMilitarizing Womens Lives (Berkeley,
CA: University of California Press, 2000),111.
Enloe, Maneuvers: The International Politics ofMilitarizing Womens Lives, 124.
Susanne Jonas, "Rethinking Immigration Policy & Citizenship in the Americas: A Regional
Framework." Social justice 23 (1996): 72.
nme Magazine, "Day of Infamy," September 12, 2001, at http://www.time.com/time/nation/article/0,8599,174502,00.html (accessed March 13, 2006).
Dan Glaister, "Schwarzenegger backs Minutemen," May 2, 2005, http://www.guardian.
co.uk!international/story/0,3604, 1474559,00.html (accessed March 13, 2006).
Enloe, Maneuvers: The International Politics ofMilitarizing Womens Lives, 134.
Elizabeth Martinez, De Co/ores Means All of Us: Latina Views for a Multi-Colored Century
(Cambridge, MA: South End Press, 1998), 58.
Rape convictions in the United States are extremely low [see Catherine Mackinnon,
"Reflections on Sex Equality Under the Law," Yale Law Journal 100 (1991):1281].
Human Rights Watch (1995) acquired the information in this account through interviews
with the victim, her lawyer, the Office of the Inspector General, and press reports.
Human Rights Watch, Crossing the Line: Human Rights Abuses Along the US Border with
Mexico Persist Amid Climate of Impunity (New York, NY: Human Rights Watch, 1995),
12-13.
"Ex-Border Guard Indicted on Federal Charges," Phoenix Gazette, April 6, 1995.
"Women Raped by Border Patrol Agent Awarded $753,000" Associated Press, State and Local
W'ire, October 14, 1999.
Ibid; Human Rights Watch, Frontier Injustice: Human Rights Abuses Along the US Border with
Mexico Persist Amid Climate ofImpunity, (New York, NY: Human Rights Watch, 1993), 13.
"INS Officer Pleads Not Guilty in Rape, Kidnapping," Los Angeles nmes, May 16, 1990.
Michael Connelly and Patricia Klein Lerner, "INS Agent Faces More Sex Charges," Los
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A11gdn l/1111»1, Junt' I 'i, i ')')0,
l.7 Ibid.
28 Refer co hnp://www.ins.usdoj.gov/graphics/glossary.htm#E (accessed March U, 2006).
29 Michael Connelly, "Jury Acquits INS Officer in Rapes," Los Angeles llmes, rcbruary 28,
1992.
30 Human Rights Watch, "Frontier Injustice," 8. See also People v. Luis S. Esteves, Case number
14855, Imperial County, CA, 1992.
31 Human Rights Watch "Frontier Injustice," 8 and Patrick ]. McDonnell, and Sebastian
Rotella. "Crossing the Line: Turmoil in the US Border Patrol,'' Los Angeles nmes, April 23,
1993.
32 Amnesty International "Human Rights Concerns in the Border Region."
33 Ibid.
34 Ibid.
35 United Nations Economic and Social Council. "Question of the Violation of Human Rights
and Fundamental Freedoms in Any Part of the World, with Particular Reference to Colonial
and Other Dependent Countries and Territories. Rape and Abuse ofWomen in the Territory
of the Former Yugoslavia. Report of the Secretary-General." Document E/CN.411994/5,
June 30, 1993, 5.
36 Dunn, The Militarization of the US-Mexico Border, 31.
37 State Advisory Committees to the United States Commission on Civil Rights (Arizona,
California, New Mexico and Texas), Federal Immigration Law Enforcement in the Southwest:
Civil Rights Impacts on Border Communities (Washington, DC: US Government Printing
Office, 1997), 24), [CR 1.2: IM6]. See also McDonnell and Rotella, "Turmoil in the US
Border Patrol."
38 In San Diego, the Border Patrol launched an aggressive recruitment campaign geared toward
military officers. In March 1999, the INS organized the "Southern California All-Military
Recruiting Events," where teams of Border Patrol recruiting agents visited 5 to 10 military
bases to talk about the Border Patrol as a possible career. Following this intensive recruitment
effort, the INS stated, "with the advent of new initiatives such as the 'all-military' campaign in
the San Diego sector, we hope to see an even greater number of applicants from this key group
in the coming year" (US Immigration and Naturalization Service, "INS Recruiting Update:
Spotlight on San Diego Sector Recruitment Efforts,'' communique, February, 1999: 11).
39 State Advisory Committees 10. See also US Congress, House Committee on Government
Operations, The Immigration and Naturalization Service: Overwhelmed and Unprepared for
the Future. 193rd Congress, First session, H.R. Rep 216 (Washington, DC: US Government
Printing Office, 1993), 2), [Yl.1/8:103-216].
40 Human Rights Watch "Crossing the Line," 21.
41 Ibid.; Amnesty International "Human Rights Concerns in the Border Region"; State
Advisory Committees "Federal Immigration Law Enforcement in the Sourhwest"; and
US Immigration and Naturalization Service, Citizens' Advisory Panel Report to the Attorney
General (Washington, DC: US Government Printing Office, 1997) [J 2 l.2:C 49/1 OJ.
42 US Immigration and Naturalization Service, "Citizens" Advisory Panel Report," 6.
43 On September 29, 1993, the House Subcommittee on International Law, Immigration, and
Refugees held a hearing on the House of Representatives (H.R.) 2119 bill. This bill wanted
to establish an independent review commission to investigate complaints of civil rights abuses in the border region (US Congress. House. Committee on the Judiciary, Subcommittee
on International Law, Immigration, and Refugees, Border Violence (Washington, DC: US
Government Printing Press, 1993), [Y4.J 89/1:103/14]. As of October 7, 1994, the bill was
stalled in committee (Lexis-Nexis, Bill Tracking Report, HR 2119, 1995). Establishing an
independent review commission to investigate border violence continues to be an important
goal for immigrant rights groups.
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44 Amnesty lntnna1ional "1 luman l{ights ( :0111cm., in the Bonin l{q~ion."
45 US Immigration and Naturalization Service, "( :itizrns' Advisory Panel Rqiort."
46 The overwhelming theme of migration literature is people migrate for labor. I lowl'Vn, women may be fleeing from domestic violence and therefore, once in the United States, arc in
search for employment. Therefore, it is important to not reduce their narratives to be one of
searching for work when the motivation may actually be escaping domestic violence.
47 Leo Chavez, Shadowed Lives: Undocumented Immigration in American Society (Orlando, FL:
Harcourt Brace College Publishers, I998), ix. See also Vicki Ruiz and Susan Tiano, eds.,
Women on the US-Mexico Border: Responses to Change (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, I991).
48 Mallika Dutt, With Liberty and Justice for All: Womens Human Rights in the United States
(New Brunswick, NJ: Center for Women's Global Leadership, I 994), 6-7.
49 R. W Connell, "Sociology and Human Rights," The Australian and New Zealand Journal of
Sociology 3 I (1995): 26.
50 The US efforts to exempt its military units from prosecution in the International Criminal
Court (ICC), a court that investigates war crimes as of July I, 2002 of which gender-based
violence such as military rape is prosecutable, is deeply troubling and problematic. Even
though President Clinton signed ICC Treaty to begin the process of institutionalizing the
court, Bush "unsigned" the United States's name to the treaty (Neil A. Lewis, "US Is Set
to Renounce Its Role in Pact for World Tribunal," The New York Times, May 5, 2002), a
blatant act of defiance to the international community and a dear message that the United
States is accountable to no one. However, the international community responded back to
the United States and moved forward with the ICC by obtaining sufficient signatories for
official approval. Although the United States initially hoped to halt the creation of the ICC
altogether, the international community continued to move forward to conduct the world's
affairs without the United States. Hoping for permanent exclusion from all ICC prosecutions, the United States received an annual approval from the UN Security Council for
exclusion from the ICC, which is renewable (William M. Reilly, "Analysis: US, UN Dent
Int'! Court," United Press International (UPI), June I2, 2003) meaning that the UN Security
Council will not require the ICC investigate and prosecute the actions of the US military. To
clarify, the International Criminal Court and the United Nations operate separately. First,
for the court to have jurisdiction, the state where the crimes occurred must have agreed to the
treaty or the (accused) individual's country (of nationality) must have agreed to the treaty.
Second, prosecutors can initiate an investigation on their own as long as the state (or states)
involved has already agreed to the treaty. A 3-judge panel reviews the case to ensure it meets
with the requirements of the court. Third, the United Nations Security Council can refer a
case to the court, even if a country has not ratified the treaty; the court's jurisdiction is broadest with the UN Security Council. So the United States is ensuring that it is protected from
all angles, which is why they pushed for the immunity from the UN Security Council and
are for the bi-lateral agreements with other states. The United States is also in the process of
passing legislation, which would prevent federal and state agencies from cooperating with
the ICC unless the Court is trying Osama Bin Laden, Sadaam Hussein, and/or Slobodan
Milosevic. For more information, please refer to Women's Initiatives for Gender Justice (formerly the Women's Caucus for Gender Justice) based in The Hague, The Netherlands at
www.iccwomen.org. Furthermore, as another layer of protection for the US military, the
government obtained official bi-lateral agreements from other governments confirming that
they will not attempt to prosecute the US military through the ICC either. Obtaining these
exemptions to the ICC is a result of US government manipulation and not from a conviction that the US military should be above international law. The United States threatened to
remove peacekeeping troops in Bosnia and withhold foreign aid to countries who refused to
the agreement. See Serge Schmemann, "US May Veto Bosnia Force In a Dispute Over New
Court," The New York Times, June 29, 2002 and Thom Shanker and James Dao, "US Might

Rdi1sc New l't·ace I )111ics Wid1011t Immunity," '/he New York limes, July .1, 2002.
51 UN Economic and Social Council "Situation of Human Rights in the 'frrritory of the
Former Yugoslavia, Report on the Situation of Human Rights in the Territory of the Former
Yugoslavia Submitted by Mr. Tadeusz Mazowiecki, Special Rapporteur of the Commission
on Human Rights," Document E/CN.4/1993/50, IO February I993, 67.
52 The Statute of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia of May I 993
identified rape as a crime against humanity. This statute took an important step toward
recognizing armed conflict affects women differently from men, but did not take the issue
far enough. That is, the statute characterized rape in a limiting manner by considering it
within the context of ethnic cleansing, rather than serving "purposes which are central to the
enterprise of war-making" (Liz Philipose, "The Laws of War and Women's Human Rights,"
Hypatia I I (1996):46-62.
53 Allen, Rape Warfare: The Hidden Genocide in Bosnia-Herzegovina and Croatia, 39.
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Chapter 15 The Complexities of"Feminicide" on the Border
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Jane Caputi and Diana E.H. Russell first coined the term "femicide" as a homology to "homicide." In Latin America and Europe the preferred term is "feminicide," which emphasizes
the structural and institutional forces, as well as the culture of impunity productive of "gender-based hate crimes."
Ciudad Juarez is the fourth-largest city in Mexico. During the I990s, the city was host to
five hundred export processing factories (maquiladoras) employing three hundred thousand
workers. The maquila industry dates back to Mexico's Border Industrialization Program of
I965, when the country created an export processing zone along the Mexico-United States
border; the industry was given a boost in I993 with NAFTA (North American Free Trade
Agreement).
Factual information contained in this section has been culled from various sources, including
the research of Mexican journalists working independently from the state, who have based
their findings on the examination of the files of I37 victims murdered between January
I 993 and December I 998. The results have been published in Benitez et al. (1999). See also
Monarrez (I999).
The majority of the victims were dark and thin, with long black hair. Of I37 victims, 5%
were light-skinned, 4 I% dark. Information is not available for the other 54%. Many of the
murdered women had been gagged, raped, strangled, and mutilated, with nipples and breasts
cut off and buttocks lacerated like cattle, or they had been penetrated with objects. The number of murders tabulated as sexual killings is disputed because city authorities don't count it
as rape if an object was used in penetration. For example, a woman found with a blanket in
her anus was not recorded in police investigations as having been raped. See Benitez et al.
(1999).
I am building upon my previous characterization of the state's interpretive framework as the
"discourse of morality," which I have since modified to draw attention to the state's shifting
framework of interpretation (Fregoso 2000: I37-56).
I am indebted to George Lipsitz for bringing to my attention the literature on nonheteronormative sexuality, especially Ferguson (2000: 4I9-44) and Shah (200I). See also Benitez et al.
(1999: I IO).
My translation: "Visitaba un centro en el que sedan cita homosexuales y lesbianas''.· "Gustaba
salir con difirentes hombres y era asidua asistente a salones de baile. "
My translation: 'iQue, no tienen otra cosa que inventar? De todos los casos han dicho lo mismo:
Que la manera de vestir, su supuesta doble vida. "
And while the incorporation of women into wage employment has been growing in exportprocessing zones throughout the Third World, to some extent the situation on Mexico's
border cities differs. The traditionally female workforce of the maquiladora industry peaked
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in till' I 9(i0s. l>ue in large measure lo Ml'Xiu,'s <'<ot10111ic nisis of' I'IH2, hordn titit·s likr
Ciudad Jufo:z experienced a drop in femak· partidpation in the 1111lffllil1lfl1m1 lahm fo1u"
from 68 to 53% in the years between 1981 and I')8'), with the hire of lll<'n rising in matching proportions. Transnational corporations on the border export wne took advantagl' of the
cheap male labor force produced by high unemployment and inflation during the Mexican
recession of the 1980s, creating the phenomenon researchers are calling "the rcmasculinization of maquila labor" in Ciudad Juarez. Another factor, according to Maria de la 0
Martinez (1995: 261), is that maquila technology and organizational structures have become increasingly complex, leading to the perceived need for more highly trained technicians-typically, men. De la 0 Martinez argues that today "women are marginalized by the
hierarchical structures now in place in the maquiladora industry."
See for example Laundau (2002).
A poem read at the Burials on the Border gathering.
Until Guillermina Gonzilez announced the "disintegration" ofVoces sin Eco in July 2001,
its members had gathered every weekend to paint more crosses as a symbol of their struggle
for social justice. For an excellent analysis of the political resistance of mothers of the disappeared young women in Juarez, see Bejarano (2002).
Interview of Mrs. Gonzalez in the documentary Maquila: A Tale ofTwo Mexicos (2000).
President Vicente Fox continues government inaction even as he pays lip service to women's groups by speaking on behalf of gender equality and against gender violence. During
International Women's Day, at the official ceremony for the appointment of Patricia
Espinoza Torres (a feminist, ex-PAN deputy) as head of the lnstituto Nacional de la Mujer,
Fox broached the issue of gender and human rights: "En las ciudades, las mujeres suften aun
discriminacidn; en el campo, su situacidn es muchas veces violatoria de los derechos humanos y
clama por una pronta y clara justicia. "(In the cities, women still suffer discrimination; in the
rural areas, the violation of their human rights is greater and it demands a clear and swift
justice.) See Cruz and Garduno (2001: 41).
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Chapter 17 Law Enforcement Violence Against Women of Color
Glennda Chui, "More Than 100 People March in Protest of San Jose Shooting," San Jose
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Chapter 20 The War Against Black Women, and the Making of NO!
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Chapter 19 Pomo Woman, Ex-Prisoner, Speaks Out

In this essay, I use the words "Black'' and "African American" interchangeably to describe the
descendants of enslaved Africans who were brought over, against their will and in chains, to
the mass of land now known as the United States of America.
Toni Cade Bambara edited the groundbreaking anthologies The Black Woman (1970) and
Tale and Stories for Black Folks (1971). She authored two short story collections, Gorilla, My
Love ( 1972) and The Seabirds Are Still Alive (1977); and one novel, The Salt Eaters (I 980). A
noted documentary filmmaker and screenwriter, Bambara's film work includes the documentaries The Bombing of Osage Avenue ( 1986) and WE. B. DuBois: A Biography in Four Voices
(1995), both of which were produced and directed by Louis Massiah. After Bambara's untimely death on December 9, 1995, Toni Morrison published two pieces ofBambara's work:
Deep Sightings and Rescue Missions (1995), a collection of fiction, essays, and conversations,
and Those Bones Are Not My Child (1999), a novel.
Scribe Video Center, a Philadelphia-based nonprofit organization, was founded in 1982 by
award-winning documentary filmmaker Louis Massiah as a place where people could work
together and gain skills in media-making. Scribe Video Center seeks to explore, develop, and
advance the use of video as an artistic medium and as a tool for progressive social change.
Central to its mission are efforts to reach communities that traditionally have not had access
to video training or production facilities. Scribe Video Center engages people of color, worn-
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Elaine Brown, former chairperson of the Black Panther Party; Johnnetta B. Cole, president, Bennett College for Women; Adrienne Davis, legal scholar at University of North
Carolina; John T. Dickerson, Bluegrass Rape Crisis Center; Ulester Douglas and Sulaima11
Nuriddin, Men Stopping Violence, Inc.; Farah Jasmine Griffin, scholar and author,
Columbia University; Beverly Guy-Sheftall, historian and author, Spelman College; (thl'
late) Essex Hemphill, poet, To Some Supposed Brothers; Audree Irons, administrative associate, Spelman College; Honoree Pannone Jeffers, poet, that's proofthat she wanted it, Reverend
Reanae McNeal, Imani Revelations; Charlotte Pierce-Baker, author, Surviving the Silence:
Black Womens Stories Of Rape; Queen, poet; Loretta Ross, former director, Washington, DC
Rape Crisis Center; Gwendolyn Zoharah Simmons, Islamic scholar and former SNCC organizer; Michael Simmons, international human rights activist; Barbara Smith, scholar, author,
and activist; Salamishah Tiller, cofounder, A Long Walk Home, Inc.; Scheherazade Tillet,
cofounder, A Long Walk Home, Inc.; Reverend Traci West, author, Wounds of the Spirit:
Black Women, Violence and Resistance Ethics; Aaronette M. White, social psychologist, activist; Janelle White, sociologist, activist; Rosetta Williams, visual artist, poet; Aminata Baruti,
choreographer/dancer, The Migration Dance; Faith Sangoma Pennant and Moon Wisdom,
co-choreographers/dancers, Black Feminist Dance Statement, Moon Wisdom, choreographer/
dancer, For Women ofRage And Reason and A State ofRage, a narrative choreopoem; archival
footage of Minister Louis Farrakhan, Nation oflslam, and Reverend T.]. Jemison, National
Baptist Convention; and vignettes exposing inter- and intra-racial rape and sexual assault
during enslavement and Reconstruction.
During this time, Gwendolyn Zoharah Simmons was known as Gwendolyn "Gwen"
Robinson.
The Council of Federated Organizations was made up of four organizations working to
achieve racial equality in the United States. The organizations were Student Non-Violent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC),
Congress on Racial Equality (CORE), and National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP).
Since its very beginning in 1994, the creative production and advisory team has been inclusive
of lesbians, as well as young and older women, most of whom are of African descent. The
women and men behind NO! are: Tamara L. Xavier, coproducer and director of choreography; Gail M. Lloyd, coproducer and contributing editor; Joan Brannon, associate producer,
cowriter, and director of photography; Sharon Mullally, editor; Wadia L. Gardiner, associate
producer and production manager; Salamishah Tiller, associate producer and director of archival research; Amadee L. Braxton, associate producer and archival researcher; Giscard QEE EYE
ZEE) Xavier, producer, composer, and performer of original score; Nikki Harmon, assistant
director; Kia Steave Dickerson, set decorator; Scheherazade Tiller, production stills photographer; Traci McKindra, NO! logo design and Web site maintenance; Michael Simmons, creative advisor; Tina Morton, post-production consultant. Scholar-activist advisors: Elsa Barkley
Brown, PhD; Kimberly D. Coleman, PhD; Charlotte Pierce-Baker, PhD; Aaronette M. White,
PhD; and Janelle White, PhD. Legal services: Tonya M. Evans-Walls, Esquire. Fiscal sponsor:
Women Make Movies, Inc.
Members of Black Men in Support of the Film NO!: Deputy Mayor Ras Baraka, Newark,
New Jersey; St. Clair Bourne, filmmaker; Tyree Cinque/DJ Drama, DJ, turntablist, producer;
Ulester Douglas, co-executive director, Men Stopping Violence; Michael Eric Dyson, Avalon
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Jr., sr. v.p., editor-in-chief~ Black Enterprise: Magazine; l>r. Ibrahim Ahdurrahman E1rajaj<·'.
professor of cultural studies/Islamic studies, Starr King Sdwol/( ;raduatl' ·I heological Union;
Thomas Glave, professor, English, SUNY-Binghamcon; Byron Hurt, anti-sexist aaivist,
producer, director, Beyond Beats and Rhymes; Christopher C. Logan, visual artist, DJ; Erik
McDuffie, scholar, activist, writer; Mark Anthony Neal, professor, English, SU NY-Albany;
Sulaiman Nuriddin, manager, men's intervention programs; Jeffrey 0. G. Ogbar, professor, history, University of Connecticut; Eternal Polk, writer/director, producer, NFL Films;
Kevin Powell, poet, journalist, activist; founder, Hiphop Speaks; Marcus Reeves, writer, publisher, Romarc Media; Michael Simmons, regional director for Europe, American Friends
Service Committee; Tyrone Smith, co-chair, Mayor's Commission on Sexual Minorities,
Philadelphia, PA; Alvin Starks, associate director, Open Society Institute; Brook Stephenson,
thought organizer, city manager, Rolling Out Urbanstyle Weekly; Kalamu ya Salaam, editor,
writer, filmmaker, teacher, moderator of e-drum Listserv for Black writers; Yemi Toure, director, The Black Man Film Festival, Atlanta; Cheo Tyehimba, writer, educator, activist.
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(Elliott Currie, Crime and Punishment in America [New York: Henry Holt, 1998])
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when guards took money from male prisoners in exchange for taking them to the women's
cells; prisoners in Arizona were subjected to rape, sexual fondling, and genital touching during searches as well as constant prurient viewing when using the shower and toilet; women at
Valley State Prison, California were treated as a "private harem to sexually abuse and harass";
in numerous cases women were kept in restraints while seriously ill, dying, or in labor and
women under maximum security conditions were kept in isolation and sensory deprivation
for long periods (Not Part ofMy Sentence: Violations ofthe Human Rights ofWomen in Custody
[New York: Amnesty International, 1999)).
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Book About Rape, (New York: Random House, 2003). Jane Doe was raped by the Toronto
"balcony rapist" after police used women in her neighborhood as "bait."
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For a comprehensive acount of state violence against women in the United States see Annan ya
Bhattacharjee, Women of Color and the Violence ofLaw Enforcement (Philadelphia: American
Friends Service Committee and Committee on Women, Population and the Environment,
2001).
Additional burdens on women when a loved one is incarcerated include dealing with the
arrest and trials of family members, expensive visits and phone calls from correctional facilities and meeting disruptive parole requirements (Richie, "The Social Impact of Mass
Incarceration").
In the United States see Justice Now; Legal Services for Prisoners with Children (http://prisonerswith children.mg); Free Battered Women (www.freebatteredwomen.org); California
Coalition for Women Prisoners (http://womenprisoners.org); and Chicago Legal Advocacy
for Incarcerated Mothers (www.c-l-a-i-m-.org). In the UK see Women in Prison (www.womeninprison.org); and Justice for Women (www.jfw.org.uk). In Canada, see the Canadian
Association of Elizabeth Fry Associations (www.elizabethfry.ca/caefs_e.htm).
According to transgender activists in the Bay Area, the police are responsible for approximately 50% of all trans abuse cases. The Transaction hotline regularly receives reports from
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or subjected to demands for sex from undercover police officers. "Transgender Sues Police,"
San Francisco Examiner, August 9, 2002; "Another Transgender Murder," Bay Area Reporter
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Gang Publishers,), 211-223.
Abolitionists Thomas and Boehlfeld's response to the question: "What Do We Do About
Henry?" where Henry is a violent rapist, is an example of this problem. The authors conclude
that this is the wrong question since it focuses attention on a small and anomalous subsection of the prison population and detracts from a broader abolitionist vision (Jim Thomas
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in the Criminal justice System, ed. Robynne Neugebauer [Toronto: Canadian Scholars' Press
Inc., 2000]). See also Barbara Hudson, "Restorative Justice and Gendered Violence" British
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Chapter 28 An Antiracist Christian Ethical Approach to Violence Resistance
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This chapter is an excerpt from WOundr of the Spirit: Black WOmen, Violence, and Resistance
Ethics (New York: New York University Press, 1999).
2 For a discussion of the critical role of Christian faith communities in developing moral
responses to contemporary social crises, see Larry Rasmussen, Moral Fragments and Moral
Community: A Proposal far Church in Society (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1993), especially
150-151.
3 Corne! West, Prophesy Deliverance! An Afro-American Revolutionary Christianity (Philadelphia:
Westminster Press, 1982), 98.
4 Christine Gudorf, Victimization: Examining Christian Complicity (Philadelphia: Trinity Press
International, 1992), 92.
5 Delores Williams. Sisters in the Wilderness: The Challenge ofWOmanist God-Talk (Maryknoll,
NY: Orbis Books, 1993), 177.
6 Ibid.
7 For a resource that provides rites for women's healing from violence, see Rosemary Radford
Ruether, WOmen-Church: Theology and Practice (New York: Harper and Row, 1985), especially 151-161.
8 For some examples of social justice rituals, see George D. McClain, Claiming All Things
far God: Prayer, Discernment, and Ritual far Social Change (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press,
1998).
9 In the 1980s, I had the privilege of meeting men from a Christian-based community in
Nicaragua who described their process of coming to a greater awareness of the destructive
impact that the dynamics of "machismo" can have upon women. The women of that community also testified to the behavioral changes taking place in their community that had
resulted in increasing men's participation in child care and women's involvement in formal
political leadership.
10 Paul Kivel, Uprooting Racism: How White People Can WOrk far Racial justice (Philadelphia:
New Society Publishers, 1996), 40-46. For his work on domestic violence, see Men's WOrk:
How to Stop the Violence That Tears Our Lives Apart (New York: Hazelden/Ballantine,
1992).

Chapter 29 Taking Risks
1

For the purposes of this article, we use the word "aggressor" to refer to a person who has
committed an act of sexual violence (rape, sexual harassment, coercion, etc.) against another
person. Our use of the word "aggressor" is not an attempt to weaken the severity of rape. In
our work of defining accountability outside of the criminal system, we try not to use criminal-based vocabulary such as "perpetrator," "rapist," or "sex predator." We also use pronouns
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intndiangcahly throughout thl' article.
Jacqueline M. Golding ct al., "Social Support Sources following As.<.111lt." .foumal rf
Community Psychology 17 (January 1989): 92-107. This paper is just one l'xampk of research
showing that survivors are much more likely to access friends and family for support than
they are to access police or rape crisis centers. Golding's research reveals that 59% of survivors surveyed reported that they disclosed their assault to friends and relatives, while 10. 5'Yi>
reported to police, and 1.9% reported to rape crisis centers. Interestingly, Golding's research
also asserts that survivors rated rape crisis centers as most helpful and law enforcement as least
helpful. She suggests that, since friends or relatives are the most frequent contact for rape
victim disclosure, efforts should focus on enhancing and supporting this informal intervention.
3 Borrowing from philosopher Corne! West, we can call this approach of simultaneous improvisation and structure a "jazzy approach." Much like jazz music, a community accountability
process can incorporate many different and diverse components that allow for the complexity of addressing sexual violence while also respecting the need for some stability and careful
planning. Also, like jazz music, an accountability process is not an end point or a finite thing,
but a living thing that continues to be created. Our understanding of community accountability ultimately transcends the idea of simply holding an abusive community member
responsible for his or her actions, but also includes the vision of the community itself being
accountable for its support of a culture that allows for sexual violence. This latter accountability process truly necessitates active and constant recreating and reaffirming a community
that values liberation for everyone.
4 We define "internalized oppression" as the process of a person who belongs to a marginalized
and oppressed group accepting, promoting, and justifying beliefs of inferiority and lack of
value about her group and, perhaps, herself.
5 Thank you to the Northwest Network of Bisexual, Trans, Lesbian, and Gay Survivors of
Abuse for asserting the verb in "safety plan."
6 We do not mean to simply imply that the principle of"innocent until proven guilty" should
be completely discarded. However, we also recognize that this particular goal is actually often
disregarded in a criminal system that is entrenched with institutional racism and oppression.
Our goal is to create values that are independent of a criminal justice-based approach to accountability, including thinking critically about ideas such as "innocent until proven guilty"
from the perspective of how these ideas actually impact oppressed people.
7 All names of people and organizations have been changed for the purposes of this article,
not because we are concerned about the legal ramifications of slander or because we have a
blanket rule about confidentiality, but because we try to be intentional about when and for
what reason we publicly identify aggressors.
8 Those of us working on community accountability should have a talk about aggressors'
threats of suing for slander and libel. These threats happen often, especially if the aggressor
is well-known and has a reputation to defend. However, when suing for slander or libel,
one has the burden of proof and must be able to demonstrate that the allegations are false.
It's very hard to prove that something is false, especially when it is, in fact, true. Still, the
threat of a lawsuit can understandably be frightening and it would be helpful to have more
conversations about what the actual danger is and perhaps develop some best practices when
considering using public disclosure as a tool to reach accountability.
9 Press release, January 25, 2003.
IO More thinking may need to be done to address situations in which people are intentionally
lying about an account of rape or abuse. What happens if someone uses an accusation of
abuse as a tool to isolate, punish, or control the person being accused? This could happen in
an abusive relationship, but it could also happen as a function of oppression (for example, a
straight woman accuses a queer woman of harassment simply by virtue of her being queer,
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or a white woman accusl'S a Black man of st'x11;1I assault ht'ClllSt' of ht'r own r;1ds111). Anothn
problem is when a person experiences an event as violent, hut this cxpt'rit'nC<' dot'Sll't fit till·
community's general definition of "violence." '!he community may need to figure out if it
should expand its notion of"violence" or if a different analysis and response is needed. Lastly.
while struggling through these questions, we'd like to caution our left/progressive community against creating a culture of endless process that stands in for organized action. Issues of
credibility, as well as other controversial issues, are complicated and can sap a group's time
and energy. You may not even need to come to consensus about how to finally think about
what happened. But this doesn't necessarily mean you can't come to consensus on a plan of
action to respond.
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